


Foreword

Welcome to the growing family of new INFINITI owners. This vehicle has been delivered to you with confidence. It has been produced using the latest

techniques and strict quality control.

This manual was prepared to help you understand the operation andmaintenance of your vehicle so that you may enjoymany kilometres (miles) of driv-

ing pleasure. Please read through this manual before operating your vehicle.

A separate Warranty Information & Maintenance Booklet explains in detail the warranty coverage that applies to your vehicle.

Your INFINITI Centre knows your vehicle best. When you require any service or have any questions, your INFINITI Centre will be glad to assist you with the

extensive resources available for you.

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION

REMINDERS FOR SAFETY!

Follow these important driving rules to help ensure a safe and complete

trip for you and your passengers!

• NEVER drive under the influence of alcohol or drugs.

• ALWAYS observe posted speed limits and never drive too fast for conditions.

• ALWAYS use your seat belts and appropriate child restraint systems. Preteen

children should be seated in the rear seat.

• ALWAYS provide information about the proper use of vehicle safety features to

all occupants of the vehicle.

• ALWAYS review this Owner’s Manual for important safety information.

WHEN READING THE MANUAL

This manual includes information for all options available on this model.

Therefore, you may find some information that does not apply to your

vehicle.

All information, specifications and illustrations in thismanual are those in

effect at the time of printing. INFINITI reserves the right to change specifi-

cations or designs at any time without notice and without obligation.

MODIFICATION OF YOUR VEHICLE

This vehicle should not be modified. Modifications could affect its perfor-

mance, safety or durability, and may even violate governmental regula-

tions. In addition, damage or performance problems resulting from modi-

fications may not be covered under INFINITI warranties.

READ FIRST — THEN DRIVE SAFELY

Before driving your vehicle, read this Owner’s Manual carefully. This will

ensure familiarity with controls and maintenance requirements, assisting

you in the safe operation of your vehicle.

Throughout this manual the following symbols and words are used:

WARNING

Indicates the presence of a hazard that could cause death or serious personal in-

jury. To avoid or reduce the risk, the procedures described must be followed pre-

cisely.

CAUTION

Indicates the presence of a hazard that could cause minor or moderate personal

injury, or damage to your vehicle. To avoid or reduce the risk, the procedures de-

scribed must be followed carefully.

NOTE

Indicates additional helpful information.



This symbol means “Do not do this” or “Do not let this happen”.

Arrows in an illustration that are similar to these point to the front of the

vehicle.

Arrows in an illustration that are similar to these indicate movement or

action.

Arrows in an illustration that are similar to these call attention to an item

in the illustration.

ON-PAVEMENT AND OFF-ROAD DRIVING (4WD models)

This vehicle will handle and manoeuvre differently from an ordinary pas-

senger vehicle, because it has a higher centre of gravity for off-road use.

As with other vehicles with features of this type, failure to operate this

vehicle correctly may result in loss of control or an accident.

Be sure to read “Four-wheel drive (4WD)” in the “5. Starting and driving”

section of this manual.

BATTERY DISPOSAL

CAUTION

An improperly disposed battery can harm the environment. Always confirm local

regulations for battery disposal.

Examples of the batteries that the vehicle contains:

• Vehicle battery

• Remote controller battery (for Intelligent Key and/or Remote keyless entry sys-

tem)

• Tyre Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS) sensor battery

• Remote controller battery (for Mobile Entertainment system)

If in doubt, contact your local authority, or an INFINITI Centre, or a quali-

fied workshop for advice on disposal.

m

Bluetooth® is a trademark of Bluetooth SIG, Inc., U.S.A.

m

iPod® is a trademark of Apple Inc.

INFINITI Genuine Parts and Accessories might be branded either INFINITI

or NISSAN
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1) Child restraint anchorage (P. 1-23)

2) Seat belts (P. 1-7)

3) Head restraints (P. 1-6)

4) Supplemental curtain side-impact air bags

(P. 1-24)

5) Supplemental front-impact air bags (P. 1-24)

6) Front passenger air bag status light – for Eu-

rope (P. 1-31)

7) ISOFIX child restraint system (P. 1-23)

8) Rear armrest (P. 1-7)

9) Rear seats (P. 1-5)

— Child restraints (P. 1-12)

10)Supplemental side-impact air bags (P. 1-24)

11) Pre-tensioner seat belt system (P. 1-26)

12)Front seats (P. 1-2)

— Occupant classification sensors (weight

sensors)* (P. 1-29)

13)Front passenger air bag status light – except

for Europe (P. 1-33)

14)Front passenger air bag switch – for Europe

(P. 1-33)

*: where fitted

SSI0475
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1) Front view camera* (P. 4-26)

2) Bonnet (P. 3-18)

3) Headlights and turn signal lights (P. 2-27)

— Switch operation (P. 2-31)

— Adaptive Front lighting System (AFS)*

(P. 2-28)

— Bulb replacement (P. 8-23)

4) Windscreen wipers and washers (P. 2-30)

— Switch operation (P. 2-30)

— Blade replacement (P. 8-16)

— Window washer fluid (P. 8-18)

5) Sunroof* (P. 2-37)

6) Roof rack* (P. 2-46)

7) Power windows (P. 2-35)

8) Outside rearview mirrors (P. 3-21)

— Side view camera* (P. 4-26)

— Puddle light (P. 2-47)

9) Doors

— Keys (P. 3-2)

— Door locks (P. 3-3)

— Intelligent Key system (P. 3-6)

— Security system (P. 3-16)

10)Corner sensors (sonar)

— Parking sensor system* (P. 5-74)

— Around View Monitor* (P. 4-26)

11) Recovery hook (P. 6-13)

12)Centre sensors (sonar)*

— Parking sensor system* (P. 5-74)

13)Fog lights (P. 2-30)

— Switch operation (P. 2-30)

— Bulb replacement (P. 8-26)

14)Headlight cleaners* (P. 2-31, P. 2-29)

15)Tyres

— Tyres and wheels (P. 8-29)

— Flat tyre (P. 6-2)

— Specifications (P. 9-8)

— Tyre PressureMonitoring System (TPMS)*

(P. 5-5)

— Four-Wheel Drive (4WD) (P. 5-17)

16)Side turn signal lights (P. 2-29)

— Bulb replacement (P. 8-26)

*: where fitted
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1) Rear view camera* (P. 4-26)

2) Back door (P. 3-19)

— Intelligent Key system (P. 3-6)

— Spare tyre (P.6-2) or Emergency tyrepunc-

ture repair kit* (P. 6-6)

3) Rear window defogger (P. 2-33)

4) High-mounted stop light (Bulb replacement)

(P. 8-26)

5) Rear window wiper and washer

— Switch operation (P. 2-32)

— Window washer fluid (P. 8-18)

6) Antenna (P. 4-52)

7) Corner sensors (sonar)

— Parking sensor system* (P. 5-74)

— Around View Monitor* (P. 4-26)

8) Rear fog light

— Switch operation (P. 2-30)

— Bulb replacement (P. 8-26)

9) Centre sensors (sonar)*

— Parking sensor system* (P. 5-74)

10)Rear combination lights (Bulb replacement)

(P. 8-26)

11) Fuel filler lid (P. 3-19)

— Fuel recommendation (P. 9-2)

12)Child safety rear door locks (P. 3-6)

*: where fitted
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EXTERIOR REAR
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1) Coat hooks (P. 2-43)

2) Rear personal lights (P. 2-48)

3) Mobile Entertainment System* (P. 4-80)

4) Door armrest

— Power window controls (P. 2-35)

— Power door lock switch (P. 3-5)

5) Automatic drive positioner switch (P. 3-24)

6) Sun visors (P. 2-47)

7) Sunroof switch* (P. 2-37)

8) Map lights (P. 2-48)

9) Sunglasses holder* (P. 2-42)

10)Inside rearview mirror (P. 3-21)

11) Battery* (P. 3-18)

12)Cargo cover (P. 2-43)

13)Rear cup holders (P. 2-42)

14)Console box (P. 2-42)

— Power outlet (P. 2-39)

— Auxiliary sockets (P. 4-78)

— USB memory operation (P. 4-62)

— iPod® player (P. 4-68)

15)Front cup holders (P. 2-42)

16)Cancel switch for ultrasonic and tilt sensor

(theft warning system) (P. 2-17)

*: where fitted
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LEFT-HAND DRIVE (LHD) MODEL

1) Outside rearview mirror remote control

switch (P. 3-21)

2) Headlight cleaner switch* (P. 2-29)

3) IBA OFF switch* (P. 5-70)

4) Instrument brightness control switch (P. 2-4)

5) Headlight, fog light and turn signal switch

— Headlight (P. 2-27)

— Turn signal (P. 2-29)

— Fog light (P. 2-30)

6) Steering-wheel-mounted controls (left side)

— Audio control steering switch (P. 4-77)

— Hands-Free Phone System switch (with-

out navigation system) (P. 4-95)

— Hands-Free Phone System switch (with

navigation system)* (Refer to the separately

provided Navigation System Owner’s

manual)

7) Trip computer switch (P. 2-23)

8) Wiper and washer switch (P. 2-30)

9) Steering-wheel-mounted controls (right

side)

— Cruise control (P. 5-30)

— Intelligent Cruise Control (ICC) system*

(P. 5-32)

— Speed limiter (P. 5-28)

10)Parking sensor system OFF switch* (P. 5-76)/

Forward Collision Warning (FCW) and Lane

Departure Warning switch (LDW)*

— Forward Collision Warning (FCW) (P. 5-65)

— Lane Departure Warning (LDW) (P. 5-23)

11) Vehicle Dynamic Control (VDC) OFF switch*

(P. 5-20)

Electronic Stability Programme (ESP) OFF

switch* (P. 5-22)

12)Intelligent Key port

— Intelligent Key battery discharge (P. 5-10)

— Intelligent Key battery replacement

(P. 8-20)

13)TRIP/RESET switch for twin trip odometer

(P. 2-2)

SSI0739

COCKPIT
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14)Electric tilting/telescopic steering wheel

switch (P. 3-20)

15)Control switches (centre console - AT model/

instrument panel - MT model)

— Climate controlled seat switches (P. 1-4)

— SNOWmode switch* (P. 5-19)

— Continuous damping control mode select

switch* (P. 5-19)

*: where fitted
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RIGHT-HAND DRIVE (RHD) MODEL

1) Steering-wheel-mounted controls (left side)

— Audio control steering switch (P. 4-77)

— Hands-Free Phone System switch (with-

out navigation system) (P. 4-95)

— Hands-Free Phone System switch (with

navigation system)* (Refer to the separately

provided Navigation System Owner’s

manual))

2) Headlight, fog light and turn signal switch

— Headlight (P. 2-27)

— Turn signal (P. 2-29)

— Fog light (P. 2-30)

3) Instrument brightness control switch (P. 2-4)

4) Steering-wheel-mounted controls (right

side)

— Cruise control (P. 5-30)

— Intelligent Cruise Control (ICC) system*

(P. 5-32)

— Speed limiter (P. 5-28)

5) Wiper and washer switch (P. 2-30)

6) Trip computer switch (P. 2-23)

7) IBA OFF switch* (P. 5-70)

8) Outside rearview mirror remote control

switch (P. 3-21)

9) Control switches (centre console - AT model/

instrument panel - MT model)

— Climate controlled seat switches (P. 1-4)

— SNOWmode switch* (P. 5-19)

— Continuous damping control mode select

switch* (P. 5-19)

10)Electric tilting/telescopic steering wheel

switch (P. 3-20)

11) TRIP/RESET switch for twin trip odometer

(P. 2-2)

12)Intelligent Key port

— Intelligent Key battery discharge (P. 5-10)

— Intelligent Key battery replacement

(P. 8-20)

13)Electronic Stability Programme (ESP) OFF

switch* (P. 5-22)

SSI0740
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14)Parking sensor system OFF switch* (P. 5-76)/

Forward Collision Warning (FCW) and Lane

Departure Warning switch (LDW)*

— Forward Collision Warning (FCW) (P. 5-65)

— Lane Departure Warning (LDW) (P. 5-23)

*: where fitted
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LEFT-HAND DRIVE (LHD) MODEL

1) Side vents (P. 4-37)

2) Paddle shifter* (P. 5-14)

3) Meters and gauges (P. 2-2)

4) Centre vents (P. 4-36)

5) Centre multi-function control panel

— Vehicle information and setting buttons

(P. 4-6)

— Audio system (P. 4-43)

6) Centre display

— Around View Monitor* (P. 4-43)

— Rear view monitor* (P. 4-20)

— Navigation system* (Refer to the sepa-

rately the provided Navigation System Own-

er’s Manual.)

7) Clock (P. 2-39)

8) Hazard indicator flasher switch (P. 2-34)

9) Front passenger’s supplemental front-

impact air bag (P. 1-24)

10)Bonnet release handle (P. 3-18)

11) Fuse box cover (P. 8-23)

12)Parkingbrakepedal (Automatic transmission

model)

— Operation (P. 5-23)

— Check (P. 8-12)

13)Steering wheel

— Horn (P. 2-35)

— Driver’s supplemental front-impact air

bag (P. 1-24)

— Power steering system (P. 5-78)

14)Push-button ignition switch (P. 5-8)

15)Front passenger air bag status light* (P. 1-30)

Door lock indicator light* (P. 2-13)

16)Parking brake lever (Manual transmission

model)

— Operation (P. 5-23)

— Check (P. 8-12)

17)Ashtrays and cigarette lighter (P. 2-40)

SSI0723

INSTRUMENT PANEL
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18)Defogger switch (P. 2-33)/Deicer switch*

(P. 2-34)

19)Heater and air conditioner (P. 4-37)

20)Audio system (P. 4-43)

21)Glove box lid release handle (P. 2-41)

*: where fitted
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RIGHT-HAND DRIVE (RHD) MODEL

1) Front passenger’s supplemental front-

impact air bag (P. 1-24)

2) Hazard indicator flasher switch (P. 2-34)

3) Clock (P. 2-39)

4) Centre display

— Around View Monitor* (P. 4-26)

— Rear view monitor* (P. 4-20)

— Navigation system* (Refer to separately

the provided Navigation System Owner’s

Manual.)

5) Centre multi-function control panel

— Vehicle information and setting buttons

(P. 4-6)

— Audio system (P. 4-43)

6) Centre vents (P. 4-36)

7) Meters and gauges (P. 2-2)

8) Paddle shifter* (P. 5-14)

9) Side vents (P. 4-37)

10)Glove box lid release handle (P. 2-41)

11) Audio system (P. 4-43)

12)Heater and air conditioner (P. 4-37)

13)Door lock indicator light* (P. 2-13)

14)Parking brake lever (Manual transmission

model)

— Operation (P. 5-23)

— Check (P. 8-12)

15)Defogger switch (P. 2-33)

16)Ashtrays and cigarette lighter (P. 2-40)

17)Push-button ignition switch (P. 5-8)

18)Parkingbrakepedal (Automatic transmission

model)

— Operation (P. 5-23)

— Check (P. 8-12)

19)Steering wheel

— Horn (P. 2-35)

— Driver’s supplemental front-impact air

SSI0724
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bag (P. 1-24)

— Power steering system (P. 5-78)

20)Fuse box cover (P. 8-23)

21)Bonnet release handle (P. 3-18)

*: where fitted
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1) Tachometer (P. 2-2)

2) Warning/Indicator lights (P. 2-6)

3) Speedometer (P. 2-2)

4) Engine coolant temperature gauge (P. 2-3)

5) Dot matrix liquid crystal display (P. 2-17)/

Odometer/twin trip odometer (P. 2-2)

6) Fuel gauge (P. 2-3)

SIC3915

METERS AND GAUGES
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VK50VE ENGINE MODEL –
COMPARTMENT COVER REMOVAL

To remove the engine compartment covers, un-

hook the clips located as illustrated.

To remove the engine cover, pull the cover up-

ward first and then toward the front of the ve-

hicle.

SDI2263

ENGINE COMPARTMENT
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VK50VE ENGINE MODEL

1) Fuse/fusible link holder* (P. 8-21)

2) Battery* (P. 8-18)

— Jump starting (P. 6-10)

3) Engine oil filler cap (P. 8-7)

4) Radiator filler cap (P. 8-6)

— Vehicle overheat (P. 6-12)

5) Engine oil dipstick (P. 8-7)

6) Brake fluid reservoir* (P. 8-14)

7) Window washer fluid reservoir (P. 8-18)

8) Power steering fluid reservoir (P. 8-15)

9) Air cleaner (P. 8-16)

10)Drive belt location (P. 8-11)

11) Engine coolant reservoir (P. 8-6)

* The layout illustrated is for the Left-Hand

Drive (LHD) model. On the Right-Hand Drive

(RHD) model, these components are located

on the opposite side.

SDI2321
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VQ35HR/VQ37VHR ENGINE MODEL

1) Fuse/fusible link holder* (P. 8-21)

2) Battery* (P. 8-18)

— Jump starting (P. 6-10)

3) Radiator filler cap (P. 8-6)

— Vehicle overheat (P. 6-12)

4) Engine oil dipstick (P. 8-7)

5) Engine oil filler cap (P. 8-7)

6) Brake fluid reservoir* (P. 8-14)

7) Window washer fluid reservoir (P. 8-18)

8) Power steering fluid reservoir (P. 8-15)

9) Air cleaner (P. 8-16)

10)Drive belt location (P. 8-11)

11) Engine coolant reservoir (P. 8-6)

* The layout illustrated is for the Left-Hand

Drive (LHD) model. On the Right-Hand Drive

(RHD) model, these components are located

on the opposite side.

SDI2280
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V9X ENGINE MODEL

1. Engine oil dipstick (P. 8-7)

2. Air cleaner (P. 8-16)

3. Engine oil filler cap (P. 8-7)

4. Brake and clutch** fluid reservoir* (P. 8-14,

P. 8-14)

5. Fuse/fusible link holder (P. 8-21)

— Jump starting (P. 6-10)

6. Window washer fluid reservoir (P. 8-18)

7. Power steering fluid reservoir (P. 8-15)

8. Radiator filler cap (P. 8-6)

— Vehicle overheat (P. 6-12)

9. Drive belt location (P. 8-11)

10. Engine coolant reservoir (P. 8-6)

The battery is located under the luggage room.

(See “Battery” in the “8. Maintenance and

do-it-yourself” section.)

*: The layout illustrated is for the Left- Hand

Drive (LHD) model. On the Right- Hand Drive

(RHD) model, these components are located on

the opposite side.

**: where fitted
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WARNING

• Do not drive and/or ride in the vehicle with the

seatback reclined. This can be dangerous. The

shoulderbeltwill notbeproperlyagainst thebody.

In an accident, you and your passengers could be

thrown into the shoulder belt and receive neck or

other serious injuries. You and your passengers

could also slide under the lap belt and receive se-

rious injuries.

• For the most effective protection while the vehicle

is in motion, the seatback should be upright. Al-

ways sit well back in the seat and adjust the seat

properly. (See “Seat belts” later in this section.)

CAUTION

When adjusting the seat positions, be sure not to con-

tact any moving parts to avoid possible injuries and/

or damages.

FRONT SEATS

WARNING

Do not adjust the driver’s seat while driving so that

full attention may be given to vehicle operation.

Power seat adjustment

WARNING

Never leave children or adults who would normally re-

quire the support of others alone in the vehicle. Pets

should not be left alone either. They could unknow-

ingly activate switches or controls and inadvertently

become involved in a serious accident and injure

themselves.

Operating tips:

• The power seat motor has an auto-reset overload

protectioncircuit. If themotor stopsduring theseat

adjustment, wait 30 seconds, then reactivate the

switch.

• To avoid discharge of the battery, do not operate

the power seats for a long period of time when the

engine is not running.

For the automatic drive positioner operation,

see “Automatic drive positioner” in the “3. Pre-

driving checks and adjustments” section.

SSS0133AZ

SEATS
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Forward and backward:

Move forward or backward the adjusting switch

j1 to the desired position.

Reclining:

Move forward or backward the adjusting switch

j2 to the desired position.

The reclining feature allows the adjustment of

the seatback for occupants of different sizes to

help obtain the proper seat belt fit. (See “Seat

belts” later in this section.)

Theseatbackmaybe reclined toallowoccupants

to rest when the vehicle is parked.

WARNING

The seatback should not be reclined any more than

needed for comfort. Seatbeltsaremosteffectivewhen

the passenger sits well back and straight up in the

seat. If the seatback is reclined, the risk of sliding

under the lap belt and being injured is increased.

Seat lifter (where fitted):

1. Pull up or push down the adjusting switch to

adjust the seat height until the desired posi-

tion is achieved.

2. Tilt up or down the adjusting switch to adjust

the front angle of the seat until the desired

position is achieved.

Lumbar support:

The lumbar support feature provides lower back

support to the driver.

Push each side of the adjusting switch to adjust

the seat lumbar area until the desired position

is achieved.

SSS1051Z

SSS1052Z

SSS1053Z
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Side support (where fitted):

The side support feature provides thigh and

torso supports. Push the switch inside j1 or

outside j2 to adjust the thigh area. Push the

switch inside j3 or outside j4 to adjust the

torso area.

Thigh extension (where fitted):

The front portion of the front seats can be ex-

tended forward for seating comfort. Pull up and

hold the lever j1 to extend the front portion to

the desired position.

Climate controlled seats

The climate controlled seat warms up or cools

down the front seats by blowingwarmor cool air

from the surface of the seat. The switches lo-

cated on the centre console can be operated in-

dependently of each other.

1. Start the engine.

2. Turn the control knobjA to the heat sidej1
or to the cool sidej2 . The indicator lightjB
on the control knob will illuminate.

3. Adjust the desired temperature of the air us-

ing the control knobjA .

The amount of air will be adjusted automati-

cally. When the control knob is turned to the

cool side, the air will flow harder in the be-

ginning to cool faster.

4. When the vehicle’s interior is warmed or

cooled, and/or before you leave the vehicle,

be sure to turn the control knob to the “OFF”

position (centre). The indicator light jB on

the control knob turns off at the “OFF” posi-

tion.

To check the air filter for the climate controlled

seat, contact an INFINITI Centre or qualified

workshop.

SSS0685Z

SSS0893Z

SSS0905Z

Type A

SIC2771Z

Type B
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CAUTION

• The battery could run down if the climate con-

trolled seat is operatedwhile the engine isnot run-

ning.

• Donotuse the climate controlled seat for extended

periods or when no one is using the seat.

• Do not put anything on the seat which insulates

heat, such as a blanket, cushion, seat cover, etc.

Otherwise, the seat may become overheated.

• Do not place anything hard or heavy on the seat or

pierce it with a pin or similar object. This may re-

sult in damage to the climate controlled seat.

• Any liquid spilled on the seat should be removed

immediately with a dry cloth.

• The climate controlled seat has an air filter. Do not

operate climate controlled seat without an air fil-

ter. This may result in damage to the system.

• When cleaning the seat, never use petrol, thinner,

or any similar materials.

• If any malfunctions are found or the climate con-

trolled seat does not operate, turn the switch off

and have the system checked by an INFINITI Centre

or qualified workshop.

REAR SEATS

WARNING

• Never allow anyone to ride in the cargo area or on

the rear seat when it is in the fold-down position.

Use of these areas by passengers without proper

restraints could result in serious injury in an acci-

dent or sudden stop.

• Properly secure all cargo with ropes or straps to

help prevent it from sliding or shifting. Do not

place cargo higher than the seatbacks. In a sud-

den stop or collision, unsecured cargo could cause

personal injury.

• When returning the seatbacks to the upright posi-

tion, be certain they are completely secured in the

latched position. If they are not completely se-

cured, passengersmaybe injured in an accident or

sudden stop.

Reclining

Pull the reclining leverjA and position the seat-

back at the desired angle. Release the reclining

lever after positioning the seat at the desired

angle.

To return the seatback, pull the lever.

The reclining feature allows adjustment of the

seatback for occupants of different sizes to help

obtain proper seat belt fit. (See “Precautions on

seat belt usage” later in this section.) The seat-

backmay also be reclined to allow occupants to

rest when the vehicle is parked.

WARNING

• Do not ride in a moving vehicle when the seatback

is reclined. This can be dangerous. The shoulder

belt will not be against your body. In an accident,

you could be thrown into it and receive neck or

other serious injuries. You could also slide under

the lap belt and receive serious internal injuries.

• For the most effective protection when the vehicle

is inmotion, the seat should be upright. Always sit

well back in the seat with both feet on the floor

andadjust theseatbeltproperly.See“Precautions

on seat belt usage” later in this section.

• After adjustment, check to be sure the seat is se-

curely locked.

SSS0894Z
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Folding

Before folding the rear seats:

Remove drink containers from the rear cup

holder.

To fold down the seatbacks:

Pull the leverjA orjB and fold the seatback.

Return the rear seatback manually until it se-

curely locks in position.

HEAD RESTRAINTS

WARNING

Do not drive and/or ride in the vehicle with the head

restraint removed. This can be dangerous. Head re-

straints should be adjusted properly as they may pro-

vide significant protection against injury in an acci-

dent. Check the height after someone else uses the

seat.

The proper adjustment of the head restraint is

as illustrated.

Adjust the head restraint so that the head re-

straint’s centre is level with the centre of the

ears.

Adjustment

1. Push in the lock knobj1 (where fitted for the

rear seats) and pull up the head restraint to

raise to the proper position.

2. Push in the lock knobj1 and push down the

head restraint to lower to the proper posi-

tion.

SSS0895Z
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Active head restraints

WARNING

• Failure to adjust the head restraint properly may

reduce the effectiveness of the active head

restraint. Always adjust the head restraint as de-

scribed earlier in this section.

• Donotattachanything to thehead restraint stalks.

Doing so could impair the active head restraint

function.

• Always wear seat belts. Active head restraints are

designed to supplement other safety systems. No

system can prevent all injuries in any accident.

The active head restraint moves forward utilis-

ing the force that the seatback receives from the

occupant in a rear-end collision. The movement

of the head restraint helps support the front oc-

cupant’s head by reducing its backward move-

ment and helps absorb some of the forces that

may lead to whiplash type injuries.

Active head restraints are effective to provide

protection at low to medium speeds in which

whiplash injury seems to occur most.

Active head restraints operate only in certain

rear-end collisions. After the collision, the head

restraints return to their original positions.

Properly adjust the active head restraints as de-

scribed in the previous section.

ARMREST

Rear

Pull the tab and draw the armrest forward until

it is horizontal.

PRECAUTIONS ON SEAT BELT USAGE

Ifyouarewearing theseatbeltproperlyadjusted

and sitting upright and well back in the seat,

chances of being injured or killed in an accident

and/or the severity of injury may be greatly re-

duced. INFINITI strongly encourages you and all

of your passengers to buckle up every time you

drive, even if your seating position includes the

supplemental air bag systems.

SSS0901Z
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WARNING

• Seat belts are designed to bear upon the bony

structure of the body, and should be worn low

across the front of the pelvis or the pelvis, chest

and shoulders, as applicable; wearing the lap sec-

SSS0134AZ
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tion of the belt across the abdominal area must be

avoided. Serious injury may occur if a seat belt is

not worn properly.

• Position the lap belt as low and snug as possible

around the hips, not the waist. A lap belt worn too

high could increase the risk of internal injuries in

an accident.

• Donot allowmore than oneperson to use the same

seat belt. Each belt assemblymust only be used by

one occupant; it is dangerous to put a belt around

a child being carried on the occupant’s lap.

• Never carry more people in the vehicle than there

are seat belts.

• Never wear seat belts inside out. Belts should not

be worn with straps twisted. Doing so may reduce

their effectiveness.

• Seat belts should be adjusted as firmly as pos-

sible, consistent with comfort, to provide the pro-

tection for which they have been designed. A slack

belt will greatly reduce the protection afforded to

the wearer.

• Every person who drives or rides in this vehicle

should use a seat belt at all times. Children should

be properly restrained in the rear seat and, if ap-

propriate, in a child restraint system.

• Do not run the belt behind your back or under your

arm. Always route the shoulder belt over your

shoulder and across your chest. The belt should

be away fromyour face and neck, but not falling off

your shoulder. Serious injury may occur if a seat

belt is not worn properly.

• No modifications or additions should be made by

the user which will either prevent the seat belt ad-

justing devices from operating to remove slack, or

prevent the seat belt assembly from being

adjusted to remove slack.

• Care should be taken to avoid contamination of

thewebbingwithpolishes,oilsandchemicals, and

particularly battery acid. Cleaning may safely be

carried out using mild soap and water. The belt

should be replaced if webbing becomes frayed,

contaminated or damaged.

• It is essential to replace the entire assembly after

it has beenworn in a severe impact even if damage

to the assembly is not obvious.

• All seat belt assemblies including retractors and

attaching hardware should be inspected after any

collision by an INFINITI Centre or qualified work-

shop. INFINITI recommends that all seat belt as-

semblies in use during a collision be replaced un-

less the collision wasminor and the belts show no

damage and continue to operate properly. Seat

belt assemblies not in use during a collision

should also be inspected and, when necessary, re-

placed if either damage or improper operation is

noted.

• Once the pre-tensioner seat belt has activated, it

cannot be reused. It must be replaced together

with the retractor. Contact an INFINITI Centre or

qualified workshop.

• Removal and installation of the pre-tensioner seat

belt system components should be done by an

INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop.

CHILD SAFETY

WARNING

• Infants and children need special protection. The

vehicle’s seat belts may not fit them properly. The

shoulder belt may come too close to the face or

neck. The lap belt may not fit over their small hip-

bones. In an accident, an improperly fitted seat

belt could cause serious or fatal injury.

• Always use an appropriate child restraint system.

Children need adults to help protect them. They

need to be properly restrained. The proper re-

straint depends on the child’s size.
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Infants and small children

INFINITI recommends that infants and small chil-

dren be seated in a child restraint system. You

should choose a child restraint system that fits

your vehicle and the child, and always follow

the manufacturer’s instructions for installation

and use.

Large children

WARNING

• Neverallowchildren tostandorkneelonanyseats.

• Never allow children in the luggage areas while

the vehicle is moving. A child could be seriously

injured in an accident or sudden stop.

Children who are too large for a child restraint

system should be seated and restrained by the

seat belts that are provided.

If the child’s seatingpositionhasashoulderbelt

that fits close to the face or neck, the use of a

booster seat (commercially available) may help

overcome this. Thebooster seat should raise the

child so that the shoulder belt is properly posi-

tioned across the top, middle portion of the

shoulder and the lap belt is low on the hips. The

booster seat should also fit the vehicle seat.

Once the child has grown so that the shoulder

belt is no longer on or near the face or neck of

the child, use the shoulder belt without the

booster seat. In addition, there are many types

of child restraint systems available for larger

children that should be used for maximum pro-

tection.

PREGNANT WOMEN

INFINITI recommends that pregnant women use

seat belts. The seat belt should be worn snug,

and always position the lap belt as low as pos-

sible around the hips, not the waist. Place the

shoulder belt over your shoulder and across

your chest. Never run the lap/shoulder belt over

your abdominal area. Contact your doctor for

specific recommendations.

INJURED PERSONS

INFINITI recommends that injured persons use

seat belts. Contact your doctor for specific rec-

ommendations.

CENTRE MARK ON SEAT BELTS
(where fitted)

Selecting correct set of seat belts

The centre seat belt buckle is identified by the

CENTER mark. The centre seat belt tongue can

be fastenedonly into the centre seatbelt buckle.

THREE-POINT TYPE SEAT BELTS

SSS0099Z
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Fastening seat belts

WARNING

The seatback should not be in a reclined position any

more than needed for comfort. Seat belts are most

effective when the passenger sits well back and

straight up in the seat.

1. Adjust the seat. (See “Seats” earlier in this

section.)

2. Slowly pull the seat belt out of the retractor

and insert the tongue into the buckle until

you hear and feel the latch engage.

The retractor is designed to lock during a

sudden stop or on impact. A slowpullingmo-

tion permits the seat belt to move, and al-

lows you some freedom of movement in the

seat.

3. Position the lap belt portion low and snug on

the hips as shown.

4. Pull the shoulder belt portion toward the re-

tractor to take up extra slack. Be sure the

shoulder belt is routed over your shoulder

and is snug across your chest.

Shoulder belt height adjustment

WARNING

• The shoulder belt anchor height should be ad-

justed to the position best for you. Failure to do so

may reduce theeffectivenessof theentire restraint

system and increase the chance or severity of in-

jury in an accident.

• The shoulder belt should rest on the middle of the

shoulder. It must not rest against the neck.

• Be sure that the seat belt is not twisted in anyway.

• Be sure that the shoulder belt anchor is secured by

trying to move the shoulder belt anchor up and

down after adjustment.

To adjust, push in the release button jA and

move the shoulder belt anchor to the proper po-

sition, so that the belt passes over the centre of

the shoulder. The belt should be away from your

face and neck, but not falling off your shoulder.

Release the button to lock the shoulder belt an-

chor into position.

Unfastening seat belts

Push the button on the buckle. The seat belt au-

tomatically retracts.

Automatic locking mode (where fitted)

The rear three-point seat belts have an auto-

matic lock mechanism to use when installing a

child restraint system. This mechanism is re-

ferred to as the automatic locking mode.

If the seat belt is fully extended, the automatic

lock mechanism will be activated and the seat

belt can only retract. The seat belt will not be

able to extend unless the seat belt is fully re-

tracted once.

To deactivate the automatic locking mode, de-

tach the seat belt tongue from the buckle and

fully retract the belt to its storing position.

CAUTION

The automatic locking mode should be used only for

installation of a child restraint system. During normal

seat belt use by a passenger, the automatic locking

mode should not be activated. The use of the auto-

matic lockingmode by a passengermay cause uncom-

SSS0467Z
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fortable seat belt tension. It can also change the op-

eration of the front passenger air bag. (See “Supple-

mental Restraint System (SRS)” later in this section.)

Checking seat belt operation

Seat belt retractors are designed to lock seat

belt movement:

• When the seat belt is pulled quickly from the re-

tractor.

• When the vehicle slows down rapidly.

To increase your confidence in the seat belts,

check the operation by grasping the shoulder

belt and pulling forward quickly. The retractor

should lock and restrict further belt movement.

If the retractor does not lock during this check,

contact an INFINITI Centre or qualifiedworkshop

immediately.

SEAT BELT MAINTENANCE

Periodically check that the seat belt and all the

metal components, such as buckles, tongues,

retractors, flexible wires and anchors, work

properly. If loose parts, deterioration, cuts or

other damage on the seat belt webbing is found,

the entire seat belt assembly should be

replaced.

If dirt builds up in the shoulder belt guide of the

seat belt anchors, the seat belts may retract

slowly. Wipe the shoulder belt guide with a

clean, dry cloth.

Toclean theseatbeltwebbing,applyamildsoap

solutionoranysolution recommended for clean-

ing upholstery or carpet. Then wipe with a cloth

and allow the seat belts to dry in the shade. Do

not allow the seat belts to retract until they are

completely dry.

PRECAUTIONS ON CHILD RESTRAINTS
USAGE

WARNING

• Infants and small children should never be carried

on your lap. It is not possible for even the stron-

gest adult to resist the forces of a severe accident.

The child could be crushed between the adult and

parts of the vehicle. Also, it is dangerous to put a

seat belt around a child being carried on the occu-

pant’s lap.

• Infants and children need special protection. The

vehicle’s seat belts may not fit them properly. The

shoulder belt may come too close to the face or

neck. The lap belt may not fit over their small hip

bones. In an accident, an improperly fitting seat

belt could cause serious or fatal injury.

• Infantsandsmall childrenshouldalwaysbeplaced

in an appropriate child restraint system while

SSS0099Z
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riding in the vehicle. Failure to use a child restraint

system can result in serious injury or death.

• Child restraint systems specially designed for in-

fants and small children are available from several

manufacturers. When selecting any child restraint

systems, place your child in the child restraint sys-

tem and check the various adjustments to be sure

that the child restraint system is compatible with

your child. Always follow the manufacturer’s in-

structions for installation and use.

• INFINITI recommends that the child restraint sys-

tembe installed in the rear seat. According to acci-

dent statistics, children are safer when properly

restrained in the rear seat rather than in the front

seat.

• Follow all of the child restraint system manufac-

turer’s instructions for installation and use. When

purchasing a child restraint system, be sure to se-

lect onewhichwill fit your child and vehicle. Itmay

not be possible to properly install some types of

child restraint systems in your vehicle.

• For a front-facing child restraint system, check to

make sure the shoulder belt does not fit close to

child’s face or neck. If it does, put the shoulder

belt behind the child restraint system. If you must

install a front-facing child restraint system in the

front seat, see “Installation of child restraint

system” later in this section.

• Never install a rear-facing child restraint system in

the front seat. An inflating supplemental front-im-

pact air bag could seriously injure or kill your child.

A rear-facing child restraint system must only be

used in the rear seat.

• Adjustable seatbacks should be positioned to fit a

child restraint system, but as upright as possible.

• If the seat belt in the position where a child re-

straint system is installed requires a locking clip

and if it is not used, injuries could result from a

child restraint system tipping over during normal

vehicle braking or cornering.

• After attaching a child restraint system, test it be-

fore you place the child in it. Tilt it from side to

side. Try to tug it forward and check if it is held

securely in place. The child restraint system

should not move more than 25 mm (1 in). If the

restraint is not secure, tighten the belt as neces-

sary, or install the restraint in another seat and

test it again.

• Check the child restraint system in your vehicle to

be sure that it is compatiblewith the vehicle’s seat

belt system.

• If a child restraint system is not anchored prop-

erly, the risk of a child being injured in a collision

or a sudden stop greatly increases.

• Improper use of a child restraint system can in-

crease the risk or severity of injury for both the

child and other occupants in the vehicle.

• Always use an appropriate child restraint system.

An improperly installed child restraint system

could lead to serious injury or death in an acci-

dent.

• When the child restraint system is not in use, keep

it secured with a seat belt to prevent it from being

thrown around in case of a sudden stop or acci-

dent.

INFINITI recommends that infants and small chil-

dren be seated in a child restraint system. You

should choose a child restraint system that fits

your vehicle and always follow the manufactur-

er’s instructions for installation and use. In ad-

dition, there are many types of child restraint

systemsavailable for larger children that should

be used for maximum protection.

CAUTION

Remember that a child restraint system left in a closed

vehicle can become very hot. Check the seating sur-

face and buckles before placing your child in a child

restraint system.

UNIVERSAL CHILD RESTRAINTS FOR
FRONT SEAT AND REAR SEATS

When selecting any child restraint, keep the fol-

lowing points in mind:

• Choose a child restraint that complies with the lat-

est European safety standard, ECE Regulation

44.03.
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• Place your child in the child restraint and check the

various adjustments to be sure the child restraint

is compatible with your child. Always follow all of

the recommended procedures.

• Check the child restraint in your vehicle to be sure

it is compatible with vehicle’s seat belt system.

• Refer to the tables later in this section for a list of

the recommended fitment positions and the ap-

proved child restraints for your vehicle.

Approved child restraint positions

Age group Seating position

Front passenger
(with deactivated
front passenger air

bag ONLY)

Rear centre seat Rear outer seat

Group 0+ (< 13 kg) U * L L

Group I (9 to 18 kg) U L L

Group II and III (15 to 36 kg) U X L

U: Suitable for “Universal” category approved for use in this age group.

NOTE:

Make sure the front passenger seat is adequately positioned. See “Installation of child restraint

system” later in this section.

L: Suitable for particular child restraints given in the following table.

The child restraints may be of the specific vehicle type, restricted, semi-universal categories.

X: Seat position not suitable for children in this age group.

*: Rear-facing only
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List of approved ISOFIX and specific Universal child restraints
WARNING

In vehicles equipped with a side air bag system, do

not let any infants or small children sit in the front

passenger’s seat as the air bag may cause serious in-

jury in case of deployment during a collision.

NOTE

Child restraints approved to ECE Regulation NO. 44.03

are clearlymarkedwith the categories such asUniver-

sal, Semi-universal or ISOFIX.

INSTALLATION OF CHILD RESTRAINT
SYSTEM

Installation on rear seats - seat belts
with automatic locking mode (except
for Europe)

WARNING

• Failure to use the seat belts will result in the child

restraint system not being properly secured. It

could tipoveror otherwisebeunsecuredandcause

injury to the child in a sudden stop or collision.

• Thedirectionof the child restraint systemdepends

on the type of the child restraint system and the

size of the child.

Age group Seating position

Front passenger (with
deactivated front pas-
senger air bag ONLY)

Rear centre seat Rear outer seat

< 10 kg (0 to 9 months)
X

Britax Cosy Tot *1 *3
Romer Baby-Safe *1 *3

Fair G 0/1 *1, *2
Britax Cosy Tot *1 *3
Romer Baby-Safe *1 *3< 13 kg (0 to 24 months)

9 to 18 kg (9 to 24 months) X
Britax/Romer Duo Plus

*3

Fair G0/1 *2
Britax/Romer Duo Plus

*3

15 to 36 kg (4 to 12 years) X X
Romer kid *3

Britax Hi-Liner *3

*1: Rear-facing ONLY

*2: This is an ISOFIX child restraint. It requires an additional platform to be fitted to your vehicle.

Rear-facing use platform RWFA

Front-facing use platform FWFA

Alternatively, refer to an INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop or qualified workshop for the latest platform refer-

ences.

*3: Universal mode only
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Front-facing:

When you install a front-facing child restraint

system in the rear seat, follow these steps:

1. Position the front-facing child restraint sys-

tem on the rear seat.

Always follow the child restraint system

manufacturer’s instructions for installation.

2. Route the seat belt tongue through the child

restraint system and insert it into the buckle

until you hear and feel the latch engage.

Be sure to follow the child restraint system

manufacturer’s instructions for belt routing.

3. Pull out the shoulder belt until the entire belt

is extended to change the locking mode to

automatic locking.

4. Allow the seat belt to retract. Pull up jA on

the shoulder belt to remove any slack in the

belt.

5. Test the child restraint system before you

place the child in it. Tilt it from side to side.

Try to tug it forward and check if it is held

securely in place.

6. Check that the retractor is in the automatic

locking mode by trying to pull more of the

seat belt out of the retractor. If you cannot

pull any more belt webbing out of the retrac-

tor, the retractor is in the automatic locking

mode.

7. Check to make sure that the child restraint

system is properly secured prior to each use.

If the seat belt is not locked, repeat steps 3

through 6.

After the child restraint system is removed and

the seat belt is fully retracted, the automatic

locking mode is cancelled and returned to the

emergency locking mode.
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Rear-facing:

Whenyou install a rear-facingchild restraintsys-

tem in the rear seat, follow these steps:

1. Position the rear-facing child restraint system

on the rear seat.

Always follow the child restraint system

manufacturer’s instructions for installation.

2. Route the seat belt tongue through the child

restraint system and insert it into the buckle

until you hear and feel the latch engage.

Be sure to follow the child restraint system

manufacturer’s instructions for belt routing.

3. Pull out the shoulder belt until the entire belt

is extended to change the locking mode to

automatic locking.

4. Allow the seat belt to retract. Pull up jA on

the shoulder belt to remove any slack in the

belt.

5. Test the child restraint system before you

place the child in it. Tilt it from side to side.

Try to tug it forward and check if it is held

securely in place.

6. Check that the retractor is in the automatic

locking mode by trying to pull more of the

seat belt out of the retractor. If you cannot

pull any more belt webbing out of the retrac-

tor, the retractor is in the automatic locking

mode.

7. Check to make sure that the child restraint

system is properly secured prior to each use.

If the seat belt is not locked, repeat steps 3

through 6.

After the child restraint system is removed and

the seat belt is fully retracted, the automatic

locking mode is cancelled and returned to the

emergency locking mode.

Installation on rear seats - seat belts
without automatic locking mode (for
Europe)

WARNING

• The three-point type seat belt on your vehicle is

not equipped with an automatic locking mode re-

tractor.
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• Thedirectionof the child restraint systemdepends

on the type of the child restraint system and the

size of the child.

Front-facing:

If you must install a front-facing child restraint

system on the rear seat, follow these steps:

1. Position the front-facing child restraint sys-

tem on the rear seat.

Always follow the child restraint system

manufacturer’s instructions for installation

and use.

2. Route the seat belt tongue through the child

restraint system and insert it into the buckle

until you hear and feel the latch engage.

To prevent slack in the lap belt, it is necessary to

secure the shoulder belt in place with a locking

clipjA .Use the lockingclipattached to thechild

restraint system or one which is equivalent in

dimension and strength.

Be sure to follow the child restraint system

manufacturer’s instructions for belt routing.

3. Test the child restraint system before you

place the child in it. Tilt it from side to side.

Try to tug it forward and check if it is held

securely in place.

4. Make sure that the child restraint system is

properly secured prior to each use.

Rear-facing:

If you must install a rear-facing child restraint

system on the rear seat, follow these steps:

1. Position the rear-facing child restraint system

on the rear seat.

Always follow the child restraint system

manufacturer’s instructions for installation

and use.

2. Route the seat belt tongue through the child

restraint system and insert it into the buckle

until you hear and feel the latch engage.
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To prevent slack in the lap belt, it is necessary to

secure the shoulder belt in place with a locking

clipjA .Use the lockingclipattached to thechild

restraint system or one which is equivalent in

dimension and strength.

Be sure to follow the child restraint system

manufacturer’s instructions for belt routing.

3. Test the child restraint system before you

place the child in it. Tilt it from side to side.

Try to tug it forward and check if it is held

securely in place.

4. Make sure that the child restraint system is

properly secured prior to each use.

Installation on front seat - seat belts
with automatic locking mode (except
for Europe)

WARNING

• Never install a rear-facing child restraint system

on the front seat. Inflating supplemental front-im-

pact air bags inflate with great force. A rear-facing

child restraint system could be struck by the

supplemental front-impact air bags in an accident

and could seriously injure or kill your child.

• INFINITI recommends that a child restraint system

be installed on the rear seat. However, if you must

install a front-facing child restraint system on the

front passenger’s seat, move the passenger’s seat

to the rearmost position.

• Never install a child restraint system with a top

tether strap on the front seat.

• Child restraint systems for infantsmust be used in

the rear-facing direction and therefore must not

be used on the front seat.

• Failure to use the seat belts will result in the child

restraint system not being properly secured. It

could tipoveror otherwisebeunsecuredandcause

injury to the child in a sudden stop or collision.
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Front-facing:

If you must install a front-facing child restraint

system in the front seat, follow these steps:

1. Move the seat to the rearmost positionj1 .

2. Adjust the head restraint to its highest posi-

tionj2 .

3. Position the front-facing child restraint sys-

tem in the front passenger’s seat. It should

be placed in the front-facing direction only.

Always follow the child restraint system

manufacturer’s instructions for installation

and use.

4. Route the seat belt tongue through the child

restraint system and insert it into the buckle

until you hear and feel the latch engage.

Be sure to follow the child restraint system

manufacturer’s instructions for belt routing.

5. Pull out the shoulder belt until the entire belt

is extended to change the locking mode to

automatic locking.

6. Allow the seat belt to retract. Pull up jA on

the shoulder belt to remove any slack in the

belt.

7. Test the child restraint system before you

place the child in it. Tilt it from side to side.

Try to tug it forward and check if it is held

securely in place.

8. Check that the retractor is in the automatic

locking mode by trying to pull more of the

seat belt out of the retractor. If you cannot

pull any more belt webbing out of the retrac-

tor, the retractor is in the automatic locking

mode.

9. Check to make sure that the child restraint

system is properly secured prior to each use.

If the seat belt is not locked, repeat steps 5

through 8.

10. Push the ignition switch to the ON position.

The passenger air bag status light m

should illuminate. If this light is not illumi-

nated, see “Supplemental Restraint System
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(SRS)” later in this section. Move the child

restraint to another seating position. Have

the system checked by an INFINITI Centre or

qualified workshop.

After the child restraint system is removed and

the seat belt is fully retracted, the automatic

locking mode is cancelled and returned to the

emergency locking mode.

Installation on front seat - seat belts
without automatic locking mode (for
Europe)

WARNING

• Never install a rear-facing child restraint system

on the front seat. Inflating supplemental front-im-

pact air bags inflate with great force. A rear-facing

child restraint system could be struck by the

supplemental front-impact air bags in an accident

and could seriously injure or kill your child.

• INFINITI recommends that a child restraint system

be installed on the rear seat. However, if you must

install a front-facing child restraint system on the

front passenger’s seat, move the passenger’s seat

to the rearmost position.

• Never install a child restraint system with a top

tether strap on the front seat.

• Child restraint systems for infantsmust be used in

the rear-facing direction and therefore must not

be used on the front seat.

Front-facing:

If you must install a front-facing child restraint

system on the front seat, follow these steps:

1. Turn off the front passenger’s air bag using

the front passenger air bag switch. (See

“Front passenger air bag switch” later in this

section.) Push the ignition switch to the ON

position and make sure that the front air bag

status lightm illuminates.
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2. Move the seat to the rearmost positionj1 .

3. Adjust the head restraint to its highest posi-

tionj2 .

4. Position the front-facing child restraint sys-

tem in the front passenger’s seat. It should

be placed in the front-facing direction only.

Always follow the child restraint system

manufacturer’s instructions for installation

and use.

5. Route the seat belt tongue through the child

restraint system and insert it into the buckle

until you hear and feel the latch engage.

6. To prevent slack in the lap belt, it is neces-

sary to secure the shoulder belt in place with

a locking clip jA . Use the locking clip at-

tached to the child restraint system, or one

which is equivalent in dimensions and

strength.

Be sure to follow the child restraint system

manufacturer’s instructions for belt routing.

7. Slide the seat forward so that the seat belt

fully tightens the child restraint system.

8. Test the child restraint system before you

place the child in it. Tilt it from side to side.

Try to tug it forward and check if it is held

securely in place.

9. Make sure that the child restraint system is

properly secured prior to each use.
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ISOFIX child restraint system

Your vehicle is designed to accommodate a child

restraint system on the rear outer seats. Two

ISOFIX anchoring points (located between the

seat cushion and the seatback) are mounted di-

rectly on the body of the vehicle ensuring se-

cure and stable attachment of the child restraint

system.

Be sure to correctly install ISOFIX system com-

patible child restraints in your vehicle. Other-

wise, your child restraints may not meet the

Safety Standard and may not supply proper re-

straint.

When installing the child restraint system, care-

fully read and follow themanufacturer’s instruc-

tions supplied with the child restraint system.

WARNING

• An improperly installed child restraint system

could lead to serious injury or death in a collision

or a sudden stop.

• Inspect the anchors by inserting your fingers into

the anchor area and feeling to make sure there are

no obstructions over the ISOFIX system anchors,

such as seat belt webbing or seat cushion mate-

rial. The child restraint system will not be secured

properly if the ISOFIX system anchors are

obstructed.

• Make sure that the child restraint system is prop-

erly secured prior to each use.

Child restraint anchorage

Your vehicle is designed to accommodate a child

restraint system on the rear seat. When install-

ing a child restraint system, carefully read and

follow the instructions in this manual and those

supplied with the child restraint system.

WARNING

Child restraint anchorages are designed to withstand

only those loads imposed by correctly fitted child re-

straints. Under no circumstances are they to be used

for adult seat belts, harnesses or for attaching other

items or equipment to the vehicle.

Anchorage location:

Anchor points are located on the back of each

seatback for all three seating positions of the

rear seat as shown.

Position the top tether strap over the top of the

seatback and secure it to the tether anchorage

that provides the straightest installation.

Tighten the tether strap according to the manu-

facturer’s instruction to remove any slack.
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PRECAUTIONS ON SUPPLEMENTAL
RESTRAINT SYSTEM (SRS)

This Supplemental Restraint System (SRS) sec-

tion contains important information concerning

the driver’s and passenger’s supplemental

front-impact air bags, supplemental side-

impact air bags, supplemental curtain side-im-

pact air bags, and pre-tensioner seat belts.

Supplemental front-impact air bag
system

This system can help cushion the impact force

to the head and chest area of the driver and/or

front passenger in certain frontal collisions. The

supplemental front-impact air bag is designed

to inflate on the front where the vehicle is im-

pacted.

Supplemental side-impact air bag
system

This system can help cushion the impact force

to the chest area of the driver and front passen-

ger in certain side-impact collisions.Thesupple-

mental side-impact air bag is designed to inflate

on the side where the vehicle is impacted.

Supplemental curtain side-impact air
bag system

This system can help cushion the impact force

to the head of the driver and passengers in front

and rear outer seating positions in certain side-

impact collisions. The supplemental curtain

side-impact air bag is designed to inflate on the

side where the vehicle is impacted.

The SRS is designed to supplement the accident

protection provided by the driver’s and passen-

ger’s seat belts and is not designed to substi-

tute for them. The SRS can help save lives and

reduce serious injuries. However, inflating air

bags may cause abrasions or other injuries. Air

bags do not provide protection to the lower

body.Seatbeltsshouldalwaysbecorrectlyworn

and the occupants should always be seated a

suitable distance away from the steering wheel,

instrument panel and door finishers. (See “Seat

belts” earlier in this section.) The air bags in-

flate quickly in order to help protect the occu-

pants. The force of the air bags inflating can in-

crease the risk of injury if the occupants are too

close to, or are against, the air bagmodules dur-

ing inflation. The air bags will deflate quickly

after deployment.

The SRSoperates onlywhen the ignition switch

is in the ON position.

When the ignition switch is in the ON position,

the SRS air bag warning light illuminates for

about 7 seconds and then turns off. This indi-

cates that the SRS is operational. (See “Supple-

mental Restraint System (SRS) air bag warning

light” in the “2. Instruments and controls” sec-

tion.)

SUPPLEMENTAL RESTRAINT SYSTEM (SRS)
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WARNING

• The supplemental front air bags ordinarily will not

inflate in the event of a side impact, rear impact,

rollover, or lower severity frontal collision. Always

wear your seat belts to help reduce the risk or se-

verity of injury in various kinds of accidents.

• The seat belts and the supplemental front-impact

air bags are most effective when you are sitting

well back and upright in the seat. The front-impact

air bags inflate with great force. If you and your

passengers are unrestrained, leaning forward, sit-

ting sideways, or out of position in any way, you

and your passengers are at greater risk of injury or

death in anaccident. Youandyour passengersmay

also receive serious or fatal injuries from the

supplemental front-impact air bag if you are up

against it when it inflates. Always sit back against

the seatback and as far away as practical from the

steering wheel or instrument panel. Always use

the seat belts.

• Keep hands on the outside of the steering wheel.

Placing them inside the steering wheel rim could

increase the riskof injury if the supplemental front

air bag inflates.

• Observe the following precautions formodelswith

Advanced Air Bag System (where fitted):

– The front passenger air bag will not in-

flate if the passenger air bag status light

is lit or if the front passenger seat is un-

occupied.

– The driver and front passenger seat belt

buckles are equipped with sensors that

detect if the seat belts are fastened. The

advanced air bag systemmonitors the se-

verity of a collision and seat belt usage

then inflates the air bags. Failure to prop-

erly wear seat belts can increase the risk

or severity of injury in an accident.

– The frontpassenger seat isequippedwith

occupant classification sensors (weight

sensors) that turn the front passenger air

bag OFF under some conditions. These

sensors are only used in this seat. Failure

to be properly seated and wearing the

seat belt can increase the risk or severity
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of injury in an accident. See “Front pas-

senger air bag status light” later in this

section.

WARNING

• Never let children ride unrestrained or extend their

hands or face out of the window. Do not attempt to

hold them in your lap or arms. Some examples of

dangerous riding positions are shown in the illus-

trations.

• Children may be severely injured or killed when

the air bags inflate if they are not properly re-

strained.

• Never install a rear-facing child restraint system in

the front seat. An inflating supplemental front-im-

pact air bag could seriously injure or kill your child.

(See “Child restraints” earlier in this section.)

WARNING

• The supplemental side-impact air bags and

supplemental curtain side-impact air bags ordi-

narily will not inflate in the event of a front impact,

rear impact, rollover, or lower severity side colli-

sion. Alwayswear the seat belts to help reduce the

risk or severity of injury in accidents.

• The seat belts and the supplemental side-impact

air bags and supplemental curtain side-impact air

bags are most effective when you are sitting well

back and upright in the seat. The supplemental

side-impact air bags and supplemental curtain

side-impact air bags inflate with great force. If you

andyour passengers are unrestrained, leaning for-

ward, sitting sideways, or out of position in any

way, you and your passengers are at greater riskof

injury or death in an accident.

• Do not allow anyone to place their hands, legs or

face near the supplemental side-impact air bags

and supplemental curtain side-impact air bags lo-

catedon thesidesof theseatbackof the frontseats

or near the side roof rails. Do not allow anyone sit-

ting in the front seats or rear outer seats to extend

their hands out of the windows or lean against the

doors. Some examples of dangerous riding posi-

tions are shown in the illustrations.

• When sitting in the rear seats, do not hold onto

the seatback of the front seats. If the supplemen-

tal side-impact air bags and supplemental curtain

side-impact air bags inflate, you may be seriously

injured. Be especially careful with children, who

should always be properly restrained.

• Donotuse seat coverson the front seatbacks. They

may interfere with the supplemental side-impact

air bag inflations.

Pre-tensioner seat belt system

The pre-tensioner seat belt system activates in

conjunction with the supplemental front-impact

air bag. Working with the front seat belt retrac-

tors and anchors, it helps tighten the seat belt

the instant the vehicle becomes involved in cer-

tain types of collisions, helping to restrain front

seat occupants. (See “Pre-tensioner seat belt

system” later in this section.)

Air bag warning labels

Warning labels about the supplemental front-

impact air bag system are placed in the vehicle

as shown in the illustration.
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SRS air bag:

The warning label j1 is located on the surface

of the sun visor.

SRS air bag warning light

The SRS air bag warning light, displayingm

in the instrument panel, monitors the circuits of

the supplemental front-impact air bag, supple-

mental side-impact air bag, supplemental cur-

tain side-impact air bag, and pre-tensioner seat

belt systems. The circuits monitored by the SRS

air bag warning light are the diagnosis sensor

unit, crash zone sensor, satellite sensors, front-

impact air bag modules, side-impact air bag

modules, curtain side-impact air bag modules,

pre-tensioner seat belts and all related wiring.

When the ignition switch is in the ON position,

the SRS air bag warning light illuminates for

about 7 seconds and then turns off. This indi-

cates that the SRS air bag systems are opera-

tional.

If any of the following conditions occur, the air

bag and/or pre-tensioner seat belt systems

need servicing:

• The SRS air bag warning light remains on after ap-

proximately 7 seconds.

• The SRS air bag warning light flashes intermit-

tently.

• The SRS air bag warning light does not illuminate

at all.

Under these conditions, the air bag and/or pre-

tensioner seat belt systems may not operate

properly. They must be checked and repaired.

Contact an INFINITI Centre or qualifiedworkshop

immediately.
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1) Crash zone sensor

2) Supplemental front air bag modules

3) Supplemental side air bag modules

4) Occupant classification sensors (weight sen-

sors)

5) Occupant classification system control unit

6) Supplemental curtain side-impact air bags

7) Supplemental curtain side-impact air bag

modules

8) Diagnosis sensor unit

9) Lap outer pre-tensioner

10)Satellite sensors

11) Seat belt pre-tensioner retractor

SSS0907
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1) Crash zone sensor

2) Supplemental front air bag modules

3) Front passenger air bag switch

4) Supplemental side air bag modules

5) Supplemental curtain side–impact air bags

6) Supplemental curtain side–impact air bag

modules

7) Diagnosis sensor unit

8) Lap outer pre-tensioner

9) Satellite sensors

10)Seat belt pre-tensioner retractor

SUPPLEMENTAL AIR BAG SYSTEMS

WARNING

• Donotplaceanyobjectson thesteeringwheelpad,

on the instrument panel, and near the front door

finishers and the front seats. Do not place any ob-

jects between any occupants and the steering

wheel pad, on the instrument panel, and near the

front door finishers and the front seats. Such ob-

jectsmaybecomedangerousprojectilesand cause

injury if a supplemental air bag inflates.

• Immediately after inflation, several supplemental

air bag system components will be hot. Do not

touch them: you may severely burn yourself.

• No unauthorised changes should be made to any

components or wiring of the supplemental air bag

systems. This is to prevent accidental inflation of

the supplemental air bags or damage to the

supplemental air bag systems.

• Do not make unauthorised changes to your vehi-

cle’s electrical system, suspension system, front

end structure, and side panels. This could affect

proper operation of the supplemental air bag sys-

tems.

• Tampering with the supplemental air bag systems

may result in serious personal injury. Tampering

includes changes to the steering wheel and the

instrument panel by placing materials over the

steering wheel pad and above, around or on the

SSS1008
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instrument panel or by installing additional trim

materials around the supplemental air bag sys-

tems.

• Modifying or tampering with the front passenger

seat may result in serious personal injury. For ex-

ample, do not change the front seats by placing

material on the seat cushion or by installing addi-

tional trim material, such as seat covers, on the

seat that is not specifically designed to assure

proper air bag operation. Additionally, do not stow

any objects under the front passenger seat or the

seat cushion and seatback. Such objects may in-

terfere with the proper operation of the occupant

classification sensors.

• Work on and around the supplemental air bag sys-

temsshouldbedonebyan INFINITI Centre or quali-

fiedworkshop.TheSRSwiring should notbemodi-

fied or disconnected. Unauthorised electrical test

equipmentandprobingdevicesshouldnotbeused

on the supplemental air bag systems.

• The SRS wiring harness connectors are yellow

and/or orange for easy identification.

When the air bags inflate, a fairly loudnoisemay

be heard, followed by the release of smoke. This

smoke is not harmful and does not indicate a

fire. Care should be taken not to inhale it, as it

may cause irritation and choking. Those with a

history of a breathing condition should get fresh

air promptly.

Supplemental front-impact air bag
system (Advanced Air Bag System)
(except for Europe)

WARNING

To ensure proper operation of the passenger’s ad-

vanced air bag system, please observe the following

items.

• Do not allow a passenger in the rear seat to push

or pull on the seatback pocket.

• Do not place heavy loads heavier than 4 kg (9 lb)

on the seatback, headrest or in the seatback

pocket.

• Do not store luggage behind the seat that can

press into the seatback.

• Confirm theoperating conditionwith the frontpas-

senger air bag status light.

• If you notice that the front passenger air bag sta-

tus light is not operating in accordance with the

above description, please take your vehicle to your

INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop to check the

passenger seat advanced air bag system.

• Until you have confirmed with your INFINITI Centre

or qualified workshop that your passenger seat

advanced air bag is working properly, position the

occupants in the rear seating positions.

• Do not place objects with sharp edges on the seat.

Also, do not place heavy objects on the seat that

will leave permanent impressions in the seat. Such

objects can damage the seat or occupant classifi-

cation sensors (weight sensors). This can affect

the operation of the air bag system and result in

serious personal injury.

• Do not use water or acidic cleaners (hot steam

cleaners) on the seat. This can damage the seat or

occupant classification sensors. This can also af-

fect the operation of the air bag system and result

in serious personal injury.

• The front passenger air bag is designed to auto-

matically turn OFF under some conditions. Read

this section carefully to learn how it operates.

Proper use of the seat, seat belt and child

restraints is necessary for most effective protec-

tion. Failure to follow all instructions in this

manual concerning the use of seats, seat belts and

child restraints can increase the risk or severity of

injury in an accident.

If the air bag status light does not illuminate

when a child is seated in the front passenger

seat, or illuminates when an adult is seated in

the front passenger seat, check to confirm that

no loads are applied to the seat except for the

weight of the seated passenger. If you have any

questionsaboutwhether yourpassenger air bag

is functioning as designed, your INFINITI Centre

orqualifiedworkshopcanconfirm that it iswork-

ing properly by using a special tool.

This vehicle is equipped with Advanced Air Bag

System for the driver and front passenger seats.

The driver’s supplemental front-impact air bag
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is located at the centre of the steering wheel.

The passenger’s supplemental front-impact air

bag is located at the instrument panel above the

glove box.

The supplemental front-impact air bag system

is designed to inflate in higher severity frontal

collisions, although it may inflate if the forces in

another type of collision are similar to those of

a higher severity frontal impact. It may not in-

flate in certain frontal collisions. Vehicle dam-

age (or lack of it) is not always an indication of

proper supplemental front-impact air bag sys-

tem operation.

The Advanced Air Bag System has dual stage air

bag inflators. The system monitors information

from the crash zone sensor, the diagnosis sen-

sor unit, seat belt buckle sensors and the occu-

pant classification sensors (weight sensors). In-

flator operation is based on the severity of a

collision and seat belt usage for the driver. For

the front right passenger, the occupant classifi-

cation sensors are also monitored. Based on in-

formation from the sensors, only one front air

bag may inflate in a crash, depending on the

crash severity and whether the front occupants

are belted or unbelted. Additionally, the front

passenger’sairbagmaybeautomatically turned

OFF under some conditions, depending on the

information provided by the occupant classifi-

cation sensors. If the front passenger air bag is

OFF, the passenger air bag status light will be

illuminated (if the seat is unoccupied, the light

will not be illuminated, but the air bag will be

off). One front air bag inflating does not indicate

improper performance of the system. If youhave

any questions about the performance of your air

bag system, please contact INFINITI or an

INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop.

Supplemental front air bags, along with the use

of seat belts, help to cushion the impact force

on the head and chest of the front occupants.

They can help save lives and reduce serious in-

juries. However, an inflating front air bag may

cause facial abrasions or other injuries. Front

air bags do not provide restraint to the lower

body.

Even with Advanced Air Bag System, seat belts

should be correctlyworn and the driver and pas-

senger seated upright as far as practical away

fromthesteeringwheelor instrumentpanel.The

supplemental front-impact air bags inflate

quickly in order to help protect the front occu-

pants. Because of this, the force of the front air

bag inflating can increase the risk of injury if the

occupant is too close to, or is against, the air

bagmodule during inflation. The air bag will de-

flate quickly after a collision.

Front passenger air bag status light:

The front passenger air bag status lightm is

located above the ashtray. The light operates as

follows:

• Unoccupied passenger seat: Them is OFF and

the front passenger air bag is OFF and will not in-

flate in a crash.

• Passenger seat occupied by a small adult, child or

child restraint as outlined in this section: Them

illuminates to indicate that the front passenger air

bag is OFF and will not inflate in a crash.

• Occupied passenger seat and the passengermeets

the conditions outlined in this section: The light

m is OFF to indicate that the front passenger air

bag is operational.
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Front passenger air bag:

The front passenger air bag is designed to auto-

matically turn OFF when the vehicle is operated

under some conditions as described below. If

the front passenger air bag is OFF, it will not in-

flate in a crash. The driver’s air bag and other air

bags in your vehicle are not part of this system.

The purpose of this system is to help reduce the

riskof injury or death from an inflating air bag to

certain front passenger seat occupants, such as

children, by requiring the air bag tobe automati-

cally turned OFF.

Theoccupantclassificationsensors (weightsen-

sors) are on the seat cushion frame under the

front passenger’s seat and are designed to de-

tect an occupant and objects on the seat. For

example, if a child is in the front passenger seat,

the Advanced Air Bag System is designed to turn

the passenger air bag OFF in accordance with

the regulations. Also, if a child restraint is on

theseat, theoccupantclassificationsensorscan

detect it and cause the air bag to turn OFF.

Front passenger seat adult occupants who are

properly seated and using the seat belt as out-

lined in this manual should not cause the pas-

senger’s air bag to be automatically turned OFF.

For small adults, it may be turned OFF, however,

if the occupant does not sit in the seat properly

(for example, by not sitting upright, by sitting

on an edge of the seat, or by otherwise being

out of position), this could cause the sensors to

turn the air bagOFF. Always be sure to be seated

and wearing the seat belt properly for the most

effective protection by the seat belt and supple-

mental air bag.

INFINITI recommends that preteensand children

be properly restrained in a rear seat. INFINITI

also recommends that appropriate child

restraints and booster seats be properly

installed in a rear seat. If this is not possible,

the occupant classification sensors are de-

signed to operate as described above to turn

the front passenger’s air bag OFF for specified

child restraints. Failing to properly secure child

restrains and to use the automatic lockingmode

(child restraint mode) may allow the restraint to

tip or move in an accident or sudden stop. This

can also result in the passenger’s air bag inflat-

ing in a crash instead of being OFF. (See “Child

restraints” earlier in this section for proper use

and installation.)

If the front passenger’s seat is not occupied, the

passenger’s air bag is designed not to inflate in

a crash. However, heavy objects placed on the

seat could result in air bag inflation, because of

the object being detected by the occupant clas-

sification sensors. Other conditions could also

result in air bag inflation, such as if a child is

standing on the seat, or if two children are on

the seat, contrary to the instructions in this

manual. Always be sure that you and all vehicle

occupants are seated and restrained properly.

Using the passenger air bag status light, you

can monitor when the front passenger air bag is

automatically turned OFF with the seat

occupied. The light will not illuminate when the

front passenger seat is unoccupied.

If an adult occupant is in the seat but the pas-

senger air bag status light is illuminated (indi-

cating that the air bag is OFF), it could be that

the person is a small adult, or is not sitting on

the seat properly.

If a child restraintmust be used in the front seat,

the passenger air bag status light may or may

not be illuminated, depending on the size of the

child and the type of child restraint being used.

If the air bag status light is not illuminated (indi-

cating that the air bag might inflate in a crash),

it could be that the child restraint or seat belt is

not being used properly. Make sure that the

child restraint is installed properly, the seat belt

is used properly and the occupant is positioned

properly. If the air bag status light is still not

illuminated, reposition the occupant or child re-

straint in a rear seat.

If the passenger air bag status light will not illu-

minate even though you believe that the child

restraint, the seat belts and the occupant are

properly positioned, the systemmay be sensing

an unoccupied seat (in which case the air bag is

OFF). Your INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop

can check that the system is OFF by using a spe-

cial tool. However, until youhave confirmedwith
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your INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop that

your air bag is working properly, reposition the

occupant or child restraint in a rear seat.

The Advanced Air Bag System and passenger air

bag status light will take a few seconds to regis-

ter a change in the passenger seat status. How-

ever, if the seat becomes unoccupied, the air

bag status light will remain off.

If a malfunction occurs in the front passenger’s

air bag system, the supplemental air bag warn-

ing lightm located in the meter and gauges

area will blink. Have the system checked by an

INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop.

Supplemental front-impact air bag
system (for Europe)

The driver’s supplemental front-impact air bag

is located at the centre of the steering wheel.

The passenger’s supplemental front-impact air

bag is located at the instrument panel above the

glove box.

The supplemental front-impact air bag system

is designed to inflate in higher severity frontal

collisions, although it may inflate if the forces in

another type of collision are similar to those of

a higher severity frontal impact. It may not in-

flate in certain frontal collisions. Vehicle dam-

age (or lack of it) is not always an indication of

proper supplemental front-impact air bag sys-

tem operation.

Front passenger air bag status light:

When the ignition switch is in the ON position,

the front passenger air bag status light on the

map light illuminates for about 7 seconds and

then turns off. This indicates that the front pas-

senger air bag system is operational.

When the front passenger air bag is turned off

with the frontpassenger air bag switch, the front

passengerair bagstatus lightwill illuminateand

remain on as long as the front passenger air bag

switch is in the “OFF” position.

WARNING

If any of following conditions occur after the ignition

switch is pushed to the ON position, have the system

checked and if necessary repaired, by an INFINITI

Centre or qualified workshop promptly.

• The front passenger air bag status light remains

on after approximately 7 seconds.

• The front passenger air bag status light does not

illuminate at all.

Unless checked and repaired, the front passenger air

bag system may not function properly.

Front passenger air bag switch:

The front passenger air bag can be turned off

with the front passenger air bag switch jA lo-

cated in the glove box.

To turn off the front passenger air bag:

1. Push the ignition switch to the LOCKposition.

2. Open the glove box and insert the mechani-

cal key into the front passenger air bag

switch. For the mechanical key usage, see

“Keys” in the “3. Pre-driving checks and

adjustments” section.

3. Push and turn the key to the “OFF” position.

SSS0909Z
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4. Push the ignition switch to the ON position.

The front passenger air bag status light will

illuminate and remain on.

To turn on the front passenger air bag:

1. Push the ignition switch to the LOCK position

and open the glove box.

2. Insert the mechanical key into the front pas-

senger air bag switch.

3. Push and turn the key to the ON position.

4. Push the ignition switch to the ON position.

The front passenger air bag status light will

illuminate then turn off.

Supplemental side-impact air bag
system

The supplemental side-impact air bag is located

at the outside of the front seats’ seatbacks.

The supplemental side-impact air bag system is

designed to inflate in higher severity side colli-

sions, although it may inflate if the forces in an-

other type of collision are similar to those of a

higher severity side impact. It may not inflate in

certain side collisions. Vehicle damage (or lack

of it) is not always an indication of proper

supplemental side-impactair bagsystemopera-

tion.

Supplemental curtain side-impact air
bag system

The supplemental curtain side-impact air bag is

located at the roof rails.

The supplemental curtain side-impact air bag

system is designed to inflate in higher severity

side collisions, although it may inflate if the

forces in another type of collision are similar to

those of a higher severity side impact. It may

not inflate in certain side collisions. Vehicle

damage (or lack of it) is not always an indication

of proper supplemental curtain side-impact air

bag system operation.

PRE-TENSIONER SEAT BELT SYSTEM

WARNING

• The pre-tensioner seat belt cannot be reused after

activation. It must be replaced together with the

retractor and buckle as a unit.

• If the vehicle becomes involved in a collision but

the pre-tensioner is not activated, be sure to have

the pre-tensioner system checked and, if neces-

sary, replaced by an INFINITI Centre or qualified

workshop.

• No unauthorised changes should be made to any

components or wiring of the pre-tensioner seat

belt system. This is to prevent accidental activa-

tion of the pre-tensioner seat belt or damage to

the pre-tensioner seat belt system.

• Work around or on the pre-tensioner seat belt sys-

tem should be done by an INFINITI Centre or quali-

fiedworkshop.TheSRSwiring should notbemodi-

fied or disconnected. Unauthorised electrical test

equipmentandprobingdevicesshouldnotbeused

on the pre-tensioner seat belt system.

• If you need to dispose of the pre-tensioner seat

belt system, or scrap the vehicle, contact an

INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop. Correct pre-

tensioner disposal procedures are set forth in the

appropriate INFINITI ServiceManual. Incorrect dis-

posal procedures could cause personal injury.

The pre-tensioner is encased with the front seat

belt’s retractor and anchor. These seat belts are

used the same as conventional seat belts.

When the pre-tensioner seat belt activates, a

fairly loud noise may be heard, followed by the

release of smoke. This smoke is not harmful and

does not indicate a fire. Care should be taken

not to inhale it, as it may cause irritation and

choking. Thosewith ahistory of a breathing con-

dition should get fresh air promptly.

SSS0521Z
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REPAIR AND REPLACEMENT
PROCEDURE

WARNING

• Once the supplemental front-impact air bags,

supplemental side-impact air bags or supplemen-

tal curtain side-impactair bagshavebeen inflated,

the air bag modules will not function and must be

replaced. The air bagmodulesmust be replaced by

an INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop. The in-

flated air bag modules cannot be repaired.

• The air bag systems should be inspected by an

INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop if there is

any damage to the front end or side portion of the

vehicle.

• If you need to dispose of the SRS or scrap the ve-

hicle, contact an INFINITI Centre or qualified work-

shop. Correct disposal procedures are set forth in

the appropriate INFINITI Service Manual. Incorrect

disposal procedures could cause personal injury.

The supplemental front-impact air bags, supple-

mental side-impact air bags, supplemental cur-

tain side-impact air bags and pre-tensioner seat

belts are designed to activate on a one-time-

only basis. As a reminder, unless the SRS air

bag warning light is damaged, the SRS air bag

warning light remains illuminated after inflation

has occurred. The repair and replacement of the

SRS should be done only by an INFINITI Centre

or qualified workshop.

When maintenance work is required on the ve-

hicle, information about the air bags, pre-ten-

sioner seat belts and related parts should be

pointed out to the person performing the main-

tenance. The ignition switch should always be

in the LOCK position when working under the

bonnet or inside the vehicle.
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NOTE

For an overview see “Cockpit” in the “0. Illustrated

table of contents” section, “Instrument panel” in the

“0. Illustrated table of contents” section, and “Meters

and gauges” in the “0. Instruments and controls” sec-

tion

NOTE

The needle indicators may move slightly after the ig-

nition switch is pushed to the “OFF” position. This is

not a malfunction.

SPEEDOMETER AND ODOMETER

Speedometer

The speedometer indicates the vehicle speed.

Odometer/Twin trip odometer

The odometer/twin trip odometer is displayed

on the dotmatrix liquid crystal displaywhen the

ignition switch is in the ON position.

The odometerj1 displays the total distance the

vehicle has been driven.

The twin trip odometerj2 displays the distance

of individual trips.

Changing twin trip odometer display:

Push the TRIP A/B RESET switch j3 at the bot-

tom left of the combination meter panel to

change the display as follows:

TRIP A → TRIP B → TRIP A

Resetting twin trip odometer:

Push theTRIPA/BRESETswitchj3 formore than

1 second to reset the trip odometer to zero.

TACHOMETER

The tachometer indicates the engine speed in

revolutions per minute (rpm). Do not rev the en-

gine into the red zonej1 .

SIC3950Z
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ENGINE COOLANT TEMPERATURE
GAUGE

Theengine coolant temperaturegauge indicates

the engine coolant temperature.

The engine coolant temperature is normal when

the gauge needle points within the zone j1
shown in the illustration.

The engine coolant temperature will vary with

the outside air temperature and driving condi-

tions.

CAUTION

• If the gauge indicates engine coolant temperature

near the hot (H) end of the normal range, reduce

vehicle speed to decrease temperature.

• If the gauge is over the normal range, stop the ve-

hicle as soon as safely possible.

• If the engine is overheated, continued operation of

the vehiclemayseriously damage the engine. (See

“If your vehicle overheats” in the “6. In case of

emergency” section for immediate action re-

quired.)

FUEL GAUGE

The fuel gauge indicates the approximate fuel

level in the tank when the ignition switch is in

the ON position.

The gauge may move slightly during braking,

turning, accelerating, or goingupanddownhills

due to movement of fuel in the tank.

The low fuel warning m appears on the dot

matrix liquid crystal display when the fuel level

SIC3255Z

Type A
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in the tank is getting low. Refuel as soon as it is

convenient, preferably before the gauge reads

the empty (E) position.

The arrow,m , indicates that the fuel filler lid

is located on the right side of the vehicle.

CAUTION

Refuel before the gauge reads the empty (E) position.

There is a small reserve of fuel in the tank when

the fuel gauge reads the empty (E) position.

METER ILLUMINATION AND NEEDLE
SWEEP

Themetersandgauges illuminatewhen thedriv-

er’s door is closed after getting into the vehicle

with the Intelligent Key carried.

When the engine is started, the indicator

needles will sweep in the speedometer and ta-

chometer, and the ring illumination will be

brightened gradually.

INSTRUMENT BRIGHTNESS CONTROL

The instrument brightness control switch can be

operated when the ignition switch is in the ON

position. When the switch is operated, the dot

matrix liquid crystal display switches to the

brightness adjustment mode.

Push the upper switchjA to brighten the instru-

ment panel lights. The bar j1 moves to the +

side. When reaching the maximum brightness,

[BRIGHTNESSMAX] appears on the displayj2 .

Push the lower switchjB to dim the instrument

panel lights. The bar j1 moves to the − side.

When reaching the minimum brightness,

[BRIGHTNESS MIN] appears on the display j3 .

The dot matrix liquid crystal display returns to

the normal display under the following condi-

tions:

• When the instrument brightness control switch is

not operated for more than 5 seconds.

SIC3262Z
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• When them switch orm switch on the right

side of the combination meter panel is pushed.
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Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) warn-
ing light

Preview Function warning light
(orange)*

High beam indicator light

Automatic Transmission (AT) check
warning light (AT model)

Rear Active Steer warning light* Intelligent Brake Assist (IBA) off
indicator light*

Brake warning light Seat belt warning light Lane Departure Prevention (LDP) ON
indicator light (green)*

Charge warning light Supplemental Restraint System (SRS)
air bag warning light

Malfunction Indicator Light (MIL)

Engine oil pressure warning light Water-in-fuel-filter warning light (diesel
engine model)

Rear fog light indicator light

Four-Wheel Drive (4WD) warning light Adaptive Front lighting System (AFS)
indicator light*

Security indicator light

Intelligent Cruise Control (ICC) system
warning light (orange)*

Automatic Transmission (AT) position
indicator light

Slip indicator light

Intelligent Brake Assist (IBA) warning
light*

Door lock indicator light* Small light indicator light

Intelligent Key warning light Electronic Stability Programme (ESP)
off indicator light

SPORT mode indicator light*

Lane departure warning light (orange)* Front fog light indicator light Turn signal/hazard indicator lights

Low tyre pressure warning light*

Front passenger air bag status light

Vehicle Dynamic Control (VDC) off
indicator light*

Low washer fluid warning light

Master warning light
Glow plug indicator light (diesel engine
model)

*: where fitted

WARNING/INDICATOR LIGHTS AND AUDIBLE REMINDERS
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CHECKING BULBS

With all doors closed, apply the parking brake,

fasten the seat belts and push the ignition

switch to the ON position without starting the

engine. Where fitted, the following lights will il-

luminate: m ,m ,m ,m ,m ,m ,

orm ,m

Where fitted, the following lights will illuminate

briefly and then turn off:m ,m ,m ,m ,

m orm ,m ,m ,m ,m

If any lights fail to illuminate, it may indicate a

burned-out bulb or an open circuit in the electri-

cal system.Have the systemchecked, and if nec-

essary repaired, by an INFINITI Centre or quali-

fied workshop promptly.

Some indicators and warnings are also

displayed on the dot matrix liquid crystal dis-

play between the speedometer and tachometer.

(See “Dot matrix liquid crystal display” later in

this section.)

WARNING LIGHTS

Anti-lock Braking System
(ABS) warning light

When the ignition switch is in the ON position,

theAnti-lockBrakingSystem(ABS)warning light

illuminates and then turns off. This indicates the

ABS is operational.

If the ABS warning light illuminates while the

engine is running, or while driving, it may indi-

cate the ABS is not functioning properly. Have

the system checked by an INFINITI Centre or

qualified workshop.

If an ABSmalfunction occurs, the anti-lock func-

tion is turned off. The brake system then oper-

ates normally, but without anti-lock assistance.

(See “Brake system” in the “5. Starting and

driving” section.)

Automatic Transmission (AT)
check warning light (AT model)

When the ignition switch is in the ON position,

the Automatic Transmission (AT) check warning

light illuminates and then turns off. This indi-

cates that the AT is operational.

If the AT check warning light illuminates while

the engine is running, or while driving, it may

indicate that the AT is not functioning properly

and may need servicing. Have the system

checked, and if necessary repaired, by an

INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop promptly.

Brake warning light

WARNING

• If the brake fluid level is below the minimummark

on the brake fluid reservoir, do not drive the ve-

hicle until the brake system has been checked by

an INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop.

• Even if you judge it to be safe, have your vehicle

towed because driving it could be dangerous.

• Depressing the brake pedal without the engine

running and/or with a low brake fluid level could

increase the stoppingdistance and require greater

pedal travel distance and effort.

The brake warning light indicates the parking

brake system operation, low brake fluid level of

the brake system and Anti-lock Braking System

(ABS) malfunction.

Parking brake warning indicator:

When the ignition switch is pushed to the ON

position with the parking brake applied, the

brake warning light illuminates. When the park-

ing brake is released, the brake warning light

turns off.

If the parking brake is not fully released, the

brake warning light remains on. Be sure that the

brake warning light has turned off before driv-

ing. (See “Parking brake” in the “3. Pre-driving

checks and adjustments” section.)

Low brake fluid warning indicator:

If the brake warning light illuminates while the

engine is running, orwhile driving, and thepark-

ing brake is released, it may indicate that the

brake fluid level is low.

When the brake warning light illuminates while

driving, stop the vehicle safely as soon as pos-

sible. Stop the engine and check the brake fluid
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level. If the brake fluid level is at the minimum

mark, add brake fluid as necessary. (See “Win-

dow washer fluid” in the “8. Maintenance and

do-it-yourself” section.)

If the brake fluid level is sufficient, have the

brake system checked by an INFINITI Centre or

qualified workshop promptly.

Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) warning

indicator:

When the parking brake is released and the

brake fluid level is sufficient, if both the brake

warning light and the Anti-lock Braking System

(ABS) warning light illuminate, it may indicate

that the ABS is not functioning properly. Have

the brake system checked, and if necessary re-

paired, by an INFINITI Centre or qualified work-

shop promptly. (See “Brake system” earlier in

this section.)

Charge warning light

When the ignition switch is in the ON position,

the chargewarning light illuminates. After start-

ing the engine, the charge warning light turns

off. This indicates that the charging system is

operational.

If the charge warning light illuminates while the

engine is running, or while driving, it may indi-

cate that the charging system is not functioning

properly and may need servicing.

When the chargewarning light illuminateswhile

driving, stop the vehicle safely as soon as pos-

sible. Stop the engine and check the alternator

belt. If the alternator belt is loose, broken or

missing, the charging systemneeds repair. (See

“Drive belt” in the “8. Maintenance and

do-it-yourself” section.)

If the alternator belt appears to be functioning

correctly but the charge warning light remains

illuminated, have the charging system checked

by an INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop

promptly.

CAUTION

Do not continue driving if the alternator belt is loose,

broken or missing.

Engine oil pressure warning
light

When the ignition switch is in the ON position,

the engine oil pressure warning light illumi-

nates. After starting the engine, the engine oil

pressure warning light turns off. This indicates

that the oil pressure sensors in the engine are

operational.

If the engine oil pressure warning light illumi-

nates or blinks while the engine is running, it

may indicate that the engine oil pressure is low.

Stop thevehicle safely as soonaspossible. Stop

the engine immediately and call an INFINITI

Centre or qualified workshop.

CAUTION

• Running the engine with the engine oil pressure

warning light illuminated could cause serious

damage to the engine.

• The engine oil pressure warning light is not de-

signed to indicate a low oil level. The oil level

should be checked using the dipstick. (See “En-

gine oil” in the “8. Maintenance and

do-it-yourself” section.)

Four-Wheel Drive (4WD)
warning light

When the ignition switch is in the ON position,

the Four-Wheel Drive (4WD) warning light illumi-

nates. After starting the engine, the 4WD warn-

ing light turns off. This indicates that the 4WD

system is operational.

If the 4WD system malfunctions or the revolu-

tion or radius of the front and the rear wheel dif-

fers, the warning light will either remain illumi-

nated or blink. (See “Four-Wheel Drive (4WD)”

in the “5. Starting and driving” section.)

CAUTION

• If the 4WD warning light comes on while driving

there may be a malfunction in the 4WD system.

Reduce the vehicle speed and have your vehicle

checked by an INFINITI Centre or qualified work-

shop as soon as possible.

• If the 4WD warning light blinks when you are driv-

ing:
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– Blinks rapidly (about twice a second):

Pull off the road in a safe area, and idle

the engine. The driving mode will change

to 2WD to prevent the 4WD system from

malfunctioning.

If thewarning light turnsoff,youcandrive

again.

– Blinks slowly (about once every 2 sec-

onds):

Pull off the road in a safe area, and idle

the engine. Check that all tyre sizes are

the same, tyre pressure is correct and ty-

res are not worn.

If the warning light is still on after the above

operations, have your vehicle checked by an

INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop as soon

as possible.

Intelligent Cruise Control (ICC)
system warning light (orange)
(where fitted)

When the ignition switch is in the ON position,

the Intelligent Cruise Control (ICC) systemwarn-

ing light illuminates. After starting the engine,

the ICC system warning light turns off. This indi-

cates that the ICC system is operational.

This light illuminates if there is a malfunction in

the ICC system.

If the ICC systemwarning light illuminates, park

the vehicle in a safe location. Turn the engine

off, restart the engine, resume driving and set

the ICC system again.

If it is not possible to set the system or the ICC

system warning light remains on, it may indi-

cate that thesystem ismalfunctioning.Although

the vehicle is still driveable under normal condi-

tions, have the system checked by an INFINITI

Centre or qualified workshop.

See “Intelligent Cruise Control (ICC) system (full

speed range) (where fitted – for Europe)” in the

“5. Starting and driving” section or “Intelligent

Cruise Control (ICC) system (where fitted — For

Russia and Ukraine)” in the “5. Starting and

driving” section.

Intelligent Brake Assist (IBA)
warning light (where fitted for
petrol engine model)

When the ignition switch is in the ON position,

the Intelligent Brake Assist (IBA) warning light

illuminates. After starting the engine, the IBA

warning light turns off. This indicates that the

IBA system is operational.

If the IBA warning light illuminates (without a

beep sound), itmay indicate that the IBA system

control is temporary unavailable.

If the IBA warning light illuminates with a beep

sound, it may indicate that the IBA system is not

functioning properly. Park the vehicle in a safe

location and check to see if the IBA sensor is

clean. Turn the engine off, then restart the en-

gine.

If the IBA warning light still remains on after the

above operation, itmay indicate that the system

is malfunctioning. Although the vehicle is still

driveable under normal conditions, have the IBA

system checked by an INFINITI Centre or quali-

fied workshop.

See “Intelligent Brake Assist (IBA) system

(where fitted for petrol engine models)” in the

“5. Starting and driving” section.

Intelligent Key warning light

When the ignition switch is in the ON position,

the Intelligent Keywarning light illuminates and

then turns off. This indicates that the steering

lockand the Intelligent Keywarning systems are

operational.

This light illuminates if there is a malfunction in

the steering lock system or the Intelligent Key

system.

If the lightcomesonwhile theengine isstopped,

it may be impossible to free the steering lock or

to start the engine. If the light comes on while

the engine is running, you can drive the vehicle.

However in these cases, contact an INFINITI

Centre or qualified workshop for repair as soon

as possible.
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Lane departure warning light
(orange; where fitted)

When the ignition switch is pushed to the ON

position, the light will come on in orange, turn

green, and then turn off. This indicates that the

Lane Departure Warning (LDW) and Lane Depar-

ture Prevention (LDP) systems are operational.

While the LDWand/or LDPsystem ison, the light

will blink in orange and a warning chime will

sound if the vehicle is travelling close to either

the left or the right of a travelling lane with de-

tectable lane markers.

If the light comes on in orange and remains on,

it may indicate that the LDW and LDP systems

are not functioning properly. Have the systems

checked by an INFINITI Centre or qualified work-

shop.

See “Lane departure warning (LDW)/Prevention

(LDP) system (where fitted)” in the “5. Starting

and driving” section.

Low tyre pressure warning
light

When the ignition switch is in the ON position,

the low tyre pressure warning light illuminates

and then turns off. This indicates that the low

tyre pressure warning system is operational.

This light illuminates if there is low tyre pres-

sure or a tyre pressure warning systemmalfunc-

tion.

The Tyre Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS)

monitors the tyre pressure of all tyres except the

spare.

Low tyre pressure warning:

If the vehicle is being driven with low tyre pres-

sure, the warning light will illuminate.

When the low tyre pressure warning light illumi-

nates, you should stop and adjust the tyre pres-

sure to the recommended COLD tyre pressure

shown on the Tyre placard. The low tyre pres-

sure warning light does not automatically turn

off when the tyre pressure is adjusted. After the

tyre is inflated to the recommended pressure,

the vehicle must be driven at speeds above 25

km/h (16 MPH) to activate the TPMS and turn off

the low tyre pressure warning light. Use a tyre

pressure gauge to check the tyre pressure.

For additional information, see “Tyre pressure

monitoring system (TPMS) (where fitted)” in the

“5. Starting and driving” section and in the “6.

In case of emergency” section.

TPMSmalfunction:

If the TPMS is not functioning properly, the low

tyrepressurewarning lightwill flash for approxi-

mately 1 minute when the ignition switch is

pushed ON. The light will remain on after the 1

minute. Have the system checked by an INFINITI

Centre or qualified workshop.

For additional information, see “Tyre pressure

monitoring system (TPMS) (where fitted)” in the

“5. Starting and driving” section.

WARNING

• If the light does not illuminate with the ignition

switch pushed ON, have the vehicle checked by an

INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop as soon as

possible.

• If the light illuminateswhile driving, avoid sudden

steeringmanoeuvres or abrupt braking, reduce ve-

hicle speed, pull off the road to a safe location and

stop the vehicle as soon as possible. Driving with

under-inflated tyresmay permanently damage the

tyres and increase the likelihood of tyre failure.

Serious vehicle damage could occur and may lead

to an accident and could result in serious personal

injury. Check the tyre pressure for all four tyres.

Adjust the tyrepressure to the recommendedCOLD

tyre pressure shown on the Tyre placard to turn

the low tyre pressurewarning lightOFF. If youhave

a flat tyre, replace it with a spare tyre as soon as

possible.

• When a spare tyre is mounted or a wheel is re-

placed, the TPMSwill not function and the low tyre

pressurewarning lightwill flash for approximately

1 minute. The light will remain on after 1 minute.

Contact your INFINITI Centre or qualifiedworkshop

as soon as possible for tyre replacement and/or

system resetting.
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• Replacing tyres with those not originally specified

by INFINITI could affect the proper operation of the

TPMS.

CAUTION

• The TPMS is not a substitute for the regular tyre

pressure check. Be sure to check the tyre pressure

regularly.

• If the vehicle is being driven at speeds of less than

25 km/h (16 MPH), the TPMSmay not operate cor-

rectly.

• Be sure to correctly install the specified size of

tyres to all four wheels.

Low washer fluid warning light

The low washer fluid warning light illuminates

when the washer tank fluid is at a low level. Add

washer fluid as necessary. (See “Window

washer fluid” in the “8. Maintenance and

do-it-yourself” section.)

Master warning light

When the ignition switch is in the ON position,

the master warning light illuminates if any of

the following are displayed on the dot matrix

liquid crystal display.

• NO KEY warning

• Low fuel warning

• Low washer fluid warning

• Parking brake release warning light

• Door/back door open warning light

(See “Dot matrix liquid crystal display” later in

this section.)

Preview Function warning light
(orange) (where fitted)

When the ignition switch is in the ON position,

the Preview Function warning light illuminates.

After starting the engine, the Preview Function

warning light turns off. This indicates that the

Preview Function of the brake system (ICC sys-

tem equipped model) is operational.

This light illuminates if there is a malfunction in

theBrake Assist system (with Preview Function).

If the Preview Function warning light illumi-

nates, park the vehicle in a safe location. Turn

the engine off, restart the engine, then resume

driving.

If it is not possible to set the ICC system or the

Preview Function warning light remains on, it

may indicate that the system is malfunctioning.

Although the vehicle is still driveable under nor-

mal conditions, have the system checked by an

INFINITI Centreorqualifiedworkshop. (See“Pre-

view function (for Intelligent Cruise Control (ICC)

system equipped models)” in the “5. Starting

and driving” section or “Preview function (for

Intelligent Cruise Control (ICC) system equipped

models)” in the “5. Starting and driving” sec-

tion.)

Rear Active Steer warning light
(where fitted)

When the ignition switch is in the ON position,

the Rear Active Steer warning light illuminates.

After starting the engine, the Rear Active Steer

warning light turns off. This indicates that the

Rear Active Steer system is operational.

If the light illuminates while the engine is run-

ning, it may indicate that there is a malfunction

with the Rear Active Steer portion of the steer-

ing system. Have the system checked by an

INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop.

For further information about the Rear Active

Steer system, see “Rear active steer system

(where fitted)” in the “5. Starting and driving”

section.

If a malfunction occurs in the system, the Rear

Active Steer function will cease but driving can

be continued.

If the light illuminates while you are driving,

contact an INFINITI Centre or qualifiedworkshop

for repair.

Seat belt warning light

The light and chime remind you to fasten seat

belts.

Except for Europe:

The light illuminates whenever the ignition

switch is pushed to the ON position, and will
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remain illuminated until the driver’s seat belt is

fastened. At the same time, the chimewill sound

for about 6 seconds unless the driver’s seat belt

is securely fastened.

The seat belt warning light for the front passen-

ger will illuminate if the seat belt is not fastened

when the front passenger’s seat is occupied. For

5 seconds after the ignition switch is in the ON

position, the system does not activate the warn-

ing light for the front passenger.

For precautions on seat belt usage, see “Seat

belts” in the “1. Safety — seats, seat belts and

supplemental restraint system” section.

For Europe:

When the ignition switch is in the ON position,

the seat belt warning light illuminates. The light

will continue to illuminate until the front seat

belts are fastened.

When the vehicle speed exceeds 15 km/h (10

MPH), the light will blink and the chime will

sound unless the front seat belts are securely

fastened. The chime will continue to sound for

about 90 seconds until the seat belts are fas-

tened.

For precautions on seat belt usage, see “Seat

belts” in the “1. Safety — seats, seat belts and

supplemental restraint system” section.

Supplemental Restraint
System (SRS) air bag warning
light

When the ignition switch is in the ON position,

the Supplemental Restraint System (SRS) air

bag warning light illuminates for about 7 sec-

onds and then turns off. This indicates that the

SRS air bag system is operational.

If any of the following conditions occur, the SRS

air bag system and pre-tensioner seat belt need

servicing. Have the system checked, and if nec-

essary repaired, by an INFINITI Centre or quali-

fied workshop promptly.

• The SRS air bag warning light remains illuminated

after about 7 seconds.

• The SRS air bag warning light flashes intermit-

tently.

• The SRS air bag warning light does not come on at

all.

Unless checked and repaired, the SRS air bag

systemandpre-tensionerseatbeltmaynot func-

tion properly. (See “Supplemental Restraint

System (SRS)” in the “1. Safety — seats, seat

belts and supplemental restraint system” sec-

tion “Supplemental Restraint System (SRS)” in

the “1. Safety — seats, seat belts and supple-

mental restraint system” section.)

Water-in-fuel-filter warning
light (diesel engine model)

If the water-in-fuel-filter warning light illumi-

nates while the engine is running, drain the wa-

ter from the fuel filter promptly. (See “Fuel filter

(Diesel engine models)” in the “8. Maintenance

and do-it-yourself” section.)

CAUTION

Continuing vehicle operation without properly drain-

ing could cause serious damage to the engine.

INDICATOR LIGHTS

Adaptive Front lighting System
(AFS) indicator light
(where fitted)

When the ignition switch is in the ON position,

the Adaptive Front lighting System (AFS) indica-

tor light illuminates and then turns off. This indi-

cates that the AFS indicator light is operational.

If the AFS indicator light blinks, it may indicate

the AFS is not functioning properly. Have the

system checked by an INFINITI Centre or quali-

fied workshop. (See “Adaptive Front lighting

System (AFS) (where fitted)” later in this sec-

tion.)
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Automatic Transmission (AT)
position indicator light (AT
model)

When the ignition switch is pushed to the ON

position, the indicator shows the automatic se-

lector position.

For Europe:

In the manual shift mode, when the transmis-

sion does not shift to the selected gear due to a

transmission protection mode, the AT position

indicator lightwill blinkand a buzzer will sound.

See “Driving with Automatic Transmission (AT)”

in the “5. Starting and driving” section for fur-

ther details.

Door lock indicator light
(where fitted)

The door lock indicator light, located above the

ashtray, illuminates when all the doors are

lockedwith the ignition switch in the ACC, “OFF”

or LOCK position.

• When the doors are locked with the power door

lock switch, the door lock indicator light will illumi-

nate for 30 minutes.

• When the doors are locked by pushing the LOCK

button on the Intelligent Key or any request switch,

the door lock indicator light will illuminate for 1

minute.

• The door lock indicator light turns off when any

door is unlocked.

For locking or unlocking doors, see “Door locks”

in the “3. Pre-driving checks and adjustments”

section.

Electronic Stability
Programme (ESP) off indicator
light (for Europe)

The Electronic Stability Programme (ESP) off in-

dicator light illuminateswhen the ESP off switch

is pushed to the “OFF” position.

When the ESP off switch is pushed to the “OFF”

position, the ESP system is turned off.

If the ESP off indicator light and slip indicator

light illuminate while the engine is running or

while driving, it may indicate the ESP system is

not functioning properly and may need servic-

ing. Have the system checked, and if necessary

repaired, byan INFINITI Centre or qualifiedwork-

shop promptly. (See “Electronic Stability Pro-

gramme (ESP) system (for Europe)” in the

“5. Starting and driving” section.)

Front fog light indicator light

The front fog light indicator light illuminates

when the front fog lights are on. (See “Fog light

switch” later in this section.)

Front passenger air bag status
light (except for Europe)

The front passenger air bag status light (m )

locatedabove theashtraywill illuminate and the

front passenger air bag will be OFF depending

on how the front passenger seat is being used.

For front passenger air bag status light opera-

tion, see “Supplemental front-impact air bag

system (Advanced Air Bag System) (except for

Europe)” in the “1. Safety — seats, seat belts

and supplemental restraint system” section of

this manual.

Front passenger air bag status
light (for Europe)

The front passenger air bag status light (m )

located on the map light will illuminate when

the front passenger air bag is turned off with the

front passenger air bag switch. When the front

passenger air bag is turned on, the front pas-

senger air bag status light will turn off.

For more details, see “Supplemental front-im-

pact air bag system” in the “1. Safety — seats,

seat belts and supplemental restraint system”

section.

Glow plug indicator light
(diesel engine model)

When the ignition switch is in the ON position,

the glow plug indicator light illuminates and

turns off after the glow plugs have warmed up.
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If the glow plugs have already warmed up, the

glow plug indicator flashes briefly and then

turns off.

High beam indicator light

The high beam indicator light illuminates when

the headlight high beam is on. The indicator

turns off when the low beam is selected. (See

“Headlight and turn signal switch” later in this

section.)

Intelligent Brake Assist (IBA)
off indicator light (where fitted
for diesel engine model)

The light illuminates when the Intelligent Brake

Assist (IBA) off switch is pushed to OFF. This in-

dicates that the Intelligent Brake Assist (IBA)

system is not operating.

When the IBA off indicator light illuminates

while the system is turned on (without the warn-

ing chime sound), this light indicates that the

system control is temporarily unavailable.

When the IBA off indicator light illuminates with

the warning chime sound while the IBA system

is turned on, this light indicates that the system

may not be functioning properly. Park the ve-

hicle in a safe place. Check to see if the laser

sensor is clean. Turn the engine off, then restart

the engine.

If the IBA off indicator light illuminates after fol-

lowing the procedures above, it may indicate

that the system is malfunctioning. Although the

vehicle is still driveable under normal

conditions, have the vehicle checked at an

INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop. (See “In-

telligent brake assist (IBA) system (where fitted

for diesel engine models)” in the “5. Starting

and driving” section.)

Lane Departure Prevention
(LDP) ON indicator light
(green; where fitted)

The light comes on in green when the Lane De-

parture Prevention (LDP) system is turned on.

The light turns off when the system is turned off.

NOTE

This light is common with the lane departure warning

light (orange). (See “Lane departurewarning light (or-

ange; where fitted)” earlier in this section.)

For more details, see “Lane departure warning

(LDW)/Prevention (LDP) system (where fitted)”

in the “5. Starting and driving” section.

Malfunction Indicator Light
(MIL)

When the ignition switch is in the ON position,

the Malfunction Indicator Light (MIL) illumi-

nates. After starting the engine, the MIL turns

off. This indicates that the engine control sys-

tem is operational.

If the MIL illuminates while the engine is run-

ning, itmay indicate that the engine control sys-

tem is not functioning properly and may need

servicing. Have the vehicle checked, and if nec-

essary repaired, by an INFINITI Centre or quali-

fied workshop promptly.

If the MIL blinks while the engine is running, it

may indicate a potential malfunction in the

emission control system. In this case, the emis-

sion control system may not function properly

and may need servicing. Have the system

checked, and if necessary repaired, by an

INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop promptly

(for petrol engine model).

Precautions:

To reduce or avoid possible damage to the en-

gine control system when the MIL blinks:

• Avoid driving at speeds above 70 km/h (43 MPH).

• Avoid sudden acceleration or deceleration.

• Avoid going up steep uphill grades.

• Avoid carrying or towing unnecessary loads.

CAUTION

• Continuing vehicle operation without proper ser-

vicing of the engine control system could lead to

poor driveability, reduced fuel economy, and dam-

age to the engine control system, which may af-

fect the vehicle’s warranty coverage.

• Incorrect setting of the engine control systemmay

lead to non-compliance of local and national emis-

sion laws and regulations.
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Rear fog light indicator light

The rear fog light indicator light illuminates

when the rear fog light turns on. (See “Rear fog

light” later in this section.)

Security indicator light

The security indicator light blinkswhen the igni-

tion switch is in the ACC, “OFF” or LOCK posi-

tion. This function indicates that the INFINITI Ve-

hicle Immobilizer System equipped on the ve-

hicle is operational.

If the INFINITIVehicle ImmobilizerSystem ismal-

functioning, this light will remain on while the

ignition switch is in the ON position. (See “Se-

curity system” in the “3. Pre-driving checks and

adjustments” section for additional informa-

tion.)

Slip indicator light

When the ignition switch is in the ON position,

the slip indicator light illuminates and then

turnsoff. This indicates that theVehicleDynamic

Control (VDC) system/Electronic Stability Pro-

gramme (ESP) system is operational.

The slip indicator light blinkswhen theVDC/ESP

system is operating.

When the indicator lightblinkswhiledriving, the

driving condition is slippery and the vehicle’s

traction limit is about to be exceeded.

If theVDC/ESP off indicator light and slip indica-

tor light illuminate while the engine is running

or while driving, it may indicate that the VDC/

ESP system is not functioning properly and may

need servicing. Have the system checked, and if

necessary repaired, by an INFINITI Centre or

qualified workshop promptly. (See “Vehicle Dy-

namic Control (VDC) system (except for Europe)”

in the “5. Starting and driving” section/ “Elec-

tronic Stability Programme (ESP) system (for

Europe)” in the “5. Starting and driving” sec-

tion.)

Small light indicator light

The small light indicator light illuminates when

the front clearance lights, instrument panel

lights, rear combination lightsandnumberplate

lights are on. The indicator light turns off when

them is turned off.

SPORT mode indicator light
(where fitted)

The SPORT mode indicator light illuminates

when the SPORT mode is turned ON. (See “Con-

tinuous damping control (where fitted)” in the

“5. Starting and driving” section.)

Turn signal/hazard indicator
lights

The turn signal/hazard indicator lights blink

when the turn signal switch lever or hazard indi-

cator flasher switch is on. (See “Headlight and

turn signal switch” later in this section or “Haz-

ard indicator flasher switch” later in this sec-

tion.)

Vehicle Dynamic Control (VDC)
off indicator light (except for
Europe)

The Vehicle Dynamic Control (VDC) off indicator

light illuminates when the VDC off switch is

pushed to the “OFF” position.

When the VDC off switch is pushed to the “OFF”

position, the VDC system is turned off.

If the VDC off indicator light and slip indicator

light illuminate while the engine is running or

while driving, it may indicate that the VDC sys-

tem is not functioning properly and may need

servicing. Have the system checked, and if nec-

essary repaired, by an INFINITI Centre or quali-

fied workshop promptly. (See “Vehicle Dynamic

Control (VDC) system (except for Europe)” in the

“5. Starting and driving” section.)

AUDIBLE REMINDERS

Brake pad wear warning

The disc brake pads have audible wear warn-

ings. When a brake pad requires replacement, it

will make a high pitched scraping sound when

the vehicle is inmotion. This scraping soundwill

first occur only when the brake pedal is

depressed. After more wear of the brake pad,

the sound will always be heard even if the brake
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pedal isnotdepressed.Have thebrakeschecked

as soon as possible if the wear warning sound is

heard.

Have the system checked, and if necessary re-

paired, by an INFINITI Centre or qualified work-

shop promptly. (See “Brakes” in the “8. Mainte-

nance and do-it-yourself” section.)

Key reminder chime

The key reminder chime will sound if any of the

following operations are detected:

• The driver’s door is opened while the ignition

switch is in the ACC position.

• The power door lock switch is pushed to the lock

position while the driver’s door is open and the

Intelligent Key is left in the Intelligent Key port.

• The power door lock switch is pushed to the lock

position while any door is opened.

Be sure that the ignition switch is switched to

the LOCKposition when the door is opened, and

carry the Intelligent Key with you when leaving

the vehicle.

For the Intelligent Key system, an inside or out-

side chime will sound under some conditions.

When a chime sounds, be sure to checkboth the

vehicle and the Intelligent Key. (See “Intelligent

Key system” in the “3. Pre-driving checks and

adjustments” section.)

Light reminder chime

The light reminder chime will sound if the driv-

er’s side door is opened while the following im-

proper operations are found:

• The headlight switch is in either them orm

position, and the ignition switch is in the ACC,

“OFF” or LOCK position.

The chime will also sound for 2 seconds when

the ignition switch is pushed to the ACC, “OFF”

or LOCK position while the fog lights are on with

the headlight switch in the AUTO position.

Be sure to turn the headlight switch to the OFF

or AUTO position (with the fog light switch in the

OFF position) when you leave the vehicle.

Parking brake reminder

The parking brake reminder chime will sound if

thevehicle isdrivenatmore than7km/h (4MPH)

with the parking brake applied. Stop the vehicle

and release the parking brake.

Seat belt warning chime

Except for Europe

The chimewill sound for about 6 seconds unless

the driver’s seat belt is securely fastened.

For Europe:

When the vehicle speed exceeds 15 km/h (10

MPH), the chimewill sound unless the front seat

belts are securely fastened. The chime will con-

tinue to sound for about 90 seconds until the

front seat belts are fastened.

Lane departure warning chime
(where fitted)

When the LaneDepartureWarning (LDW) or Lane

Departure Prevention (LDP) system is on, the

chime sounds if the vehicle is travelling close to

either the left or the right of a travelling lane

with detectable lane markers.

See “Lane departure warning (LDW)/Prevention

(LDP) system (where fitted)” in the “5. Starting

and driving” section for more details.
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The dot matrix liquid crystal display j1 is lo-

cated between the tachometer and the speedo-

meter, and it displays the Automatic Transmis-

sion (AT) position indicator (AT model), the

cruise control system information, the Intelli-

gent Cruise Control (ICC) system (where fitted)

information, the speed limiter information, the

Intelligent Key operation information and other

warnings and information.

• Automatic Transmission (AT)

– “Warning/indicator lights and audible

reminders” earlier in this section.

– “Driving with Automatic Transmission

(AT)” in the “5. Starting and driving” sec-

tion.

• Cruise control

– “Cruise control” in the “5. Starting and

driving” section.

• Intelligent Cruise Control (ICC) system

– “Intelligent Cruise Control (ICC) system

(full speed range) (where fitted – for

Europe)” in the “5. Starting and driving”

section.

• Speed limiter

– “Speed limiter” in the “5. Starting and

driving” section.

• Intelligent Key system

– “Intelligent Key system” in the “3. Pre-

driving checks and adjustments” section.

– “Push-button ignition switch” in the

“5. Starting and driving” section.

SIC3252Z

DOT MATRIX LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY
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INDICATORS FOR OPERATION

1. Engine start operation indicator

Automatic transmission models:

This indicator appears when the selector lever

is in the P (Park) position.

This indicator means that the engine will start

by pushing the ignition switch with the [BRAKE]

pedal depressed. You can start the engine di-

rectly in any position.

Manual transmission models:

This indicator means that the engine will start

bypushing the ignition switchwith the [CLUTCH]

pedal depressed. You can start the engine di-

rectly in any position.

You can also start the engine by pushing the ig-

nition switch with the [BRAKE] pedal depressed

when the shift lever is in the N (Neutral) posi-

tion.

2. Steering lock release malfunction
indicator

This indicator appears when the steering wheel

cannot be released from the LOCK position.

If this indicator appears, push the ignition

switch while lightly turning the steering wheel

right and left.

3. Intelligent Key insertion indicator

This indicator appears when the Intelligent Key

needs to be inserted into the Intelligent Key

port. (For example, the Intelligent Key battery is

discharged.)

If this indicator appears, insert the Intelligent

Key into the Intelligent Key port in the correct

direction. (See “Push-button ignition switch” in

the “5. Starting and driving” section.)

4. Intelligent Key removal indicator

This indicator appears when the driver’s door is

opened with the ignition switch in the ACC,

“OFF” or LOCK position and the Intelligent Key

placed in the IntelligentKeyport. A key reminder

chime also sounds.

If this indicator appears, remove the Intelligent

Key from the Intelligent Key port and take it with

you when leaving the vehicle.

5. [NO KEY] warning

This warning appears in either of the following

conditions.

No key inside the vehicle:

The warning appears when the door is closed

with the Intelligent Key left outside the vehicle

and the ignition switch in the ACC or ON posi-

tion. Make sure that the Intelligent Key is inside

the vehicle.

Unregistered Intelligent Key:

Thewarning appearswhen the ignition switch is

pushed from the LOCK position and the Intelli-

gent Key cannot be recognised by the system.

You cannot start the enginewith anunregistered

key. Use the registered Intelligent Key.

Formore details, see “Intelligent Key system” in

the “3. Pre-driving checks and adjustments”

section.

6. [SHIFT P] warning (Automatic
Transmission model)

This warning appears when the ignition switch

is pushed to stop the engine with the selector

lever in any position except the “P” (Park) posi-

tion.

If this warning appears, move the selector lever

to the “P” (Park) position or push the ignition

switch to the ON position.

7. [PUSH] warning (Automatic
Transmission model)

This warning appears when the selector lever is

moved to the P (Park) position with the ignition

switch in the ACC position after the [SHIFT P]

warning appears.

To push the ignition switch to the “OFF” posi-

tion, perform the following procedure:

[SHIFT P] warning → (Move the selector lever to

P) → [PUSH] warning → (Push the ignition
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switch → ignition switch position is turned to

ON) → [PUSH] warning → (Push the ignition

switch → ignition switch position is turned to

“OFF”)

8. Intelligent Key battery discharge
indicator

This indicator appears when the Intelligent Key

battery is running out of power.

If this indicatorappears, replace thebatterywith

a new one. (See “Intelligent Key battery” in the

“8. Maintenance and do-it-yourself” section.)

9. [RELEASE PARKING BRAKE] warning

This warning appears when the vehicle speed is

above 7 km/h (4 MPH) and the parking brake is

applied. Release the parking brake to turn off

the warning.

10. Low fuel warning

This warning appears when the fuel level in the

tank is getting low. Refuel as soon as it is conve-

nient, preferably before the fuel gauge reaches

the empty (E) position.

There will be a small reserve of fuel remaining

in the tank when the fuel gauge reaches the

empty (E) position.

11. [LOWWASHER] fluid warning

This warning appears when the washer tank

fluid is at a low level. Addwasher fluid as neces-

sary. (See “Window washer fluid” in the

“8. Maintenance and do-it-yourself” section.)

12. [DOOR]/[BACK DOOR] [OPEN]
warning (ignition switch is in the ON
position)

This warning appears if any of the doors and/or

the back door are open or not closed securely.

The vehicle icon indicates which door, or the

back door, is open on the display. Make sure

that all of the doors and the back door are

closed.

13. “Time to rest” indicator

This indicator appears when the set “time to

rest” indicator activates. You can set the time up

to 6 hours. (See “Trip computer” later in this

section.)

14. [LOW OUTSIDE TEMP] warning

Thiswarning appears if the outside temperature

is below 3°C (37°F). The warning can be set not

to be displayed. (See “Trip computer” later in

this section.)

15. Rear seat belt warning

This rear seat belt warning appears after start-

ing the engine. If any of the rear passenger seat

belts is not fastened, the seat belt icon m

illuminates red to show which seat belt is not

fastened.When a rear passenger’s seat belt has

been securely fastened, the colour of

corresponding seat belt icon will change (m

→m ).Thewarning will automatically turn off

after approximately 35 seconds.

When the vehicle speed exceeds 15 km/h (10

MPH), if a rear passenger’s seat belt is unfas-

tened, a chime will sound and the rear seat belt

warning will appear. The seat belt iconm il-

luminates in red until the corresponding rear

passenger’s seat belt is fastened. The warning

will automatically turn off after approximately

35 seconds.

For precautions on seat belt usage, see “Seat

belts” in the “1. Safety — seats, seat belts and

supplemental restraint system” section.

16. Cruise control indicator (except for
Europe)

The cruisemain switch indicator (CRUISE) is dis-

played when the cruise control main switch is

pushed. When the main switch is pushed again,

the CRUISE indicator disappears. When the

CRUISE indicator is displayed, the cruise control

system is operational.

The cruise control set indicator (SET) is

displayed while the vehicle speed is controlled

by the cruise control system. If the SET indicator

blinks while the engine is running, it may indi-

cate that the cruise control system is not func-
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tioning properly. Have the system checked by

an INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop.

For more details, see “Cruise control” in the

“5. Starting and driving” section.

17. Cruise control indicator (for
Europe)

The cruisemain switch indicator (CRUISE) is dis-

played when the cruise control main switch is

pushed. When the main switch is pushed again,

the CRUISE indicator disappears. When the

CRUISE indicator is displayed, the cruise control

system is operational.

The cruise control set indicator (SET) is

displayed while the vehicle speed is controlled

by the cruise control system. If the SET indicator

blinks while the engine is running, it may indi-

cate that the cruise control system is not func-

tioning properly. Have the system checked by

an INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop.

For more details, see “Cruise control” in the

“5. Starting and driving” section.

18. Intelligent Cruise Control (ICC)
system indicator (where fitted)

The Intelligent Cruise Control (ICC) system main

switch indicator (CRUISE) is displayed when the

ICC main switch is pushed. When the main

switch is pushed again, the indicator disap-

pears. While the CRUISE indicator is displayed,

the ICC system is operational.

The cruise control set indicator (SET) is

displayed while the vehicle is controlled by the

conventional (fixed speed) cruise control mode

of the ICC system.

For more details, see “Intelligent Cruise Control

(ICC) system (full speed range) (where fitted –

for Europe)” in the “5. Starting and driving” sec-

tion.

19. Speed limiter indicator

The speed limiter main switch indicator (LIMIT)

is displayed when the speed limiter main switch

is pushed. When the main switch is pushed

again or the cancel switch is pushed again, the

LIMIT indicator disappears.

The speed limiter set indicator (SET) isdisplayed

while the speed limiter is activated.

For more details, see “Speed limiter” in the

“5. Starting and driving” section.

MAINTENANCE INDICATORS

1. [ENGINE OIL] replacement indicator
(for petrol engine model)

This indicator appears when the set time comes

for changing the engine oil. You can set or reset

the distance for changing the engine oil. (See

“Trip computer” later in this section.) For diesel

SIC3265Z
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engine model, see “Oil control system (for die-

sel engine model)” later in this section.

2. [OIL FILTER] replacement indicator

This indicator appears when the set time comes

for replacing the oil filter. You can set or reset

thedistance for replacing theoil filter. (See “Trip

computer” later in this section.)

3. [TIRE] replacement indicator

This indicator appears when the set time comes

for replacing tyres. You can set or reset the dis-

tance for replacing tyres. (See “Trip computer”

later in this section.)

4. [OTHER] indicator

This indicator appears when the set time comes

for replacing items other than the engine oil, oil

filter and tyres. You can set or reset the distance

for replacing the items. (See “Trip computer”

later in this section.)

More maintenance reminders are also available

on the centre display. (See “How to use INFO

button” in the “4. Display screen, heater and air

conditioner, and audio system” section.)

OIL CONTROL SYSTEM (for diesel engine

model)

When the ignition switch is in the ON position,

engine oil information is displayed.

Engine oil information informs the distance to

oil change, oil level indication and malfunction

of oil level sensor.

1. Distance to oil change

The distance to oil change is displayed if the dis-

tance to oil change is less than 1,500 km (930

miles).

2. Oil replacement indicator

When the set mileage approaches, the engine

oil replacement indicator will appear on the dis-

play. After the oil is changed, reset the distance

to oil change. (See “[MAINTENANCE]” later in

this section.)

The distance to oil change interval cannot be ad-

justed manually. The distance to oil change in-

terval is set automatically.

CAUTION

If the oil replacement indicator is displayed, change

the engine oil as soon as possible. Operating your ve-

hicle with deteriorated oil can damage the engine.

SIC4476
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3. Oil level display

When the ignition switch is pushed to the ON

position, the engine oil status is displayed.

When the oil level is normal, [LEVEL OK] is dis-

played. Pressm to check the oil level. Always

use the engine oil dipstick when you check the

engine oil level. (See “Engine oil” in the

“8. Maintenance and do-it-yourself” section.)

4. Low level reminder

If the low level indicator is displayed, the engine

oil level is low. If the low level reminder is dis-

played, check the level using the engine oil dip-

stick. (See “Engine oil” in the “8. Maintenance

and do-it-yourself” section.)

CAUTION

The oil level should be checked regularly using the

engine oil dipstick. Operating with an insufficient

amount of oil can damage the engine and such dam-

age is not covered by the warranty.

5. Oil level sensor warning

If the oil sensor warning is displayed, the en-

gine oil level sensor may be malfunctioning.

Contact an INFINITI Centre or qualifiedworkshop

immediately.

TRIP COMPUTER

Switches for the trip computer are located on

the right side of the combination meter panel.

To operate the trip computer, push the switches

as shown above.

jA m switch

jB m switch

When the ignition switch is pushed to the ON

position, modes of the trip computer can be se-

lected by pushing them switchjA .

Each time them switchjA is pushed, the dis-

play will change as follows:

Current fuel consumption → Average fuel con-

sumption and speed → Elapsed time and trip

odometer → Distance to empty (dte) → Outside

air temperature (ICY) → Setting → Warning

check

SIC3829Z
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*: The display unit can be converted or varies

depending on the vehicle.
1. Current fuel consumption ([km/l,
l/100 km] or [MPG])

The current fuel consumption mode shows the

current fuel consumption.

2. Average fuel consumption ([km/l,
l/100 km] or [MPG]) and speed (km/h
or [MPH])

Fuel consumption:

The average fuel consumption mode shows the

average fuel consumption since the last reset.

Resetting is done by pushing the m switch

jB for longer than 1 second. (The average speed

is also reset at the same time.)

The display is updated every 30 seconds. At

about the first 500 m after a reset, the display

shows “----”.

Speed:

The average speed mode shows the average ve-

hicle speed since the last reset. Resetting is

done by pushing them switch jB for longer

than 1 second. (The average fuel consumption is

also reset at the same time.)

The display is updated every 30 seconds. For

the first 30 seconds after a reset, the display

shows “----”.

SIC4240
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3. Elapsed time and trip odometer
([km] or [MILES])

Elapsed time:

The elapsed time mode shows the time since

the last reset. The displayed time can be reset

by pushing them switchjB for longer than 1

second. (The trip odometer is also reset at the

same time.)

Trip odometer:

The trip odometer mode shows the total dis-

tance that the vehicle has been driven since the

last reset. Resetting is done bypushing them

switchjB for longer than 1 second. (The elapsed

time is also reset at the same time.)

4. Distance to empty (dte — [km] or
[MILES])

The distance to empty (dte) mode provides you

with an estimation of the distance that can be

driven before refuelling. The dte is constantly

being calculated based on the amount of fuel in

the fuel tank and the actual fuel consumption.

The display is updated every 30 seconds.

The dte mode includes a low range warning fea-

ture. If the fuel level is low, the warning is dis-

played on the screen.

When the fuel level drops even lower, the dte

display will change to “----”.

• If the amount of fuel added is small, the display

just before the ignition switch is pushed to the

“OFF” position may continue to be displayed.

• When driving uphill or rounding curves, the fuel in

the tankshifts, whichmaymomentarily change the

display.

5. Outside air temperature ([ICY] — °C)

The outside air temperature is displayed in °F or

°C in the range of −30 to 55°C (−22 to 131°F).

Theoutsideair temperaturemode includesa low

temperature warning feature. If the outside air

temperature is below 3°C (37°F), the warning is

displayed on the screen.

The outside temperature sensor is located in

front of the radiator. The sensor may be affected

by road or engine heat, wind directions and

other driving conditions. The display may differ

from the actual outside temperature or the tem-

perature displayed on various signs or

billboards.

[SETTING]

Setting cannot be made while driving. A mes-

sage “Setting can only be operated when

stopped” is also displayed on the dot matrix

crystal display.

Them switchjA andm switchjB are used

in the setting mode.

Push them jB switch to select a menu.

SIC3860Z
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Push them jA switch to decide a menu.

[SKIP]:

Push them switchjA tomove to the warning

checkmode.

Push them switchjB to select other menus.

[ALERT]:

There are 3 submenus under the alert menu.

• [BACK]

Select this submenu to return to the top page of

the setting mode.

• [TIME TO REST]

Select this submenu to specify when the “time to

rest” indicator activates.

• [ICY]

Select this submenu to display the low outside

temperature warning.

[MAINTENANCE]:

There are 5 submenus under the maintenance

menu.

• [BACK]

Select this submenu to return to the top page of

the setting mode.

• [ENGINE OIL]

Select this submenu to set or reset the distance for

changing the engine oil (for petrol engine model).

Select this submenu to reset the distance for

changing the engine oil (for diesel engine

model)

• [OIL FILTER]

Select this submenu to set or reset the distance for

replacing the oil filter.

• [TIRE]

Select this submenu to set or reset the distance for

replacing tyres.

• [OTHER]

Select this submenu to set or reset the distance for

replacing items other than the engine oil, oil filter

and tyres.

CUSTOMIZE (Except for Europe or [OPTIONS]

(for Europe):

There are 4 submenus under the display menu.

• [BACK]

Select this submenu to return to the top page of

the setting mode.

• [LANGUAGE]

Select this submenu to choose the language for

the display.

• [UNIT] (where fitted)

Select this submenu to choose themetric unit from

km/l, l/100 km or MPG.

• METER EFFECT

Select this submenu to turn on and off the meter/

ring illumination and needle sweep function.

Warning check

[SKIP]:

Push them switch jA to move to the current

fuel consumption display.

Push them switchjB to select other menu.

[DETAIL]:

This item is available only when a warning is

displayed.

Select this menu to see the details of warnings.

SIC3858Z
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XENON HEADLIGHTS

WARNING

m HIGH VOLTAGE

• When xenon headlights are on, they produce a

high voltage. To prevent an electric shock, never

attempt to modify or disassemble. Always have

your xenon headlights checked and/or replaced at

an INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop.

• Xenon headlights provide considerably more light

than conventional headlights. If they are not cor-

rectly aimed, they might temporarily blind an on-

coming driver or a driver ahead of you and could

cause a serious accident. Immediately take your

vehicle to an INFINITI Centre or qualifiedworkshop

and have the headlights adjusted correctly.

When the xenon headlights are initially turned

on, their brightness and colour vary slightly.

However, the colour and brightness will soon

stabilise.

The life of xenon headlights will be shortened

by frequent on-off operation. It is generally de-

sirable not to turn off the headlights for short

intervals.

If the xenon headlight bulb is close to burning

out, the brightnesswill drastically decrease, the

headlight will start blinking, or the colour of the

headlight will become reddish. If one or more of

the above conditionsappear, contact an INFINITI

Centre or qualified workshop.

Automatic aiming control

Vehicles with xenon headlights are equipped

with the automatic levelling system. Headlight

axis is controlled automatically.

HEADLIGHT SWITCH

INFINITI recommends that you consult the local

regulations concerning the use of lights.

AUTO position

When the ignition switch is in the ON position

and the headlight switch is in the “AUTO” posi-

tionj1 , the headlights, front side lights, instru-

ment panel lights, rear combination lights and

other lights turn on automatically depending on

the brightness of the surroundings.

When the ignition switch is pushed to the “OFF”

position, the lights will turn off automatically.

m position

The m position j2 turns on the front side,

instrument panel, tail and number plate lights.

m position

Them positionj3 turns on the headlights in

addition to the other lights.

Headlight beam

To turnon thehighbeam,push the lever towards

the front positionj1 .

To turn off the high beam, return the lever to the

neutral positionj2 .

To flash the headlights, pull the lever towards

the rearmost position j3 . The headlights can

be flashed evenwhen the headlights are not on.

When the lever is pulled towards the rearmost

position j3 after the ignition switch is pushed

to the “OFF” or LOCK position, the headlight will

turn on and stay on for 30 seconds.
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The lever can be pulled 4 times for up to 2 min-

utes.

Daytime light system (where fitted)

Even if the headlight switch is off, the daytime

lights will come on after starting the engine.

However, you cannot change low beam to high

beam when the light switch is off.

When the light switch is turned to them posi-

tion, the headlight low beam will turn off.

HEADLIGHT AIMING CONTROL

For the vehicle equippedwith the automatic lev-

elling system, the headlight axis is controlled

automatically.

BATTERY SAVER SYSTEM

The light reminder chime will sound if the driv-

er’sdoor is openedwhile the following improper

operations are found:

• The headlight switch is in either them orm

position, and the ignition switch in the ACC, “OFF”

or LOCK position.

Be sure to turn the headlight switch to the “OFF”

or “AUTO” position when you leave the vehicle.

When the headlight switch is in them orm

position while the engine is running, the lights

will automatically turn off after pushing the igni-

tion switch to the ACC, “OFF” or LOCK position

and opening the driver’s side door.

When the headlight switch remains in either the

m orm position after the lights automati-

cally turn off, the lights will turn on when the

ignition switch is pushed to the ON position.

CAUTION

Do not leave the lights on when the engine is not run-

ning for extended periods of time to prevent the bat-

tery from being discharged.

ADAPTIVE FRONT LIGHTING SYSTEM
(AFS) (where fitted)

The Adaptive Front lighting System (AFS) will au-

tomatically adjust the headlights (low beam) to-

ward the turning direction to improve the driv-

er’s view. When the headlight switch is ON and

the driver operates the steering wheel in a turn,

the AFS system will be activated.

The AFS will operate:

• When the headlight switch is ON.

• When the selector lever is in any position other

than P (Park) or R (Reverse) (automatic transmis-

sion model).

• When the shift lever is in any position other than R

(Reverse) (manual transmission model).

• When the vehicle is driven at above 25 km/h (16

MPH) for the driver’s side headlight. Note that the

front passenger’s side low beam headlight will

swivel but the driver’s sidewill not swivel when the

vehicle isata stopand thesteeringwheel is turned.

The vehicle must attain a speed above 25 km/h (16

MPH) before AFS activates the driver’s side head-

light.

AFS is equipped with the automatic headlights

levellingsystem.Theheadlightswillbeadjusted

to proper axis automatically, depending on the

number of occupants in the vehicle, the load the

vehicle is carrying and the road conditions.

If the AFS OFF indicator light blinks after the ig-

nition switch has been pushed to the ON posi-

tion, this may indicate that the AFS is not func-

tioning properly. Have the system checked by

an INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop.

When the engine is started, the headlights will

vibrate to check the system condition. This is

not a malfunction.
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HEADLIGHT CLEANER SWITCH
(where fitted)

The headlight cleaner operates when the head-

lights are on and the ignition switch is in the ON

position.

To operate the headlight cleaner:

• Push the headlight cleaner switch (where fitted) lo-

cated on the lower side of the instrumental panel.

• Pull the windscreen washer switch towards you.

• The headlight cleaner operates with the wind-

screen washer operation. This operation activates

once each time either the ignition switch or the

headlight switch is turned off and on. For details,

see “Wiper and washer switch” later in this sec-

tion.

CAUTION

• Do not operate the headlight cleaner continuously

for more than 30 seconds.

• Do not operate the headlight cleaner if thewindow

washer fluid reservoir is empty.

TURN SIGNAL SWITCH

CAUTION

The turn signal switch will not be cancelled automati-

cally if the steering wheel turning angle does not ex-

ceed the preset amount. After the turn or lane change,

make sure that the turn signal switch is returned to its

original position.

Turn signal

To turn on the turn signals, move the lever up

j1 or down j2 to the point where the lever

latches. When the turn is completed, the turn

signal cancels automatically.

Lane change signal

To turn on the lane change signals, move the

lever up j1 or down j2 to the point where the

lightbegins to flash, but the leverdoesnot latch.

If the lever is moved back right after moving up

j1 or down j2 , the light will flash 3 times

(where fitted).

To cancel the flashing, move the lever to the op-

posite direction.

SIC2255Z
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FRONT FOG LIGHTS

To turn on the front fog lights, turn the fog light

switch to the m position j1 with the head-

light switch in them orm position.

To turn off the fog lights, turn the fog light switch

to the “OFF” position.

When the headlight switch is in the “AUTO” po-

sition:

Turning the fog light switch to them position

will turn on the headlights, fog lights and the

other lights while the ignition switch is in the

ON position or the engine is running.

REAR FOG LIGHT

To turn on the rear fog light, turn the fog light

switch to them position j2 . The switch re-

turns to them position automatically, and the

rear fog light will illuminate with the front fog

lights. Make sure them indicator light on the

instrument panel illuminates.

To turn off the rear fog light, turn the fog light

switch to the m position again. Make sure

them indicator light on the instrument panel

turns off.

To turn off both the front and rear fog lights, turn

the fog light switch to the “OFF” position.

When the headlight switch is in the “AUTO” po-

sition:

Turning the fog light switch to them position

will turn on the headlights, fog lights and the

other lights while the ignition switch is in the

ON position or the engine is running.

The rear fog light should be used only when vis-

ibility is seriously reduced. [Generally, to less

than 100 m (328 ft)]

WARNING

In freezing temperatures, the washer fluid may freeze

on the windscreen and obscure your vision. Warm the

windscreen with the defogger before you wash the

windscreen.

CAUTION

• Do not operate the washer continuously for longer

than 30 seconds.

• Do not operate the washer if the window washer

fluid reservoir is empty.

• If the wiper operation is interrupted by snow or

ice, the wiper may stop moving to protect its mo-

tor. If this occurs, turn the wiper switch to the

“OFF” position and remove the snow or ice on and

around the wiper arms. In approximately 1 minute,

turn the switch on again to operate the wiper.

WINDSCREEN WIPER AND WASHER
SWITCH

SIC3333Z
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Thewindscreenwiper andwasher operatewhen

the ignition switch is in the ON position.

Wiper operation

The lever position INT (type A) j1 operates the

wiper intermittently.

• The intermittent operation can be adjusted by turn-

ing the adjustment control knob, (longer) jA or

(shorter)jB .

• The speed of the intermittent operation varies de-

pending on the vehicle speed. You can switch this

function on and off manually. (See “Rain-sensing

auto wiper system” later in this section.)

The lever position INT (type A) or AUTO (type B)

j1 operates the rain-sensing auto wiper sys-

tem. (See “Rain-sensing auto wiper system”

later in this section.)

The lever position LO (type A) or m (type B)

j2 operates the wiper at low speed.

The lever position HI (type A) orm (type B)j3
operates the wiper at high speed.

To stop the wiper operation, move the lever up

to the OFF position.

The lever position MIST (type A) orm (type B)

j4 operates the wiper one sweep. The lever au-

tomatically returns to its original position.

Washer operation

To operate the washer, pull the lever toward the

back of the vehiclej5 until the desired amount

of washer fluid is spread on thewindscreen. The

wiper will automatically operate several times.

The headlight cleaner (where fitted) will also op-

erate with operation of the windscreen washer.

(See “Headlight cleaner switch (where fitted)”

earlier in this section.)

Wiper drip wipe system (where fitted):

The wiper will also operate once about 3 sec-

onds after the washer and wiper are operated.

This operation is to wipe washer fluid that has

dripped on the windscreen.

Headlight cleaner (where fitted)

Pull the lever toward the rear of the vehiclej5 .

The headlight cleaner will operate with opera-

tion of the windscreen washer.

• The headlight cleaner operates with the wind-

screen washer operation. This operation activates

once each time either the ignition switch or the

headlight switch is turned off and on (for Russia).

• After the first operation, the headlight cleaner op-

erates once at every fifth operation of the wind-

screen washer (except for Russia).

CAUTION

Do not operate the headlight cleaner if the window

washer fluid reservoir is empty.
SIC3884Z
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RAIN-SENSING AUTO WIPER SYSTEM

The rain-sensing auto wiper system can auto-

matically turnon thewipersandadjust thewiper

speed depending on the rainfall and the vehicle

speed by using the rain sensor located on the

upper part of the windscreen.

To set the rain-sensing auto wiper system, push

the lever down to the AUTO (type B) or INT (type

A) positionj1 . The wiper will sweep once while

the ignition switch is in the ON position.

The rain sensor sensitivity level can be adjusted

by turning the knob toward the front j2 (High)

or toward the rearj3 (Low).

• High — High sensitive operation

• Low — Low sensitive operation

To turn the rain-sensing auto wiper system off,

push up the lever to the OFF position, or pull

down the lever to them (LO) orm (HI) posi-

tion.

CAUTION

Do not touch the rain sensor and around it when the

wiper switch is in the AUTO (type B) or INT (type A)

position and the ignition switch is in the ON position.

The wipersmay operate unexpectedly and cause to an

injury or a wiper damage.

• The rain-sensing auto wipers are intended for use

during rain. If the switch is left in the AUTO (type

B) or INT (type A) position, the wipersmay operate

unexpectedlywhen dirt, fingerprints, oil film or in-

sects are stuck on or around the sensor. The wip-

ers may also operate when exhaust gas or mois-

ture affect the rain sensor.

• The rain-sensing auto wipers may not operate if

rain does not hit the rain sensor even if it is rain-

ing.

REAR WINDOWWIPER AND WASHER
OPERATION

CAUTION

If the rear window wiper operation is interrupted by

snow etc., the wiper may stop moving to protect its

motor. If this occurs, turn the wiper switch to OFF and

remove the snow etc. on and around the wiper arms.

After about 1 minute, turn the switch ON again to op-

erate the wiper.
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The rear window wiper and washer operate

when the ignition switch is in the ON position.

Wiper operation

Turn the switch clockwise from the OFF position

to operate the wiper.

j1 INT (type A) orm (type B): (intermittent) —

intermittent operation (not adjustable)

j2 ON orm (type B): (low) — continuous low

speed operation

Reverse synchronisation function:

When the windscreen wiper switch is on, mov-

ing the selector lever to the R (Reverse) position

will operate the rear window wiper and washer.

The rear windowwiper will be operated once ev-

ery 7 seconds while the above conditions are

kept.

Washer operation

Push the switch forward j3 to operate the

washer. Then the wiper will also operate several

times.

Wiper drip wipe system (where fitted):

The wiper will also operate once about 3 sec-

onds after the washer and wiper are operated.

This operation is to wipe washer fluid that has

dripped on the rear window.

The defogger switch operates when the ignition

switch is in the ON position for the rear window,

and (where fitted) for the outside rearview mir-

rors.

The defogger is used to reduce themoisture, fog

or frost on the rear window surface to improve

the rear views and on the outside rearview mir-

ror surface to improve the side views (where fit-

ted).

When the defogger switchj1 is pushed, the in-

dicator light j2 illuminates and the defogger

operates for approximately 15minutes. After the

preset time has passed, the defogger will turn

off automatically. To turn off the defoggermanu-

ally, push the defogger switch again, and the

indicator light turns off.

CAUTION

• When operating the defogger continuously, be

sure to start the engine. Otherwise, it may cause

the battery to discharge.

• When cleaning the inner side of the window, be

careful not to scratch or damage the electrical con-

ductors on the surface of the window.
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The windscreen deicer switch (defogger switch)

operates when the ignition switch is in the ON

position.

The deicer is used to remove ice from the wind-

screenwhenawiper is frozen to thewindscreen.

When the switch j1 is pushed, the indicator

lightj2 illuminates and the deicer operates for

approximately 15 minutes. The rear window de-

fogger will activate at the same time. After the

preset time has passed, the deicer will turn off

automatically. To turn off the deicer manually,

push the deicer switch again, and the indicator

light turns off.

CAUTION

• When operating the deicer continuously, be sure

to start the engine. Otherwise, it may cause the

battery to discharge.

• When cleaning the inner side of the window, be

careful not to scratch or damage the electrical con-

ductors on the surface of the window.

The hazard indicator flasher switch operates re-

gardless of the ignition switch position except

when the battery is discharged.

The hazard indicator flasher is used to warn

other drivers when you have to stop or park un-

der emergency conditions.

When the hazard indicator flasher switch is

pushed, all turn signal lights will flash. To turn

off the hazard indicator flasher, push the hazard

indicator flasher switch again.

NIC1455 SIC2574Z
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The horn switch operates regardless of the igni-

tion switch position except when the battery is

discharged.

When the horn switch is pushed and held, the

horn will sound. Releasing the horn switch will

cease the horn sound.

POWER WINDOWS

WARNING

• Make sure that all passengers have their hands,

etc. inside the vehicle before operating the power

windows.

• Never leave children or adults whowould normally

require the support of others alone in the vehicle.

They could unknowingly activate switches or con-

trols and inadvertently become involved in an ac-

cident.

The power windows operate when the ignition

switch is in the ON position.

1. Driver side window

2. Front passenger side window

3. Rear left passenger side window

4. Rear right passenger side window

5. Window lock button

Driver’s window switch

The driver’s switch, themain switch, can control

all windows.

To open a window, push down the power win-

dow switch.

To close a window, pull up the power window

switch.

SIC4194Z
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Locking passengers’ windows:

When the lock button jA is pushed in, the pas-

sengers’ windows cannot be operated.

To cancel the passengers’ windows lock, push

the lock buttonjA again.

Passenger’s window switch

The passenger’s switch can control its corre-

sponding window.

If the passengers’ windows lock button on the

driver’s side switch is pushed in, the passen-

ger’s switch cannot be operated.

Automatic function

The automatic function is available for the

switch that has anm mark on its surface.

Theautomatic functionenablesawindowto fully

open or close without holding the switch down

or up.

To fully open the window, push the power win-

dow switch down to the second detent and re-

lease the switch. To fully close the window, pull

the power window switch up to the second de-

tent and release the switch. The switch does not

have to be held during window operation.

To stop the window open/close operation dur-

ing the automatic function, push down or pull

up the switch in opposite directions.

Window timer (where fitted):

The window timer allows the window switch to

be operated for approximately 45 seconds even

if the ignition switch is pushed to the “OFF” po-

sition. The window timer will be cancelled when

the driver’s or front passenger’s door is opened

or the preset time has expired.

Auto-reverse function (where fitted):

WARNING

There is a small distance just before the closed posi-

tionwhich cannot be detected.Make sure that all pas-

sengers have their hands, etc. inside the vehicle be-

fore closing the windows.

The auto-reverse function enables a window to

automatically reversewhensomething iscaught

in the window as it is closing by the automatic

function. When the control unit detects an ob-

stacle, the windowwill be lowered immediately.

Depending on the environment or driving condi-

tions, the auto-reverse function may activate if

an impact or load similar to something being

caught in the window occurs.

Operating windows with Intelligent
Key (where fitted)

The windows can be opened or closed (where

fitted) by pushing the “LOCK” or “UNLOCK” but-

ton on the Intelligent Key. This function will not

operate while the window timer is activated or

SIC3918Z
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when thewindowsneed to be initialised. For de-

tails about the Intelligent Key button usage, see

“Using remote keyless entry system” in the

“3. Pre-driving checks and adjustments” sec-

tion.

Opening:

To open the windows, push the “UNLOCK”m

button on the Intelligent Key for about 3 sec-

onds after the door is unlocked.

To stop opening, release them button.

If the window open operation is stopped par-

tiallywhilepushing them button, releaseand

push the button again until the windows open

completely.

Closing (where fitted):

To close the windows, push the door “LOCK”

m button on the Intelligent Key for about 3

seconds after the door is locked.

To stop closing, release them button.

If the window close operation is stopped par-

tiallywhilepushing them button, releaseand

push the button again until the windows close

completely.

If the windows do not close
automatically

If the power window automatic function (closing

only) does not operate properly, perform the fol-

lowing procedure to initialise the power window

system.

1. Push the ignition switch to the ON position.

2. Close the door.

3. Open thewindowmore than halfway by oper-

ating the power window switch.

4. Pull the power window switch and hold it to

close the window, and then hold the switch

more than 3 seconds after the window is

closed completely.

5. Release the power window switch. Operate

the window by the automatic function to con-

firm the initialisation is complete.

6. Perform steps 2 through 5 above for other

windows.

If thepowerwindowautomatic functiondoesnot

operate properly after performing theprocedure

above, have your vehicle checked by an INFINITI

Centre or qualified workshop.

WARNING

• In an accident you could be thrown from the ve-

hicle through an open sunroof. Adults should al-

ways use seat belts and children should always

use seat belts or child restraint systems.

• Never allow anyone to stand up or extend any por-

tion of their body out of the opening while the ve-

hicle is in motion or while the sunroof is closing.

CAUTION

• Remove water drops, snow, ice or sand from the

sunroof before opening.

• Do not place any heavy objects on the sunroof or

surrounding area.

AUTOMATIC SUNROOF

The sunroof operates when the ignition switch

is in the ON position.

SIC3243Z
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Sunshade

To open or close the sunshade, slide the sun-

shade manually.

The sunshade will open automatically when the

sunroof is opened. The sunshade needs to be

closed manually by sliding it.

Sunroof

Tilting:

To tilt up, first close the sunroof, then push the

“UP” m j1 side of the sunroof switch and

release it; it need not be held. To tilt down the

sunroof, push the “DOWN”m j2 side.

Sliding:

To fully open or close the sunroof, push the

“OPEN”m j2 or “CLOSE”m j1 side of the

sunroof switch and release it; it need not be

held. The roof will automatically open or close

all the way. To stop the roof, push the switch

once more while it is opening or closing.

Operating sunroof with Intelligent Key

The sunroof can be opened or closed by pushing

the “LOCK” or “UNLOCK” button on the Intelli-

gent Key. This functionwill not operatewhile the

sunroof timer is activated or when the sunroof

needs to be initialised. For details about the In-

telligent Key button usage, see “Using remote

keyless entry system” in the “3. Pre-driving

checks and adjustments” section.

Opening:

To open the sunroof, push the “UNLOCK”m

button on the Intelligent Key for about 3 sec-

onds after the door is unlocked.

To stop opening, release them button.

Closing:

To close the sunroof, push the door “LOCK”m

button on the Intelligent Key for about 3 sec-

onds after the door is locked.

To stop closing, release them button.

Auto-reverse function

WARNING

There is a small distance just before the closed posi-

tionwhich cannot be detected.Make sure that all pas-

sengers have their hands, etc. inside the vehicle be-

fore closing the sunroof.

The auto-reverse function enables the sunroof

to automatically reverse when something is

caught in the sunroof as it is closing. When the

control unit detects an obstacle, the sunroofwill

open immediately.

If the sunroof cannot be closed automatically

when the auto reverse function activates due to

a malfunction, push and hold the “CLOSE”m

j1 side of the sunroof switch.

Depending on the environment or driving condi-

tions, the auto-reverse function may activate if

an impact or load similar to something being

caught in the sunroof occurs.

Sunroof timer:

The sunroof timer allows the sunroof switch to

be operated for approximately 45 seconds even

if the ignition switch is pushed to the “OFF” po-

sition. The sunroof timer will be cancelled when

the front door is opened or the preset time has

expired.

If sunroof does not operate

If the sunroof does not operate properly, per-

form the following procedure to initialise the

sunroof operation system.

1. If the sunroof is open, close it fully by repeat-

edly pushing the “CLOSE” m j1 side of

the sunroof switch.

2. Push and hold the “CLOSE”m j1 side of

the sunroof switch to tilt the sunroof up.

3. Release the sunroof switch after the sunroof

moves slightly up and down.

4. Push and hold the “OPEN” m j2 side of

the sunroof switch to fully tilt the sunroof

down.

5. Check if the sunroof switch operates

normally.

If the sunroof does not operate properly after
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performing the procedure above, have your ve-

hicle checked by an INFINITI Centre or qualified

workshop.

If the battery cable is disconnected, the correct

time will not be indicated.

ADJUSTING TIME

Push the adjusting switch j1 to move the time

forward.

Push the adjusting switch j2 to move the time

backward.

Push and hold each adjusting switch to move

the time forward or backward continuously.

SIC3325Z SIC3861Z
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The power outlet is used for powering electrical

accessories such as a mobile telephone.

CAUTION

• The outlet and plug may be hot during or immedi-

ately after use.

• This power outlet is not designed for use with a

cigarette lighter unit.

• Do not use with accessories that exceed a 12 volt,

120W (10A) power draw. Do not use double adapt-

ers or more than one electrical accessory.

• Use this power outlet with the engine running to

avoid discharging the vehicle battery.

• Avoid using when the air conditioner, headlights

or rear window defogger is on.

• Push the plug in as far as it will go. If good contact

is not made, the plug may overheat or the internal

temperature fuse may blow.

• Before inserting or disconnecting a plug, be sure

that the electrical accessory being used is turned

OFF.

• When not in use, be sure to close the cap. Do not

allow water to contact the outlet.

FRONT

Ashtray

To open the ashtray, push the lid.

To take out the ashtray, hold the ashtray inner

case and pull it out.

Cigarette lighter

WARNING

The cigarette lighter should not be used while driving

so that full attention may be given to vehicle opera-

tion.

CAUTION

• The cigarette lighter socket is a power source for

the cigarette lighter element only. The use of the

cigarette lighter socket as a power source for any

other accessory is not recommended.

• Do not use any other power outlet for an accessory

lighter.

SIC3836Z
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The cigarette lighter operates when the ignition

switch is in the ACC or ON position. To heat the

cigarette lighter, push it in until it latches.When

the lighter is heated, it will spring out automati-

cally.

Return the cigarette lighter to its original posi-

tion after use.

REAR

To open the ashtray, pullj1 .

To take out the ashtray, push downj2 , and pull

out.

WARNING

• The storage compartments should not be used

whiledrivingso that the fullattentionmaybegiven

to vehicle operation.

• Keep the storage lids closed while driving to help

prevent injury in an accident or a sudden stop.

GLOVE BOX

To open the glove box, pull the handlej1 .

To close, push the lid in until the lock latches.

To lockj2 /unlockj3 the glove box, use theme-

chanical key. To remove themechanical key from

the Intelligent Key, see “Keys” in the “3. Pre-

driving checks and adjustments” section.

SIC2570Z SIC3838Z
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CONSOLE BOX

Front

When the leverjA (front passenger’s seat side)

is pulled, the upper case is available for storing

some small items. When the lever jB (driver’s

seat side) is pulled, the bottom case is available

for storing some larger ones.

Rear

To open the lid, push the buttonjA and pull up

the lid.

To close,push the liddownuntil the locklatches.

SUNGLASSESHOLDER (where fitted)

CAUTION

• Do not use for anything other than sunglasses.

• Do not leave sunglasses in the sunglasses holder

whileparking indirectsunlight.Theheatmaydam-

age the sunglasses.

To open the sunglasses holder, push j1 . To

close, push the holder up until the lock latches.

CARD HOLDER

Pull the sun visor down j1 and slide a card in

the card holderjA .

CUP HOLDERS

CAUTION

• Avoid abrupt starting and braking especiallywhen

you use the cup holders. Doing so may cause the

beverages to spill over, and if they are hot, they

may scald you or your passengers.

• Do not recline the rear seatback when you use the

cup holders on the rear armrest. Doing so may

cause the beverages to spill over, and if they are

hot, they may scald the passengers.

SIC3839Z
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To open the cup holder, push the lidj1 .

The flap will be folded down when inserting a

large container.

To close, lower the cup holder lid and push it

down lightly.

To clean the front cup holder, pull up the inside

trayj2 and remove it.

The cup holder is not designed to store personal

effects.

The cup holders for rear passengers are located

on the rear centre armrest.

COAT HOOKS

CAUTION

Do not apply a total load ofmore than 1 kg (2 lb) to the

hook.

The coat hooks are equipped at the rear assist

grips.

CARGO COVER (where fitted)

The cargo cover keeps the contents in the cargo

area hidden from the outside.

To use the cargo cover, open the flap as illus-

trated.

SIC3118Z
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To remove the cargo cover,

1. Return the rear seatback to the upright posi-

tion.

2. Fold the flapj1 .

3. Lift up the rear side of the cargo cover j2 to

unlatch the rear side of the cargo cover jA
from the hanger bars.

4. Then, tilt up the cargo cover and slightly pull

it toward the rear of the vehiclej3 to unhook

the front side of the cargo coverjB from the

hanger bars.

5. Incline the cargo cover above the hanger bars

towards the front of the vehiclej4 and lower

the cargo cover.

6. Pull either side of the cargo cover and remove

the cargo coverj5 .

When attaching the cargo cover, be sure to re-

turn the rear seatback to the upright position

and make sure that the cargo cover is latched

securely.

The rear cargo cover j1 can be removed from

the lift gate.

To remove the rear cargo cover, open the lift gate

then remove the clipsj2 with a suitable tool.

WARNING

• Never put anything on the cargo cover, no matter

how small. Any object on it could cause an injury in

an accident or sudden stop.

• Do not leave the cargo cover in the vehicle with it

disengaged from the holder.

• Properly secure all cargo with ropes or straps to

help prevent it from sliding or shifting. Do not

place cargo higher than the seatbacks. In a sud-

den stop or collision, unsecured cargo could cause

personal injury.

• If the cargo cover contacts the top tether strap

when it is attached to the top tether anchor, re-

move the cargo cover from the vehicle or secure it

on the cargo floor below its attachment location. If

the cargo cover is not removed, it may damage the

top tether strap during a collision. Your child could

be seriously injured or killed in a collision if the

child restraint top tether strap is damaged.

• Do not allow cargo to contact the top tether strap

when it is attached to the top tether anchor. Prop-

erly secure the cargo so it does not contact the top

tether strap. Cargo that is not properly secured or

cargo that contacts the top tether strap may dam-

age the top tether strap during a collision. Your

child could be seriously injured or killed in a colli-

sion if the child restraint top tether strap is dam-

aged.
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• Donot leave the cargo cover in the vehicle with the

rear half of the flap folded up while driving. You

may not be able to see out the rear window, which

may cause an accident.

• Do not use the cargo cover if the rear seats are

folded down.

MULTI-PARTITION NET (where fitted)

Multi-partition net is used to separate the seat-

ing area from the cargo area. It can be installed

in the ceiling between the front and rear seats

or behind the rear seat. Before installing the

multi-partitionnet, remove the cargo cover. (See

“Cargo cover (where fitted)” earlier in this sec-

tion.)

Installing multi-partition net

1. Take out the multi-partition net from the

stored position. The net is placed in the cargo

area floor or under it (where fitted).

2. Unzip the net and unfold it.

3. Stretch the net until the joints of the bars (up-

per, middle and lower) are latched.

4. Insert the left or right end of the upper bar

into the hole j1 located on the ceiling (be-

tween the front and rear seats or behind the

rear seat). Then push to insert the other end

of the bar into the hole.

5. Attach the right and left belt hooks to the re-

tainersj2 located on the floor just under the

ceiling holes. If the vehicle is fitted with a

floor mat on the rear seat floor, turn or lift the

floor mat to reveal the hooks located under

the mat.

6. Pull the belt with the adjuster jA to fix the

net. Make sure that the net is sufficiently

tightened to help prevent luggage from slid-

ing or shifting while driving.

When installing the multi-partition net in the

cargo area, store the extra belt into the pockets

jB on the net.

SIC3882
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Storing multi-partition net

1. Unhook the belt hooks from the retainers.

2. Bring the top bar to the under bar to double

itj1 .

3. Push the button on the joint of bar j2 (up-

per, middle and lower) to fold the net and

then place the belts between the folded net.

4. Stow the net in the zipper bag properly.

5. Zip the zipper bagj3 .

6. Store themulti-partition net in the cargo area

floor or under it (where fitted).

CARGO NET

The cargo net helps keep packages in the cargo

area from moving around while your vehicle is

driven.

To install the cargo net, attach the hooks to the

retainers on both sides.

WARNING

• Properly secure all cargo to help prevent it from

sliding or shifting. Do not place cargo higher than

the seatbacks. In a sudden stop or collision, unse-

cured cargo could cause personal injury.

• Be sure to secure all four hooks into the retainers.

The cargo restrained in the net must not exceed

13.6 kg (30 lb) or the net may not stay secured.

ROOF RACK (where fitted)

Always distribute the luggage evenly on the roof

rack. Do not load more than 100 kg (221 lb) (for

Europe) or 45 kg (99 lb) (except for Europe) on

the roof rails. Observe the maximum load limit

shown on the crossbars or roof carrieswhen you

attach themon the roof rails. Contact an INFINITI

Centre or qualified workshop for crossbar or

other equipment information.

WARNING

• Drive extra carefully when the vehicle is loaded at

or near the cargo carrying capacity, especially if

the significant portion of that load is carried on

the roof rack.

SIC3883
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• Heavy loading of the roof rack has the potential to

affect the vehicle stability and handling during

sudden or unusual handling manoeuvres.

• Roof rack load should be evenly distributed.

• Do not exceed maximum roof rack load weight ca-

pacity.

• Properly secure all cargo with ropes or straps to

help prevent it from sliding or shifting. In a sud-

den stop or collision, unsecured cargo could cause

personal injury.

CAUTION

Use carewhenplacing or removing items from the roof

rack. If you cannot comfortably lift the items onto the

roof rack from the ground, use a ladder or stool.

1. To block glare from the front, swing down the

main sun visorj1 .

2. To blockglare from the side, remove themain

sun visor from the centre mount and swing it

to the sidej2 .

3. Slide the sun visorj3 in or out as needed.

To activate or deactivate thewelcome light func-

tion, perform the following procedure. Note that

the function is set to disabled as the factory de-

fault setting.

1. Push the ignition switch to the ON position.

2. Open the driver’s side door.

3. Within 20 seconds after the ignition switch is

pushed to the ON position, push the door

open request switch on the driver’s side door

handle formore than 5 secondswith the driv-

er’s door open.

4. A chime sounds when the setting is com-

pleted.

Once the welcome light function is active, the

puddle lightjA and the passenger cabin illumi-

nationwill illuminatewhenyou approach the ve-

hicle with the Intelligent Key (within approxi-
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mately 1m (3.3 ft) of the antenna built inside the

door handles) and the following conditions are

met.

• All doors are closed and locked.

• The ignition switch is in the LOCK or “OFF” posi-

tion.

• The Intelligent Key is outside the vehicle.

• The puddle light operates within a set duration.

The welcome light function will be deactivated

automatically if it does not operate within a set

duration to prevent battery discharge. Note that

the duration is set to 14 days as the factory de-

fault setting. An INFINITI Centre or qualified

workshop can customise the set duration from 1

to 14 days. Contact an INFINITI Centre or quali-

fied workshop for details.

CAUTION

• Turn off the lights when you leave the vehicle.

• Do not use the lights for extended periods of time

with the engine stopped. This could result in a dis-

charged battery.

MAP LIGHTS

Push the button as illustrated to turn the light

on or off.

REAR PERSONAL LIGHTS

Push the button as illustrated to turn the light

on or off.

INTERIOR LIGHT CONTROL SWITCH

The interior light control switch has three posi-

tions: ON, DOOR and OFF.

SIC3249Z
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ON position

When the switch is in the ON position j1 , the

map lights and rear personal lights will illumi-

nate.

DOOR position

When the switch is in the DOOR positionj2 , the

interior light timer will keep the interior light il-

luminated for approximately 30 seconds under

the following conditions:

• when the ignition switch is switched to the LOCK

position.

• when the doors are unlocked by pushing the “UN-

LOCK”m button on the Intelligent Key or door

handle request switch with the ignition switch in

the LOCK position.

• when any door is opened and then closed with the

ignition switch in the LOCK position.

When any door is opened with the ignition

switch in the ACC or ON position. The lights will

remain on while the door is opened. When the

door is closed, the lights will turn off.

OFF position

When the switch is in the “OFF” positionj3 , the

lights will not illuminate, regardless of the con-

dition.

VANITY MIRROR LIGHTS

To access the vanity mirror, pull the sun visor

down and flip open the mirror cover.

The vanitymirror light illuminateswhen the van-

ity mirror cover is opened. When the cover is

closed, the light will turn off.

LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT LIGHT

When the switch is in the DOOR positionjA , the

light illuminates while the lift gate is opened.

When the lift gate is closed, the light will turn

off.

When the switch is in the OFF position jB , the

light will turn off.

BATTERY SAVER SYSTEM

When the interior light stays on, it will automati-

cally turn off 30minutes after the ignition switch

has been turned to the “OFF” position. To turn

on the light again, push the ignition switch to

the ON position.

SIC2555AZ SIC2925Z
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A key number plate is supplied with your key.

Record thekeynumberon thekeynumberplate/

metal tag and keep it in a safe place (such as

your wallet), NOT IN THE VEHICLE. INFINITI does

not record key numbers so it is very important to

keep track of your key number plate.

1. Intelligent Key (2)

2. Mechanical key (inside Intelligent Key) (2)

3. Key number plate (1)

WARNING

• The Intelligent Key transmits radio waves that can

adversely affect medical electric equipment.

• If you have a pacemaker, you should contact the

medical equipmentmanufacturer to ask if it will be

affected by the Intelligent Key signal.

INTELLIGENT KEY

Your vehicle can only be driven with the Intelli-

gent Keys, which are registered to your vehicle’s

Intelligent Key system components and the

INFINITI Vehicle Immobilizer System compo-

nents. As many as 4 Intelligent Keys can be reg-

istered and used with one vehicle. The new keys

mustbe registeredbyan INFINITI Centreorquali-

fied workshop prior to use with the Intelligent

Key system and INFINITI Vehicle Immobilizer

System of your vehicle. Since the registration

process requires erasing all memory in the In-

telligent Key system componentswhen register-

ing new keys, be sure to take all Intelligent Keys

that you have to an INFINITI Centre or qualified

workshop.

It is possible that the Intelligent Key functions

become cancelled. Contact an INFINITI Centre or

qualified workshop.

CAUTION

• Be sure to carry the Intelligent Key with you. Do

not leave the vehicle with the Intelligent Key in-

side.

• Be sure to carry the Intelligent Key with you when

driving. The Intelligent Key is a precision device

with a built-in transmitter. To avoid damaging it,

please note the following.

– The Intelligent Key is water resistant;

however, wettingmaydamage the Intelli-

gent Key. If the Intelligent Key gets wet,

immediately wipe until it is completely

dry.

– Do not bend, drop or strike it against an-

other object.

– Do not place the Intelligent Key for an ex-

tended period in a place where tempera-

tures exceed 60°C (140°F).

– Do not change or modify the Intelligent

Key.

– Do not use a magnet key holder.

– Do not place the Intelligent Key near

equipment thatproducesamagnetic field

such as a TV, audio equipment and per-

sonal computers.

– Do not allow the Intelligent Key to come

into contact with water or salt water, and

SPA2406Z
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do notwash it in a washingmachine. This

could affect the system function.

• If an Intelligent Key is lost or stolen, INFINITI rec-

ommends erasing the ID code of that Intelligent

Key. This will prevent the Intelligent Key from un-

authorised use to unlock the vehicle. For informa-

tion regarding the erasing procedure, please con-

tact an INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop.

MECHANICAL KEY

To remove the mechanical key, release the lock

knob at the back of the Intelligent Key.

To install themechanical key, firmly insert it into

the Intelligent Key until the lock knob returns to

the lock position.

Use the mechanical key to lock or unlock the

doors and glove box. (See “Door locks” later in

this section and “Storage” in the “2. Instru-

ments and controls” section.)

Valet parking

When you have to leave a key with valets, give

them the Intelligent Key itself and keep the me-

chanical key with you to protect your belong-

ings.

To prevent the glove box frombeing opened dur-

ing valet parking, follow the procedures below.

1. Remove the mechanical key from the Intelli-

gent Key.

2. Lock the glove box with the mechanical key.

(See “Storage” in the “2. Instruments and

controls” section.)

3. Hand the Intelligent Key to the valet, keeping

the mechanical key in your pocket or bag for

insertion into the Intelligent Key when you

retrieve your vehicle.

WARNING

• Always look before opening any doors, to avoid an

accident with oncoming traffic.

• Never leave children or adults whowould normally

require the support of others alone in the vehicle.

They could unknowingly activate switches or con-

trols and inadvertently become involved in a seri-

ous accident.

SUPER LOCK SYSTEM (where fitted)

WARNING

For Super Lock System equipped models, failure to

follow the precautions below may lead to hazardous

situations. Make sure the Super Lock System activa-

tion is always safely conducted.

• When the vehicle is occupied, never lock the doors

with the Intelligent Key system. Doing so will trap

the occupants, since the Super Lock System pre-

vents the doors from being opened from the inside

of the vehicle.

• Only operate the Intelligent Key lock button when

there is a clear view of the vehicle. This is to pre-

vent anybody from being trapped inside the ve-

hicle through the Super Lock System activation.

Locking the doors with the Intelligent Key

“LOCK” button m or the request switch will

lock all doors including the back door and acti-

vate the Super Lock System.

SPA2033Z
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Thismeans thatnoneof thedoorscanbeopened

from the inside in order to prevent theft.

The system will be released when the door is

unlockedwith the Intelligent Key “UNLOCK” but-

tonm or the request switch.

The Super Lock System will not activate when

the doors are locked with the power door lock

switch.

Emergency situations

If the Super Lock System is activated due to a

traffic accident or other unexpected circum-

stances while you are in the vehicle:

• Push the ignition switch to the ON position, the

Super Lock System will be released and all the

doors can be unlocked with the power door lock

switch. You can then open the doors.

• Unlock the door using the Intelligent Key. The Su-

per Lock System will be released and you can open

the door.

LOCKING WITH KEY

To lock the door, insert the key to the door key

cylinder and turn the key to the front side of the

vehiclej1 . The driver’s side door will lock.

To unlock the door, turn the key to the rear of the

vehiclej2 . The driver’s side door will unlock.

To lock or unlock the other doors and the fuel

filler lid, use the power door lock switch, the

“LOCK” button m , or the “UNLOCK” button

m on the Intelligent Key, or any request

switch.

LOCKING WITH INSIDE LOCK KNOB

CAUTION

When locking the doors using the inside lock knob, be

sure not to leave the Intelligent Key in the vehicle.

To lock the door, push the inside lock knob to

the lock positionj1 then close the door.

To unlock the door, pull the inside lock knob to

the unlock positionj2 .

SPA2457Z SPA1814Z
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UNLOCKING WITH INSIDE DOOR
HANDLE

Tounlockandopen thedoor, pull the insidedoor

handle as illustrated.

For Right-Hand Drive (RHD) model

The doors cannot be opened by using the inside

door handle when the Super Lock System is ac-

tivated.

LOCKING WITH POWER DOOR LOCK
SWITCH

Operating the power door lock switch will lock

or unlock all the doors.

To lock the doors from the inside, push the

power door lock switch (located on the driver’s

and front passenger’s door) to the lock position

j1 .

To lock the doors from the outside, push the

power door lock switch to the lock position j1
then close the door.

To unlock the doors, push the power door lock

switch to the unlock positionj2 .

CAUTION

When locking the doors using the power door lock

switch, be sure not to leave the Intelligent Key in the

vehicle.

When all the doors are locked with the ignition

switch in the ACC, “OFF” or LOCK position, the

door lock indicator lightm (located above the

ashtray) will illuminate for 30 minutes.

VEHICLE SPEED SENSING DOOR LOCK
MECHANISM

All doors will be locked automatically when the

vehicle speed reaches 10 km/h (6 MPH). Once

the lock has been unlocked, while driving, the

vehicle speed sensing door lockmechanismwill

not lock the door again unless one of the follow-

ing is performed.

• Opening any doors.

• Pushing the ignition switch to the LOCK position.

To activate or deactivate vehicle
speed sensing door lock mechanism

To activate or deactivate the door lock mecha-

nism, perform the following procedures.

1. Push the ignition switch to the ON position.

2. Within 20 seconds, push and hold the power

door lock switch to the “LOCK” position for 5

seconds.

3. The hazard indicator light will flash as fol-

lows if the switching operation is successful:

• Twice — activated

• Once — deactivated

SPA2531Z SPA2300Z
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AUTO DOOR LOCK RELEASING
MECHANISM

All doors will be unlocked automatically when

the ignition switch is pushed from the ON to the

“OFF” position.

To activate or deactivate auto door
lock releasing mechanism

To activate or deactivate the auto door lock re-

leasing mechanism, perform the following pro-

cedures.

1. Push the ignition switch to the ON position.

2. Within 20 seconds, push and hold the power

door lock switch to the “UNLOCK” position

for 5 seconds.

3. The hazard indicator light will flash as fol-

lows if the switching operation is successful:

• Twice — activated

• Once — deactivated

UNLOCK LINKMECHANISM (where fitted)

All doors will be unlocked automatically when

the driver’s or front passenger’s door is opened.

The unlock link mechanism will not activate un-

der the following conditions.

• When the vehicle speed is above 4 km/h (2.5MPH).

• When the selective unlock mode is activated.

IMPACT SENSING DOOR LOCK
RELEASINGMECHANISM (where fitted)

All doors will be unlocked automatically when

the impact sensors sense an impact while the

ignition switch is in the ON position.

CHILD SAFETY REAR DOOR LOCKS

Thechild safety rear door lockshelpprevent rear

doors from being opened accidentally, espe-

cially when small children are in the vehicle.

When the levers are in the lock positionj1 , the

child safety rear door locks engage and the rear

doors can only be opened by the outside door

handles.

To disengage, move the levers to the unlock po-

sitionj2 .

WARNING

• Radio waves could adversely affect electric medi-

cal equipment. Thosewhouse apacemaker should

contact the electric medical equipment manufac-

turer for the possible influences before use.

• The IntelligentKey transmits radiowaveswhen the

buttons are pushed. The radio waves may affect

navigation and communication systems. Do not

operate the Intelligent Key while on an air plane.

Make sure the buttons are not operated uninten-

tionally when the unit is stored for a flight.

The Intelligent Key system can operate all doors

and the back door using the integrated keyfob

function or pushing the request switch on the

vehicle without taking the key out from a pocket

or purse. The operating environment and/or

conditionsmay affect the Intelligent Key system

operation.

Be sure to read the following before using the

Intelligent Key system.

CAUTION

• Be sure to carry the Intelligent Key with you when

operating the vehicle.

• Never leave the Intelligent Key in the vehicle when

you leave the vehicle.

The Intelligent Key is always communicating

with the vehicle as it receives radio waves. The

Intelligent Key system transmits weak radio

SPA2536Z
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waves. Environmental conditions may interfere

with the operation of the Intelligent Key system

under the following operating conditions.

• When operating near a location where strong radio

waves are transmitted, such as a TV tower, power

station and broadcasting station.

• When in possession of wireless equipment, such

as a mobile telephone, transceiver, and CB radio.

• When the Intelligent Key is in contact with or cov-

ered by metallic materials.

• When any type of radiowave remote control is used

nearby.

• When the Intelligent Key is placed near an electric

appliance such as a personal computer.

• When the vehicle is parked near a parking meter.

In such cases, correct the operating conditions

before using the Intelligent Key function or use

the mechanical key.

Although the life of the battery varies depend-

ing on the operating conditions, the battery’s

life is approximately 2 years. If the battery is

discharged, replace it with a new one.

Since the Intelligent Key is continuously receiv-

ing radiowaves, if the key is left near equipment

which transmits strong radiowaves, such as sig-

nals from a TV and personal computer, the bat-

tery life may become shorter.

For information regarding replacement of a bat-

tery, see “Intelligent Key battery” in the

“8. Maintenance and do-it-yourself” section.

When the Intelligent Key battery is discharged,

insert the Intelligent Key into the Intelligent Key

port to start the engine. Replace the discharged

battery with a new one as soon as possible.

( “Push-button ignition switch” in the “5. Start-

ing and driving” section.)

Because the steering wheel is locked electri-

cally, unlocking the steering wheel with the ig-

nition switch in the LOCK position is impossible

when the vehicle battery is completely

discharged. In this case, unlocking the steering

wheel would be also impossible even if the In-

telligent Key was inserted into the Intelligent

Key port. Pay special attention that the vehicle

battery is not completely discharged.

As many as 4 Intelligent Keys can be registered

and used with one vehicle. For information

about the purchase and use of additional Intel-

ligent Keys, contact an INFINITI Centre or quali-

fied workshop.

CAUTION

• Do not allow the Intelligent Key, which contains

electrical components, to come into contact with

water or salt water. This could affect the system

function.

• Do not drop the Intelligent Key.

• Do not strike the Intelligent Key sharply against

another object.

• Do not change or modify the Intelligent Key.

• Wetting may damage the Intelligent Key. If the In-

telligent Key gets wet, immediately wipe until it is

completely dry.

• Do not place the Intelligent Key for an extended

period in an area where temperatures exceed 60°C

(140°F).

• Do not attach the Intelligent Key with a key holder

that contains a magnet.

• Do not place the Intelligent Key near equipment

that produces amagnetic field, such as a TV, audio

equipment and personal computers.

If an Intelligent Key is lost or stolen, INFINITI rec-

ommends erasing the ID code of that Intelligent

Key from the vehicle. Thismayprevent the unau-

thorised use of the Intelligent Key to operate the

vehicle. For information regarding the erasing

procedure, contact an INFINITI Centre or quali-

fied workshop.

The Intelligent Key function can be disabled. For

information about disabling the Intelligent Key

function, contact an INFINITI Centre or qualified

workshop.
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INTELLIGENT KEY OPERATING RANGE

The Intelligent Key functions can only be used

when the Intelligent Key is within the specified

operating range from the request switchj1 .

When the Intelligent Key battery is discharged

or strong radio waves are present near the oper-

ating location, the Intelligent Key system’s op-

erating range becomes narrower, and the Intel-

ligent Key may not function properly.

The operating range is within 80 cm (31.50 in)

from each request switchj1 .

If the Intelligent Key is too close to the door

glass, door handle or rear bumper, the request

switches may not function.

When the Intelligent Key is within the operating

range, it is possible for anyone, even someone

who does not carry the Intelligent Key, to push

the request switch to lock/unlock the doors in-

cluding the back door.

USING INTELLIGENT KEY SYSTEM

The request switch will not function under the

following conditions:

• When the Intelligent Key is left inside the vehicle

• When the Intelligent Key is not within the opera-

tional range

• When any door is open or not closed securely

• When the Intelligent Key battery is discharged

The Intelligent Key system (opening/closing

doors with the door handle request switch) can

be set to remain inactive. (See “Vehicle informa-

tion and settings” in the “4. Display screen,

heater and air conditioner, and audio system”

section.)

• Do not push the door handle request switch with

the Intelligent Key held in your hand as illustrated.

The close distance to the door handle will cause

the Intelligent Key system to have difficulty recog-

nising that the IntelligentKey isoutside thevehicle.

• After locking the doors using the door handle re-

quest switch, make sure that the doors have been

securely locked by operating the door handles.

• The door handle request switch is operational only

when the Intelligent Key has been detected by the

Intelligent Key system.

• When locking the doors using the door handle re-

quest switch, make sure to have the Intelligent Key

SPA2074Z
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in your possession before operating the door

handle request switch toprevent the IntelligentKey

from being left in the vehicle.

• To prevent the Intelligent Key from being left inside

the vehicle or the boot, make sure you carry the

key with you and then lock the doors or the boot.

• Donotpull thedoorhandlebeforepushing thedoor

handle request switch. The door will be unlocked

but will not open. Release the door handle once

and pull it again to open the door.

When you carry the Intelligent Key with you, you

can lock or unlock all doors by pushing the door

handle request switch (driver’s or front passen-

ger’s)jA or back door request switchjB within

the range of operation.

When you lock or unlock the doors including the

back door, the hazard indicator will flash (or the

outside chime — where fitted) will sound as a

confirmation. For details, see “Hazard indicator

operation” later in this section.

Locking doors and fuel filler lid

1. Move the selector lever to the P (Park) posi-

tion, push the ignition switch to the “OFF”

position and carry the Intelligent Key with

you.

2. Close all doors.

3. Push the door handle request switch jA
(driver’s or front passenger’s) or the back

door request switchjB while carrying the In-

telligent Key.

4. All doors, the back door and the fuel filler lid

will be locked.

The door lock indicator light m (located

above the ashtray) will illuminate for 1

minute.

5. Operate door handles to confirm that the

doors have been securely locked.

Lockout protection:

To prevent the Intelligent Key from being acci-

dentally locked in the vehicle, lockout protec-

tion is equippedwith the Intelligent Key system.

• When the Intelligent Key is left in the vehicle and

you try to lock the door using the power door lock

switch or the driver’s inside lock knob after getting

SPA2500Z
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out of the vehicle, all the doors will unlock auto-

matically and a chime will sound after the door is

closed.

• When the Intelligent Key is left in the vehicle while

the driver’s door is opened and you try to lock the

door using the power door lock switch after getting

out of the vehicle, all the doors will unlock auto-

matically after the power door lock switch or the

driver’s inside lock knob is operated.

CAUTION

The lockout protectionmay not function under the fol-

lowing conditions:

• When the Intelligent Key is placed on top of the

instrument panel.

• When the Intelligent Key is placed on top of the

rear parcel.

• When the Intelligent Key is placed inside of the

glove box.

• When the Intelligent Key is placed inside of the

door pockets.

• When the Intelligent Key is placed inside or near

metallic materials.

The lockout protection may function when the

Intelligent Key is outside the vehicle but is too

close to the vehicle.

Unlocking doors and fuel filler lid

To change the door unlock mode from one to

another, see the following section.

For details, see “Using remote keyless entry

system” later in this section.

Selective door unlockmode:

1. Carry the Intelligent Key with you.

2. Push the door handle request switch jA or

the back door request switchjB .

3. The corresponding door and the back door

will be unlocked. (The fuel filler lid will be un-

lockedwhen the driver’s door handle request

switch is pushed.)

4. Push the door handle request switch again

within 1 minute or 5 seconds.

5. All doors will be unlocked.

6. Operate the door handles to open the doors.

All door unlockmode:

1. Carry the Intelligent Key with you.

2. Push the door handle request switch jA or

back door request switchjB .

3. All doors, the back door and the fuel filler lid

will be unlocked.

Switching door unlockmode:

The door unlockmode can be changed from one

mode to another as follows:

Push the “LOCK”m and “UNLOCK”m but-

tons on the Intelligent Key simultaneously for

more than 5 seconds. Perform the same proce-

dure to deactivate the selective door unlock

mode.

CAUTION

If a door handle is pulled while unlocking the doors,

the door may not be unlocked. Returning the door

handle to its original position will unlock the door. If

the door does not unlock, after returning the door

handle, push the door handle request switch to un-

lock the door.

All doorswill be locked automatically unlessone

of the following operations is performed within

30 seconds after pushing the request switch

while the doors are locked:

• Opening any door.

• Pushing the ignition switch.

If during the preset time period the “UNLOCK”

buttonm on the Intelligent Key is pushed, all

doors will be locked automatically after the next

preset time.
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BATTERY SAVER SYSTEM

When all the following conditions are met for 60

minutes, the battery saver system will cut off

the power supply to prevent battery discharge.

• The ignition switch is in the ACC position, and

• All doors are closed, and

• The selector lever is in the P (Park) position (auto-

matic transmission model).

WARNING SIGNALS

The Intelligent Key system is equipped with a

function that is designed to minimise improper

operations of the Intelligent Key and to help pre-

vent the vehicle from being stolen. The warning

buzzer sounds and the warning display appears

on the dotmatrix liquid crystal display when im-

proper operations are detected.

See the troubleshooting guide on the next page.

For warning and indicators on the dotmatrix liq-

uid crystal display, see “Dot matrix liquid crys-

tal display” in the “2. Instruments and controls”

section.

CAUTION

When the buzzer sounds and the warning display ap-

pears, be sure to check both the vehicle and the Intel-

ligent Key.
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TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE

Symptom Possible cause Action to take

When pushing the ignition switch to
stop the engine

The SHIFT P warning appears on the
display and the inside warning chime
sounds continuously (automatic
transmission model).

The selector lever is not in the P
(Park) position.

Shift the selector lever to the P (Park)
position.

When shifting the selector lever to
the P (Park) position.

The inside warning chime sounds
continuously.

The ignition switch is in the ACC or
ON position.

Push the ignition switch to the “OFF”
position.

When opening the driver’s door to
get out of the vehicle

The inside warning chime sounds
continuously.

The ignition switch is in the ACC posi-
tion.

Push the ignition switch to the “OFF”
position.

The Intelligent Key is in the Intel-
ligent Key port.

Remove the Intelligent Key from the
Intelligent Key port.

When closing the door after getting
out of the vehicle

The NO KEY warning appears on the
display, the outside chime sounds 3
times and the inside warning chime
sounds for approximately 3 seconds.

The ignition switch is in the ACC or
ON position.

Push the ignition switch to the “OFF”
position.

The SHIFT P warning appears on the
display and the outside chime
sounds continuously (automatic
transmission model).

The ignition switch is in the ACC or
“OFF” position and the selector lever
is not in the P (Park) position.

Move the selector lever to the P
(Park) position and push the ignition
switch to the “OFF” position.

When closing the door with the
inside lock knob turned to LOCK

The outside chime sounds for
approximately 3 seconds and all the
doors unlock.

The Intelligent Key is inside the
vehicle or luggage room.

Carry the Intelligent Key with you.

When pushing the door handle

request switch or “LOCK”m but-
ton on the Intelligent Key to lock the
door

The outside chime sounds for
approximately 2 seconds.

The Intelligent Key is inside the
vehicle or luggage room.

Carry the Intelligent Key with you.

A door is not closed securely. Close the door securely.

The door handle request switch is
pushed before the door is closed.

Push the door handle request switch
after the door is closed.
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USING REMOTE KEYLESS ENTRY
SYSTEM

Operating range

The remote keyless entry system allows you to

lock/unlock all doors including the back door

and the fuel filler lid. The operating distance de-

pends upon the conditions around the vehicle.

To securely operate the lockand unlockbuttons,

approach the vehicle to about 1 m (3.3 ft) from

the door.

Locking doors and fuel filler lid

When you lock or unlock the doors including the

back door, the hazard indicator will flash and

the horn (or the outside chime – where fitted)

will sound as a confirmation. For details, see

“Hazard indicator operation” later in this sec-

tion.

1. Move the selector lever to the P (Park) posi-

tion, push the ignition switch to the “OFF”

position and carry the Intelligent Key with

you.

2. Close all doors including the back door.

3. Push the “LOCK”m buttonjA on the Intel-

ligent Key.

4. All doors including the backdoor and the fuel

filler lid will be locked.

The door lock indicator light m (located

above the ashtray) will illuminate for 1

minute.

5. Operate the door handles to confirm that the

doors have been securely locked.

The remote keyless entry system will not func-

tion under the following conditions:

• When the Intelligent Key is not within the opera-

tional range.

• When the Intelligent Key battery is discharged.

CAUTION

• After locking the doors using the Intelligent Key,

be sure that the doors have been securely locked

by operating the door handles.

• When locking the doors using the Intelligent Key,

be sure not to leave the key in the vehicle.

Unlocking doors and fuel filler lid

To change the door unlock mode from one to

another, see the instructions in this section.

Selective door unlockmode:

1. Push the “UNLOCK” m button jB on the

Intelligent Key.

2. The driver’s door and fuel filler lid will be un-

locked.

3. Push the “UNLOCK”m button again within

1 minute.

4. All doors including the backdoor and the fuel

filler lid will be unlocked.

5. Operate the door handles to open the doors.

All door unlockmode:

1. Push the “UNLOCK” m button jB on the

Intelligent Key.

2. All doors (including the back door) and the

fuel filler lid will be unlocked.

All doors including the back door and the fuel

SPA1926Z
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filler lid will be locked automatically unless one

of the following operations is performed within

30 seconds after pushing the “UNLOCK” m

button on the Intelligent Keywhile the doors are

locked.

• Opening any doors.

• Pushing the ignition switch.

If during the preset time period the “UNLOCK”

m button on the Intelligent Key is pushed, all

doors will be locked automatically after the next

preset time.

Switching door unlockmode:

To switch to the door unlock mode from one to

another, push the “LOCK”m and “UNLOCK”

m buttons on the Intelligent Key simulta-

neously for more than 4 seconds:

• When selective door unlock mode is set, the haz-

ard indicator flashes 3 times.

• When all door unlock mode is set, the hazard indi-

cator flashes once.

Opening or closing windows
(where fitted)

The windows can be opened or closed (where

fitted) with the Intelligent Key. This function will

not operate while the window timer is activated

or when the windows need to be initialised.

Opening:

To open the windows, push the “UNLOCK”m

buttonjB on the Intelligent Key for about 3 sec-

onds after the door is unlocked.

To stop opening, release the “UNLOCK” m

button.

If the window open operation is stopped par-

tially while pushing the “UNLOCK”m button,

release and push the button again until the win-

dows open completely.

Closing (where fitted):

To close the windows, push the door “LOCK”

m button jA on the Intelligent Key for about

3 seconds after the door is locked.

To stop closing, release the “LOCK” m but-

ton.

If the window close operation is stopped par-

tially while pushing the “LOCK”m button, re-

lease and push the button again until the win-

dows close completely.

Opening or closing sunroof
(where fitted)

The sunroof can be opened or closed by pushing

the “LOCK” or “UNLOCK” button on the Intelli-

gent Key. This functionwill not operatewhile the

sunroof timer is activated or when the windows

need to be initialised. For details about the In-

telligent Key button usage, see “Using remote

keyless entry system” in the “3. Pre-driving

checks and adjustments” section.

Opening:

To open the sunroof, push the “UNLOCK”m

buttonj2 on the Intelligent Key for about 3 sec-

onds after the door is unlocked.

To stop opening, release the “UNLOCK” m

buttonj2 .

Closing:

To close the sunroof, push the door “LOCK”m

buttonj1 on the Intelligent Key for about 3 sec-

onds after the door is locked.

To stop closing, release the “LOCK”m button

j1 .

Using panic alarm (where fitted)

If you are near your vehicle and feel threatened,

you may activate the alarm to call attention as

follows:

1. Push the PANICm button jC on the Intel-

ligent Key formore than 1 second.

2. The theft warning alarm and headlights will

stay on for 25 seconds.

3. The panic alarm stops when:

• It has run for 25 seconds, or
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• Any of the buttons on the Intelligent Key are

pushed. (Note: Panic m button should be

pushed for more than 1 second.)

HAZARD INDICATOR OPERATION

When you lock or unlock the doors including the

back door, the hazard indicator will flash as a

confirmation.

The following description shows how the haz-

ard indicator will activate when locking or un-

locking the doors including the back door.

Hazard indicator mode

Operation DOOR LOCK DOOR UNLOCK

Intelligent Key system

(using request switch)
HAZARD - once HAZARD - twice

Remote keyless entry system

(usingm orm button)

HAZARD - once HAZARD - twice
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Your vehicle is equipped with both of the follow-

ing security systems:

• Theft warning system

• INFINITI Vehicle Immobilizer System

The security condition will be shown by the se-

curity indicator light.

THEFT WARNING SYSTEM

The theft warning system provides visual and

audio alarm signals if parts of the vehicle are

disturbed.

Security indicator light

The security indicator light is located in the

meter panel.

This light operateswhenever the ignition switch

is in the ACC, “OFF” or LOCK position. This is

normal.

How to activate system

1. Close all windows and sunroof/sunshade

(where fitted).

2. Push the ignition switch to the “OFF” posi-

tion.

3. Carry the Intelligent Key with you and get out

of the vehicle.

4. Make sure the bonnet is closed. Close and

lockall doorswith the Intelligent Key system.

If a door or the bonnet is open, the buzzer

will sound. The buzzer will stop when the

door is correctly closed.

5. Confirm that the security indicator light

comes on. The security indicator light blinks

rapidly for about 20 seconds and then blinks

slowly. The system is now activated. If, dur-

ing this 20-second time period, the door is

unlockedby the Intelligent Key system, or the

ignition switch is pushed to the ON position,

the system will not activate.

Even when the driver and/or passengers are in

the vehicle, the system will activate with all

doors locked and the ignition switch off. Push

the ignition switch to the ON position to turn

the system off.

If the system malfunctions, the short beep

sounds 5 times when the system is activated.

Have the system checked by an INFINITI Centre

or qualified workshop.

Theft warning system operation:

The warning system will give the following

alarm:

• The hazard indicator blinks and the alarm sounds

intermittently for 30 seconds. (The alarm will re-

peat 8 times.)

• The alarm automatically turns off after approxi-

mately 30 seconds. However, the alarm reactivates

if the vehicle is tampered with again.

The alarm is activated when:

• operating thedoorwithoutusing the IntelligentKey

system.

• operating the bonnet.

• the volumetric sensing system (ultrasonic sensors)

is triggered (when it is activated).

• the vehicle inclination is detected by the tilt sen-

sors (when they are activated).

• the power supply is disconnected.

How to stop alarm:

• The alarm will stop by unlocking a door with the

“UNLOCK” m button on the Intelligent Key or

the door handle request switch.

• The alarm will stop if the ignition switch is pushed

to the ON position.

If the system does not operate as described

above, have it checked by an INFINITI Centre or

qualified workshop.

SIC2045Z
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Ultrasonic and tilt sensors

The ultrasonic sensors (volumetric sensing) de-

tectmovement in thepassenger’scompartment.

The tilt sensors detect the vehicle inclination.

When the theft warning system is set to the

armed position, it will automatically switch on

the ultrasonic and tilt sensors.

CAUTION

Do not touch the ultrasonic sensors jA . This could

damage the sensors.

It is possible to exclude the ultrasonic sensors

(e.g. when leaving pets inside the car or trans-

porting the vehicle on a ferry).

To exclude the ultrasonic and tilt sensors:

1. Close all the windows.

2. Push the ignition switch to the “OFF” posi-

tion.

3. Push thecancelswitchjB locatedon themap

light. The security indicator light will start

flashing rapidly (three times a second).

4. Close the doors, bonnet and back door. Lock

them using the Intelligent Key system. The

security indicator light will start flashing

faster and a buzzer will sound once.

The ultrasonic and tilt sensors are now excluded

from the theft warning system. All other func-

tions of the system remain activated until the

theft warning system is disarmed again.

INFINITI VEHICLE IMMOBILIZER
SYSTEM

The INFINITI Vehicle Immobilizer Systemwill not

allow the engine to start without the use of the

registered Intelligent Key.

Security indicator light

The security indicator light is located in the

meter panel. It indicates the status of INFINITI

Vehicle Immobilizer System.

The light operates whenever the ignition switch

is in the LOCK, ACC or “OFF” position. The secu-

rity indicator light indicates that the security

systems on the vehicle are operational.

If the INFINITIVehicle ImmobilizerSystem ismal-

functioning, this light will remain on while the

ignition switch is in the ON position.

If the light remains on and/or the engine does

not start, contact an INFINITI Centre or qualified

workshop for INFINITI Vehicle Immobilizer Sys-

temserviceassoonaspossible.Besure tobring

all Intelligent Keys that you have when visiting

an INFINITI Centre or qualifiedworkshop for ser-

vice.

For Right-Hand Drive (RHD):

If the INFINITIVehicle ImmobilizerSystem ismal-

functioning, the security indicator light will illu-

minate when the ignition switch is in the ON po-

sition. However, if the security indicator light

turns off after 15 minutes, you can start the en-

gine once. See an INFINITI Centre or qualified

workshop for service as soon as possible.

SPA2551
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WARNING

• The bonnet must be closed and latched securely

before driving. Failure to do so could cause the

bonnet to fly open and result in an accident.

• Never open the bonnet if steam or smoke is com-

ing from the engine compartment to avoid injury.

OPENING BONNET

1. Pull the bonnet lock release handle j1 lo-

cated below the instrument panel until the

bonnet springs up.

2. Locate the lever j2 in between the bonnet

and grille and push the lever upwith your fin-

gertips.

3. Raise the bonnet.

CLOSING BONNET

Slowly move the bonnet down to latch both the

right and left locks. Push the bonnet down to

lock the bonnet securely into place.

SPA2520ZZ
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WARNING

• Always be sure the back door has been closed se-

curely to prevent it from opening while driving.

• Do not drive with the back door open. This could

allow dangerous exhaust gases to be drawn into

the vehicle. See “Precautions when starting and

driving” in the “5. Starting and driving” section

for exhaust gas.

• The power door lock system allows you to lock or

unlock all doors including the back door simulta-

neously.

• Push the opener switch jA to unlock and pull the

opener handle to open the back door.

BACK DOOR RELEASE LEVER

If the back door cannot be opened with the door

lock switch due to a discharged battery, follow

these steps.

1. Remove the coverjA inside of the back door

using a suitable tool.

2. Move the lever jB as illustrated to open the

back door.

Contact an INFINITI Centre or qualifiedworkshop

as soon as possible for repair.

WARNING

• Fuel is extremely flammable and highly explosive

under certain conditions. You could be burned or

seriously injured if it is misused or mishandled.

Always stop the engine and do not smoke or allow

open flames or sparks near the vehicle when refu-

elling.

• Fuel may be under pressure. Turn the cap a half of

a turn, and wait for any “hissing” sound to stop to

prevent fuel from spraying out and possibly caus-

ing personal injury. Then remove the cap.

• Use only an INFINITI Genuine or equivalent fuel

filler cap as a replacement. It has a built-in safety

valve needed for proper operation of the fuel sys-

tem and emission control system. An incorrect cap

can result in a serious malfunction and possible

injury.
SPA2529Z
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OPENING FUEL FILLER LID

To open the fuel filler lid, unlock it using one of

the following operations, then push the left side

of the lid.

• Push the door handle request switch with the Intel-

ligent Key carried with you.

• Push the “UNLOCK” button on the Intelligent Key.

• Push the power door lock switch to the “UNLOCK”

position.

To lock the fuel filler lid, close the lid until it

securely locks.

FUEL FILLER CAP

The fuel filler cap is a ratcheting type. Turn the

cap anticlockwise to remove. Tighten the cap

clockwise until ratchet clicks, more than twice,

after refuelling.

Put the fuel filler cap on the cap holderjA while

refuelling.

CAUTION

If fuel is spilled on the vehicle body, flush it awaywith

water to avoid paint damage.

WARNING

Never adjust the steering wheel while driving so that

full attention may be given to vehicle operation.

ELECTRIC STEERING WHEEL
ADJUSTMENT

Tilt or telescopic operation

Move the lever j1 to adjust the steering wheel

up or down, forward or rearward until the de-

sired position is achieved.

Entry/Exit function

The automatic drive positioner systemwillmake

the steering wheel move up automatically when

the driver’s door is opened with the ignition

switch in the LOCKposition. This function allows

the driver get into and out of the seat more eas-

ily.

SPA2523Z SPA2524Z
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For more information, see “Automatic drive

positioner” later in this section.

WARNING

Adjust the position of all mirrors before driving. Do

not adjust the mirror positions while driving so that

full attention may be given to vehicle operation.

INSIDE REARVIEWMIRROR

While holding the inside rearviewmirror, adjust

the mirror angles until the desired position is

achieved.

Automatic anti-glare type

The inside rearview mirror is designed so that it

automatically changes reflection according to

the intensity of the headlights of the vehicle fol-

lowing you.

The anti-glare system will be automatically

turned on when you push the ignition switch to

the ON position.

When thesystem is turnedon, the indicator light

jB will illuminate and excessive glare from the

headlights of the vehicle behind you will be re-

duced.

Push them switch jA for 3 seconds to make

the inside rearviewmirror operate normally and

the indicator light will turn off. Push the m

switch again for 3 seconds to turn the system

on.

Do not hang any objects on the mirror or apply

glass cleaner. Doing so will reduce the sensitiv-

ity of the sensor jC , resulting in improper op-

eration.

OUTSIDE REARVIEWMIRRORS

WARNING

• Never touch the outside rearview mirrors while

they are in motion. Doing so may pinch your fin-

gers or damage the mirror.

SPA2447Z
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• Never drive the vehicle with the outside rearview

mirrors folded.This reduces rear viewvisibility and

may lead to an accident.

• Objects viewed in the outside mirror are closer

than they appear (where fitted).

• The picture dimensions and distance in the out-

side mirrors are not real.

Adjusting

The outside rearview mirror remote control op-

erates when the ignition switch is in the ACC or

ON position.

1. Move the switch to select the left (L) j2 or

right (R) mirrorj1 .

2. Adjust each mirror until the desired position

is achievedj3 .

Defogging

The outside rearview mirrors will be heated

when the rear window defogger switch is oper-

ated.

Folding

Remote control type:

The outside rearview mirror remote control op-

erates when the ignition switch is in the ACC or

ON position.

The outside rearview mirrors automatically fold

when the outside rearviewmirror folding switch

is pushed to the “CLOSE” position j1 . To un-

fold, push to the “OPEN” positionj2 .

CAUTION

Continuously performing the fold/unfold operation of

the outside rearview mirror may cause the switch to

stop the operation. To restore the switch operation,

put the switch in the neutral position (between OPEN

and CLOSE) before adjusting the mirror position.

Reverse tilt-down feature

When reversing the vehicle, the right or left out-

side mirror will turn downward automatically to

provide better rear visibility.

1. Push the ignition switch to the ON position.

2. Move the selector lever to the R (Reverse) po-

sition.

3. Choose the right or left outside mirror by op-

erating the outside mirror control switch.

4. The selected outside mirror surface moves

downward.

When one of the following conditions has oc-

curred, the selected outside mirror surface will

return to its original position.

• The selector lever is moved to any position other

than R (Reverse).

• Theoutsidemirror control switch isset to thecentre

position.

• The ignition switch is pushed to the “OFF” posi-

tion.

SPA2214Z
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VANITY MIRROR

To use the front vanity mirror, pull down the sun

visor and pull up the cover.

WARNING

• Never drive the vehicle with the parking brake ap-

plied. The brake will overheat and fail to operate

and will lead to an accident.

• Never release the parking brake from outside the

vehicle. If the vehicle moves, it will be impossible

to push the brake pedal and will lead to an acci-

dent.

• Never use the gearshift in place of the parking

brake. When parking, be sure the parking brake is

fully applied.

• Never leave children or adults whowould normally

require the support of others alone in your vehicle.

They could unknowingly release the parking brake

and inadvertently become involved in a serious ac-

cident.

To apply the parking brake, firmly depress the

parking brake pedalj1 .

To release the parking brake, depress and hold

the footbrakej2 and then fully depress and re-

lease the parking brake pedalj1 .

Before driving, be sure that the brake warning

light has turned off.

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION MODEL

To apply the parking brake, firmly depress the

parking brake pedalj1 .

To release the parking brake, depress and hold

the footbrakej2 and then fully depress and re-

lease the parking brake pedalj1 .

Before driving, be sure that the brake warning

light has turned off.

MANUAL TRANSMISSION MODEL

To apply the parking brake, pull the parking

brake lever upj1 .

To release the parking brake, depress and hold

SIC3869Z
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the footbrake pedal. Pull up the parking brake

lever slightly, push the buttonj2 and lower the

lever completelyj3 .

Before driving, be sure that the brake warning

light has turned off.

The automatic drive positioner systemhas three

features:

• Entry/exit function

• Seat synchronisation function

• Memory storage

ENTRY/EXIT FUNCTION (automatic

transmission model)

This system is designed so that the driver’s seat

and steering column will automatically move

when the automatic transmission selector lever

is in the P (Park) position. This allows the driver

to get into and out of the driver’s seat more eas-

ily.

The driver’s seat will slide backward and the

steering wheel will move up when the driver’s

door is opened with the ignition switch in the

LOCK position.

The driver’s seat and steering wheel will return

to the previous positions when one of the fol-

lowing is operated:

• When the ignition switch is pushed to the ACCposi-

tion after the driver’s door is closed.

• When the ignition switch is pushed to the ON posi-

tion.

• When the driver’s door is closed with the Intelli-

gent Key inserted in the Intelligent Key port.

Activating or cancelling entry/exit
function

The selector lever must be in the P (park) posi-

tion with the ignition switch in the “OFF” posi-

tion.

The entry/exit function can be activated or can-

celled by pressing and holding the SET switch

for more than 10 seconds.

The indicator lights on the memory switches (1

and 2) will blink once when the function is can-

celled, and the indicator lights will blink twice

when the function is activated. Note that the in-

dicator lights may illuminate after 5 seconds

while holding the SET switch. This indicates

readiness for linking the Intelligent Key to a

stored memory position. Keep the SET switch

pressed for more than 10 seconds to turn on or

off the entry/exit function.

Initialising entry/exit function

If thebattery cable isdisconnected, or if the fuse

opens, the entry/exit function will not work

though this function was set on before. In such

a case, after connecting the battery or replacing

withanew fuse, openandclose thedriver’sdoor

more than two times after the ignition switch is

turned from the ON position to the LOCK posi-

tion. The entry/exit function will be activated.

AUTOMATIC DRIVE POSITIONER
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SEAT SYNCHRONISATION FUNCTION

The seat synchronisation function automatically

adjusts the positions of the steering wheel and

outside rearview mirrors when the seat is ad-

justed using the power seat switches. However,

the steering wheel and outside mirrors will not

move if the seat is adjusted over the maximum

thresholds. The system considers that the steer-

ing wheel and outside mirror adjustments are

not necessary because the seat may not be ad-

justed for the driving position. Note that the

function is set to disabled as the factory default

setting.

The seat synchronisation function operates un-

der the following conditions:

• The ignition switch is in the ON position.

• The selector lever is in the P (Park) position (auto-

matic transmission model).

• The parking brake is applied (manual transmission

model).

If the outside rearview mirrors or the steering

wheel reaches its maximum adjustment, the

function is automatically disabled. Restart the

function by selecting a previously stored seat

memory position using the memory switches (1

or 2). An Intelligent Key that was previously

linked to the stored seat memory can also be

used to restart the function.

If a seat position was not previously stored in

the seat memory, restart the function by adjust-

ing the steering wheel and outside mirrors

manually for your best driving position and then

drive the vehicle above 7 km/h (4 MPH).

Activating or cancelling function

Automatic transmission model:

The selector lever must be in the P (park) posi-

tion with the ignition switch in the ACC position.

Manual transmission model:

The parking brake must be applied with the ig-

nition switch in the ACC position.

The seat synchronisation function can be acti-

vated or cancelled by pressing and holding the

SET switch for more than 10 seconds while the

ignition switch is in the ACC position.

The indicator lights on the memory switches (1

and 2) will blink once when the function is can-

celled, and the indicator lights will blink twice

when the function is activated. Note that the in-

dicator lights may illuminate after 5 seconds

while holding the SET switch. This indicates

readiness for linking the Intelligent Key to a

stored memory position. Keep the SET switch

pressed for more than 10 seconds to turn on or

off the seat synchronisation function.

MEMORY STORAGE

Two positions for the driver’s seat, steering col-

umn and outside rearviewmirrors can be stored

in the automatic drive positioner memory. Fol-

low these procedures to use the memory sys-

tem.

1. Automatic transmission model:

Move the selector lever to the P (Park) posi-

tion.

Manual transmission model:

Apply the parking brake.

2. Push the ignition switch to the ON position.

3. Adjust the driver’s seat, steering column and

outside rearview mirrors to the desired posi-

tions by manually operating each adjusting

switch. For additional information, see

“Seats” in the “1. Safety — seats, seat belts

and supplemental restraint system” section,

“Tilt or telescopic operation” earlier in this

section and “Outside rearview mirrors” ear-

lier in this section.

SPA2525Z
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4. Push the SET switch and, within 5 seconds,

push the memory switch (1 or 2).

The indicator light for the pushed memory

switch will stay on for approximately 5 sec-

onds after pushing the switch.

If memory is stored in the same memory

switch, the previousmemory will be deleted.

Linking Intelligent Key to a stored
memory position

The Intelligent Key can be linked to a stored

memory position with the following procedure.

1. After storing a memory position, push the ig-

nition switch to the LOCK position.

2. Push the SET switch. The indicator light on

the memory switch being set is illuminated

for 5 seconds.

3. Push the memory switch being set.

4. Push the “UNLOCK”m button on the Intel-

ligent Key while pushing the memory switch.

After the indicator light turns off, the Intelli-

gent Key is linked to that memory setting.

Push the ignition switch to the “OFF” position

and push the “UNLOCK”m button on the In-

telligent Key. The driver’s seat, steering wheel

and outside rearview mirrors will move to the

memorised position or to the exit position when

the entry/exit function is set to active.

Confirming memory storage

• Push the ignition switch to the ON position and

push the SET switch. If the main memory has not

been stored, the indicator light will come on for

approximately 0.5 second. When the memory has

stored, the indicator light will stay on for approxi-

mately 5 seconds.

• If the battery cable is disconnected, or if the fuse

opens, the memory will be cancelled. In this case,

reset the desired position using the previous pro-

cedure.

• If optional Intelligent Keys are added to your ve-

hicle, the memory storage procedure to switch 1 or

2 and linking Intelligent Key procedure to a stored

memory position should be performed again for

each Intelligent Key. For additional Intelligent Key

information, see “Keys” earlier in this section.

Selecting memorised position

1. Automatic transmission model:

Move the selector lever to the P (Park) posi-

tion.

Manual transmission model:

Apply the parking brake.

2. Use one of the following methods to move

the driver’s seat, the outside mirrors and the

steering wheel.

• Turn the ignitionswitch to theONpositionandpush

the memory switch (1 or 2).

• Within45 secondsofopening thedriver’sdoorwith

the ignition switch in the “OFF” position, push the

memory switch (1 or 2).

3. The driver’s seat, steering column and out-

side rearviewmirrors will move to thememo-

rised position or to the exit position when

the entry/exit function is set to active with

the indicator light flashing, and then the light

will stay on for approximately 5 seconds.

SYSTEM OPERATION

The automatic drive positioner system will not

work or will stop operating under the following

conditions:

• When the vehicle speed is above 7 km/h (4 MPH)

• When either the automatic drive positioner switch

(SET switch, memory 1 or 2 switch) or the adjusting

switch for the driver’s seat or steering column is

operated while the automatic drive positioner is

operating

• When the seat, steering wheel and outside rear-

view mirrors have already been moved to the

memorised position

• When no position is stored in the memory switch

• When the engine is started while moving the auto-

matic drive positioner

• When the automatic transmission selector lever is

moved from the P (Park) position to any other posi-

tion (However, it will not be cancelled if the selec-
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tor lever is moved from the P (Park) position while

the seat and steering column are returning to the

previous positions (entry/exit function).

• When the driver’s door remains open formore than

45 seconds with the ignition switch in the ACC,

“OFF” or LOCK position.

• The seat synchronisation function is automatically

disabled if the outside mirrors or steering wheel

reaches its maximum adjustment.

• The seat synchronisation function will not move if

the seat is adjusted over one of the followingmaxi-

mum thresholds:

– Seat sliding: 76 mm (3.0 in)

– Seatback reclining: 9.1 degrees

– Seat lifter (rear side): 20 mm (0.8 in)
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WARNING

• Do not adjust the display controls, heater and air

conditioner controls or audio controls while driv-

ing so that full attention may be given to vehicle

operation.

• If you noticed any foreign objects entering the sys-

tem hardware, spilled liquid on the system, or no-

ticed smoke or fumes coming out from the system,

or any other unusual operation is observed, stop

using the system immediately and contact the

nearest INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop. Ig-

noring such conditions may lead to an accident,

fire or electric shock.

• Do not disassemble or modify this system. If you

do, it may lead to an accident, fire, or electric

shock.

• Park the vehicle in a safe location and apply the

parking brake to view images on the front centre

display screen using devices connected to the aux-

iliary sockets.

CAUTION

Do not use the systemwhen the engine is not running

for extended periods of time to prevent battery dis-

charge.

Models with navigation system:

1, 2, 6, 7, 10, 11

For navigation system control buttons

(Refer to the separate Navigation System

Owner’s Manual.)

3. INFINITI controller (P. 4-4)

4. TELm button (P. 4-7)

5. CAMERA button (Type A) (P. 4-26) or DISP

button (Type B) (P. 4-6)

8. Radio band select button (P. 4-53)

9. DISC·AUX button (P. 4-19, P. 4-57)

12. INFO button (P. 4-7)

13. SETTING button (P. 4-11)

SAA2625Z

Models with navigation system (Type A)

SAA2626Z

Models with navigation system (Type B)

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS CENTRE MULTI-FUNCTION CONTROL PANEL
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14. m OFF brightness control and display

ON/OFF button (P. 4-6)

15. STATUS button (P. 4-6)

Models without navigation system:

1. DISC·AUX button (P. 4-19, P. 4-57)

2. DISP button (P. 4-6

3. INFINITI controller (P. 4-4)

4. m OFF brightness control and display

ON/OFF button (P. 4-6)

5. INFO button (P. 4-7)

6. Radio band select button (P. 4-53)

7. STATUS button (P. 4-6)

8. SETTING button (P. 4-6)

SAA2179Z

Models without navigation system
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HOW TO USE INFINITI CONTROLLER

Choose an item on the display using the main

directional buttonsj2 (or additional directional

buttons j5 with navigation system) or centre

dial j3 , and push the <ENTER> button j1 for

operation.

If you push the <BACK> button j4 before the

setup is completed, the setup will be cancelled

and/or the display will return to the previous

screen.

After the setup is completed, push the <BACK>

buttonj4 and return to the previous screen.

HOW TO USE TOUCH SCREEN (models

with navigation system)

CAUTION

• The glass screen on the liquid crystal display may

break if it is hit with a hard or sharp object. If the

glass breaks, do not touch the liquid crystalline

material, which contains a small amount of mer-

cury. In case of contact with skin, wash immedi-

ately with soap and water.

Models without navigation system: The liq-

uid crystalline material of the glass screen

contains a small amount of mercury.

• To clean the display, never use a rough cloth, alco-

hol, benzine, thinner or any kind of solvent or pa-

per towelwith a chemical cleaning agent. Theywill

scratch or deteriorate the panel.

• Do not splash any liquid such as water or car fra-

grance on the display. Contact with liquid will

cause the system to malfunction.

To ensure safe driving, some functions cannot

be operated while driving.

The on-screen functions that are not available

while driving will be greyed out or muted.

Park the vehicle in a safe location and then op-

erate the navigation system.

Touch screen operation

With this system, the same operations as those

for the INFINITI controller are possible using the

touch screen operation.

Selecting the item:

Touch an item to select. When you select the

[Audio] settings, touch the [Audio] area j1 on

the screen.

Touch the [BACK] key j2 to return the previous

screen.

NAA1095

With navigation system

SAA1508Z

Without navigation system

SAA2795Z
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Adjusting the item:

Touch the − j1 or + j2 key to adjust the set-

tings.

Touch them j3 orm j4 key to move to

the previous or next page.

Touch them j5 orm j6 key to move to

the previous or next page.

Inputting characters:

Touch the letter or numberj1 .

There are some options available when input-

ting characters.

• [Uppercase]:

Shows uppercase characters.

• [Lowercase]:

Shows lowercase characters.

• [Space]:

Inserts a space.

• Symbols:

Shows symbols such as the question mark

(?).

• [Delete]:

Deletes the last character that has been in-

put with one touch. Push and hold the key to

delete all of the characters.

• [OK]:

Completes character inputs.

Touch screen maintenance

If you clean the display screen, use a dry, soft

cloth. If additional cleaning is necessary, use a

small amount of neutral detergent with a soft

cloth. Never spray the screen with water or de-

tergent. Dampen the cloth first, and then wipe

the screen.

START-UP SCREEN (models with navigation

system)

When you push the ignition switch to the ACC or

ON position, the SYSTEM START-UP warning

message is displayed on the screen. When you

read and agree with the warningmessage, push

the <ENTER> button.

If you do not push the <ENTER> button, you will

not be able to use the NAVI system.

To proceed to theNAVI system, refer to the sepa-

rate Navigation System Owner’s Manual.

SAA2390Z

SAA2391Z
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HOW TO READ THE SCREEN

Vehicle functions are viewed on the centre dis-

play screen in menus. Whenever a menu selec-

tion is made or menu item is highlighted, differ-

ent areas on the screen provide you with impor-

tant information. See the following for details.

1. Header:

Shows the path used to get to the current

screen (i.e. press the <SETTING> button then

choose the [Audio] menu item).

2. Menu Selections:

Shows the options to choose within that

menu screen.

3. Up/Down Movement indicator:

Shows that the INFINITI controller may be

used to move Up/Down on the screen and

select more options.

4. Screen Count:

Shows the number of menu selections avail-

able for that screen.

5. Footer/Information Line:

Provides more information (if available)

about the menu selection currently high-

lighted.

HOW TO USE STATUS BUTTON

To display the status of the audio, air condi-

tioner, fuel economy and navigation route infor-

mation, push the <STATUS> button. The follow-

ing information will appear when the <STATUS>

button is pushed.

Audio and climate control → Audio and naviga-

tion route information (where fitted) → Audio

and fuel economy → Audio and climate control

HOW TO USEm (DAY/NIGHT) OFF
BRIGHTNESS CONTROL AND DISPLAY
ON/OFF BUTTON

Push the <m OFF> (day/night) button toswitch

the display brightness to the daytime mode or

the nighttime mode, and to adjust the display

brightness using the INFINITI controller while

the indicator is displayed at the bottom of the

screen.

Push the <m OFF> button for more than 2 sec-

onds to turn the display off. Push the button

again to turn the display on.

HOW TO USE DISP BUTTON (where fitted)

Push the <DISP> button to go directly to the [Dis-

play] setting screen. For details, see “[Display

Adjustment]” later in this section.

SAA2599Z

Type A

SAA2845Z

Type B

VEHICLE INFORMATION AND SETTINGS
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HOW TO USE TELM BUTTON (models

with navigation system)

The [Phone] screenwill bedisplayedwhenpush-

ing the <TELm >button. For details, see “Blue-

tooth® Hands-Free Phone System (models with

navigation system)” later in this section.

HOW TO USE INFO BUTTON

The display screen shows vehicle information

for your convenience.

The information shown on the screen should be

a guide to determine the condition of the ve-

hicle. See the following for details.

Vehicle information display

1. Push the <INFO> button on the control panel.

The screen as illustrated will appear.

2. Choose an item using the INFINITI controller

and push the <ENTER> button.

3. After viewing or adjusting the information on

the following screens, push the <BACK> but-

ton to return to the previous screen.

Refer to the separate Navigation System Own-

er’s Manual (where fitted) for the following

items:

• [Where am I?]

• [Navigation Version]

• [Traffic Information]

• [Map Update]

• [GPS Position]

• [MICHELIN Information]

SAA2637Z

Models with navigation system

SAA2902Z

Models without navigation system
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FUEL ECONOMY information

* [MPG] may be shown instead of [l/100 km].

The distance to empty, average fuel economy

and current fuel economy will be displayed for

reference.

To reset the [Average Fuel Economy], use the

INFINITI controller to highlight the [Reset Fuel

Eco] key and push the <ENTER> button.

If the [Fuel Eco History] (modelswith navigation)

or [View] (models without navigation) key is

highlighted with the INFINITI controller and the

<ENTER> button is pushed, the average fuel con-

sumptionhistorywill be displayed in graph form

along with the average for the previous Reset-

to-Reset period.

The fuel economy information may differ from

the information displayed on the dot matrix liq-

uid crystal display. This is due to the timing dif-

ference in updating the information and does

not indicate a malfunction.

The unit can be converted between [km] and

[miles] (only in English setting) in the [Language

& Units] settings display. (For details, see “How

to use SETTING button” later in this section.

SAA2997Z

SAA2998Z

Models with navigation system

SAA2601Z

SAA2602Z

Models without navigation system
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Tyre pressure information

WARNING

• When a spare tyre is mounted or a wheel is re-

placed, tyre pressure will not be indicated, the

TPMS will not function and the low tyre pressure

warning lightwill flash for approximately 1minute.

The light will remain on after 1 minute. Contact an

INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop as soon as

possible for tyre replacement and/or system re-

setting.

• Replacing tyres with those not originally specified

by INFINITI could affect the proper operation of the

TPMS.

The tyrepressurewill bedisplayed for reference.

The pressure indication [** kPa] or [** psi] on

the screen means that the pressure is being

measured. After a fewdriving trips, the pressure

for each tyre will be displayed.

To change the measurement units, select the

[SelectUnits] keywith the INFINITI controller and

push the <ENTER> button.

In case of low tyre pressure, [Low Pressure] in-

formationwill bedisplayedon the screen. Check

the pressure of all tyres.

Tyre pressure rises and falls depending on the

heat causedby the vehicle’s travelling condition

and the temperature.

After tyre rotation is performed, tyre pressure

will not be displayed in the actual tyre position.

Drive the vehicle at over 40 km/h (25 MPH) for

approximately 10 minutes to reset the display.

For more details about the Tyre Pressure Moni-

toring System (TPMS), see “Tyre pressure moni-

toring system (TPMS) (where fitted)” in the

“5. Starting and driving” section.

SAA2638Z

Models with navigation system

SAA3209Z

Models without navigation system

SAA2395Z

SAA2396Z

Models with navigation system
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MAINTENANCE information

To set the maintenance interval for Reminders 1

to 4, choose an item using the INFINITI control-

ler and push the <ENTER> button.

You can also set the system to display a mes-

sage to remind you that the maintenance needs

to be performed.

The following example shows how to set [Re-

minder 1]. Use the same steps to set the other

maintenance information.

1. Reset the driving distance to the newmainte-

nance schedule.

2. Set the interval of the maintenance sched-

ule. To determine the recommended mainte-

nance interval, refer to a separate mainte-

nance booklet.

3. To display the reminder automatically when

the set trip distance is reached, highlight the

[Reminder] key with the INFINITI controller

and push the <ENTER> button.

4. To return the display to maintenance infor-

mation push the <BACK> button.

The unit can be converted between [km] and

[miles] in the [Language & Units] settings dis-

play. (See “How to use SETTING button” later in

this section for details.)

Reminder:

The reminder will be automatically displayed as

shownwhenbothof the followingconditionsare

met:

• The vehicle is driven the set distance and the igni-

tion switch is pushed to the “OFF” or LOCK posi-

tion. For details, see “Ignition switch positions” in

the “5. Starting and driving” section.

• The ignition switch is pushed to the ACC or ON po-

sition the next time that you drive the vehicle after

the set value has been reached.

To return to the previous display after the re-

minder is displayed, push the <BACK> button.

The reminder is displayed each time the ignition

switch is pushed to the ON position until one of

the following conditions is met:

• [Reset Distance] is selected.

• [Reminder] is set to OFF.

SAA1676Z

SAA2603Z

Models without navigation system

SAA2868Z

Models with navigation system

SAA1611Z

Models without navigation system
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• The maintenance interval is extended.

HOW TO USE SETTING BUTTON

The [Settings] screen will appear when pushing

the <SETTING> button.

The following items are available for [Settings]

screen.

Models with navigation system:

• [Navigation]

• [Audio]

• [Phone]

• [Bluetooth]

• [Volume and Beeps]

• [Display]

• [Rear Display] (where fitted)

• [Clock]

• [Language & Units]

• [Voice Recognition] (where fitted)

• [Camera]

• [Parking Sensor] (where fitted)

• [Image Viewer]

Models without navigation system:

• [Audio]

• [Rear Display] (where fitted)

• [Display]

• [Button Beeps]

• [Camera]

• [Language & Units]

• [Parking Sensor]

Some of the items may be listed under the

[Other] key. To display the items that are not

listed on the first screen after pushing the SET-

TING button, select the [Other] key with the

INFINITI controller and push the ENTER button.

NAVIGATION settings (models with
navigation system)

For the details about the [Navigation] settings,

refer to the separate Navigation System Own-

er’s Manual.

AUDIO settings (models with
navigation system)

The [Audio] screenwill appearwhenpushing the

<SETTING>button, selecting the [Audio] keywith

the INFINITI controller and pushing the <ENTER>

button.

[Bass/Treble/Balance/Fader]:

To adjust the tone quality and speaker sound

balance, select the [Bass], [Treble], [Balance] or

[Fader] key and adjust it with the INFINITI con-

troller.

SAA2397Z

Models with navigation system

SAA3000Z

Models without navigation system

SAA2858Z
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These items can also be adjusted by pushing

and turning the AUDIO knob.

[Driver’s Audio Stage] (where fitted):

When this feature is turned on, better soundwill

be provided to the driver’s position. The driver

can enjoy a more crisp and clear sound that is

specialized for the driver’s position. The effect

of this feature depends on the type ofmusic that

is played. For some music, it may be difficult to

realize the effect of this feature.

[Speed Adjust Vol.]:

To increase the sound volume according to the

vehicle speed, choose the desired effect level

from 0 (OFF) to 5.

[DivX Registration Code]:

The registration code for a device that is used to

download DivX files will be displayed on the

screen. If a disc is loaded or a USB memory is

connected to the audio system, this functionwill

not be activated.

[Display CD Jacket]:

If a media device being played contains image

files, the image will be displayed on the screen

when this function is set to [ON]. If a media de-

vice does not contain any image files, no image

will be displayed even when this function is set

to [ON].

AUDIO settings (models without
navigation system)

The [Audio] screenwill appearwhenpushing the

<SETTING>button, selecting the [Audio] keywith

the INFINITI controller and pushing the <ENTER>

button.

[Bass/Treble/Balance/Fader]:

To adjust the tone quality and speaker sound

balance, select the [Bass], [Treble], [Balance] or

[Fader] key and adjust it with the INFINITI con-

troller.

These items can also be adjusted by pushing

and turning the <AUDIO> knob. (See “FM-AM Ra-

dio with Compact Disc (CD) player” later in this

section.)

[Driver’s Audio Stage] (where fitted):

When this feature is turned on, better soundwill

be provided to the driver’s position. The driver

can enjoy a more crisp and clear sound that is

specialized for the driver’s position. The effect

of this feature depends on the type ofmusic that

is played. For some music, it may be difficult to

realize the effect of this feature.

[DSP]:

To enhance the sound from the speakers, set

the item to [ON].

[Speed Adjust Vol.]:

To increase the sound volume according to the

vehicle speed, choose the desired effect level

from 0 (OFF) to 5.

[TA Volume]:

See “FM-AM Radio with Compact Disc (CD)

player” later in this section.

PHONE settings (models with
navigation system)

For the details about the [Phone] settings, see

“Bluetooth® Hands-Free Phone System (mod-

els with navigation system)” later in this sec-

tion.

SAA2618Z
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BLUETOOTH settings (models with
navigation system)

For the details about the [Bluetooth] settings,

see “Bluetooth® Hands-Free Phone System

(models with navigation system)” later in this

section and “Bluetooth® audio player opera-

tion (where fitted)” later in this section.

VOLUME AND BEEPS settings (models
with navigation system)

The [VolumeandBeeps] screenwill appearwhen

pushing the <SETTING> button, selecting the

[Volume and Beeps] key with the INFINITI con-

troller and pushing the <ENTER> button.

[Audio Volume]:

Adjust the audio volume to be louder [+] or qui-

eter [−].

[Guidance Volume]:

To adjust the guidance voice volume louder or

softer, select the [Guidance Volume] and adjust

it with the INFINITI controller.

You can also adjust the guidance voice volume

by turning the VOLUME control knob while voice

guidance is being announced.

[Phone Ringer Vol.]:

Adjust the ring volume to be louder [+] or qui-

eter [−]

[Phone Incoming Vol.]:

Adjust the phone incoming volume to be louder

[+] or quieter [−].

[Phone Outgoing Vol.]:

Adjust the phone outgoing volume to be louder

[+] or quieter [−].

[Button Beeps]:

When this item is turned on, youwill hear a beep

sound when you use a button.

[TA Volume]:

Adjust the Traffic Announcement (TA) volume to

be louder [+] or quieter [−].

[Guidance Voice]:

When this item is turned on, you will hear voice

guidance in the navigation operation or in other

operations.

Button BEEPS settings (models
without navigation system)

The [Button Beeps] screen will appear when

pushing the <SETTING> button, selecting the

[Button Beeps] key with the INFINITI controller

and pushing the <ENTER> button.
SAA2401Z

SAA2605Z
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Button Beeps:

When this item is turned to [ON], you will hear a

beep sound when you use a button.

DISPLAY settings (models with
navigation system)

The [Display] screen will appear when pushing

the <SETTING> button, selecting the [Display]

key with the INFINITI controller and pushing the

<ENTER> button.

[Display Adjustment]:

1. Select the [Display Adjustment] key with the

INFINITI controller and push the <ENTER> but-

ton.

2. Select the appropriate item and push the

<ENTER> button to adjust the screen setting.

• [Display]

To turn off the screen, push the <ENTER> button

and turn the ON indicator off.

When any mode button is pushed with the

screen off, the screen turns on for further opera-

tion. The screenwill turn off automatically 5 sec-

onds after the operation is finished.

To turn on the screen, set this item to the [ON]

position or push the <m > button.

• [Brightness]/[Contrast]/[Background Colour]

To adjust the brightness, contrast and

background colour of the screen, select the ap-

propriate [Brightness], [Contrast] or [Back-

ground Colour] key and push the <ENTER> but-

ton.

Then, you canadjust thebrightnessand the con-

trast using the INFINITI controller. Switch the

background colour to the daytime mode or the

nighttimemode by pushing the <ENTER> button.

• [Menu colour]

[Menu Colour]:

1. Select the [Menu Colour] keywith the INFINITI

controller and push the <ENTER> button.

2. Select the appropriate item and push the

<ENTER> button to change the menu colour.

• [Black]

• [Brown]

• [Silver]

DISPLAY settings (models without
navigation system)

The [Display] screen will appear when pushing

the <SETTING> button, selecting [Display] key

with the INFINITI controller and pushing the

<ENTER> button.

[Display]:

To turn off the screen, push the <ENTER> button

and turn the [ON] indicator off.

When any mode button is pushed with the

screen off, the screen turns on for further opera-

tion. The screenwill turn off automatically 5 sec-

onds after the operation is finished.

To turn on the screen, set this item to the [ON]

position or push the <m > button.

SAA3103Z

SAA2115Z
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[Brightness]/[Contrast]/[Background Colour]:

To adjust the brightness, contrast and

background colour of the screen, select the ap-

propriate [Brightness], [Contrast] or [Back-

ground Colour] key and push the <ENTER> but-

ton.

Then, you can adjust the brightness to [Darker]

or [Brighter], and the contrast to [Lower] or

[Higher] using the INFINITI controller. Switch the

background colour to the daytime mode or the

nighttimemode by pushing the <ENTER> button.

REAR DISPLAY settings (where fitted)

The [Rear Display] screen will appear when

pushing the <SETTING> button, selecting the

[Rear Display] key with the multifunction con-

troller and pushing the <ENTER> button.

[Rear Display] (models with navigation

system) or [Rear Display Open] (models

without navigation system):

When this item is turned to ON, the rear display

opens. When the ignition switch is pushed to

the “ACC” or “ON” position, the rear display is

flipped down automatically.

When the ignition switch is pushed to the “OFF”

position, the reardisplay isclosedautomatically

if [ON] is selected.

The rear display can also be opened or closed

using the remote controller. (See “Mobile Enter-

tainment System (MES) (where fitted)” later in

this section.)

SAA2917Z

Models with navigation system

SAA2079Z

Models without navigation system

SAA2405Z
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CLOCK settings (models with
navigation system)

The [Clock] screenwill appear when pushing the

<SETTING> button, selecting the [Clock] keywith

the INFINITI controller and pushing the <ENTER>

button.

[On-screen Clock]:

When this item is turned on, a clock is always

displayed in theupper right cornerof thescreen.

This clock will indicate the time almost exactly

because it is always adjusted by the GPS sys-

tem.

[Clock Format (24h)]:

When this item is turned on, the clock is dis-

played in 24-hour clock mode. To switch to 12–

hour clock mode, turn this item off.

[Offset (hour)]/[Offset (min)]:

Adjust the time by increasing or decreasing per

hour or minute.

[Summer Time]:

Choose the summer time setting from [ON],

[OFF] or [Auto].

[Time Zone]:

Select the appropriate time zone from the list.

Language & Units settings

The [Language & Units] screen will appear when

pushing the <SETTING> button, selecting the

[Select Language] key with the INFINITI control-

ler and pushing the <ENTER> button.

[Select language]:

1. Select theappropriate languageandpush the

<ENTER> button to turn on the item.

• [English (mile)]

• [English (km)]

• [Français]

• [Deutsch]

• [Español]

• [Italiano]

• [Nederlands]

• [Português]

• [Pyccknn]

2. A warningmessage is displayed. Confirm the

contents of warning. After confirming the

warning, select [Yes] key and push the

<ENTER> button.

This warning will not appear when switching

from [English (mile)] to [English (km)].

3. The programme loading screen is displayed,

and the system initiates language setting.

Upon completion, the start-up screen is au-

tomatically displayed.

CAUTION

Do not push the ignition switch when changing the

language as long as the set-up is being performed.

Doing so may cause a system malfunction.

SAA2991Z

Models with navigation system

SAA2996Z

Models without navigation system
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[Select Units (Tire Pressure)]:

Turn either of the following items to [ON]. The

selected unit is shown on the [Tyre Pressure]

screen.

• [psi]

• [kPa]

• [bar]

• [kgf/cm2]

VOICE RECOGNITION settings (models
with navigation system)

For the details about [Voice Recognition] set-

tings, see “INFINITI Voice Recognition system

(models with navigation system – for Europe)”

later in this section.

The voice recognition function is not available

for the Russian language setting.

CAMERA settings (where fitted)

The [Camera] screen will appear when pushing

the <SETTING> button, selecting the [Camera]

key with the INFINITI controller and pushing the

<ENTER> button.

For the details about the camera system opera-

tion, see “Rear viewmonitor (where fitted)” later

in this section or “Around view monitor (where

fitted)” later in this section.

[Predictive Course Lines]:

When this item is turned on, the predicted

course lines will be displayed on the monitor

when the selector lever is in the R (Reverse) po-

sition.

For the setting items and details about the

AroundViewMonitor, see “Around viewmonitor

(where fitted)” later in this section.

SAA2404Z

Models with navigation system

SAA2606Z

Models without navigation system
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PARKING SENSOR settings
(where fitted)

The [Parking Sensor] screen will appear when

pushing the <SETTING> button, selecting the

[Parking Sensor] key with the INFINITI controller

and pushing the <ENTER> button.

For the details about the parking sensor system

operation, see “Parking sensor system (where

fitted)” in the “5. Starting and driving” section.

[Parking Sensor Display]:

When this item is turned [ON], the corner/centre

sensor (sonar) indicator will appear when the

parking sensors detect front or rear obstacles

near the bumper.

[Corner Sensor Sensitivity]:

Adjust the sensitivity level of the corner sensors

higher (right) or lower (left).

[Centre Sensor Sensitivity]:

Adjust the sensitivity level of the centre sensors

higher (right) or lower (left).

Image Viewer (models with navigation
system)

The image files in the USB memory will be dis-

played. To display the Image Viewer, push the

<SETTING> button, select the [Other] key and

push the <ENTER> button. Then select the [Im-

age Viewer] key and push the <ENTER> button.

The image of the selected file is displayed on

the right side of the screen.

When a number of folders are included in the

USB memory, select a folder from the list and

push the <ENTER> button to display the file list.

Images will not be shown on the display while

the vehicle is in any drive position to reduce

driver distraction. To view images, stop the ve-

hicle in a safe location and apply the parking

brake.

[Full Screen Display]:

The full screen display will appear when select-

ing the [Full ScreenDisplay] keywith the INFINITI

controller and pushing the <ENTER> button.

To operate the Image Viewer or to change the

settings, select the desired key using the

INFINITI controller.

SAA2403Z

Models with navigation system

SAA2203Z

Models without navigation system

SAA2491Z

SAA2492Z
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•m (Start)

Select them key and push the ENTER

button to start playing the slideshow.

•m (Stop)

Select them key and push the ENTER

button to stop the slideshow.

•m (Next)

Select them key and push the ENTER

button to display the next file.

•m (Previous)

Select them key and push the ENTER

button to display the previous file.

Setting the Image Viewer:

The Image Viewer setting display will appear

when selecting the [Settings] key on the full

screen display and pushing the <ENTER> button.

The following settings are available for the full

screen display.

• Slideshow Speed

Choose the [Slideshow Speed] key and push

the <ENTER> button. From the following dis-

play, select the changing time from 5, 10, 30,

60 seconds or [No Auto Change].

• Slideshow Order

Choose the [Slideshow Order] key and push

the <ENTER> button. From the following dis-

play, select [Random] or [Order List].

Operating tips:

• Only files thatmeet the following conditionswill be

displayed.

– File format: JPEG (.jpg or .jpeg)

– File size: 2 MB or less

– Display size: 1,536 × 2,048 pixels or less

• If an electronic device (such as a digital camera) is

directly connected to thevehicleusingaUSBcable,

no image will be displayed on the screen.

• If the file name is too long, some file names may

not be entirely displayed.

HOW TO USE DISC·AUX BUTTON

Imagesbeing played can be switched to the cen-

tre display if NTSC/PAL (where fitted) compat-

ible devices are connected to the auxiliary input

jacks in the centre console. (See “Auxiliary

sockets” later in this section.) Push the

<DISC·AUX> button to perform switching.

SAA2597Z

Models with navigation system

SAA2607Z

Models without navigation system
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The above display will appear when the [Menu]

key (where fitted) is selected using the INFINITI

controller.

When the selector/shift lever is shifted into the

R (Reverse) position, the monitor display shows

view to the rear of the vehicle.

The system is designed as an aid to the driver in

detecting large stationary objects to help avoid

damaging the vehicle. The system will not de-

tect small objects below the bumper and may

not detect objects close to the bumper or on the

ground.

WARNING

• The rear view camera is a convenience but it is not

a substitute for proper reversing. Always turn and

check that it is safe to do so before reversing. Al-

ways reverse slowly.

• Objects viewed in the rear viewmonitor differ from

actual distance because a wide-angle lens is used.

Objects in the rear view monitor will appear visu-

ally opposite like ones viewed in the inside and

outside mirrors.

• Make sure that the back door is securely closed

when reversing.

• Underneath the bumper and the corner areas of

the bumper cannot be viewed on the rear view

monitor because of its monitoring range limita-

tion.

• Do not put anything on the rear view camera. The

rear view camera is installed above the number

plate.

• When washing the vehicle with high-pressure wa-

ter, be sure not to spray it around the camera. Oth-

erwise, water may enter the camera unit causing

water condensation on the lens, amalfunction, fire

or an electric shock.

• Do not strike the camera. It is a precision instru-

ment.Otherwise, itmaymalfunctionor causedam-

age resulting in a fire or an electric shock.

CAUTION

There is a plastic cover over the camera. Donot scratch

the cover when cleaning dirt or snow from the cover.

HOW TO READ DISPLAYED LINES

Guiding lines which indicate the vehicle width

and distances to objects with reference to the

bumper linejA are displayed on the monitor.

Distance guide lines:

Indicate distances from the bumper.

• Red linej1 : approx. 0.5 m (1.5 ft)

SAA1896Z

REAR VIEWMONITOR (where fitted)
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• Yellow linej2 : approx. 1 m (3 ft)

• Green linej3 : approx. 2 m (7 ft)

• Green linej4 : approx. 3 m (10 ft)

Vehicle width guide linesj5 :

Indicate the vehicle width when reversing.

Predictive course linesj6 :

Indicate the predictive course when reversing.

The predictive course lines will be displayed on

the monitor when the selector/shift lever is in

the R (Reverse) position and the steering wheel

is turned. The predictive course lines will move

depending on how much the steering wheel is

turned andwill not be displayedwhile the steer-

ing wheel is in the neutral position.

HOW TO PARKWITH PREDICTIVE
COURSE LINES

WARNING

• Always turn and check that it is safe to park your

car before reversing. Always reverse slowly.

• Use the displayed lines as a reference. The lines

are highly affected by the number of occupants,

fuel level, vehicle position, road condition and

road grade.

• If the tyres are replaced with different sized tyres,

the predictive course line may not be displayed

correctly.

• On a snow-covered or slippery road, there may be

adifferencebetween thepredictive course lineand

the actual course line.

• If the battery is disconnected or becomes

discharged, the predictive course linesmay not be

displayed correctly. If this occurs, perform the fol-

lowing procedures.

– Drive the vehicle on a straight road for

more than 5 minutes.

• When the steering wheel is turned with the igni-

tion switch in the ACC position, the predictive

course lines may not be displayed correctly.

• The displayed lines will appear slightly off to the

right because the rear view camera is not installed

in the rear centre of the vehicle.

• Thedistanceguide lineand thevehiclewidthguide

line should be used as a reference only when the

vehicle is on a level paved surface. The distance

viewed on the monitor is for reference only and

may be different than the actual distance between

the vehicle and displayed objects.

• When reversing the vehicle up a hill, objects

viewed in the monitor are further than they ap-

pear. When reversing the vehicle down a hill, ob-

jects viewed in the monitor are closer than they

appear. Use the inside mirror or glance over your

shoulder to properly judge distances to other ob-

jects.

The vehicle width and predictive course lines

are wider than the actual width and course.
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1. Visually check that the parking space is safe

before parking your vehicle.

2. The rear view of the vehicle is displayed on

the screen jA as illustrated when the selec-

tor/shift lever ismoved to the R (Reverse) po-

sition.

3. Slowly reverse the vehicle adjusting the

steering wheel so that the predictive course

linesjB enter the parking spacejC .

4. Manoeuvre the steering wheel to make the

vehicle width guide lines jD parallel to the

parking space jC while referring to the pre-

dictive course lines.

5. When the vehicle is parked in the space com-

pletely, move the selector/shift lever to the

“P” (Park) position and apply the parking

brake.

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN PREDICTIVE
AND ACTUAL DISTANCES

The distance guide line and the vehicle width

guide line should be used as a reference only

when the vehicle is on a level, paved surface.

The distance viewed on the monitor is for refer-

ence only and may be different from the actual

distance between the vehicle and displayed ob-

jects.

SAA1897 SAA1898
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Reversing on a steep uphill

When reversing the vehicle up a hill, the dis-

tance guide lines and the vehicle width guide

lines are shown closer than the actual distance.

For example, the display shows 1 m (3 ft) to the

placejA , but the actual 1.0 m (3 ft) distance on

the hill is the place jB . Note that any object on

the hill is viewed in the monitor further than it

appears.

Reversing on a steep downhill

When reversing the vehicle down a hill, the dis-

tance guide lines and the vehicle width guide

linesare shown further than the actual distance.

For example, the display shows 1 m (3 ft) to the

placejA , but the actual 1.0 m (3 ft) distance on

SAA1978 SAA1979
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the hill is the place jB . Note that any object on

the hill is viewed in the monitor closer than it

appears.

Reversing near a projecting object

The predictive course linesjA do not touch the

object in the display. However, the vehicle may

hit the object if it projects over the actual revers-

ing course.

Reversing behind a projecting object

The positionjC is shown further than the posi-

tionjB in the display. However, the positionjC
is actually at the same distance as the position

jA . The vehicle may hit the object when revers-

ing to the positionjA if the object projects over

the actual reversing course.

SAA1923 SAA1980
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PREDICTIVE COURSE LINE SETTINGS

To turn the predictive course line display on or

off, push the SETTING button, select the “Cam-

era” key and push the ENTER button.

Predictive Course Lines:

When this item is turned to ON, the predictive

course lines will be displayed on the monitor

when the selector/shift lever is in the R (Re-

verse) position.

HOW TO ADJUST SCREEN

To adjust the [Display] ON/OFF, [Brightness],

[Tint], [Colour], [Contrast] and [Black Level] of

the rear view monitor, push the SETTING button

with the rear view monitor on, select the [Dis-

play] key and select the item key and adjust the

level using the INFINITI controller.

Do not adjust the Brightness, Tint, Colour, Con-

trast and Black Level of the rear view monitor

while the vehicle ismoving. Make sure the park-

ing brake is firmly applied and the engine is not

running.

The display of the predictive course lines can be

set to [ON] or [OFF]. For details, see “CAMERA

settings (where fitted)” earlier in this section.

PARKING SENSOR INDICATOR

When the [Parking Sensor Display] key is [ON],

the parking sensor indicator will appear in the

display. (See “How to use SETTING button” ear-

lier in this section and “Parking sensor system

(where fitted)” in the “5. Starting and driving”

section.)

OPERATING TIPS

• When the selector/shift lever is shifted to the R

(Reverse) position, the monitor screen automati-

cally changes to the rear view monitor mode. How-

ever, the radio can be heard.

• Itmay take some time until the rear viewmonitor is

displayed after the selector/shift lever has been

shifted to R from another position or to another

position from R. Objects may be distorted momen-

tarilyuntil the rearviewmonitor screen isdisplayed

completely.

• When the temperature is extremely high or low, the

screenmay not clearly display objects. This is not a

malfunction.

• When strong light directly enters the camera, ob-

jects may not be displayed clearly. This is not a

malfunction.

• Vertical linesmay be seen in objects on the screen.

This is due to strong reflected light from the

bumper. This is not a malfunction.

• The screenmay flicker under fluorescent light. This

is not a malfunction.

• The colours of objects on the rear viewmonitormay

differ somewhat from those of the actual object.

• Objects on the monitor may not be clear in a dark

place or at night. This is not a malfunction.

• If dirt, rain or snow attaches to the camera, the rear

viewmonitormay not clearly display objects. Clean

the camera.

• Do not use alcohol, benzine or thinner to clean the

camera. Thiswill cause discolouration. To clean the

camera, wipe with a cloth dampened with diluted

mild cleaning agent and thenwipe with a dry cloth.

• Do not damage the camera as the monitor screen

may be adversely affected.

SAA2404Z

Models with navigation system

SAA2606Z

Models without navigation system
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• Do not use wax on the camera window. Wipe off

any wax with a clean cloth dampened with mild

detergent diluted with water.

When you push the <CAMERA> button or shift

the selector/shift lever into the R (Reverse) po-

sitionwhile the ignition switch is in the ON posi-

tion, the Around View Monitor operates. The

monitor displays various views of the position

of the vehicle.

Available views:

• Bird-Eye View

The surrounding view of the vehicle.

• Front-Side View

The view around and ahead of the front pas-

senger’s side wheel.

• Front View

The view to the front of the vehicle.

• Rear View

The view to the rear of the vehicle.

• Rear – Wide View

The approximately 180-degree view to the

rear of the vehicle.

The system is designed as an aid to the driver in

situations such as slot parking or parallel park-

ing.

There are some areas where the system will not

detect objects.When in the front or the rear view

display, an object below the bumper or on the

ground may not be detected j1 . When in the

bird-eye view, a tall object near the seam of the

camera detecting areas will not appear in the

monitorj2 .

SAA2148

AROUND VIEWMONITOR (where fitted)
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WARNING

• The Around ViewMonitor is a convenience but it is

not a substitute for proper vehicle operation be-

cause it has areaswhere objects cannot be viewed.

Always look out the windows and check to be sure

that it is safe tomove before operating the vehicle.

Always operate the vehicle slowly.

• Do not use the Around View Monitor with the out-

side mirror in the stored position, and make sure

that the lift gate is securely closed when operat-

ing the vehicle using the Around View Monitor.

• The distance between objects viewed on the

Around View Monitor differs from the actual dis-

tance.

• The cameras are installed above the front grille,

the outside mirrors and above the rear number

plate. Do not put anything on the cameras.

• When washing the vehicle with high-pressure wa-

ter, be sure not to spray it around the cameras.

Otherwise, water may enter the camera unit caus-

ingwater condensation on the lens, amalfunction,

fire or an electric shock.

• Do not strike the cameras. They are precision in-

struments. Doing so could cause a malfunction or

cause damage resulting in a fire or an electric

shock.

CAUTION

Do not scratch the lens when cleaning dirt or snow

from the front of the camera.

NOTE

The colour of the view on the AroundViewMonitor dis-

play is different from the actual view because the sys-

tem uses infrared cameras.
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*: For the Right-Hand Drive (RHD) models, the

screen layout will be opposite.

HOW TO SWITCH THE DISPLAY

The AroundViewMonitor display consists of the

left and the right screens. You can see a combi-

nation of different views on the screens as illus-

trated above.

Starting with the selector/shift lever
operation

• When the selector/shift lever is shifted into the R

(Reverse) position j1 while another screen jA is

displayed, Around View Monitor operates and the

rear view and bird-eye viewjB are displayed.

The Around View Monitor screen switches to

the previous screen when the selector is

shifted out of the R (Reverse) positionj2 .

• The view on the screen on the passenger’s side

switches to the front-side viewjC when the <CAM-

ERA> button is pushed j3 . When the <CAM-

ERA> button is pushed again j5 , the rear-

wide view jD is displayed. When the <CAM-

ERA> button is pushed againj7 , the view on

the screen on the passenger’s side switches

to the bird-eye viewjB .

The passenger’s side screen returns to an-

other by operating the same procedures

again.

When selecting the [Wide], [Side] or [Top] key

on the screen using the INFINITI controllerSAA2992

Left-Hand Drive (LHD) models*
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and pushing the <ENTER> button, the view on

the screen will change to the one previously

selectedj4 ,j6 ,j8 .

• Once you have changed the view on the screen on

the passenger’s side, the view on the driver’s side

will change to the front view by shifting the selec-

tor/shift lever out of the R (Reverse) position j12 ,
j14 .

When the selector/shift lever ismoved to any

other position than the R (Reverse) position

while the rear-wide viewjD is displayed, an-

other view that is set to a higher priority will

be displayedj16 .

Starting with the CAMERA button
operation

• When the <CAMERA>button is pushedj9 while

another screenjA is displayed, AroundView

Monitor operatesand the front viewandbird-

eye viewjE are displayed.

• The view on the screen on the passenger’s side

switches to the front-side viewjF when the <CAM-

ERA>button is pushedj10 .When theCAMERA
button is pushed again j11 , the view on the

screen on the passenger’s side switches to

the bird-eye viewjE .

• Whenselecting the [Side] or [Top] keyon the screen

using the INFINITI controller and pushing the

<ENTER> button, the view on the screen will

change to the one previously selected j10 ,
j11 .

• The left screen switches to the rear view jB /jC
when the selector/shift lever is shifted into the R

(Reverse) position j13 /j15 . The left screen returns
to the front view jE /jF when the selector/shift

lever is shifted out of the R (Reverse) positionj12 /
j14 .

• Push another button on the control panel to exit

the Around View Monitor.

HOW TO SEE EACH VIEW

WARNING

• The distance guide line and the vehicle width line

should be used as a reference only when the ve-

hicle is on a paved, level surface. The distance

viewed on the monitor is for reference only and

may be different than the actual distance between

the vehicle and displayed objects.

• Use the displayed lines and the bird-eye view as a

reference. The lines and the bird-eye view are

greatly affected by the number of occupants, fuel

level, vehicle position, road condition and road

grade.

• If the tyres are replaced with different sized tyres,

the predictive course line and the bird-eye view

may be displayed incorrectly.

• When driving the vehicle up a hill, objects viewed

in the monitor are further than they appear. When

driving the vehicle down a hill, objects viewed in

the monitor are closer than they appear. Use the

mirrorsoractually looktoproperly judgedistances

to other objects.

Thevehiclewidthandpredictive course linesare

wider than the actual width and course.
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Front and rear view

Guiding lines, which indicate the vehicle width

and distances to objects with reference to the

vehicle body linejA , are displayed on themoni-

tor.

Distance guide lines:

Indicate distances from the vehicle body.

• Red linej1 : approx. 0.5 m (1.5 ft)

• Yellow linej2 : approx. 1 m (3 ft)

• Green linej3 : approx. 2 m (7 ft)

• Green linej4 : approx. 3 m (10 ft)

Vehicle width guide linesj5 :

Indicate the vehicle width when reversing.

Predicted course linesj6 :

Indicate the predictive course when operating

the vehicle. The predictive course lines will be

displayed on the monitor when the steering

wheel is turned. The predictive course lines will

move depending on how much the steering

wheel is turned and will not be displayed while

the steering wheel is in the neutral position.

The front view will not be displayed when the

vehicle speed is above 10 km/h (6 MPH).

WARNING

• The distance between objects viewed in the rear

view differs from actual distance because a wide-

angle lens is used. Objects in the rear view will

appear visually opposite than when viewed in the

rear view and outside mirrors.

• On a snow-covered or slippery road, there may be

adifferencebetween thepredictive course lineand

the actual course line.

• If the battery is disconnected or becomes

discharged, the predictive course linesmaybedis-

played incorrectly. If this occurs, perform the fol-

lowing procedure:

– Turn the steering wheel from lock to lock

while the engine is running.

– Drive the vehicle on a straight road for

more than 5 minutes.

• When the steering wheel is turned with the igni-

tion switch in the ACC position, the predictive

course lines may be displayed incorrectly.

• The displayed lines on the rear view will appear

slightly off to the right because the rear view cam-

era is not installed in the rear centre of the vehicle.

NOTE

When the monitor displays the front view and the

steering wheel turns about 90 degrees or less from

the neutral position, both the right and left predictive

course lines j6 are displayed. When the steering

wheel turns about 90 degrees or more, a line is dis-

played only on the opposite side of the turn.

SAA1840Z

Front view

SAA1896Z

Rear view
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Bird-eye view

The bird-eye view shows the overhead view of

the vehicle which helps confirm the vehicle po-

sition and the predictive course to a parking

space.

The vehicle icon j1 shows the position of the

vehicle. Note that the size of the vehicle icon on

the bird-eye view may differ somewhat from the

actual vehicle.

The areas that the cameras cannot coverj2 are

indicated in black.

After pushing the ignition switch,with theBlind-

Area Reminder turned to ON, the non-viewable

area j2 is highlighted in yellow for 7 seconds

after the bird-eye view is displayed.

When the corner of the vehicle moves closer to

an object, the corner sensor (sonar) indicator

j3 appears.

WARNING

• Objects in the bird-eye view will appear further

than the actual distance because the bird-eye view

is a pseudo view that is processed by combining

the views from the cameras on the outside mir-

rors, the front and the rear of the vehicle.

• Tall objects, such as a kerb or vehicle, may bemis-

aligned or not displayed at the seam of the views.

• Objects that are above the camera cannot be dis-

played.

• The view for the bird-eye view may be misaligned

when the camera position alters.

• A line on the ground may be misaligned and is not

seen as being straight at the seam of the views.

The misalignment will increase as the line pro-

ceeds away from the vehicle.

*: For the Right-Hand Drive (RHD) models, the

screen layout will be opposite.

Front-side view

Guiding lines:

Guiding lines that indicate the width and the

front end of the vehicle are displayed on the

monitor.

The front-of-vehicle linej1 shows the front part

of the vehicle.

The side-of-vehicle line j2 shows the vehicle

width including the outside mirror.

The extensionsj3 of both the frontj1 and side

j2 lines are shown with a green dotted line.

The corner sensor (sonar) indicator j4 will ap-

pear when a corner of the vehicle moves closer

to an object.

The corner sensor (sonar) indicator j4 can be

turned off. See “Around view monitor settings”

later in this section.

CAUTION

The turn signal light may overlap with the side-of-ve-

hicle line. This is not a malfunction.

Infrared illumination:

The images on the front-side view can be dis-

played at night using the infrared illumination

on the outside mirror.

SAA1841Z

SAA1842Z

Left-Hand Drive (LHD) models*
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Rear-wide view

The rear-wide view shows a wider area on the

entire screen and allows the checking of the

blind corners on the right and left sides. The

rear-wide view displays an approximately 180-

degree area while the front view and the rear

view display an approximately 150-degree area.

The predictive course lines are not displayed on

the rear-wide view.

Distance guide lines:

Indicates distances from the vehicle body.

• Red linej1 : approx. 0.5 m (1.5 ft)

• Yellow linej2 : approx. 1 m (3 ft)

• Green linej3 : approx. 2 m (7 ft)

• Green linej4 : approx. 3 m (10 ft)

Vehicle width guide linesj5 :

Indicates the vehicle width when reversing.

The corner sensor (sonar) indicator j6 will ap-

pear when a corner of the vehicle moves closer

to an object.

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN PREDICTIVE
AND ACTUAL DISTANCES

The distance guide line and the vehicle width

guide line on the front and the rear view should

be used as a reference only when the vehicle is

on a level, paved surface. The distance viewed

on the monitor is for reference only and may be

different than the actual distance between the

vehicle and displayed objects.

Moving to a steep uphill

When moving the vehicle up a hill, the distance

guide lines and the vehicle width guide lines are

shown closer than the actual distance. For ex-

ample, the display shows 1.0m (3 ft) to the place

jA , but the actual 1.0 m (3 ft) distance on the

SAA2629Z

SAA1978
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hill is the place jB . Note that any object on the

hill is viewed in the monitor further than it ap-

pears.

Moving to a steep downhill

When moving the vehicle down a hill, the dis-

tance guide lines and the vehicle width guide

linesare shown further than the actual distance.

For example, the display shows 1.0 m (3 ft) to

the placejA , but the actual 1.0 m (3 ft) distance

on the hill is the place jB . Note that any object

on the hill is viewed in themonitor closer than it

appears.

SAA1979
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Moving near a projecting object

The predictive course linesjA do not touch the

object in the display. However, the vehicle may

hit the object if it projects over the actual mov-

ing course.

Moving closer to a projecting object

The positionjC is shown further than the posi-

tionjB in the display. However, the positionjC
is actually at the same distance as the position

jA . The vehicle may hit the object when moving

toward the position jA if the object projects

over the actual moving course.

CAMERA AIDING CORNER SENSOR
(sonar) FUNCTION

When the corner of the vehicle moves closer to

the object while the Around ViewMonitor is dis-

played, an indicator is displayed and a tone is

sounded by the corner sensor (sonar) function

to warn the driver.

The colour of the corner sensor (sonar) indicator

and the pattern of the tone vary according to the

distance to the object.

When the object is detected, the indicator

(green) appears and blinks and the tone sounds

intermittently.When the vehiclemoves closer to

the object, the colour of the indicator turns yel-

low and the rate of the blinking and the volume

of the tone increase. When the corner of the ve-

hicle is very close to the object, the indicator

stops blinking and turns red, and the tone

sounds continuously.

Keep the corner sensors (sonar) (located on the

front and rear bumper fascia) free from snow,

ice and large accumulations of dirt. Do not clean

the sensors with sharp objects. If the sensors

are covered, the accuracy of the corner sensor

(sonar) function will be diminished.

WARNING

• The corner sensor (sonar) function is not designed

to prevent the object.

SAA1923 SAA1980
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• The colours of the corner sensor (sonar) indicator

and the distance guide lines in the front/rear view

indicate different distances to the object.

• Inclement weather may affect the function of the

corner sensor (sonar) system; this may include re-

duced performance or a false activation.

• This function is designed as an aid to the driver in

detecting large stationary objects to help avoid

damaging the vehicle. The system will not detect

small objects below the bumper, and may not de-

tect objects close to the bumper or on the ground.

• If your vehicle sustains damage to the bumper fas-

cia, leaving itmisalignedor bent, the sensing zone

may be altered causing inaccurate measurement

of obstacles or false alarms.

CAUTION

Keep the interior of the vehicle as quiet as possible to

hear the tone clearly.

HOW TO ADJUST THE SCREEN VIEW

To adjust the [Display] [ON]/[OFF], [Brightness],

[Tint], [Colour], [Contrast] and [Black Level] of

the Around View Monitor, push the <SETTING>

button with the Around View Monitor on, select

the item key and adjust the level using the

INFINITI controller.

Do not adjust the [Brightness], [Tint], [Colour],

[Contrast] and [Black Level] of the Around View

Monitor while the vehicle is moving. Make sure

the parking brake is firmly applied.

AROUND VIEWMONITOR SETTINGS

To set up the Around View Monitor to your pre-

ferred settings, push the <SETTING> button, se-

lect the [Camera] key and push the <ENTER> but-

ton.

[Predictive Course Lines]:

When this item is turned to ON, the predictive

course line is displayed in the front and the rear

view.

[Default to Rear-Wide View]:

With this item turned on, the rear-wide view is

initially displayed when the Around View Moni-

tor is displayed.

[Camera View Priority]:

The view shown on the screen at the beginning

of around view monitor operation can be se-

lected in order of priority.

[Colour/Brightness Combination]:

With this item turned on, colour and brightness

of the displayed screen is adjusted.

[Corner Sensor Sensitivity]:

Adjust the sensitivity level of the corner sensor

(sonar) higher (right) or lower (left).

[Blind-Spot Reminder]:

With this item turned on, the non-viewable area

is highlighted in yellow for 7 seconds after the

bird-eye view is displayed.

[Sensor Beep]:

When this item is turned on, you will hear a tone

sound when the corner sensor (sonar) indicator

appears.

[Parking Sensor Display] (where fitted):

When this item is turned on, the corner sensor

indicator is displayed in the front-side view.

OPERATING TIPS

• The screen displayed on the Around View Monitor

will automatically return to the previous screen 3

minutes after the <CAMERA> button has been

pushed while the shift lever is in a position

other than the R (Reverse) position.

• The display of images on the screen may be de-

layed after screens are switched. Objects in the

SAA2636Z
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Around View Monitor may be distorted momen-

tarily until the Around View Monitor screen is dis-

played completely.

• When the temperature is extremely high or low, the

screenmay not display objects clearly. This is not a

malfunction.

• When strong light directly shines on the camera,

objects may not be displayed clearly. This is not a

malfunction.

• The screenmay flicker under fluorescent light. This

is not a malfunction.

• The colours of objects on the Around View Monitor

may differ somewhat from those of the actual ob-

ject.

• Objects on the monitor may not be clear and the

colour of the object may differ in a dark location or

at night. This is not a malfunction.

• There may be differences in clearness between

each camera view of the bird-eye view.

• If dirt, rain or snow attaches to the camera, the

Around View Monitor may not display objects

clearly. Clean the camera.

• Do not use alcohol, benzine or thinner to clean the

camera. Thiswill cause discolouration. To clean the

camera, wipe with a cloth that has been dampened

with a diluted mild cleaning agent and then wipe

with a dry cloth.

• Do not damage the camera because the monitor

screen may be adversely affected.

• Do not use wax on the camera window. Wipe off

any wax with a clean cloth that has been damp-

ened with a mild detergent diluted with water.

CENTRE VENTS

Open/close the vents by moving the control to

either direction.

m :This symbol indicates that the vents are

closed. Moving the side control to this di-

rection will close the vents.

m :This symbol indicates that the vents are

open. Moving the side control to this di-

rection will open the vents.

Adjust the air flow direction of the vents bymov-

ing the centre knob (up/down, left/right) until

the desired position is achieved.

SAA2149Z

Centre

VENTS
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SIDE VENTS

Open/close the vents by moving the control to

either direction.

m :This symbol indicates that the vents are

closed. Moving the side control to this di-

rection will close the vents.

m :This symbol indicates that the vents are

open. Moving the side control to this di-

rection will open the vents.

Adjust the air flow direction of the vents bymov-

ing the centre knob (up/down, left/right) until

the desired position is achieved.

REAR VENTS

Open/close the vents by moving the control to

either direction.

m :This symbol indicates that the vents are

closed. Moving the side control to this di-

rection will close the vents.

m :This symbol indicates that the vents are

open. Moving the side control to this di-

rection will open the vents.

Adjust the air flow direction of the vents bymov-

ing the centre knob (up/down, left/right) until

the desired position is achieved.

WARNING

• The heater and air conditioner operate only when

the engine is running.

• Never leave children or adults whowould normally

require the support of others alone in the vehicle.

Pets should not be left alone either. They could

unknowingly activate switches or controls and in-

advertently become involved in a serious accident

and injure themselves. On hot, sunny days, tem-

peratures in a closed vehicle could quickly become

high enough to cause severe or possibly fatal inju-

ries to people or animals.

• Do not use the recirculation mode for long periods

as itmay cause the interior air to become stale and

the windows to fog up.

• Donot adjust theheating andair conditioning con-

trols while driving so that full attention may be

given to vehicle operation.

The heater and air conditioner operatewhen the

engine is running. The air blower will operate

even if the engine is turned off and the ignition

switch is in the ON position.

SAA2150Z

Side

SAA0564BZ

Rear

HEATER AND AIR CONDITIONER
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When the <STATUS> button is pushed, the air

conditioner statusscreenwill appear. (See“How

to use STATUS button” earlier in this section.)

OPERATING TIPS

When the engine coolant temperature and out-

side air temperature are low, the air flow from

the foot outlets may not operate for a maximum

of 150 seconds. However, this is not a malfunc-

tion. After the coolant temperature warms up,

the air flow from the foot outlets will operate

normally.

The sensors jA and jB (except for Europe) or

jC (for Europe) located on the instrument panel

help maintain a constant temperature. Do not

put anything on or around the sensors.

SAA2926Z

Type A — Left–Hand Drive (LHD) models

SAA2927Z

Type B — Right–Hand Drive (RHD) models

SIC2768Z

SAA2205AZ
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1. AUTO automatic operation button/

Temperature control dial (driver side)*

2. A/C air conditioner ON/OFF button*

3. m fan speed increase button

4. m front defogger button

5. MODE manual air flow control button*

6. DUAL zone control ON/OFF button/

Temperature control dial (passenger side)*

7. OFF button for climate control system*

8. m fan speed decrease button

9. m rear window defogger button (See

“Defogger switch” in the “2. Instruments

and controls” section.)

10. mm auto-recirculation button/air

intake control button

*: The switch layout in the illustration is for

the Left-Hand Drive (LHD) model. For the

Right-Hand Drive (RHD) model, the switch

layout will be opposite left to right.

AUTOMATIC AIR CONDITIONER

Automatic operation (AUTO)

The AUTO mode may be used year-round as the

system automatically controls constant tem-

perature, air flow distribution and fan speed af-

ter the desired temperature is set manually.

To turn off the heater and air conditioner, push

the OFF button.

Cooling and dehumidified heating:

1. Push the AUTO button.

(The AUTO indicator light will illuminate and

[AUTO] will appear on the display.)

2. If the A/C indicator light does not illuminate,

push the A/C button.

(The A/C indicator light will illuminate.)

3. Turn the temperature control dial (driver’s

side) to set the desired temperature.

• The temperature can be set within the following

range.

• 16 to 28°C (61 to 82°F)

• When the DUAL indicator light is turned off:

– Pushing the driver’s side AUTO button

changes both the driver’s and front pas-

senger’s side temperature.

– Pushing the passenger’s side DUAL but-

ton changes only the front passenger’s

side temperature. (The DUAL indicator

lightwill illuminateand [DUAL]will appear

on the display.)

• To set separate desired temperatures for the driver

and front passenger, push the DUAL button, the

indicator light illuminates, and then turn the

corresponding temperature control dial.

• To cancel the separate temperature setting, push

the DUAL button, the indicator light turns off,

and the driver’s side temperature settingwill

be applied to both the driver’s and front pas-

senger’s sides.

4. Push and hold the air intake conolmm

button for more than 2 seconds to set the

automatic control between the air recircula-

tion and outside air circulation modes.

SAA2976Z
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When setting the automatic control mode,

both indicator lights will blink twice indicat-

ing that the system is in the automatic con-

trol mode.

Avisiblemistmaybeseencoming fromthevents

in hot, humid conditions as the air is cooled rap-

idly. This does not indicate a malfunction.

Heating (A/C off):

1. Push the AUTO button.

(The AUTO indicator light will illuminate and

[AUTO] will appear on the display.)

2. If theA/Cindicator light illuminates,push the

A/C button.

(The A/C indicator light will turn off.)

3. Turn the temperature control dial to set the

desired temperature.

• The temperature can be set within the following

range.

• When the DUAL indicator light is turned off:

– Pushing the driver’s side AUTO button

changes both the driver’s and front pas-

senger’s side temperature.

– Pushing the passenger’s side DUAL but-

ton changes only the front passenger’s

side temperature. (The DUAL indicator

lightwill illuminateand [DUAL]will appear

on the display.)

• To set separate desired temperatures for the driver

and front passenger, push the DUAL button, the

indicator light illuminates, and then turn the

corresponding temperature control dials.

• To cancel the separate temperature setting, push

the DUAL button, the indicator light turns off,

and the driver’s side temperature settingwill

be applied to both the driver’s and front pas-

senger’s sides.

4. Pushandhold theair intake controlmm

button for more than 2 seconds to set the

automatic control between the air recircula-

tion and outside air circulation modes.

When setting the automatic control mode,

both indicator lights will blink twice indicat-

ing that the system is in the automatic con-

trol mode.

• Do not set the temperature lower than the outside

air temperature. Doing so may cause the tempera-

ture not to be controlled properly.

• If the windows fog up, use dehumidified heating

instead of the A/C off heating.

Dehumidified defrosting/defogging:

1. Push the front defogger (m ) button. (The

indicator light will illuminate.)

2. Turn the temperature control dial to set the

desired temperature.

• To remove frost from the outside surface of the

windscreen quickly, set the temperature control

and fan speed control to their maximum position.

• After the windscreen is cleared, push the AUTO

button to set to the automatic mode.

• When the front defogger (m ) button is pushed,

the air conditioner will automatically turn on when

the outside air temperature is above −5°C (23°F) to
defog the windscreen. The air recirculation mode

will automatically turn off. The outside air circula-

tion mode will be selected to improve the defog-

ging performance.

Manual operation

The manual mode can be used to control the

heater and air conditioner to your desired set-

tings.

To turn off the heater and air conditioner, push

the OFF button.

Fan speed control:

Push the fan speed control button (m ) to in-

crease the fan speed.

Push the fan speed control button (m ) to de-

crease the fan speed.

Push the AUTO button to change the fan speed

to the automatic mode.
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Air flow control:

Push the MODE button to change the air flow

mode.

m : Air flows from the centre and side vents.

m : Air flows from the centre and side vents

and the foot outlets.

m : Air flows mainly from the foot outlets.

m : Air flows from the defogger and foot out-

lets.

Temperature control:

Turn the temperature control dial to set the de-

sired temperature.

• The temperature can be set within the following

range.

– 16 to 28°C (61 to 82°F)

Air recirculation:

Push the air intake control button to recirculate

interior air inside the vehicle. The indicator light

m on the button will illuminate.

The air recirculation mode cannot be activated

when the air conditioner is in the front defrost-

ing mode (m ).

Outside air circulation:

Push the air intake control button to draw out-

side air into the passenger compartment.

The indicator lightsm andm will turn off.

Automatic air intake control:

In the AUTO mode, the air intake will be con-

trolled automatically. Tomanually control the air

intake, push the air intake control button.

To return to the automatic control mode, push

the air intake control button until the indicator

light m illuminates. The advanced climate

control system turns on and the air intake will

be controlled automatically.

To turn the system off

Push the “OFF” button.

Advanced climate control system

The advanced climate control system keeps the

air inside of the vehicle clean, using the ion con-

trol and the automatic air intake control with ex-

haust gas detecting sensor.

Ion control:

This unit generates highly concentrated Plasma-

cluster ions into the air blown from the vents

and reduces odour absorbed into the interior

trim.

When the air conditioner is turned on, the sys-

tem generates Plasmacluster ions automati-

cally.

SAA2994

Models with navigation system

SAA2995

Models without navigation system
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The amount of Plasmacluster ions increases ac-

cording to the amount of air flow. When the air

flow is high, “m ” is displayed on the screen

and when the air flow is low, the indication in

the screen changes to “m ”.

Exhaust gas detection sensor:

This vehicle is equippedwith an exhaust gas de-

tection sensor. When the automatic air intake

control isON, the sensor detectspollutants such

as CO and NO2 outside and the system auto-

matically changes from the outside air circula-

tion mode to the recirculation mode.

When the air intake control button is pushed un-

der the following conditions, the indicator light

m will illuminate and the exhaust gas detec-

tion sensor will turn on.

• The air flow control is not in the front defogger

mode (the indicator light on the (m ) front defog-

ger button is turned off).

• The outside temperature is about 0°C (32°F) or

more.

When the automatic air intake control is on for

the first 5 minutes, the recirculation mode is se-

lected to prevent dust, dirt and pollen from en-

tering the vehicle and cleans the air inside of

the vehicle.

After 5 minutes, the sensor detects exhaust gas

and automatically alternates between the recir-

culationmode and outside air circulationmode.

SERVICING AIR CONDITIONER

WARNING

The air conditioner system contains refrigerant under

high pressure. To avoid personal injury, any air condi-

tioner service should be done only by an experienced

technician with the proper equipment.

The air conditioner system in your vehicle is

chargedwith a refrigerant designedwith the en-

vironment in mind.

This refrigerant will not harm the earth’s ozone

layer.

Special charging equipment and lubricant are

required when servicing your vehicle’s air con-

ditioner. Using improper refrigerants or lubri-

cants will cause severe damage to the air condi-

tioner system. (See “Air conditioner system re-

frigerant and lubricant” in the “9. Technical

information” section.)

An INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop will be

able to service your environmentally friendly air

conditioner system.

Air conditioner filter

The air conditioner system is equipped with a

natural grape seed polyphenol filter which col-

lects and neutralises dirt, pollen, dust, etc. To

make sure that the air conditioner heats, defogs

and ventilates efficiently, replace the filter ac-

cording the specified maintenance intervals

listed in a separate maintenance booklet. To re-

place the filter, contact an INFINITI Centre or

qualified workshop.

The filter should be replaced if the air flow de-

creases significantly or if windows fog up easily

when operating the heater or air conditioner.
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AUDIO OPERATION PRECAUTIONS

WARNING

Do not adjust the audio system while driving so that

full attention may be given to vehicle operation.

Radio

• Radio reception is affected by station signal

strength, distance from radio transmitter, build-

ings, bridges, mountains and other external influ-

ences. Intermittent changes in reception quality

normally are caused by these external influences.

• Using a mobile phone in or near the vehicle may

influence radio reception quality.

Compact Disc (CD) player

• During cold weather or rainy days, the player may

malfunction due to the humidity. If this occurs, re-

move theCD fromCDplayer anddehumidify or ven-

tilate the player completely.

• The player may skip while driving on rough roads.

• The CD player sometimes may not function when

the passenger compartment temperature is

extremely high. Lower the temperature before use.

• Do not expose the CD to direct sunlight.

• CDs that are of poor quality, or are dirty, scratched,

covered with fingerprints, or that have pin holes

may not work properly.

• The following CDs may not work properly.

– Copy control compact discs (CCCD)

– Recordable compact discs (CD-R)

– Rewritable compact discs (CD-RW)

• Do not use the following CDs as theymay cause the

CD player to malfunction.

– 8 cm (3.1 in) discs

– CDs that are not round

– CDs with a paper label

– CDs that are warped, scratched or have

unusual edges.

• This audio system can only play prerecorded CDs.

It has no capabilities to record or burn CDs.

• If the CD cannot be played, one of the following

messages will be displayed.

[Disc read error]:

– Confirm that the CD is inserted correctly

(the label side is facing up, etc.).

SAA0480
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– Confirm that the CD is not bent or warped

and it is free of scratches.

[Please eject disc]:

This is a malfunction due to the temperature

inside the player is too high. Remove the CD

by pushing the eject (m ) button, and after

a short time reinsert the CD. The CD can be

played when the temperature of the player

returns to normal.

[Unplayable file]:

Audio files except for theMP3/WMA/ACC for-

mats cannot be played back by this audio

system.

Digital Versatile Disc (DVD) player
(where fitted)

Copyright and trademark:

• The technology protected by the U.S. patent and

other intellectual property rights owned by Macro-

vision Corporation and other right holders is

adopted for this system.

• This copyright protected technology cannot be

used without a permit from Macrovision Corpora-

tion. It is limited to be personal use, etc., as long as

the permit from Macrovision Corporation is not is-

sued.

• Modifying or disassembling is prohibited.

• Dolby digital is manufactured under license from

Dolby Laboratories, Inc.

• Dolby and the double Dmarkm are trademarks

of Dolby Laboratories, Inc.

• DTS is a registered trademark of DTS, Inc. and DTS

2.0 “m ” is a trademark of DTS, Inc.

Parental level (parental control):

DVDs with the parental control setting can be

played with this system. Please use your own

judgement to set the parental control with the

system.

Disc selection:

You can play the following disc formats with the

DVD drive:

• DVD-VIDEO

• VIDEO-CD

• CD-DA (Conventional Compact Disc)

• DVD–AUDIO

Use DVDs with the region code ALL or the code

applicable to your country. (The region code is

displayed as a small symbol printed on the top

of the DVD.) This vehicle-installed DVD player

can only play DVDs with an applicable region

code.

Do not use the following DVD’s as they may

cause the DVD player to malfunction:

• 8 cm (3.1 in) discs

• The region codejA is displayed in a small symbol

printed on the top of the DVDjB

• DVD’s that are not round

LHA0484
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• DVD’s with a paper label

• DVD’s that are warped, scratched, or have unequal

edges

• Recordable digital video discs (DVD-R)

• Rewritable digital video discs (DVD-RW)

The following DVDs may not work properly:

• Recordable digital video discs (DVD-R)

• Rewritable digital video discs (DVD-RW)

Universal Serial Bus (USB) memory
(where fitted)

This system supports various USB memory

sticks, USB hard drives and iPod® players.

There are some USB devices which may not be

supported with this system.

• Make sure that the USB device is connected cor-

rectly into the USB connector.

• Do not force thememory stickor USB cable into the

USB connector. This could damage the connector.

• During cold weather or rainy days, the player may

malfunction due to humidity. If this occurs, remove

theUSBdeviceanddehumidifyorventilate theUSB

player completely.

• The USB player sometimes cannot function when

the passenger compartment temperature is

extremely high. Decrease the temperature before

use.

• Do not leave USBmemory in a place prone to static

electricity or where the air conditioner blows di-

rectly. The data in the USB memory may be dam-

aged.

• The vehicle is not equipped with a USB memory

stick.

• A USB device cannot be formatted with this sys-

tem. To format a USB device, use a personal com-

puter.

• Partitioned USB devices may not be played cor-

rectly.

• Somecharactersused inother languages (Chinese,

Japanese, etc.) are not displayed properly on the

vehicle centrescreen.UsingEnglish languagechar-

acters with a USB device is recommended.

• Do not connect a USB device if a connector or cable

is wet. Allow the cable and/or connectors to dry

completelybefore connecting theUSBdevice. If the

connector is exposed to fluids other than water,

evaporative residuemaycausea short between the

connector pins.

• Large video podcast files cause slow responses in

an iPod®. The vehicle centre display may momen-

tarily black out, but it will soon recover.

• If an iPod® automatically selects large video pod-

cast files while in the shuffle mode, the vehicle

centre display may momentarily black out, but it

will soon recover.

• Audiobooksmay not play in the same order as they

appear on an iPod®.

• An iPod nano® (1st Generation) may remain in fast

forward or rewind mode if it is connected during a

seek operation. In this case, please manually reset

the iPod®.

• An iPod nano® (2nd Generation) will continue to

fast forward or rewind if it is disconnected during a

seek operation.

• An incorrect song title may appear when the Play

Mode is changed while using the iPod nano® (2nd

Generation)

* iPod® is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered

in the U.S. and other countries.

Bluetooth® Audio player
(where fitted)

• Some Bluetooth® audio devices may not be used

with this system. For detailed information about

Bluetooth®audiodevices thatareavailable foruse

with this system, contact an INFINITI Centre or

qualified workshop.

• Before using a Bluetooth® audio system, the ini-

tial registration process for the audio device is nec-

essary.

• Operation of the Bluetooth® audio system may

vary depending on the audio device that is con-

nected. Confirm the operation procedure before

use.
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• The playback of Bluetooth® audio will be paused

under the following conditions. The playback will

be resumed after the following conditions are com-

pleted.

– while using a hands-free phone

– while checking a connection with a mo-

bile phone

• The in-vehicle antenna for Bluetooth® communi-

cation is built in the system. Do not place the Blue-

tooth® audio device in an area surrounded by

metal, far away from the system or in a narrow

space where the device closely contacts the body

or the seat. Otherwise, sound degradation or con-

nection interference may occur.

• While a Bluetooth® audio device is connected

through the Bluetooth® wireless connection, the

battery power of the device may discharge quicker

than usual.

• This system is compatible with the Bluetooth® AV

profile (A2DP and AVRCP).

m

Bluetooth® is a trademark
owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc.,
and licensed to Clarion Co.,
Ltd.

Music Box (where fitted)

Recording:

• Note that data that is lost and not stored to the

hard disk drive/flash memory due to system dam-

age, improper operation or malfunction is not un-

der warranty.

• Vehicle owners are not permitted to record music

without permission of the owner of the copyright

except for personal use.

• Check if the music is appropriately recorded to the

hard diskdrive/flashmemory after recordingwhen

the compact disc cannot be rerecorded.

• Some music cannot be recorded depending on the

disc condition due to high-speed recording.

• Jumping sounds may be recorded when a compact

disc is recorded while driving on rough roads and

excessive vibration occurs.

• A mark indicating jumping sounds is displayed if

jumping sounds are recorded.

• No sounds may be recorded if jumping sounds oc-

curs or the disc is in poor condition.

• Tracks that include Serial Copy Management Sys-

tem (SCMS) are not recorded.

• If a compact disc is scratched or dirty, it may not be

recorded, jumping soundsmay occur or it may take

a long time to record.

Automatic title download:

• The title information that is automatically down-

loaded may differ from the actual title.

• When newly released compact discs are recorded,

their title information may not be downloaded.

• The title information in theharddisk/flashmemory

can be updated. (See “Editing recorded data

information” later in this section.)

Compact Disc (CD)/Digital Versatile
Disc (DVD)/USB memory with DivX
(where fitted)

View limit:

• When files contain the view limit, users need to

acquire a user account and register the device as a

player. Do not insert a disc or connect a USB

memory after storing the DivX files with the view

limit in both the USB memory and the disc. The

count of the view limit may not be properly per-

formed.

• When files do not contain the view limit, a user reg-

istration is not needed.

DivX:

DivX is a compression format that was devel-

oped by DivX, Inc. on the base of MPEG-4. DivX

enables highly compressed file creation while

maintaining high visual quality. The com-

pressed file can contain sounds, menus, sub-

titles and sub audio tracks. DivX files are up-
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loaded on DivX.com. When these media are

downloaded and special DivX tools are used,

original contents can be created.

Trademark:

DivX, DivX certification and related logos are

trademarks of DivX, Inc.

Compact Disc (CD)/Digital Versatile
Disc (DVD)/USB memory with
MP3/WMA/AAC (where fitted)

Terms:

• MP3 — MP3 is short for Moving Pictures Experts

Group Audio Layer 3. MP3 is the most well known

compressed digital audio file format. This format

allows for near CD quality sound, but at a fraction

of the size of normal audio files. MP3 conversion of

an audio track from CD can reduce the file size by

approximately 10:1 ratio (Sampling: 44.1 kHz, Bit

rate: 128 kbps) with virtually no perceptible loss in

quality. MP3 compression removes the redundant

and irrelevant parts of a sound signal that the hu-

man ear doesn’t hear.

• WMA — Windows Media Audio (WMA) is a com-

pressed audio format created by Microsoft as an

alternative to MP3. The WMA codec offers greater

file compression than the MP3 codec, enabling

storage of more digital audio tracks in the same

amount of space when compared to MP3s at the

same level of quality.

• AAC — Advanced Audio Coding (AAC) is a

compressed audio format. AAC offers greater file

compression than MP3 and enables music file cre-

ation and storage at the same quality as MP3.

• Bit rate — Bit rate denotes the number of bits per

second used by a digital music files. The size and

quality of a compressed digital audio file is deter-

mined by the bit rate used when encoding the file.

• Sampling frequency — Sampling frequency is the

rate at which the samples of a signal are converted

fromanalog to digital (A/D conversion) per second.

• Multisession—Multisession is one of themethods

for writing data to media. Writing data once to the

media is called a single session, and writing more

than once is called a multisession.

• ID3/WMA Tag — The ID3/WMA tag is the part of the

encoded MP3 or WMA file that contains informa-

tion about the digital music file such as song title,

artist, album title, encoding bit rate, track time du-

ration, etc. ID3 tag information is displayed on the

Album/Artist/Track title line on the display.

* Windows® and Windows Media® are regis-

tered trademarks and/or trademarks of

Microsoft Corporation in the United States of

America and/or other countries.

jA Root folder

jB Folder

jC Audio file

Playback order:

Music playback order of the CD with MP3/WMA/

AAC (where fitted) is as illustrated above.

NAA984
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• The folder names of folders not containing MP3/

WMA/AAC (where fitted) files are not shown in the

display.

• If there is a file in the top level of the disc, “Root

Folder” is displayed.

• The playback order is the order in which the files

were written by the writing software, so the files

might not play in the desired order.
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Specification chart:

Supported media CD, CD-R, CD-RW, DVD-ROM (models with navigation system), DVD±R, DVD±RW, DVD±R DL, USB2.0

Supported file systems

CD, CD-R, CD-RW, DVD-ROM (models with navigation system), DVD±R, DVD±RW, DVD±R DL: ISO9660
LEVEL1, ISO9660 LEVEL2, Romeo, Joliet
* ISO9660 Level 3 (packet writing) is not supported.
* Files saved using the Live File System component (on a Windows Vista-based computer) are not sup-
ported.

UDF Bridge (UDF1.02+ISO9660), UDF1.5, UDF2.0
* VDF1.5/VDF2.0 (packet writing) is not supported.

USB memory: FAT16, FAT32

Supported
versions*1

MP3

Version MPEG-1 Audio Layer 3

Sampling frequency 8 kHz - 48 kHz

Bit rate 8 kbps - 320 kbps, VBR*3

WMA*2

Version WMA7, WMA8, WMA9

Sampling frequency 32 kHz - 48 kHz

Bit rate 32 kbps - 192 kbps, VBR*3

AAC (models
with naviga-
tion system

Version MPEG-AAC

Sampling frequency 8 kHz - 96 kHz

Bit rate 16 kbps - 320 kbps, VBR*3

Tag information (Song title and Artist name)
ID3 tag VER1.0, VER1.1, VER2.2, VER2.3, VER2.4 (MP3 only)

WMA tag (WMA only)

Folder levels

With navigation system:
Folder levels: 8, Folders: 255 (including root folder), Files: 512 (Max. 255 files for one folder)
Without navigation system:
Folder levels: 8, Folders and files: 999 (Max. 255 files for one folder)
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Text character number limitation With navigation system: 128 characters

Without navigation system: 64 characters

Displayable character codes*4 01: ASCII, 02: ISO-8859-1, 03: UNICODE (UTF-16 BOM Big Endian), 04: UNICODE (UTF-16 Non-BOM Big
Endian), 05: UNICODE (UTF-8), 06: UNICODE (Non-UTF-16 BOM Little Endian), 07: SHIFT-JIS

*1 Files created with a combination of 48 kHz sampling frequency and 64 kbps bit rate cannot be played.

*2 Protected WMA files (DRM) cannot be played.

*3 When VBR files are played, the playback time may not be displayed correctly. WMA7 and WMA8 are not applied to VBR.

*4 Available codes depend on what kind of media, versions and information are going to be displayed.
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Troubleshooting guide:

Symptom Cause and Countermeasure

Cannot play Check if the disc was inserted correctly.

Check if the disc is scratched or dirty.

Check if there is condensation inside the player, and if there is, wait until the condensation is gone (about 1 hour) before
using the player.

If there is a temperature increase error, the CD player will play correctly after it returns to the normal temperature.

If there is a mixture of music CD files (CD-DA data) and MP3/WMA/AAC files on a CD, only the music CD files (CD-DA data)
will be played.

Files with extensions other than “.MP3”, “.WMA”, “.M4A”, “.mp3”, “.wma” or “m4a” cannot be played. In addition, the
character codes and number of characters for folder names and file names should be in compliance with the specifica-
tions.

Check if the disc or the file is generated in an irregular format. This may occur depending on the variation or the setting
of MP3/WMA writing applications or other text editing applications.

Check if the finalisation process, such as session close and disc close, is done for the disc.

Check if the disc is protected by copyright.

Poor sound quality Check if the disc is scratched or dirty.

It takes a relatively long time
before the music starts playing.

If there are many folder or file levels on the MP3/WMA/AAC disc, some time may be required before the music starts
playing.

Music cuts off or skips The writing software and hardware combination might not match, or the writing speed, writing depth, writing width,
etc., might not match the specifications. Try using the slowest writing speed.

Skipping with high bit rate files Skipping may occur with large quantities of data, such as for high bit rate data.

Move immediately to the next
song when playing.

When a non-MP3/WMA/AAC file has been given an extension of “.MP3”, “.WMA”, “.M4A”, “.mp3”, “.wma” or “m4a”, or
when play is prohibited by copyright protection, the player will skip to the next song.

The songs do not play back in the
desired order.

The playback order is the order in which the files were written by the writing software, so the files might not play in the
desired order.
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ANTENNA

Roof antenna

Removing the antenna:

The antenna can be removed if necessary.

Hold the bottom of the antenna and remove by

turning anticlockwise.

To install the antenna, turn the antenna clock-

wise and tighten.

CAUTION

To avoid damaging or deforming the antenna, be sure

to remove the antenna under the following conditions.

• The vehicle enters an automatic car wash.

• The vehicle enters a garage with a low ceiling.

• The vehicle is covered with a car cover.

1. ON·OFF button/VOLUME control knob

2. TA button

3. LIST/MIX·RPT button

4. REW button/SEEK/TRACK button

5. FF button/SEEK/TRACK button

6. Radio tuning/folder selector/AUDIO control

knob

7. CD EJECT button

8. Radio memory and CD selector buttons

SAA2102Z

SAA2568
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1. Radio band select button

2. DISC·AUX button

FM-AM RADIO WITH COMPACT DISC
(CD) PLAYER

Audio main operation

The audio system operates when the ignition

switch is in the ACC or ON position.

POWER ON·OFF:

To turn on the audio system, push the ON·OFF

button.

• The system will turn on in the mode (radio or CD)

which was used immediately before the system

was turned off.

• If there are no CDs loaded, the radio will be turned

on.

Push the FM·AM (radio) band select button or

DISC·AUX button to turn it on directly.

To turn off the audio system, push the ON·OFF

button.

Volume control:

To control the volume, turn the VOLUME control

knob.

• Turn the knob clockwise to make the sound louder.

• Turn the knobanticlockwise tomake the soundqui-

eter.

Adjusting tone quality and speaker balance:

To adjust Bass, Treble, Balance and Fader, push

theAUDIOcontrolknob.When thedisplayshows

the setting you want to change ([Bass], [Treble],

[Balance] or [Fade]), turn theAUDIO control knob

to set the desired setting. For the other setting

methods, see “How to use SETTING button” ear-

lier in this section.

FM-AM radio operation

The audio system operates when the ignition

switch is in the ACC or ON position.

Radio band select button:

When the radio band select button is pushed

while the audio system is off, the audio system

will turn on and the radio will turn on at the

broadcasting station last played.

If another audio source is playing when the ra-

dio band select button is pushed, the audio

source will automatically turn off and the broad-

casting station last played will turn on.

To change the radio bands, push the radio band

selector button until the desired band appears.

Models with navigation system:

AM → FM1 → FM2

SAA2182Z

With navigation system

SAA2183Z

Without navigation system

SAA2559Z
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Models without navigation system:

AM → FM → AM

When the stereo broadcast signal is weak, the

radio will automatically change from stereo to

monaural reception.

TUNE (Tuning) knob:

When adjusting the broadcasting station

frequency manually, turn the TUNE knob until

the desired frequency is tuned in.

SEEK button:

When adjusting the broadcasting station

frequency automatically, push them orm

button. When the system detects a broadcast-

ing station, it will stop at the station.

j1 toj6 Radio memory buttons:

The audio system can store up to 12 FM station

frequencies (FM1/FM2), 6 AM station frequen-

cies.

To store the station frequency manually:

1. Tune to the desired broadcasting station fre-

quency using the seek or scan function, or

using the TUNE knob.

2. Push and hold a radio memory button from

j1 toj6 for more than 1.5 seconds. (The ra-

dio mutes when the memory button is

pushed.)

3. The sound will resume, and memorising is

now complete.

4. Perform steps 1 to 3 for all other memory but-

tons.

If the battery cable is disconnected, or if the au-

dio fuse blows, the radiomemorywill be erased.

In such a case, reset the desired stations.

List button:

When the m button is pushed, an updated

list of up to 50 available radio stations (for both

FM and AM) is displayed on the screen.

• Updating the list may take some time.

• When the received radio station is not compatible

with RDS, the frequency of the station appears at

the end of the station information, instead of the

station name.

Traffic Announcement (TA) button:

The TA function operates in the audio mode. For

details, see “Traffic Announcement (TA)” later in

this section.

Radio data system (RDS)

Radio Text:

The Radio Text function operates when a radio

station is transmitting textual information.

When tuned to a radio station that transmits tex-

tual information, select the [Menu] keyandpush

the <ENTER> button. Use the INFINITI controller

SAA2616Z

Models with navigation system

SAA2617Z

Models without navigation system
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to select the [Radio Text] key on the next screen.

The textual information will be displayed on the

screen.

If a radio text service is not available for the cur-

rently tuned radio station, no textual informa-

tion will be displayed on the screen.

Programme type (PTY):

This function operates in any mode except the

AM mode.

The PTY standby mode is selected either when

the PTYONmode is activated in the PTY category

setting menu or the PTY button is pressed to the

ON position. The PTY indicator will appear on

the display.

• PTY category mode:

To set up a preferred programme type per-

form the following procedure:

1. Use the INFINITI controller to select the

[Menu] key then push the <ENTER> button.

2. Use the INFINITI control to select the [PTY

(Programme type)] or [PTY] key then push the

<ENTER> button.

3. Select a preferred programme type ([News]”,

[Sports], [Varied Speech], [PopMusic] or [Se-

rious Classics]) then push the <ENTER> but-

ton to confirm.

4. Select the [PTY] key for the [ON] position. PTY

will toggle between [ON] and “OFF” each time

the <ENTER> button is pushed.

To return to the normal audio screen after ad-

justment, push the <BACK> button three times

or press either the DISC·AUX or FM·AM button

once.

• PTY interruption mode

A PTY interruption will be announced and the

PTY station namewill be displayed, when the

radio detects the samePTY codebetweenPTY

standby mode and the tuned station or EON

stations. The display will then change to the

name of the interrupting PTY station and the

volumewill adjust to the set level. For details

about PTY volume settings, see “TA Volume”

later in this section.

When the TA button is pushed during a PTY

mode interruption, the radio returns to the

previous source. However, the PTY interrup-

tion standby mode remains.

When either the FM·AM or DISC·AUX button

is pushed during a PTY interruption, the au-

diounit changes to thenext source.However,

the PTY interruption standby mode remains.

Alternative Frequency (AF):

The AF function operates in the FM (radio)mode.

To activate thismode, select the [Menu] key, and

push the <ENTER>button to display the FMmode

screen. Select the [AF (Alternative Frequency)]

or [AF] key with the INFINITI controller. AF will

toggle between ON and “OFF” each time the

<ENTER> button is pushed.

The AF icon will be displayed when the AF mode

is on.

The following functions operate when the AF

mode is on:

• Automatic switching function

This function compares the strengths of the

signals of the stations on the AF list and se-

lects the station with the optimum reception

conditions.

• Programme Information (PI) search

Programme Information (PI) search begins

automatically if no suitable station is found

with the above automatic switching function.

The PI search function checks each RDS sta-

tion with the same PI code. During this time

the sound is muted and [SEARCHING] is dis-

played. The PI search operation stopswhen a

suitable station is found. If no station is

found once all the frequencies have been

searched, the radio returns to the previous

frequency.

• Enhanced Other Network (EON) data update (This

function also operates when the AF mode is off.)

When EON data is being received, this en-

ables automatic retuning of other preset sta-
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tions on the same network. Also, network

linked services can be used. The EON indica-

tor lights up during the reception of RDS EON

stations reception while in the FM band.

RDS functions:

• Programme Service (PS) function (station name

display function)

When an RDS station is tuned in with seek or

manual tuning, the RDS data is received and

the PS name is displayed immediately.

• Emergency broadcast interrupt function (ALARM

INTERRUPTION — EBU SPEC FOR INFO)

When the radio receives PTY code 31 (an

emergency broadcast code), the sound is in-

terrupted, theemergencybroadcast isheard,

and [PTY31 ALARM] is displayed. The volume

level at this time is the same as that for traf-

fic announcements. Once the emergency

broadcast is finished, the unit immediately

returns to the previous source.

Traffic Announcement (TA):

The TA function operates in the audio mode.

To activate thismode, select the [Menu] key, and

then push the <ENTER> button to display the au-

dio setting screen. Select the [TA (Traffic An-

nouncement)] or [TA] key with the INFINITI con-

troller. TA will toggle between [ON] and “OFF”

each time the <ENTER> button is pushed. The TA

icon will be displayed when the TA mode is on.

• The TA mode is also selected when the TA button is

pushed.

• The TAmode operates regardless of whether the AF

mode is on or off.

The following functions operate when the TA

mode is on:

• Traffic announcement interrupt function

When a traffic announcement is received, the

announcement is tuned in and the volume in-

creases to the set level. [TRAFFIC INFO] is dis-

played.

Once the traffic announcement is finished, the

unit returns to the source that was set before

the traffic announcement started, and the vol-

ume returns to the previous level. For EON sta-

tions, the radio is interrupted by another EON

station with traffic announcements.

The traffic announcement interruptmode is can-

celled if the TA button is pushed during a traffic

announcement. The TA mode returned to the

stand-by mode.

REG (Regional) mode:

Some local radio stationsare linked together ac-

cording to their region because they only offer

limited coverage due to their limited number of

transmitters. If the signal from one station be-

comes weak while you are driving around, RDS

mode can switch to another local station in the

region with a stronger signal.

When the REG mode is activated in the FM band

and the radio receiver is tuned to a local radio

station, it will keep receiving this radio station

without switching to another local station.

To activate this mode, push the <SETTING> but-

ton and select the [Menu] key, and then push

the <ENTER> button to display the audio setting

screen. Select the [REG (Regional)] or [REG] key

with the INFINITI controller. [REG] will toggle be-

tweenON andOFF each time the <ENTER> button

topushed.The [REG] iconwill bedisplayedwhen

the REG mode is on.

Auto retune:

In the audio mode, if the last tuned station does

not broadcast RDS/EON data, the radio is auto-

matically tuned to a station providing RDS/EON

data.

When the unit is returned to the radiomode, the

previous station is selected.

Auto tuning is performed in the following cases:

• When no RDS data is received for over 25 seconds

when the AF mode is on and the TA mode is off.

• When a traffic announcement interruption station

cannot be received for over 25 seconds when the

AF mode is off and the TA mode is on.

• When a traffic announcement interruption RDS sta-

tion cannot be received for over 25 seconds when

both the AF and TA modes are on.
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TA Volume:

To configure theTA volume settings, perform the

following procedure:

1. Select the [Menu] key with the INFINITI con-

troller then push the <ENTER> button.

2. Select the [TA Volume] key then push the

<ENTER> button.

3. Adjust the volume to be louder (+) or quieter

(−).

4. Push the <ENTER> button to confirm your se-

lection.

In order to return to the normal audio screen,

push the <BACK> button twice or push either the

DISC·AUX or FM·AM button once.

NOTE

Increasing the speed volume setting results in the au-

dio volume increasing more rapidly with vehicle

speed. (See “How to use SETTING button” earlier in

this section.)

Compact Disc (CD) player operation

The audio system operates when the ignition

switch is in the ACC or ON position.

CAUTION

• Do not force the compact disc into the slot. This

could damage the player.

• Do not use 8 cm (3.1 in) discs.

DISC·AUX button:

When the DISC·AUX button is pushed while the

audio system is off and CDs are loaded, the au-

dio system will turn on and a CD will start play-

ing.

If another audio source is playing while a CD is

loaded, push the DISC·AUX button repeatedly

until the CD starts playing.

Forward/Automatic

Programme Search forward

Rewind/Automatic

Programme Search rewind:

When them (Rewind) orm (Forward) but-

ton is pushed for more than 1.5 seconds while a

CD is being played, the CD will play while for-

warding or rewinding. When the button is re-

leased, the CD will return to normal play speed.

When them orm button is pushed for less

than 1.5 seconds while a CD is being played, the

next track or the beginning of the current track

on the CD will be played.

The INFINITI controller can also be used to select

tracks when the CD play mode screen is shown

on the display. ([CD] will be indicated on the

header of the screen.)

MIX·RPT button:

To change the play mode, push them button

repeatedly and the mode changes as follows:

Models with navigation system:

Normal → [Repeat Track] → [MIX Disc] → Nor-

mal

Models without navigation system:

Normal → [Repeat All] → [Repeat Track] → [MIX

Disc] → Normal

[Repeat Track]: The CD player plays the current

track continuously.

SAA2559Z
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[MIX Disc]: The CD player plays all the tracks of

the current disc in a random order.

MP3/WMA/AAC* play mode:

If a CD is inserted in the CD player and it con-

tains MP3/WMA/AAC* files with text data (e.g.

root folder name, sub folder name, song title,

artist’s name) then the relevant text data will be

displayed.

*: AAC files are not playable on models without

the navigation system.

To navigate for the next folder or within a folder,

you can either:

– use the INFINITI controller

– turn the scrolling dial

– use the tuning switch on the steering audio

control switch

then push the <ENTER>button to access the sub-

folder. A new screen will then show MP3/WMA/

AAC* files or other subfolders. To return to the

previous folder push the <BACK> (m ) button.

While playing the CD with recorded MP3/WMA/

AAC* files, pushing them button repeatedly

will change the playing mode as follows:

Models with navigation system:

Normal → [Repeat Folder] → [Repeat Track] →
[MIX Folder] → [MIX Track] → Normal

Models without navigation system:

Normal → [Repeat All] → [Repeat Folder] → [Re-

peat Track] → [MIX Disc] → [MIX Folder] → Nor-

mal

[Repeat Folder]: The CD player plays all the

MP3/WMA/AAC* files of the

current folder continuously.

[Repeat Track]: The CD player plays the current

track continuously.

[MIX Track]: The CD player plays all the tracks of

the current disc in a random order.

[MIX Folder]: The CD player plays all theMP3/

WMA/AAC* files of the current

folder in a random order.

CD EJECT button:

To eject a CD, push the CD EJECTm button for

less than 1.5 seconds.

To eject all the CDs, push the CD EJECTm but-

ton for more than 1.5 seconds.

When this button is pushed while a CD is being

played, the CDwill come out and the systemwill

turn off.

If the CD comes out and is not removed, it will

be pulled back into the slot to protect it.

CD settings

Select the [Menu] key with the INFINITI control-

ler and push the <ENTER> button to adjust the

following settings.

SAA2608Z

Models with navigation system

SAA2609Z

Models without navigation system
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Models with navigation system:

• [Play Mode]:

Choose the preferred play mode using the

INFINITI controller and push the <ENTER> but-

ton.

• [Record to Music Box]:

When the Automatic Recording function is

not set to ON, manually record the CD track

that is being played. The tracks to record can

be selected.

• [Title Text Priority]:

When adding title information to a recorded

track, the information can be received from

either the Gracenote database or the text in-

formation recorded in the CD (text

programmed text).

• [Automatic Recording]:

When this item is turned to ON, the Music

Boxautomatically starts recordingwhenaCD

is inserted.

• [Recording Quality]:

Set a recording quality of 105 kbps or 132

kbps. The default is set to 132 kbps.

Models without navigation system:

• Text:

To Display the CD text on the screen (text pro-

grammed CD only), select the [Text] key on

the screen while a CD is being played. The

following CD text will be displayed on the

screen.

(CD)

– Disc title

– Track title

(CD with MP3/WMA)

– Folder title

– File title

– Song title

– Album title

– Artist

• [Automatic Recording]:

When this item is turned to ON, the Music

Boxautomatically starts recordingwhenaCD

is inserted.

• [Recording Quality]:

Set a recording quality of 96 kbps, 128 kbps

or 192 kbps. The default is set to 128 kbps.

DIGITAL VERSATILE DISC (DVD) PLAYER
OPERATION (where fitted)

Precautions

Start the engine when using the DVD entertain-

ment system.

WARNING

The driver must not attempt to operate the DVD sys-

tem or wear the headphones while the vehicle is in

motion so that full attention may be given to vehicle

operation.

CAUTION

• Only operate the DVD while the vehicle engine is

running. Operating the DVD for extended periods

of time with the engine OFF can discharge the ve-

hicle battery.

• Donotallow thesystemtogetwet. Excessivemois-

ture such as spilled liquids may cause the system

to malfunction.

• While playing VIDEO-CD media, this DVD player

does not guarantee complete functionality of all

VIDEO-CD formats.

Display settings

To adjust the front displaymode, push the <SET-

TING> button while the DVD is being played, se-

lect the [Display] key with the INFINITI control-

ler, and then push the <ENTER> button.

To adjust the display [ON]/[OFF], [Brightness],
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[Tint], [Colour] and [Contrast], select each key

using the INFINITI controller and push the

<ENTER> button.

Then you can adjust each item using the INFINITI

controller. After changes have been made press

the <BACK> button to save the setting.

PLAYING A DVD (where fitted)

DISC·AUX button

Park the vehicle in a safe location for the front

seat occupants to operate the DVD drive while

watching the images.

Push the DISC·AUX button on the instrument

panel and turn the display to the DVD mode.

When a DVD is loaded, it will be replayed auto-

matically.

The operation screen will be turned onwhen the

DISC·AUX button located on the instrument

panel is pushed while a DVD is being played,

and it will turn off automatically after a period of

time. To turn it on again, push theDISC·AUX but-

ton again.

DVD operation keys

To operate the DVD drive, select the desired key

displayed on the operation screen using the

INFINITI controller.

[PAUSE]:

Select them key and push the <ENTER> but-

ton to pause the DVD. To resume playing the

DVD, use them key.

[PLAY]:

Select them key and push the <ENTER> but-

ton to start playing the DVD, for example, after

pausing the DVD.

[STOP]:

Select them key and push the <ENTER> but-

ton to stop playing the DVD.

m [Skip] (FORWARD)/ [Skip]

(REWIND):

Select the m or m key and push the

<ENTER> button to skip the chapter(s) of the disc

forward/backward. The chapters will advance/

go back the number of times the <ENTER> button

is pushed.

[CM>>]/ [CM<<](DVD-VIDEO,

DVD-VR):

When pushing the <ENTER> button after select-

ingm orm ,themedia that is being played

will skip forward/backward for the specified

seconds. Use this function to skip commercial

messages.

[Next]/[Prev] (DVD-AUDIO):

When pushing the <ENTER> button after select-

ing [Next] or [Prev], the static image will be

changed to the next/previous image. The image

will advance/return the number of times the

<ENTER> button is pushed.

[Top Menu]:

When the [Top Menu] key is selected on the

screen using the INFINITI controller and the

<ENTER> button is pushed while a DVD is being

played, the top menu specific to each disc will

be displayed. For details, see the instructions

on the disc.

SAA2979Z
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DVD settings

Select the [Settings] key with the INFINITI con-

troller and push the <ENTER> button to adjust

the following settings.

[Key] (DVD-VIDEO, DVD-AUDIO):

Keys for the DVDmenu operation are displayed.

m
Move the cursor to select a DVD
menu.

[Enter]: Enter the selected menu.

[Move]: Change the display location by
moving the operation key.

[Back]: Return to the previous screen.

m
[Hide]: Hide the operation key.

[Title Menu] (DVD-VIDEO):

Menus specific to each disc will be shown. For

details, see the instructions attached to the

disc.

[Title Search] (DVD-VIDEO):

A scene that belongs to a specified title will be

displayed each time the [+] side or [−] side is

selected.

[10Key Search] (DVD-VIDEO, VIDEO-CD, CD-DA):

Select the [10Key Search] key and push the

<ENTER> button to open the number entry

screen.

Input the number you want to search for and se-

lect the [OK] key with the INFINITI controller.

Then push the <ENTER> button. The specified

Title/Chapter or Group/Track will be played.

[Angle] (DVD-VIDEO):

If the DVD contains different angles (such as

moving images), the current image angle can be

switched to another one.

Select the [Angle] keyandpush the <ENTER>but-

ton.When the [+] side or [−] side is selected, the
angle will change.

[Angle Mark] (DVD-VIDEO):

When this item is turned on, an angle mark will

be shown on the bottom of the screen if the

scene can be seen from a different angle.

[Menu Skip] (DVD-VIDEO):

DVD menus are automatically configured and

the contents will be played directly when the

[Menu Skip] key is turned on. Note that some

discsmaynot be played directly even if this item

is turned on.

[CM Skip] (DVD-VIDEO):

The amount of seconds for [CM Skip] can be set

to 15, 30 or 60 seconds.

[DRC] (DVD-VIDEO):

DRC (Dynamic Range Compression) allows tun-

ing of the dynamic range of sound recorded in

the Dolby Digital format.

[DVD Language] (DVD-VIDEO, VIDEO-CD):

Select the [DVD Language] key and push the

<ENTER> button to open the number entry

screen.

Input the number corresponding to the

preferred language and select the [OK] key with

the INFINITI controller. Then push the <ENTER>

button. The DVD top menu language will be

changed to the one selected.

[Display]:

Adjust the image quality of the screen, select

the preferred adjustment items and push the

<ENTER> button.
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[Audio]:

Choose the preferred language using the

INFINITI controller andpush the <ENTER>button.

[Subtitle] (DVD-VIDEO):

Choose the preferred language using the

INFINITI controller andpush the <ENTER>button.

To turn off the subtitles, push and hold the

<ENTER> button until a beep sounds.

[Display Mode] (DVD-VIDEO, VIDEO-CD):

Choose from the [Full], [Wide], [Normal] or [Cin-

ema] mode using the INFINITI controller and

push the ENTER button again.

[Play Mode]:

Choose the preferred play mode using the

INFINITI controller andpush the <ENTER>button.

USBMEMORY OPERATION (where fitted)

Audio main operation

Open the console lid and connect aUSBmemory

j1 as illustrated. Then, push the DISC·AUX but-

ton repeatedly to switch to the USB memory

mode.

If the system has been turned off while the USB

memory was playing, pushing the ON·OFF/VOL

control knob will start the USB memory.

File selection (models with navigation
system)

When both music andmovie files are stored in a

USBmemory, a pop-up selection screen will ap-

pear. When either music or movie files are

stored, the files are immediately played without

a pop-up selection screen.

If the file contains theview limit, apop-upscreen

for checking the remaining view limit will ap-

pear. Check the message on the screen before

playback.

SAA2630Z
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Music file operation

PLAY:

When the DISC·AUX button is pushed with the

system off and the USB memory inserted, the

system will turn on.

If another audio source is playing and a USB

memory is inserted, push the DISC·AUX button

repeatedly until the centre display changes to

the USB memory mode.

Forward/Automatic

Programme Search forward

Rewind/Automatic

Programme Search rewind:

When them orm button ispushed formore

than 1.5 seconds while a USB memory is being

played, theUSBmemorywill playwhile forward-

ing or rewinding. When the button is released,

the USB memory will return to normal play

speed. When them orm button is pushed

for less than 1.5 seconds while a USBmemory is

being played, the next track or the beginning of

the current track on the USB memory will be

played.

The INFINITI controller can also be used to select

tracks when a USB memory is being played.

Folder selection:

To change to another folder in a USB memory,

turn theMP3/WMA/AAC (where fitted) folder se-

lector.

MIX·RPT button:

To change the play mode, push them button

repeatedly and the mode changes as follows.

Normal → [Repeat Folder] → [Repeat Track] →
[MIX All] → [MIX Folder] → Normal

Text (models without navigation system):

When the [Text] key is selected on the screen

using the INFINITI controller and then the

<ENTER> button is pushed while the USB

memory is being played, the music information

listed below will be displayed on the screen.

• [Folder] title

• [File] title

• Song title

• [Album] Title

• [Artist]

Menu (models with navigation system):

There are some options available during play-

back. Select one of the following items that are

displayed on the screen, if necessary.

SAA2415Z

Models with navigation system
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Models without navigation system
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Refer to the following information for each item.

• [Movie Playback]:

Movie files stored in the USB memory are

played. This item is displayed only when the

movie files are stored in the USB memory.

• [Folder List]:

The folders stored in the USB memory are

listed.

• [Play Mode]:

Choose the preferred play mode using the

INFINITI controller and push the <ENTER> but-

ton.

Movie file operation (models with
navigation system)

Park the vehicle in a safe location for the front

seat occupants to operate the USB memory

while watching the movies.

PLAY:

When the DISC·AUX button is pushed with the

system off and a USBmemory inserted, the sys-

tem will turn on.

If another audio source is playing and a USB

memory is inserted, push the DISC·AUX button

repeatedly until the centre display changes to

the USB memory mode.

Operation keys

To operate a USB memory, select the preferred

key displayed on the operation screen using the

INFINITI controller.

[Pause]:

Select them key and push the <ENTER> but-

ton to pause the movie file. To resume playing

the movie file, use them key.

[Play]:

Select them key and push the <ENTER> but-

ton to start playing the movie file, for example,

after pausing the movie file.

[Stop]:

Select them key and push the <ENTER> but-

ton to stop playing the movie file.

[Skip] (FORWARD):

Select them key and push the <ENTER> but-

ton to skip the chapter(s) of the disc forward.

The chapters will advance the number of times

the <ENTER> button is pushed.

[Skip] (REWIND):

Select them key and push the <ENTER> but-

ton to skip the chapter(s) of the disc backward.

The chapters will go back the number of times

the <ENTER> button is pushed.

List:

Select the [List] key on the movie file operation

screen with the INFINITI controller and push the

<ENTER> button to display the file list.

Settings:

Select the [Settings] key with the INFINITI con-

troller and push the <ENTER> button to adjust

the following settings.

SAA2929Z
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• [Audio File Playback]:

Music files stored in the USB memory are

played. This item is displayed only when the

music files are stored in the USB memory.

• [Play Mode]:

Play Mode is switched.

• [10Key Search]:

Select the [10Key Search] key and push the

<ENTER> button to open the number entry

screen.

Input the number you want to search for and

select the [OK] key with the INFINITI control-

ler. Thenpush the <ENTER>button. The speci-

fied Title/Chapter or Group/Track will be

played.

• [Display]:

Adjust the image quality of the screen, select

the preferred adjustment items and push the

<ENTER> button.

• [DRC]:

DRC (Dynamic Range Compression) allows

you tuning of the dynamic range of sound re-

corded in the Dolby Digital format.

• [Audio]:

Choose the preferred language using the

INFINITI controller and push the <ENTER> but-

ton.

• [Subtitle]:

Choose the preferred language using the

INFINITI controller and push the <ENTER> but-

ton.

• [Display Mode]:

Choose the [Normal], [Wide], [Cinema] or

[Full] mode using the INFINITI controller and

push the <ENTER> button.

BLUETOOTH® AUDIO PLAYER
OPERATION (where fitted)

Regulatory information

m

Bluetooth® is a trademark
owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc.
and licensed to Clarion Co.,
Ltd.

CE statement

HerebyClarion Corporation declares that this AV

System is in compliance with the essential re-

quirements and other relevant provisions of Di-

rective 1999/5/EC.

m

Pairing procedure

1. Push the <SETTING> button and select the

[Bluetooth] key on the display using the

INFINITI controller. Then push the <ENTER>

button.

2. Select the [Pair Bluetooth Device] key, and

push the <ENTER> button.
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3. The system requests confirmation of the me-

dia that is connected, a hands-free phone or

an audio device. When connecting an audio

device, select [No] and push the <ENTER>but-

ton.

4. When a Passkey appears on the screen, op-

erate the compatible Bluetooth® audio de-

vice to enter the Passkey. The pairing proce-

dure of the audio device varies according to

each audio device. See the Bluetooth® au-

dio Owner’s Manual for the details.

When the pairing is completed, the screen

will return to the Bluetooth® setup display.

Audio main operation

Push the ignition switch to the ACC or ON posi-

tion. Then, push the DISC·AUX button repeat-

edly to switch to the Bluetooth® audio mode. If

the systemwas turned off while the Bluetooth®

audio was playing, pushing the ON·OFF/VOL

control knob will start the Bluetooth® audio.

DISC·AUX button:

When the DISC·AUX button is pushed with the

system off and the Bluetooth® audio device

connected, the system will turn on. If another

audio source is playing and the Bluetooth® au-

dio device is connected, push theDISC·AUX but-

ton repeatedly until the centre display changes

to the Bluetooth® audio mode.

Forward/Automatic

Programme Search forward

Rewind/Automatic

Programme Search rewind:

When them (Rewind) orm (Forward) but-

ton is pushed for more than 1.5 seconds while a

Bluetooth® audio device is being played, the

Bluetooth® audio device will play while

forwarding or rewinding. When the button is re-

leased, the Bluetooth® audio device will return

to normal play speed.

When them orm button is pushed for less

than 1.5 seconds while a Bluetooth® audio de-

vice is being played, the next track or the begin-

ning of the current track on the Bluetooth® au-

dio device will be played. The INFINITI controller

can also be used to select tracks when the Blue-

tooth® audio playmode screen is shown on the

display.

([Bluetooth audio] will be indicated on the

header of the screen.)

SAA2421Z
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MIX·RPT button:

To change the play mode, push them button

repeatedly and the mode changes as follows.

Normal →[MIX All Tracks] → [MIX Group] → [Re-

peat 1 Track] → [Repeat All Tracks] → [Repeat

Group] → Normal

Operation keys:

To operate a Bluetooth® audio device, select a

key displayed on the operation screen using the

INFINITI controller.

[Play]

Select them key and push the <ENTER> but-

ton to start playing when pausing. Select this

key again to pause the audio play.

[Pause]

Select them key and push the <ENTER> but-

ton to pause the Bluetooth® audio device. Se-

lect this key again to resume playing.

Menu:

The play mode setting display will appear when

the [Menu] key is selected using the INFINITI

controller and pushing the <ENTER> button.

Play Mode:

Choose the preferred play mode from the fol-

lowing items.

• [Shuffle]

Choose [Shuffle OFF], [Shuffle All Tracks] and

[Shuffle Group].

• [Repeat]

Choose from [Repeat OFF], [Repeat 1 Track],

[Repeat All Tracks] and [Repeat Group].

BLUETOOTH®SETTINGS (where fitted)

To set up the Bluetooth® device system to your

preferred settings, push the <SETTING> button

on the instrument panel and select the [Blue-

tooth] key on the display, and then push the

<ENTER> button.

• [Bluetooth]

If this setting is turned off, the connection

between the Bluetooth® devices and the in-

vehicle Bluetooth® module will be can-

celled.

• [Pair Bluetooth Device]

Bluetooth® devices can be paired with the

system. Amaximum of 5 Bluetooth® devices

can be registered.

• [Paired Device List]

Paired Bluetooth® devices are listed.

• [Edit Bluetooth Information]

PairedBluetooth®device information canbe

edited, and registered Bluetooth® devices

can be deleted.

• [Replace Handset]

The phonebook memory of the paired Blue-

tooth® hands-free phone is transferred to

the in-vehicle module.

SAA2424Z
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iPod® PLAYER OPERATION (where fitted)

Connecting iPod®

Open the console lid and connect the iPod®

cable to the USB connector. If the iPod® sup-

ports charging via USB, the battery of the iPod®

will be charged while connected to the vehicle.

Depending on the version of the iPod®, the dis-

play on the iPod® shows an INFINITI or Acces-

sory Attached screen when the connection is

completed. When the iPod® is connected to the

vehicle, the iPod®music library can only be op-

erated by the vehicle audio controls.

* iPod® is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered

in the U.S. and other countries.

Compatibility

The following models are available:

The following models are compatible:

Models with navigation system:

• Fifth generation iPod® (firmware version 1.2.3 or

later)

• iPod Classic® (firmware version 1.1.1 or later)

• First generation iPod touch® (firmware version

2.0.0 or later)

• Second generation iPod touch® (firmware version

1.2.3 or later)

• Firstgeneration iPodnano®(firmwareversion 1.3.1

or later)

• Second generation iPod nano® (firmware version

1.1.3 or later)

• Third generation iPod nano® (firmware version 1.1

or later)

• Fourth generation iPod nano® (firmware version

1.0.2 or later)

Models without navigation system:

• Fifth generation iPod® (firmware version 1.3)

• First generation iPod Classic® (firmware version

1.1.2 PC)

• Second generation iPod Classic® (firmware ver-

sion 2.0 PC)

• First generation iPod touch® (firmware version 2.1)

• Second generation iPod touch® (firmware version

2.1.1)

• First generation iPod nano® (firmware version

1.3.1)

• Second generation iPod nano® (firmware version

1.1.3)

• Third generation iPod nano® (firmware version 1.1

PC)

Make sure that your iPod® firmware is updated.

Audio main operation

Push the ignition switch to the ACC or ON posi-

tion. Then, push the DISC·AUX button repeat-

edly to switch to the iPod®mode.

If the system has been turned off while the

iPod® was playing, pushing the ON·OFF/VOL

control knob will start the iPod®.

SAA2631Z
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DISC·AUX button:

When the DISC·AUX button is pushed with the

system off and the iPod® connected, the sys-

tem will turn on. If another audio source is play-

ing and the iPod® is connected, push the

DISC·AUX button repeatedly until the centre dis-

play changes to the iPod®mode.

Interface:

The interface for iPod® operation shown on the

vehicle centre display is similar to the iPod®

interface. Use the INFINITI controller and the

<ENTER>or <BACK>button toplay the iPod®with

your favourite settings.

The following items can be chosen from the

menu list screen. For further information about

each item, see the iPod® Owner’s Manual.

• [Now Playing]

• [Playlists]

• [Artists]

• [Albums]

• [Songs]

• [Podcasts]

• [Genres]

• [Composers]

• [Audiobooks]

• [Shuffle Songs]

The following touch-panel buttons shownon the

screen are also available:

• [MENU]: returns to the previous screen.

•m :plays/pauses the music selected.

Forward/Automatic

Programme Search forward

Rewind/Automatic

Programme Search rewind:

When them orm button ispushed formore

than 1.5 secondswhile the iPod® is playing, the

iPod® will play while fast forwarding or rewind-

ing. When the button is released, the iPod®will

return to the normal play speed.

When them orm button is pushed for less

than 1.5 secondswhile the iPod® is playing, the

next track or the beginning of the current track

on the iPod® will be played.

The INFINITI controller can also be used to select

tracks when the iPod® is playing.

MIX·RPT button:

When them button is pushed while a track is

being played, the play pattern can be changed

as follows:

[Shuffle Off Repeat Off] → [Shuffle Off Repeat

One]→ [ShuffleOffRepeatAll]→ [ShuffleSongs

Repeat Off] → [Shuffle Songs Repeat All] →
[Shuffle Albums Repeat Off] → [Shuffle Albums

Repeat All] → [Shuffle Albums Repeat Off]

MUSIC BOX (where fitted)

The Music Box audio system can store songs

from CDs being played. The system has a 9.3

gigabyte (GB) (models with navigation system)

or a 2 gigabyte (GB) storage capacity (models

without navigation) and can record up to 200

hours (approximately 2,900 songs).

The following CDs can be recorded in the Music

Box audio system.

• CDs without MP3/WMA/AAC files

• Hybrid Compact Disc Digital Audio (Hybrid CD-DA)

specification in Super Audio CDs

• Compact Disc Digital Audio (CD-DA) specification

in CD-Extras

• First session of multisession disc

Extreme temperature conditions [below −20°C
(−4°F) and above 70°C (158°F)] could affect the
performance of the hard disk drive/flash

memory.

NOTE

If the hard disk drive/flash memory needs to be re-

placed due to amalfunction, all storedmusic data will

be erased.
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Recording CDs

1. Operate the audio system to play a CD. For

the details of playing CDs, see “Compact Disc

(CD) player operation” earlier in this section.

2. Select the [Start REC] or [REC] key using the

INFINITI controller and push the <ENTER> but-

ton.

NOTE

• The system starts playing and recording the 1st

trackon the CDwhen the [Start REC] or [REC] key is

selected.

• Individual tracks from a CD cannot be recorded to

the Music Box.

• The skip, fast forward and rewind features are dis-

abled while the CD is recording.

• The recording process can be stopped at any time.

All tracks that were played before the CD was

stopped are stored.

• Individual tracks can be deleted from the hard disk

drive/flash memory after the CD is recorded.

• When ripping (recording data from CD to HDD), the

noise of CD rotationmay sound louder, but it is not

a malfunction.

If the title information of the track being

recorded is stored either in the hard disk drive/

flash memory or in the CD, the title is automati-

cally displayed on the screen. For title acquisi-

tion from thehard-diskdrive/flashmemory,mu-

sic recognition technology and related data are

provided by Gracenote®.

SAA2428Z
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If a track is not recorded successfully due to

skipping sounds, the m mark is displayed

behind the track number.

The Music Box audio system cannot perform re-

cording under the following conditions.

• There is not enough space in the hard-disk

• The number of albums reaches the maximum of

500.

• The number of tracks reaches the maximum of

3,000.

Automatic recording:

If the [Automatic Recording] function is turned

to [ON], recording starts when a CD is inserted.

(See “Music Box settings” later in this section.)

Stopping recording:

To stop the recording, select the [Stop REC] key

by touching the screen or using the INFINITI con-

troller.

If the CD is ejected, the audio system is turned

off or the ignition switch is pushed to the “OFF”

position, the recording also stops.

Playing recorded songs

Select the Music Box audio system by using one

of the following methods.

• Push the Source select switch on the steering

wheel repeatedly until the centre display changes

to the [Music Box]mode. (See “Audio control steer-

ing switch” later in this section.)

• Push the DISC·AUX button repeatedly until the

centre display changes to the [Music Box]

mode.

• Give voice commands. (See “INFINITI Voice Recog-

nition system (modelswith navigation system– for

Europe)” later in this section.)

Stopping playback:

The system stops playing when:

a. Another mode (radio, CD, DVD, USBmemory,

iPod or AUX) is selected.

b. The audio system is turned off.

c. The ignition switch is pushed to the LOCKpo-

sition.

FF (Fast Forward), REW

(Rewind):

When the m (fast forward) or m (rewind)

button is pushed for more than 1.5 seconds

while a track is being played, the track will play

while fast forwarding or rewinding. When the

button is released, the track will return to the

normal play speed.

When them orm button is pushed for less

than 1.5 seconds while a track is being played,

the next track or the beginning of the current

track will be played.

The INFINITI controller can also be used to select

tracks when a track is being played.

SAA2429Z
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Play mode selection:

To change to another album or artist, turn the

MP3/WMA/AAC (where fitted) folder selector.

MIX·RPT button:

When them button is pushed while a track is

being played, the play pattern can be changed

as follows:

Normal → [Repeat Album] → [1 Repeat Track] →
[MIX Album] → [MIX All] → Normal

Text (models without navigation system):

When the [Text] key is selected on the screen

using the INFINITI controller and then the

<ENTER> button is pushed while the Music Box

is being played, themusic information listed be-

low will be displayed on the screen.

• [Artist]

• [Album] Title

• [Track] Title

• [Genre]

• [Recording Quality]
Playback settings:

1. Select the [Menu] key and then the [Music

Library] key.

2. Select one of the followingmethodsand then

push the <ENTER> button.

• [Artists]

Music is selected and played using the artist

selection function. The names of the artists

are listed in alphabetical order.

• [Albums]

Music is selected and played using the al-

bum selection function. The names of the al-

bums are listed in alphabetical order.

• [All Tracks]

Music is selected and played from all

recorded tracks. The names of the tracks are

listed in alphabetical order.

• [Genres]

Music is selected and played using the genre

selection function.

• [Most Played Tracks] (models with navigation sys-

tem)

Music is selected and played from the most

played track to the least played one.

• [Less Played Tracks] (models with navigation sys-

tem)

Music is selected and played from the least

played track to the most played one.

SAA2430Z

Models with navigation system
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Playlist (models with navigation system):

1. Select [+Playlist] and then push the <ENTER>

button during playback.

2. Select a playlist to add, and then push the

<ENTER> button. The track being played is

added to the playlist.

The contents of the playlist can be edited asnec-

essary.

Select [Edit] and then push the <ENTER> button.

The following items can be set.

• [Add Current Track]

The track being played is added to the playl-

ist.

• [Add Track by Album]

The track selected from the recorded album

is added to the playlist.

• [Add Track by Artists]

The track selected from the recorded artist is

added to the playlist.

• [Edit Track Order]

The track order of a playlist is changed.

• [Edit Name]

The name of a playlist is changed.

• [Delete Tracks]

The track selected from a playlist is deleted.

Switching play mode (models with navigation

system):

1. Select the [Menu] key and then the [Play

Mode] key.

2. Select one of the following play modes and

then push the <ENTER> button.

• [Normal]

• [Repeat Album]

• [Repeat Track]

• [MIX Playlist]

• [MIX Artist]

• [MIX Album]

• [MIX All Tracks]

• [MIX All]

SAA2432Z
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Editing recorded data information

The information of the trackbeing played can be

edited, and the title information of the recorded

track can be acquired.

1. Select the [Menu] key and then the [Edit Mu-

sic Information] key.

2. Select one of the following items and then

push the <ENTER> button.

[Edit Information of Current Track] (models

with navigation system):

The following information of the track being

played is edited: music name, artist name and

genre.

[Edit Information of Other Tracks] (models with

navigation system):

The information of the recorded tracks and al-

bums is edited.

[Update Gracenote from USB Device] (models

with navigation system)/[Transfer Missing

Titles to USB] (models without navigation

system):

The database of the in-vehicle module is up-

dated by connecting the USB memory that in-

cludes the title information.

To acquire the title information from the

Gracenote database via the Internet, see

http://www.infinitieurope.com/ownership/

gracenote-page.html

[Transfer Missing Titles to USB]:

If the title information cannot be acquired from

the in-vehicle database, the data about the re-

maining title information to be acquired is trans-

ferred to the USB memory.

To acquire the title information from the

Gracenote database via the Internet, see

http://www.infinitieurope.com/ownership/

gracenote-page.html

[Update Gracenote from HDD] (models with

navigation system)/[Update Missing Titles]

(models without navigation system):

The title information is acquired from the data-

basestored in theharddiskdrive/flashmemory.

SAA2435Z

Models with navigation system
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Music Box settings

To set the Music Box to your preferred settings,

select the [Menu] key during playback and [Mu-

sic BoxSettings] keywith the INFINITI controller,

and then push the <ENTER> button.

[Music Box Used / Free Space]:

Information about [Saved Album], [Saved Track]

and [Remaining Time] is displayed.

[Automatic Recording]:

When this item is turned to [ON], the Music Box

automatically starts recording when a CD is in-

serted.

[Recording Quality]:

Models with navigation system: Set the record-

ing quality of 105 kbps or 132 kbps. The default

is set to 132 kbps.

Modelswithout navigation system:Set a record-

ing quality of 96 kbps, 128 kbps or 192 kbps.

The default is set to 128 kbps.

[Delete Tracks from Music Box]:

The tracks recorded in the hard disk drive/flash

memory can be deleted. The track being played,

the recorded tracks and albums, and all tracks

can be deleted.

[CDDB Version] (models with navigation

system) or [Gracenote Database Version]

(models without navigation system):

The version of the built-in Gracenote Database

is displayed.

Gracenote

NOTE

• The information contained in the Gracenote Data-

base is not fully guaranteed.

• The service of the Gracenote Database on the In-

ternet may be stopped without prior notice for

maintenance.

m
End-User License Agreement

USE OF THIS PRODUCT IMPLIES ACCEPTANCE OF THE

TERMS BELOW.

Gracenote® MusicID® Terms of Use

This application or device contains software

from Gracenote, Inc. of Emeryville, California

(“Gracenote”).Thesoftware fromGracenote (the

“Gracenote Software”) enables this application

to performdisc and/or file identification andob-

tainmusic-related information, including name,

artist, track, and title information (“Gracenote

Data”) from online servers or embedded data-

bases (collectively, “Gracenote Servers”) and to

performother functions. YoumayuseGracenote

Data only by means of the intended End-User

functionsof thisapplicationor device. Youagree

that you will use Gracenote Data, the Gracenote

Software, and Gracenote Servers for your own

personal non-commercial use only. You agree

not to assign, copy, transfer or transmit the

Gracenote Software or any Gracenote Data to

any third party. YOU AGREE NOT TO USE OR EX-

PLOIT GRACENOTE DATA, THE GRACENOTE SOFT-

WARE, OR GRACENOTE SERVERS, EXCEPT AS EX-

PRESSLY PERMITTED HEREIN.

You agree that your non-exclusive license to use

the Gracenote Data, the Gracenote Software,

and Gracenote Servers will terminate if you vio-

late these restrictions. If your license

terminates, you agree to cease any and all use

of the Gracenote Data, the Gracenote Software,

and Gracenote Servers. Gracenote reserves all

rights in Gracenote Data, the Gracenote Soft-

ware, and the Gracenote Servers, including all

ownership rights. Under no circumstances will

Gracenote become liable for any payment to you

for any information that you provide.

You agree that Gracenote, Inc. may enforce its

rights under this Agreement against you directly

in its own name.

The Gracenote service uses a unique identifier

to trackqueries for statistical purposes. Thepur-

pose of a randomly assigned numeric identifier

is to allow the Gracenote service to count que-

ries without knowing anything about who you
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are. For more information, see the web page for

the Gracenote Privacy Policy for the Gracenote

service.

The Gracenote Software and each item of

Gracenote Data are licensed to you “AS IS.”

Gracenote makes no representations or warran-

ties, express or implied, regarding the accuracy

of any Gracenote Data from in the Gracenote

Servers. Gracenote reserves the right to delete

data from the Gracenote Servers or to change

data categories for any cause that Gracenote

deems sufficient. No warranty is made that the

Gracenote Software or Gracenote Servers are er-

ror-free or that functioning of Gracenote Soft-

wareorGracenoteServerswill beuninterrupted.

Gracenote is not obligated to provide you with

new enhanced or additional data types or cat-

egories that Gracenote may provide in the fu-

ture and is free to discontinue its services at any

time.

GRACENOTE DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES EX-

PRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIM-

ITED TO, IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANT-

ABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE,

TITLE, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. GRACENOTE

DOES NOT WARRANT THE RESULTS THAT WILL BE

OBTAINED BY YOUR USE OF THE GRACENOTE

SOFTWARE OR ANY GRACENOTE SERVER. IN NO

CASEWILL GRACENOTE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CON-

SEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES OR FOR

ANY LOST PROFITS OR LOST REVENUES.

Copyright:

Music recognition technology and related data

are provided by Gracenote®. Gracenote is the

industry standard in music recognition technol-

ogy and related content delivery. Formore infor-

mation, please visit www.gracenote.com.

CD andmusic-related data fromGracenote, Inc.,

copyright © 2000-2009 Gracenote. Gracenote

Software, copyright © 2000-2009 Gracenote.

This product and service may practice one or

more of the following U.S. Patents: #5,987,525;

#6,061,680; #6,154,773, #6,161,132,

#6,230,192, #6,230,207, #6,240,459,

#6,330,593, and other patents issued or pend-

ing. Some services supplied under license from

Open Globe, Inc. for U.S. Patent: #6,304,523.

Gracenote and CDDB are registered trademarks

of Gracenote. The Gracenote logo and logotype,

and the “Powered by Gracenote” logo are trade-

marks of Gracenote.

CD/DVD/USB MEMORY CARE AND
CLEANING

CD/DVD

• Handle a disc by its edges. Never touch the surface

of the disc. Do not bend the disc.

• Always place the discs in the storage case when

they are not being used.

• To clean a disc, wipe the surface from the centre to

the outer edge using a clean, soft cloth. Do not

wipe the disc using a circular motion.

Do not use a conventional record cleaner or

alcohol intended for industrial use.

• A new disc may be rough on the inner and outer

edges. Remove the rough edges by rubbing the in-

ner and outer edgeswith the side of a pen or pencil

as illustrated.

SAA0451Z
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USB memory

• Never touch the terminal portion of the Compact

Flash cards.

• Do not place heavy objects on the USB memory.

• Do not store the USBmemory in highly humid loca-

tions.

• Do not expose the USB memory to direct sunlight.

• Do not spill any liquids on the USB memory.

Refer to the USB memory Owner’s Manual for

the details.
1. Source select switch

2. Tuning/ENTER(Models with navigation

system) switch

3. BACK switch (models with navigation

system)

4. Volume control switch

5. Hands-free phone system switch

AUDIO CONTROL STEERING SWITCH

Tuning switch

Push the switch upward or downward to select a

channel, track, CD or folder when they are listed

on the display.

ENTER switch (where fitted)

You can also use the <ENTER> switch to select

the items on the usual setting menu screen.

While the display is in the Navigation (where fit-

SAA2198Z

With navigation system (Type A)

SAA2199Z

With navigation system (Type B)

SAA2632Z

Without navigation system
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ted), [STATUS] or Audio setting screen, some au-

dio functions can also be controlled using the

<ENTER> switch. The function varies depending

on if you push the switch shorter (less than 1.5

seconds) or longer (more than 1.5 seconds).

RADIO:

• Pushing DOWNm /UPm shorter

Next or previous preset channel

• Pushing DOWNm /UPm longer

Next or previous station/channel

CD:

• Pushing DOWNm /UPm shorter

Next track or the beginning of the current

track (previous track if pushed within 3 sec-

onds after the current track starts playing)

• Pushing DOWNm /UPm longer

Forward or rewind

CD with MP3/WMA/ACC*, Music Box*, iPod*,

USB memory* or Bluetooth® audio*:

*: where fitted

• Pushing DOWNm /UPm shorter

Next track or the beginning of the current

track (previous track if pushed within 3 sec-

onds after the current track starts playing)

• Pushing DOWNm /UPm longer

Folder change (When the last folder is play-

ing, the first folder will be selected.)

DVD (where fitted):

• Pushing DOWNm /UPm shorter

Next or previous chapter

• Pushing DOWNm /UPm longer

Forward or rewind

SOURCE select switch

Push the Source select switch to change the

mode in the sequence of AM, FM, CD/DVD*, Mu-

sic Box*, iPod*, USB memory*, Bluetooth au-

dio*.

*: where fitted

Volume control switch

Push the upper + or lower − side switch to in-

crease or decrease the volume.

Back switch (models with
navigation system)

Push this switch to go back to the previous

screen or cancel the selection if it is not com-

pleted.

Hands-Free Phone System switch
(where fitted)

Models with navigation system:

See “Bluetooth® Hands-Free Phone System

(models with navigation system)” later in this

section.

Models without navigation system:

See “Bluetooth® Hands-Free Phone System

(without navigation system – for Europe)” later

in this section.

AUXILIARY SOCKETS

The auxiliary sockets are located in the centre

console. Only NTSC/PAL (where fitted) compat-

ible devices such as video games, camcorders

and portable video players can be connected to

the auxiliary sockets.

SAA2905Z
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The auxiliary sockets are colour coded for iden-

tification purposes.

• Yellow - video input

• White - left channel audio input

• Red - right channel audio input

Before connecting a device to a socket, turn off

the power of the portable device and the audio

system.

For the AUX display, see “How to use DISC·AUX

button” earlier in this section.

AUX Menu

When the [Menu] key on the display is selected

with the INFINITI controller and the <ENTER> but-

ton is pushed while in the AUX mode, the menu

screen will be displayed.

[Display Mode]:

Choose the display mode from the following

items.

• [Normal]

• [Wide]

• [Cinema]

[Volume Settings] (models with navigation

system):

Choose the volume setting from the following

items.

• [Low]

• [Medium]

• [High]

[Display] (models with navigation system):

Adjust the image quality of the screen, select

the preferred adjustment items and push the

<ENTER> button.

[Video Format]:

Choose the video format from the following

items:

• [PAL]

• [NTSC]

• [AUTO] (models with navigation system)

SAA2598Z

Models with navigation system

SAA2615Z

Models without navigation system
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If your vehicle is equipped with the mobile en-

tertainment system, you can enjoy playing a

Digital Versatile Disc (DVD), which provides the

images and sounds both in the front and rear

display screens.

WARNING

The driver must not attempt to operate the DVD enter-

tainment system while driving so full attention may

be given to vehicle operation.

CAUTION

• Donotattempt touse thesystem inextremelyhigh

or low temperature condition [below −20°C (−4°F)
or above 70°C (158°F)].

• To avoid draining the vehicle battery, do not oper-

ate the system for more than 15 minutes without

starting the engine.

The front display is designed not to show the

images while driving, as the driver’s attention

must be given to vehicle operation for safety.

Sounds are available. To show the images in the

front display, stop the vehicle in a safe location,

move the selector lever to the “P” (Park) posi-

tion and apply the parking brake.

DIGITAL VERSATILE DISC (DVD)
SYSTEM COMPONENTS

DVD player

Insert a DVD into the CD player (see, “FM-AM

Radio with Compact Disc (CD) player” earlier in

this section.

CAUTION

• Do not force a DVD into the slot. This could cause

damage the player.

• Do not use 8 cm (3.1 in) discs.

Displays

WARNING

Park the vehicle in a safe location and apply the park-

ing brake to view the images on the front centre dis-

play screen using the DVD player.

CAUTION

• The glass screen on the liquid crystal display may

break if hit with a hard or sharp object. If the glass

breaks, do not touch the liquid crystalline mate-

rial, which contains a small amount of mercury. In

case of contact with skin, wash immediately with

soap and water.

• Use soft, damp clothwhen cleaning theMobile En-

tertainment System components. Do not use sol-

vents or cleaning solutions.

• Besure to stow the rear displaywhen it isnotused.

Use the remote controller to operate the motor-

ised flip-down rear display screen.

1. Push the REAR DISPLAY OPEN/CLOSE button

on the remote controller to open or close the

display.

2. Adjust the display angle by pushing the DIS-

PLAY TILTm orm button.

SAA2833Z

SAA2002Z

Flip-down screen

MOBILE ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM (MES)
(where fitted)
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The screen can also be opened using the multi-

function controller. (See “How to use SETTING

button” earlier in this section.)

Do not block the range of the wireless remote

controller receiver and wireless headphones

transmitterj1 .

CAUTION

Do not touch the displaywhen it is opening or closing.

Headphones

Headphones are a wireless type and no cables

are necessary. You can use them in almost all

the ranges in the rear seat for listening to the

sound from DVD. (It is not possible to use the

headphones in the front seat.)

Power ON/OFF:

Push the POWER button to turn the headphones

on or off.

Volume control:

Turn the volume control knob to adjust the vol-

ume.

The headphoneswill automatically be turned off

in about 5 minutes if there is no sound during

that period. To prevent the battery from being

discharged, keep the power turned off when not

in use.

If the sound from the headphones is not clear, it

maybedue to interference froman infraredcom-

municationdevice or amobile phone. Turn down

the headphone volume or stop using the head-

phones.

It is possible that the headphonesmay be out of

the range of the transmitter installed in the rear

flip down display screen. This is not a malfunc-

tion.

It is also possible that the sound may be inter-

rupted temporarilywhen there isanobstaclebe-

tween the headphones and the transmitter. Re-

move the obstacle, such as opaque materials,

hands, hair, etc.

SAA3106Z

SAA3107Z
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DVD remote controller

The remotecontrollerhas the followingcontrols:

1. REAR DISPLAY OPEN/CLOSE button

2. DVD button

3. Joystick

4. AUX button

5. ENTER button

6. DISP button

7. VOLUME CONTROL button (m orm )

8. TRACK/CHANNEL button (m orm )

9. DISPLAY TILT button (m orm )

10. USB button

11. BACK button

12. ASPECT button

13. SOUND button

14. Keypad

See “Playing Digital Versatile Disc (DVD)” later

in this section for the function of each button.

DVD remote controller and
headphones battery replacement

CAUTION

• An improperly disposed battery can harm the envi-

ronment. Always confirm local regulations for bat-

tery disposal.

SAA2831

SAA0978Z

Remote controller

SAA3109Z

Headphones
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• When changing batteries, do not let dust or oil get

on the components.

To replace the battery:

1. Open the lid as illustrated.

2. Replace both batteries with new ones.

• Recommended battery:

Size AA × 2 (DVD remote controller)

Size AAA × 2 (headphones)

• Be careful not to touch the battery terminal.

• Make sure that thej+ andj– ends on the batter-

ies match the markings inside the compartment.

3. Close the lid securely.

• If you will not be using the remote control for long

periods of time, remove the batteries.

• Replacement of the batteries is needed when the

remote control only functions at extremely close

distances to the Mobile Entertainment System

(MES) or when it does not function at all.

BEFORE OPERATING DVD
ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM

Precautions

Start the engine when using the DVD entertain-

ment system.

WARNING

The driver must not attempt to operate the DVD sys-

tem or wear the headphones while the vehicle is in

motion so that full attention may be given to vehicle

operation.

CAUTION

• Only operate the DVD while the vehicle engine is

running. Operating the DVD for extended periods

of time with the engine OFF can discharge the ve-

hicle battery.

• Donotallow thesystemtogetwet. Excessivemois-

ture such as spilled liquids may cause the system

to malfunction.

• While playing VIDEO-CD media, this DVD player

does not guarantee complete functionality of all

VIDEO-CD formats.

Copyright and trademark

• The technology protected by the U.S. patent and

other intellectual property rights owned by Macro-

vision Corporation and other right holders is

adopted for this system.

• This copyright protected technology cannot be

used without a permit from Macrovision Corpora-

tion. It is limited to be personal use, etc., as long as

the permit from Macrovision Corporation is not is-

sued.

• Modifying or disassembling is prohibited.

• Dolby digital is manufactured under license from

Dolby Laboratories, Inc.

• Dolby and the double D mark “m ” are trade-

marks of Dolby Laboratories, Inc.

• DTS is a registered trademark of DTS, Inc. and DTS

2.0 “m ” is a trademark of DTS, Inc.

Parental level (parental control)

DVDs with the parental control setting can be

played with this system. Please use your own

judgement to set the parental control with the

system.

Disc selection

You can play the following disc formats with the

DVD player:

• DVD-VIDEO

• DVD-AUDIO

• VIDEO-CD

• DTS-CD

UseDVDswithanapplicable regioncode foryour

DVD entertainment system. (The region code is

displayed as a small symbol printed on the top
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of the DVD.) This vehicle-installed DVD player

cannot play DVDs with an applicable region

code.

Display settings

• Front display

To adjust the front display mode, push the

<SETTING> button while the DVD is being

played.

To adjust the display ON/OFF, brightness,

tint, colour, contrast and black level, select

each key using the multi-function controller

and push the <ENTER> button.

Then you can adjust each item using the

multi-function controller. After changes have

been made press the <BACK> button to save

the setting.

• Rear display

To adjust the rear display mode, push the

<DISP>” (Display) button on the remote con-

troller.

To adjust the display brightness, tint, colour

and contrast, select each key using the joy-

stick on the remote controller and tilt the joy-

stick to right or left.

Push the <BACK> button to apply the settings

and return to the previous display.

PLAYING DIGITAL VERSATILE DISC
(DVD)

DISC·AUX button

Park the vehicle in a safe location for the front

seat occupants to operate the DVD player while

watching the images.

Push the DISC·AUX button on the instrument

panel and turn the display to the DVD mode.

When a DVD is loaded, it will be replayed auto-

matically.

The operation screen will be turned onwhen the

DISC·AUX button is pushed while a DVD is being

played, and it will turn off automatically after a

period of time. To turn it on again, push the

DISC·AUX button again.

DVD operation keys

To operate the DVD player, select the preferred

key displayed on the operation screen using the

multi-function controller.

PAUSE:

Select the “m ” key and push the ENTER but-

ton to pause the DVD. To resume playing the

DVD, use the “PLAY” key.

To pause the DVD, it is also possible to push the

“m ”button on the keypad of the remote con-

troller.

PLAY:

Select the “m ” key and push the <ENTER>

button to start playing the DVD, for example, af-

ter pausing the DVD.

To start playing the DVD, it is also possible to

push the “m ” button on the keypad of the

remote controller.

STOP:

Select the “m ” key and push the <ENTER>

button to stop playing the DVD.

To stop playing the DVD, it is also possible to

push the “m ” button on the keypad of the

remote controller.

SAA2979Z

Operation screen
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SKIP (FORWARD):

Select the “m ”keyand push the <ENTER>but-

ton to skip the chapter(s) of the disc forward.

The chapters will advance the number of times

the <ENTER> button is pushed.

To skip the chapter(s) forward, it is also possible

to push the “m ” button on the keypad of the

remote controller.

SKIP (REWIND):

Select the “m ”keyand push the <ENTER>but-

ton to skip the chapter(s) of the disc backward.

The chapters will go back the number of times

the <ENTER> button is pushed.

To skip the chapter(s) backward, it is also pos-

sible to push the “m ” button on the keypad

of the remote controller.

CM>>/ CM<< (DVD-VIDEO,

DVD-VR):

When pushing the <ENTER> button after select-

ingm orm ,themedia that is being played

will skip forward/backward for the specified

seconds. Use this function to skip commercial

messages.

Next/Prev (DVD-AUDIO):

When pushing the <ENTER> button after select-

ing “Next” or “Prev”, the static image will be

changed to the next/previous image. The image

will advance/return the number of times the

<ENTER> button is pushed.

Top Menu:

When the “Top Menu” key is selected on the

screen using the INFINITI controller and the

<ENTER> button is pushed while a DVD is being

played, the top menu specific to each disc will

be displayed. For details, see the instructions

on the disc.

Settings keys

Select the “Settings” key with the INFINITI con-

troller and push the <ENTER> button to adjust

the following settings.

The items indicatedwith “*” canalsobeset from

the rear display. Push the “DVD” button on the

remote controller while a DVD is being played.

SAA2412Z

Settings (front)

SAA3108Z

Settings (rear)
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Select the preferred item using the joystick

“m ” on the remote controller and push the

<ENTER> “m ” button.

Key (DVD-VIDEO, DVD-AUDIO):

Keys for the DVDmenu operation are displayed.

m :Move the cursor to select a DVD menu.

Enter: Enter the selected menu.

Move: Change the display location by moving

the operation key.

Back: Return to the previous screen.

m Hide: Hide the operation key.

Title Menu (front)/Menu (rear)* (DVD-VIDEO):

Menus specific to each disc will be shown. For

details, see the instructions attached to the

disc.

Title Search* (DVD-VIDEO):

A scene that belongs to a specified title will be

displayed each time the “+” side or “−” side is
selected.

10 Key Search* (DVD-VIDEO, VIDEO-CD,

CD-DA):

Select the [10 Key Search] key and push the

<ENTER> button to open the number entry

screen.

Input the number you want to search for and se-

lect the [OK] key with the INFINITI controller.

Then push the <ENTER> button. The specified

Title/Chapter or Group/Track will be played.

Angle* (DVD-VIDEO):

If the DVD contains different angles (such as

moving images), the current image angle can be

switched to another one.

Select the “Angle” key and push the <ENTER>

button. When the “+” side or “−” side is se-

lected, the angle will change.

Angle Mark (DVD-VIDEO):

When this item is turned on, an angle mark will

be shown on the bottom of the screen if the

scene can be seen from a different angle.

Menu Skip (DVD-VIDEO):

DVD menus are automatically configured and

the contents will be played directly when the

“Menu Skip” key is turned on. Note that some

discsmaynot be played directly even if this item

is turned on.

CM Skip (DVD-VIDEO):

The amount of seconds for CMSkip can be set to

15, 30 or 60 seconds.

DRC (DVD-VIDEO):

DRC (Dynamic Range Compression) allows tun-

ing of the dynamic range of sound recorded in

the Dolby Digital format.

DVD Language (DVD-VIDEO, VIDEO-CD):

Select the “DVD Language” key and push the

<ENTER> button to open the number entry

screen.

Input the number corresponding to the

preferred language and select the “OK” keywith

the INFINITI controller. Then push the <ENTER>

button. The DVD top menu language will be

changed to the one selected.

Display:

Adjust the image quality of the screen, select

the preferred adjustment items and push the

<ENTER> button.

Audio*:

Choose the preferred language using the

INFINITI controller andpush the <ENTER>button.

Subtitle* (DVD-VIDEO):

Choose the preferred language using the

INFINITI controller andpush the <ENTER>button.

To turn off the subtitles, push and hold the

<ENTER> button until a beep sounds.

Display Mode (DVD-VIDEO, VIDEO-CD):

Choose from the “Full”, “Wide”, “Normal” or

“Cinema”modeusing the INFINITI controller and

push the <ENTER> button again.
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Play Mode:

Choose the preferred play mode using the

INFINITI controller andpush the <ENTER>button.

Remote controller operation

Use the remote controller to adjust the follow-

ing items.

Rear display open/close:

To openor close the flip-down rear display, push

the “m ” button on the remote controller.

Joystick:

Use the joystick “m ” to select the items dis-

played on the rear screen.

ENTER button:

Push the <ENTER> “m ” button to make the

selected item complete on the rear screen.

BACK button:

Press to go back to the previous screen or cancel

the selection.

Display tilt:

Adjust the display angle by pushing the “DIS-

PLAY TILT” buttonm orm .

DVD mode:

To display the DVD menu on the rear display

screen, push the “DVD” button.

AUX mode:

To select the AUX (auxiliary sockets), mode,

push the AUX button.

USB:

To select the USB mode, push the USB button.

Volume:

To control the volume level, push the “VOL” but-

tonm orm .

Display:

Press to adjust the rear display screen bright-

ness, tint, contrast, etc.

Aspect:

To change the display size, push the “ASPECT”

button. Each time the button is pushed, the dis-

playsizewill change to “Cinema”, “Wide”, “Full”

or “Normal”.

Sound:

To change the language, push the SOUND but-

ton. Each time the button is pushed, the lan-

guage will change to each language stored in

the DVD.

Track/Channel:

Press to skip to the previous or next radio sta-

tion, CD track or DVD scene selection.

Keypad:

m :PLAY/PAUSE button

m : STOP button

m : FORWARD button

m : REWIND button

m :FORWARDbutton for still images (for DVD-

AUDIO)

m : REWIND button for still images (for DVD-

AUDIO)

CARE AND MAINTENANCE

Use a lightly dampened, lint free cloth to clean

the surfaces of your Mobile Entertainment Sys-

tem (DVD player face, screen, remote controller,

etc.).

CAUTION

• Donotuseanysolventsor cleaningsolutionswhen

cleaning the video system.

• Do not use excessive force on the monitor screen.

• Avoid touching or scratching the monitor screen

as it may become dirty or damaged.

• Do not attempt to operate the system in extreme

temperature conditions [below −20°C (−4°F) and
above 70°C (158°F)].

• Do not attempt to operate the system in extreme

humidity conditions (less than 10% or more than

75%).
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When installing a CB, ham radio or a car phone

in your vehicle, be sure to observe the following

cautions, otherwise the new equipmentmay ad-

versely affect the Engine Control System and

other electronic parts.

CAUTION

• Keep the antenna as far away as possible from the

Electronic Control Module.

• Keep the antenna wire at least 20 cm (8 in) away

from the Engine Control harnesses. Do not route

the antenna wire next to any harnesses.

• Adjust the antenna standing wave ratio as recom-

mended by the manufacturer.

• Connect the ground wire from the radio chassis to

the body.

• For details, consult an INFINITI Centre or qualified

workshop.

For Europe:

For further information, contact an INFINITI

Centre or qualified workshop.

WARNING

• Use a phone after stopping your vehicle in a safe

location. If you have to use a phone while driving,

exercise extreme caution at all times so full atten-

tion may be given to vehicle operation.

• If you find yourself unable to devote full attention

to vehicle operation while talking on the phone,

pull off the road to a safe location and stop your

vehicle before doing so.

CAUTION

To avoid draining the vehicle battery, use a phone af-

ter starting the engine.

Your vehicle is equipped with Bluetooth®

Hands-Free Phone System. If you are an owner

of a Bluetooth® enabledmobile phone, you can

set up the wireless connection between your

mobile phone and the in-vehicle phonemodule.

With Bluetooth® wireless technology, you can

make or receive a telephone call with your mo-

bile phone in your pocket.

Once your mobile phone is paired to the in-ve-

hicle phone module, no phone connecting pro-

cedure is required. Your phone is automatically

connected with the in-vehicle phone module

when the ignition switch is pushed to the ON

position with the registered mobile phone

turned on and carried in the vehicle.

You can register up to 5 different Bluetooth®

mobile phones in the in-vehicle phone module.

However, you can talk on only onemobile phone

at a time.

When a call is active, the audio system and mi-

crophone (located in the ceiling in front of the

rear view mirror) are used for the hands-free

communications.

If the audio system is being used at the time,

the audio mode will mute and will stay muted

until the active call is ended.

For Europe: The INFINITI Voice Recognition (VR)

system supports the phone commands, so dial-

ling a phone number using your voice is pos-

sible.

Before using the Bluetooth® Hands-Free Phone

System, refer to the following notes.

• Set up the wireless connection between a mobile

phone and the in-vehicle phone module before us-

ing the Bluetooth® Hands-Free Phone System.

• Some Bluetooth® enabledmobile phonesmay not

be recognised by the in-vehicle phone module.

• You will not be able to use a hands-free phone un-

der the following conditions:

– Your vehicle is outside of the telephone

service area.

– Your vehicle is in an area where it is diffi-

cult to receive radio waves; such as in a

CAR PHONE AND CB RADIO BLUETOOTH® HANDS-FREE PHONE SYSTEM
(models with navigation system)
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tunnel, in an underground parking

garage, behind a tall building or in a

mountainous area.

– Your mobile phone is locked in order not

to be dialled.

• When the radiowave condition is not ideal or ambi-

ent sound is too loud, it may be difficult to hear the

other person’s voice during a call.

• Immediately after the ignition switch is pushed to

the ON position, it may be impossible to receive a

call for a short period of time.

• Do not place the mobile phone in an area

surrounded by metal or far away from the in-ve-

hicle phone module to prevent tone quality degra-

dation and wireless connection disruption.

• While a mobile phone is connected through the

Bluetooth® wireless connection, the battery

power of the mobile phone may discharge quicker

than usual.

• If theBluetooth®Hands-FreePhoneSystemseems

to be malfunctioning, please contact an INFINITI

Centre or qualified workshop.

• Some mobile phones or other devices may cause

interference or a buzzing noise to come from the

audio system speakers. Storing the device in a dif-

ferent location may reduce or eliminate the noise.

• Refer to the mobile phone Owner’s Manual regard-

ing the telephone pairing procedure specific to

your phone, battery charging, mobile phone an-

tenna, etc.

• For assistance with your mobile phone integration,

please visit your local INFINITI Centre or qualified

workshop.

• The antenna display on the monitor will not coin-

cide with the antenna display of some mobile

phones.

• Keep the interior of the vehicle as quiet as possible

to hear the caller’s voice clearly as well as to mini-

mise its echoes.

• If reception between callers is unclear, adjusting

the incoming or outgoing call volume may improve

the clarity.

REGULATORY INFORMATION

m

Bluetooth® is a trademark
owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc.
and licensed to Clarion Co.,
Ltd.

CE statement

HerebyClarion Corporation declares that this AV

System is in compliance with the essential re-

quirements and other relevant provisions of Di-

rective 1999/5/EC.

m
CONTROL BUTTONS (Type A)

1 Talk (m ) button

2 Phone send (m ) button

SAA2248Z

Type A
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CONTROL BUTTONS (Type B)

1) PHONE SEND (m ) button

2) PHONE END (m ) button

PAIRING PROCEDURE

1. Push the <TELm > button or them but-

ton, and select the [Pair Phone] key on the

display using the INFINITI controller. Then

push the <ENTER> button.

2. When a PIN code appears on the screen, op-

erate the compatible Bluetooth® mobile

phone to enter the PIN code.

The pairing procedure of the mobile phone

varies according to each mobile phone. See

themobile phoneOwner’sManual for the de-

tails.

When the pairing is completed, the screen

will return to the Bluetooth® setup display.

PHONEBOOK REGISTRATION

Up to 40 phone numbers can be stored in the

phonebook.

1. Push the <TEL m > button, and select the

[Phonebook] key on the display using the

INFINITI controller. Then push the <ENTER>

button.

2. Select the [Add New] key from the name list

of thephonebook, andpush the <ENTER>but-

ton.

SAA2999Z

Type B

SAA2439Z

SAA2441Z

SAA2442Z
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3. Select the [Copy from Handset Memory] key,

and push the <ENTER> button in order to reg-

ister your mobile phone memory in the

phonebook.

4. Operate themobile phone to send a person’s

name and phone number from the memory

of the mobile phone. The memory sending

procedure from the mobile phone varies ac-

cording to each mobile phone manufacturer.

See the mobile phone Owner’s Manual for

more details.

5. When the phonebook registration is com-

pleted, the screen will return to the name list

of the phonebook.

– [Copy from Call History]

Register phone numbers copied from call

history list.

– [Enter Data by Keypad]

Input the name and phone number manu-

ally using the keypad displayed on the

screen. (See “How to use touch screen

(models with navigation system)” earlier

in this section.)

MAKING A CALL

To make a call, follow the procedures below.

1. Push the <TELm > button on the instrument

panel or the m button on the steering

wheel. The [Phone] screen will appear on the

display.

2. Select the [Phonebook] key on the [Phone]

menu, and push the <ENTER> button.

3. Select the registered person’s name from the

list, and push the <ENTER> button. Dialling

will start and the screen will change to the

call-in-progress screen.

4. After the call is over, perform one of the fol-

lowing procedures to finish the call.

a. Select the [Hang up] key and push the

<ENTER> button.

b. Push them (Type A)/m (Type B) button

on the steering wheel.

c. Push the <TELm >buttonon the instrument

panel.

There are different methods to make a call. Se-

lect one of the following options instead of

[Phonebook] in step 2 above.

• [Call History]

Select a phone number from the call history

list.

• [Handset Memory]

Select the name or phone number from the

downloaded list.

• [Keypad]

Input the phone number manually using the

keypad displayed on the screen. (See “How

to use touch screen (models with navigation

system)” earlier in this section.)

SAA2443Z

SAA2444Z
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RECEIVING A CALL

When you hear a phone ring, the display will

change to the incoming call mode. To receive a

call, perform one of the following procedures

listed below.

a. Select the [Answer] key on the display and

push the <ENTER> button.

b. Push the <TELm >buttonon the instrument

panel.

c. Push them button on the steering wheel.

There are some options available when receiv-

ing a call. Select one of the following displayed

options on the screen.

• [Answer]

Accept an incoming call to talk.

• [Hold call]

Put an incoming call on hold.

• [Reject Call]

Reject an incoming call.

To finish the call, perform one of the follow-

ing procedures listed below.

a. Select the [Hang up] key on the display and

push the <ENTER> button.

b. Push the <TELm >buttonon the instrument

panel.

c. Push them (Type A)/m (Type B) button

on the steering wheel.

DURING A CALL

There are some options available during a call.

Select one of the following displayed options on

the screen if necessary.

• [Hang up]

Finish the call.

• [Handset]

Transfer the call to the mobile phone.

• [Mute]

Mute the user’s voice so the other party can-

not hear it.

• [Cancel Mute]

Thiswill appear after [Mute] is selected.Mute

will be cancelled.

• [Dial]

Send a dial tone to the caller for using net-

work services such as voice mail.

To adjust the person’s voice to be louder or qui-

eter, push the volume control switch (+ or −) on
the steering wheel or turn the volume control

knob on the instrument panel while talking on

the phone. This adjustment is also available in

the [Settings] mode.

SAA2445Z

SAA2446Z
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PHONE SETTINGS

Tosetup theBluetooth®Hands-FreePhoneSys-

tem to your preferred settings, push the <SET-

TING> button on the instrument panel and se-

lect the [Phone] key on the display, and then

push the <ENTER> button.

[Edit Phonebook]

Phonebook registration and editing/deleting

the registered phonebook can be performed.

[Delete Phonebook]

The registered phonebooks can be deleted all at

the same time or one by one.

[Add new contacts to the phonebook]

It is possible to download all of the contacts reg-

istered in the Bluetooth® mobile phone. Avail-

ability of this function depends on each mobile

phone. The memory downloading procedure

from each mobile phone can be also different.

See the mobile phone Owner’s Manual for more

details.

When [Auto Download] is active, the system will

automatically re-download the entries regis-

tered in the phone everytime it is paired with

the vehicle, even after you delete the entries

from your vehicle’s Handset Memory.

[Volume]

The following kinds of phone volume can be set.

• [Phone Ringer Vol.]/[Phone IncomingVol.]/[Phone

Outgoing Vol.]

To adjust the volume louder or quieter, se-

lect the [Phone RingerVol.], [Phone Incoming

Vol.] or [Phone Outgoing Vol.] and adjust it

with the INFINITI controller.

• [Automatic Hold]

When this function is set on, an incoming

phone call is automatically held.

• [Vehicle Ringtone]

When this function is set on, the in-vehicle

system instead of the hands-free phone will

ring when receiving incoming calls.

[Auto Downloaded]

When this system is set on, the phonebook of a

hands-free phone is automatically downloaded

at the same time that the hands-free phone is

connected.

When this item is active, the system will auto-

matically re-download the entries registered in

the connected phone even after you delete the

entries from your vehicle’s Handset Memory.

SAA3279Z
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TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE (For Europe)

The system should respond correctly to all voice commands without difficulty. If problems are encountered, try the following solutions.

Where the solutions are listed by number, try each solution in turn, starting with number 1, until the problem is resolved.

Symptom Solution

System fails to interpret the command
correctly.

1. Ensure that the command is valid. (See “INFINITI Voice Recognition system (models with navigation system – for
Europe)” later in this section; page 4-108.)

2. Ensure that the command is spoken after the tone.

3. Speak clearly without pausing between words and at a level appropriate to the ambient noise level in the vehicle.

4. Ensure that the ambient noise level is not excessive (for example, windows open or defroster on). NOTE: If it is too
noisy to use the phone, it is likely that the voice commands will not be recognised.

5. If more than one command was said at a time, try saying the commands separately.

The system consistently selects the
wrong voicetag.

1. Ensure that the voicetag requested matches what was originally stored. (See “Phonebook registration” earlier in
this section.)

2. Replace one of the names being confused with a new name.
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WARNING

• Use a phone after stopping your vehicle in a safe

location. If you have to use a phone while driving,

exercise extreme caution at all times so full atten-

tion may be given to vehicle operation.

• If you find yourself unable to devote full attention

to vehicle operation while talking on the phone,

pull off the road to a safe location and stop your

vehicle before doing so.

CAUTION

To avoid draining the vehicle battery, use a phone af-

ter starting the engine.

Your vehicle is equipped with Bluetooth®

Hands-Free Phone System. If you are an owner

of a Bluetooth® enabledmobile phone, you can

set up the wireless connection between your

mobile phone and the in-vehicle phonemodule.

With Bluetooth® wireless technology, you can

make or receive a telephone call with your mo-

bile phone in your pocket.

Once your mobile phone is paired to the in-ve-

hicle phone module, no phone connecting pro-

cedure is required. Your phone is automatically

connected with the in-vehicle phone module

when the ignition switch is pushed to the ON

position with the registered mobile phone

turned on and carried in the vehicle.

You can register up to 5 different Bluetooth®

mobile phones in the in-vehicle phone module.

However, you can talk on only onemobile phone

at a time.

When a call is active, the audio system and mi-

crophone (located in the ceiling in front of the

rear view mirror) are used for the hands-free

communications.

If the audio system is being used at the time,

the audio mode will mute and will stay muted

until the active call is ended.

The INFINITI Voice Recognition (VR) system sup-

ports the phone commands, so dialling a phone

number using your voice is possible.

Before using the Bluetooth® Hands-Free Phone

System, refer to the following notes.

• Set up the wireless connection between a mobile

phone and the in-vehicle phone module before us-

ing the Bluetooth® Hands-Free Phone System.

• Some Bluetooth® enabledmobile phonesmay not

be recognised by the in-vehicle phone module.

• You will not be able to use a hands-free phone un-

der the following conditions:

– Your vehicle is outside of the telephone

service area.

– Your vehicle is in an area where it is diffi-

cult to receive radio waves; such as in a

tunnel, in an underground parking

garage, behind a tall building or in a

mountainous area.

– Your mobile phone is locked in order not

to be dialled.

• When the radiowave condition is not ideal or ambi-

ent sound is too loud, it may be difficult to hear the

other person’s voice during a call.

• Immediately after the ignition switch is pushed to

the ON position, it may be impossible to receive a

call for a short period of time.

• Do not place the mobile phone in an area

surrounded by metal or far away from the in-ve-

hicle phone module to prevent tone quality degra-

dation and wireless connection disruption.

• While a mobile phone is connected through the

Bluetooth® wireless connection, the battery

power of the mobile phone may discharge quicker

than usual.

• If theBluetooth®Hands-FreePhoneSystemseems

to be malfunctioning, please contact an INFINITI

Centre or qualified workshop.

• Some mobile phones or other devices may cause

interference or a buzzing noise to come from the

audio system speakers. Storing the device in a dif-

ferent location may reduce or eliminate the noise.

BLUETOOTH® HANDS-FREE PHONE SYSTEM
(without navigation system – for Europe)
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• Refer to the mobile phone Owner’s Manual regard-

ing the telephone pairing procedure specific to

your phone, battery charging, mobile phone an-

tenna, etc.

• The antenna display on the monitor will not coin-

cide with the antenna display of some mobile

phones.

• Keep the interior of the vehicle as quiet as possible

to hear the caller’s voice clearly as well as to mini-

mise its echoes.

• If reception between callers is unclear, adjusting

the incoming or outgoing call volume may improve

the clarity.

• This wireless hands free car kit is based on Blue-

tooth® technology,

– Frequency: 2402 MHz - 2480 MHz

– Output Power: 7,94 dBm E.I.R.P

– Modulation: FHSS GFSK 8DPSK, π/
4DQPSK

– Number of Channel: 79

– This wireless equipment cannot be used

for any services related to safety because

there is the possibility of radio interfer-

ence.

REGULATORY INFORMATION

m

Bluetooth® is a trademark
owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc.
and licensed toVisteon Corpo-
ration.

CE statement

HerebyClarion Corporation declares that this AV

System is in compliance with the essential re-

quirements and other relevant provisions of Di-

rective 1999/5/EC.

m
CONTROL BUTTONS

1 Phone send <m > button

Push the button to initiate a VR session or

answer an incoming call. You can also use

the button to skip through system

feedback and to enter commands during a

call.

2 Phone end <m > button

Push the button to cancel a VR session or

end a call.

VOICE RECOGNITION SYSTEM

You can also use the Bluetooth® hands-free

phone system with Voice Recognition System.

INFO

The available voice commands are only appli-

cable to the relevant language set in the [LAN-

GUAGE] setting screen. (See “How to use SET-

TING button” earlier in this section.)

Using system

Initialisation:

When the ignition switch is pushed to the ON

position, Voice Recognition System is initia-

lised, which takes a few seconds. When com-

pleted, the system is ready to accept voice com-

mands. If the <m > switch on the steering

wheel is pushed before the initialisation com-

pletes, the systemwill not accept any command.
SAA2634Z
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Before starting:

To get the best performance out of theVoice Rec-

ognition System, observe the following:

• Keep the interior of the vehicle as quiet as pos-

sible. Close thewindows toeliminate the surround-

ing noises (traffic noises, vibration sounds, etc.),

whichmayprevent thesystem fromrecognising the

voice commands correctly.

• Wait until a tone sounds before speaking a com-

mand.

• Speak a voice command within 5 seconds after the

beep sound. If no voice command is given, the sys-

tem will ask you for a number. If no further com-

mand is given, the session ends.

• Speak in a natural voice without pausing between

words.

Giving voice command:

1. Push and release the <m > switch located

on the steering wheel.

2. A list of commands appears on the screen,

and the system announces, “Please say a

command after the beep. Available com-

mands are: Call, Phonebook, Recent Calls,

Connect Phone or Help”.

3. After the tone sounds and the icon on the

screen changes from m to m , speak a

command. See the “List of voice commands”

later in this section for the voice command

list. Speak “Call” for example.

INFO

Voice commands cannot be recognised as

long as the screen icon is not in the command

recognition modem .

4. The system acknowledges the command and

announces the next set of available

commands.

5. After the tone sounds, speak the phone num-

ber.

6. When you have finished speaking the phone

number, the system repeats it back and an-

nounces the available commands.

7. After system responds, speak “Dial” and the

system dials the spoken numbers.

Operating tips:

• Voice commandscannotbeacceptedwhen the icon

ism .

• If the command is not recognised, the system an-

nounces, “Please say again”. Repeat the command

in a clear voice.

• Push the <m > switch or the <BACK> button

once to return to the previous screen.

• If you want to cancel the command, push the

<m > switch. The message “Voice input is

cancelled” will be announced. If you want to

adjust the volume of the system feedback,

push the volume control buttons + or − on

the steering wheel or use the audio system

volume knob while the system is making an

announcement.

SAA2635Z

SAA2574Z
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How to speak commands:

The Voice Recognition System requires a certain

way to speak voice commands. Speak normally

and clearly in the direction of the microphone

(located in front of the rearview mirror). Every

digit of the number must be spoken individually

and in a normal manner. The hands-free mode

will work best when the telephone number is

spoken in blocks of three to five digits. After

each spokenblock is terminated, the systemwill

repeat the three to five digits and wait for you to

speak the next digit or block of digits required

for the telephone number.

See “List of voice commands” later in this sec-

tion for the appropriate commands that can be

spoken for the hands-free mode system.

Example:

In order to initiate a call, speak “Phonebook”.

INFO

• If you are controlling the telephone systembyvoice

command for the first time or do not know the ap-

propriate voice command, speak “Help”. The sys-

tem announces the available commands.

• When you speak numbers, you can speak both

“zero” or “oh” for 0.

Personal vocabulary (voicetags):

Voice Recognition System is equipped with the

function called voicetags, which can be associ-

ated with the phone number and name in the

phonebook. Using the voice tag will automati-

cally generate a speed dial to the registered

number.

See“Phonebookregistration”earlier in thissec-

tion.

You can call the identified number using the fol-

lowing command: “Dial” followed by the voice

tag.

Dialling a name with a voice tag:

It is possible to call up a name via a voice tag

instead of a number, provided the name and

number of your correspondent has been previ-

ously stored in the phonebook.

Dial via a voice tag, according to the following

procedure.

1. Push the <m > switch.

2. The system replies “Please say a command

after thebeep. Available commandsare: Call,

Phonebook, Recent Calls, Connect Phone or

Help”.

3. Give your instructions to the system by say-

ing: “Dial John” for example (“John” must

have been previously set as a voice tag for

John’s phone number) or “Dial One” if John is

classified as one in the phonebook.

If the system cannot understand your com-

mand, repeat it according to the recommen-

dations mentioned in “How to speak

commands” earlier in this section.

4. If the given name (voice tag) is correct, the

phone systemwill dial the number registered

for “John”.

INFO

To end the voice command phase at any stage of

the procedure, push the <m > switch once in

order to activate the cancel command.

Manual command selection:

Commands can be selected manually. While the

commands are displayed on the screen, select a

command by operating the Tuning switch, and

then push the <m > button. Once a command

is manually selected, the voice command func-

tion is cancelled. To return to voice command

mode, push the <m > button to cancel the cur-

rent operation, and then perform the first proce-

dure of voice command.
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List of voice commands:

Command Action

“Call/Dial” “<name>” Dials the specified <name>.

“Call/Dial” “Redial” Dials the last number.

“Call” “<number>” Dials the specified <number>.

“Phonebook” “<name>” Displays the specified <name> in the phonebook.

“Phonebook” “List Names” Displays all the names in the phonebook.

“Phonebook” “Transfer Entry” Transfers the phonebook data to the system.

“Phonebook” “Delete Entry” Deletes the phonebook registered in the system.

“Connect Phone” “Software Version” Displays the software version of the system to be connected.

“Connect Phone” “Add Phone” Connects a mobile phone to the system.

“Connect Phone” “Select Phone” Selects a registered mobile phone.

“Connect Phone” “Delete Phone” Deletes a registered mobile phone.

“Connect Phone” “Bluetooth Off” Turns the Bluetooth® connection off.

“Connect Phone” “Replace Phone” Changes the registered order of the mobile phones.

“Connect Phone” “Delete Phone” “All Phones” Deletes all registered mobile phones.

“Connect Phone” “Delete Phone” “List Phones” Selects a registered mobile phone and deletes it.
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PAIRING PROCEDURE

Up to 5 mobile phones can be registered.

1. Push the <m > button on the steering

wheel. The system announces the available

commands.

2. Speak: “Connect Phone”. The system

acknowledges the command and announces

the next set of available commands.

3. Speak: “Add Phone”. The system acknowl-

edges the command and asks you to initiate

connecting from the phone handset.

INFO:

The Add Phone command is not available when

the vehicle is moving.

4. When asked to enter a PIN code to connect a

Bluetooth® mobile phone, enter the code

1234.

The code is always 1234 regardless of the

number of phones paired.

The connecting procedure of a mobile phone

varies according to each mobile phone. See

the mobile phone Owner’s Manual for more

information.

5. The system asks the user to speaka name for

the phone.

Speak: “Yes”. The system acknowledges the

command and registers the mobile phone.

If the name is too long or too short, the system

tells the user, then prompts the user for a name

again.

Also, if more than one phone is connected and

the name sounds too much like a name already

used, the system tells the user, then prompts

the user for name again.

SAA2575Z

SAA2576Z

SAA2577Z

SAA2578Z
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PHONEBOOK REGISTRATION

When the mobile phone is connected to the in-

vehicle module, the data stored in the mobile

phone such as phonebook, outgoing call logs,

incoming call logs and missed call logs is auto-

matically transferred and registered to the sys-

tem.

The availability of this function dependson each

mobile phone. The copying procedure also var-

ies according to eachmobile phone. See mobile

phone Owner’s Manual for more information.

Up to 1,000 phone numbers per registered mo-

bile phone can be stored in the phonebook.

MAKING A CALL

To make a call, follow the procedures below.

1. Push the <m > button on the steering

wheel. A tone will sound.

2. Speak: “Call”. The system acknowledges the

command and announces the next set of

available commands.

3. Speakthe registeredperson’sname.Thesys-

tem acknowledges the command and

announces the next set of available

commands.

4. Speak: “Yes”. The system acknowledges the

command and makes the call.

5. Once the call has ended, press the <m >

button on the steering wheel.

RECEIVING A CALL

When the ring tone is heard, press the button on

the steering wheel.

Once the call has ended, press the button on the

steering wheel.

NOTE

To reject a call when the ring tone is heard, press the

button on the steering wheel.

DURING A CALL

During a call there are several command options

available. Press the <m > button on the steer-

ing wheel to mute the receiving voice and enter

commands.

• [(digits)] — Use the Send command to enter num-

bers during a call. For example, if directed to dial

an extension by an automated system:

Speak: “Sending one two three four.”
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The system acknowledges the command and

sends the tones associated with the num-

bers. The system then ends the VR session

and returns to the call.

• [Mute on/off] — Use the Mute command to mute

the user’s voice so the other party cannot hear it.

Use the mute command again to reactivate

the user’s voice.

• [Transfer Handset] — Use the Transfer Handset

command to transfer the call from the Bluetooth®

Hands-Free Phone System to amobile phone when

privacy is desired. The system announces, “Trans-

fer Handset. The call is transferred to the handset

only.” The system then ends the VR session.

The Transfer Call command can also be is-

sued again to return to a hands-free call

through the vehicle.

• [Help] — The system announces the available com-

mands.

NOTE

If the other party ends the call or the mobile phone

network connection is lost while the Mute feature is

on, the Mute feature may need to be reset to [off].

PHONE SETTINGS

[Call]

• [(a name)]

If there are entries stored in the Phone Book,

a number associated with a name and loca-

tion can be dialled. See “Phone book regis-

tration” in this section to learn how to store

entries. When prompted by the system, say

the name of the phone book entry to call.

The system acknowledges the name. If there

are multiple locations associated with the

name, the system asks the user to choose

the location.

Once the name and location are confirmed,

the system begins the call.

• [Number]

When prompted by the system, speak the

number to call.

• [Redial]

Use the Redial command to call the last num-

ber of outgoing calls. The system acknowl-

edges thecommand, repeats thenumberand

begins dialling. If a redial number does not

exist, the system announces, “There is no

number to redial” and ends the VR session.

• [Callback]

Use the Callback command to call the last

number in incoming calls. The system

acknowledges the command, repeats the

number and begins dialling. If an incoming

call number does not exist, the system an-

nounces, “There is no number to call back”

and ends the VR session.

• [Help]

The system announces the available

commands.
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Phonebook

• [(a name)]

Use the name command to seek the name

and locations registered in the phonebook in

alphabetical order. When the system

acknowledges the alphabet the user spoke,

the system announces all registered names

and locations beginning with that alphabet.

Playback of the list can be stopped at any

time by pressing a button on the steering

wheel. The system ends the VR session.

• [List Names]

Use the List Names command to hear the

namesand locations registered in thephone-

book. When the system acknowledges the

command, the system announces all voic-

etags registered in the system.

Playback of the list can be stopped at any

time by pressing a button on the steering

wheel. The system ends the VR session.

• [Transfer Entry]

Use the Transfer Entry command to transfer

thephonebookdatastored inamobilephone

to the system.

The system acknowledges the command and

asks the user to initiate a transfer from the

phone handset. The new contact phone num-

berwill be transferred from themobile phone

via a Bluetooth® communication link.

The transfer procedure varies according to

each mobile phone. See the mobile phone

Owner’s Manual for more information. The

system repeats the number and prompts the

user for the next command. After entering

numbers, choose [Store].

The system confirms the name, location and

number. The system then asks if the user

would like to store another location for the

same name. If the user does notwish to store

another location, thesystemendstheVRses-

sion.

• [Delete Entry]

Use the Delete Entry command to delete a

specific number or all numbers in the phone-

book. The system announces the names of

thephonenumbersalready stored in the sys-

tem. The system then gives the option to de-

lete a specific number or all numbers. Once

the user chooses to delete a number or all

numbers, the system asks the user to con-

firm.

• [Help]

The system announces the available

commands.

Recent Calls

• [Incoming]

Use the Incoming command to make a call

viewing the list of incoming calls.

• [Missed]

Use theMissedcommand tomakeacall view-

ing the list of missed calls.

• [Outgoing]

Use the Outgoing command to make a call

viewing the list of outgoing calls.

• [Redial]

Use the Redial command to dial the last out-

going call.

• [Callback]

Use the Callback command to dial the last

incoming call.
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• [Help]

The system announces the available

commands.

Connect Phone

• [Add Phone]

Use the Pair Phone command to connect a

compatible phone to the Bluetooth® Hands-

Free Phone System.

When asked to enter a PIN code to connect a

Bluetooth® mobile phone, enter the code

1234.

The code is always 1234 regardless of the

number ofphonesconnected.Up to 5phones

can be connected. If the user tries to connect

a sixthphone, thesystemannounces that the

user must first delete one phone or replace

an existing phone. If the user tries to connect

a phone that has already been connected to

the vehicle system, the system announces

the name that the phone is already using.

The connecting procedure will then be can-

celled.

The Add Phone command is not available

when the vehicle is moving.

• [Select Phone]

Use the Select Phone command to select a

phone of lesser priority when two or more

phones connected with Bluetooth® Hands-

Free Phone System are in the vehicle at the

same time.

The system asks the user to name the phone

and confirm the selection.

Once the selection is confirmed, the selected

phone remains active until the ignition

switch is turned OFF or a new phone is se-

lected.

• [Delete Phone]

Use the [Delete Phone] command to delete a

specific phone or all phones from Blue-

tooth® Hands-Free Phone System. The sys-

tem announces the names of the phones al-

ready paired with the system and their prior-

ity level. The system then gives the option to

delete a specific phone, all phones or listen

to the list again. Once the user chooses to

deleteaphoneorallphones, thesystemasks

the user to confirm.

NOTE

When the user deletes a phone, the associated phone

book for that phone will also be deleted.

• [Replace Phone]

Use the [Replace Phone] command to change

the priority level of the active phone.

The priority level determines which phone is

active when more than one paired

Bluetooth® phone is in the vehicle.

The system states the priority level of the ac-

tive phone and asks for a new priority level

(1, 2, 3, 4, 5).

If the new priority level is already being used

for another phone, the two phones will swap

priority levels.

For example, if the current priority levels are:

Priority Level 1 = Phone A

Priority Level 2 = Phone B

Priority Level 3 = Phone C

and you change the priority level of Phone C to

Level 1, then:

Priority Level 1 = Phone C

Priority Level 2 = Phone B

Priority Level 3 = Phone A

SAA2585Z
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• [Bluetooth On/Off]

Use the [Bluetooth On/Off] command to turn

on/off Bluetooth® Hands-Free Phone Sys-

tem.

• [Help]

The system announces the available

commands.

1. SEEK <m >/<m > button

2. Volume control button −/+
Increases or decreases the volume from

the system.

3. PHONE SEND <m > button

4. PHONE END <m > button

5. Microphone

Picks up the voice tag, and voice feedback

is given when the command is accepted.

USING THE SYSTEM

Setup

Pairing procedure:

1. Push the PHONE SEND <m > button. The

system asks you to pair a new phone.

2. Initiate pairing from the mobile phone and

enter a PIN code for pairing your Bluetooth®

mobile phone. Operate it to enter the code

“1234”.

The code is always “1234” regardless of the

number of phones paired. The pairing proce-

dure of the mobile phone varies according to

each mobile phone manufacturer. See the

mobile phone Owner’s Manual for details.

3. After the prompt “Please say a name for the

phone.” by the system, say a name for the

phone. If the name is too long, it will not be

fully registered.
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4. The system will inform you that the mobile

phone is successfully registered.

Registering an additional phone:

You can register up to 5 different Bluetooth®

mobile phones in the in-vehicle phone module.

However, you can talk on only onemobile phone

at a time.

1. Push the PHONE SEND <m > button and

SEEK <m >/<m > button to select “Con-

nect Phone”, and then push the PHONE SEND

<m > button.

2. Push the SEEK <m >/<m > button to select

“Add Phone”, and then push the PHONE

SEND <m > button.

3. The system asks you to initiate pairing from

your Bluetooth® mobile phone and enter a

PIN code for pairing the phone. Operate it to

enter the code 1234.

The pairing procedure of the mobile phone

variesaccording to eachmobile phonemanu-

facturer. See the mobile phone Owner’s

Manual for details.

4. After the prompt “Please say a name for the

phone.” by the system, say a name for the

phone. If the name is too long, it will not be

fully registered.

5. The system will inform you that the mobile

phone is successfully registered.

Selecting a registered phone:

1. Push the PHONE SEND <m > button and

SEEK <m >/<m > button to select “Con-

nect Phone”, and then push the PHONE SEND

<m > button.

2. Push the SEEK <m >/<m > button to se-

lect “Select Phone”, and then push the

PHONE SEND <m > button.

3. Push the SEEK <m >/<m > button. Each

time the button is operated, the system an-

nounces the names of the phones. Select the

phone you wish to use.

4. Push thePHONESEND <m >button tocom-

plete the selection.

Deleting a registered phone:

1. Push the PHONE SEND <m > button and

SEEK <m >/<m > button to select “Con-

nect Phone”, and then push the PHONE SEND

<m > button.

2. Push the SEEK <m >/<m > button to se-

lect “Delete Phone”, and then push the

PHONE SEND <m > button.

3. Push the SEEK <m >/<m > button. Each

time the button is operated, the system an-

nounces the name of the phones. Select the

phone you wish to delete.

4. When the system asks if you want to delete,

push the PHONE SEND <m > button. To

cancel the deletion, push the PHONE END

<m > button.

5. The system asks you to confirm the deletion.

To delete the desired phone, push the PHONE

SEND <m > button again.

NOTE

When you delete a phone, the associated phonebook

for the phone will also be deleted.

Bluetooth® on/off:

1. Push the PHONE SEND <m > button until

the system announces “Settings menu”.

2. Push the SEEK <m >/<m > button to se-

lect Bluetooth on or off.

3. To turn on/off the Bluetooth® hands-free

phone system, push the PHONE SEND

<m > button.

When Bluetooth® is off, you will not be able to

make or receive calls by the hands-free mode.

Also, youwill not have access to the phonebook.
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Phonebook

The phonebook stores up to 40 names for each

phone paired with the system.

NOTE

Each phone has its own separate phonebook. You can-

not access Phone A’s phonebook if you are currently

connected with Phone B.

New entry:

NOTE

This function is not available while driving.

1. Push the PHONE SEND <m > button and

SEEK <m >/<m >button to select “PHONE-

BOOK”, and then push the PHONE SEND

<m > button.

2. Push the SEEK <m >/<m > button to se-

lect “Transfer Entry”, and then push the

PHONE SEND <m > button.

3. When the system says “Please transfer the

phone number from your handset.”, operate

your mobile phone to send the phonebook to

the system.

The memory sending procedure from the

Bluetooth® mobile phone varies according

to each mobile phone manufacturer. See the

mobile phone Owner’s Manual for more de-

tails.

4. When prompted by the system, say the name

that you would like to give for the new entry.

Speak in a natural voice without pausing be-

tween words.

5. When the system requires you to repeat the

name, say the name again.

6. Push the PHONESEND <m > button to con-

tinue the entry, or push the PHONE END

<m > button to finish the phone mode.

Delete:

NOTE

This function is not available while driving.

1. Push the PHONE SEND <m > button and

SEEK <m >/<m >button to select “PHONE-

BOOK”, and then push the PHONE SEND

<m > button.

2. Push the SEEK <m >/<m > button to se-

lect “Delete Entry”, and thenpush thePHONE

SEND <m > button.

3. Push the SEEK <m >/<m > button and

choose the phonebook entry you wish to de-

lete.

4. When the system asks if you want to delete

the contact, push the PHONE SEND <m >

button. To cancel the deletion, push the

PHONE END <m > button.

5. The system asks you to confirm the deletion.

6. To delete the desired contact, push the

PHONE SEND <m > button again.

7. Push the PHONE SEND <m > button to con-

tinue the deletion or push the PHONE END

<m > button to finish the phone mode.

Making a call

Phonebook:

1. Push the PHONE SEND <m > button and

SEEK <m >/<m > button to select “CALL”,

and then push the PHONE SEND <m > but-

ton.

2. Push the SEEK <m >/<m > button to se-

lect “List Name”, and then push the PHONE

SEND <m > button.

3. Push the SEEK <m >/<m > button, and

choose the phonebookentry youwish to call.

The system acknowledges the name and be-

gins the call.

Redial:

1. Push the PHONE SEND <m > button and

SEEK <m >/<m > button to select “CALL”,

and then push the PHONE SEND <m > but-

ton.

2. Push the SEEK <m >/<m > button to se-

lect “Redial”, and thenpush thePHONESEND

<m > button.

3. Push the PHONE SEND <m > button, and

then the system begins the call.
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Bluetooth® mobile phone keypad:

You can alsomake a call by operating themobile

phone that is registered to the in-vehicle phone

module to use the hands-free phone system.

Ending a call:

Push the PHONEEND <m >button on the steer-

ing wheel or the off button on themobile phone.

Receiving or rejecting a call

When you hear the ring tone, push the PHONE

SEND <m > button on the steering wheel.

If you do not wish to answer the call when you

hear the ring tone, push the PHONE END <m >

button.

Transferring a call

During a call, push the PHONE SEND <m >

button to switch the call from the Bluetooth®

Hands-Free Phone System to the mobile phone

when privacy is desired.

Push the PHONE SEND <m > button again to

return to the hands-free mode.

Some Bluetooth® mobile phones may not be

able to return to the hands-free mode. Refer to

the mobile phone Owner’s Manual for informa-

tion about reconnection.

Once the ignition switch is turned to the “OFF”

position and the ON position again, the system

will automatically change to the hands-free

mode as a default setting.

INFINITI Voice Recognition (VR) allows hands-

free operation of the systems equipped on this

vehicle, such as the phone, navigation system,

vehicle information and audio. INFINITI Voice

Recognition can be used by selecting one of two

modes, Standard Mode or Alternate Command

Mode.

In StandardMode, commands that are available

are always shownon the display and announced

by the system. You can complete your desired

operationbysimply following thepromptsgiven

by the system. (See “INFINITI Voice Recognition

standardmode” later in this section for details.)

For advanced operation, you can use the Alter-

nate Command Mode that enables the opera-

tion of the display, audio, and climate control

through INFINITI Voice Recognition. (See

“INFINITI Voice Recognition alternate command

mode” later in this section for details.) When

Alternate Command Mode is active, an

expanded list of commands can be spoken after

pressing the talk <m > switch. Review the ex-

panded command list, which is available when

this mode is active. Note that in this mode the

recognition success rate may be affected as the

number of available commands and the ways of

speaking each command are increased.

To improve the recognition success rate when

Alternate CommandMode is active, try using the

VR System Training Function available in that

mode. Otherwise, it is recommended that Alter-

INFINITI VOICE RECOGNITION SYSTEM (models
with navigation system – for Europe)
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nate Command Mode be turned off and Stan-

dard Mode be used for the best recognition per-

formance.

For the voice commands for the navigation sys-

tem, refer to the Navigation System Owner’s

Manual of your vehicle.

• If the air conditioner is set to [AUTO], the fan speed

is automatically lowered so that voice commands

can be recognized more easily.

• Before using Voice Recognition, select the

preferred language.

(See “Language & Units settings” in the

“2. Display screen, heater and air condi-

tioner, and audio system” section for

details.)

• The Voice Recognition function is not available

when the language setting is switched to Russian.

INFINITI VOICE RECOGNITION
STANDARD MODE

The following section is applicable when the

Standard Mode is activated.

The StandardMode enables you to complete the

desired operation by simply following the

prompts that appear on the display and also are

announced by the system. Hands-free operation

of Audio, Climate Control andDisplay systems is

not available in this mode.

Activating Standard Mode

When the Alternate Command Mode is active,

perform the following steps to switch to the

Standard Mode.

1. Push the <SETTING> button on the instrument

panel.

2. Highlight the [Others] key on the display and

then push the <ENTER> button.

3. Highlight the [Voice Recognition] key and

then push the <ENTER> button.

4. Highlight the [Alternate CommandMode] key

and push the <ENTER> button.

5. The indicator turns off and the Standard

Mode activates.

Displaying user guide

If you use the INFINITI Voice Recognition system

for the first time or you do not knowhow to oper-

ate it, you can display the [User Guide] for con-

firmation.

You can confirm how to use voice commands by

accessing a simplified User Guide, which con-

tains basic instructions and tutorials for several

voice commands.
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1. Push the <INFO> button on the instrument

panel.

2. Highlight the [Voice Recognition] key using

the INFINITI controller and push the ENTER

button.

3. Highlight the [User Guide] key using the

INFINITI controller and push the <ENTER> but-

ton.

Steps 1 to 3 can be skipped by pressing the

talk <m > switch on the steering wheel and

saying “Help”.

4. Highlight an item using the INFINITI control-

ler and push the <ENTER> button.

Available items:

• [How to Use Voice Recognition]

Describes the basics of how to operate the

INFINITI Voice Recognition system.

• [Practice Mode]

Mode for practising by following the instruc-

tions of the system voice.

• [Demo - Using the Address Book]

Tutorial for entering a destination by using

the Address Book.

• [Demo - Finding a Street Address]

Tutorial for entering a destination by street

address.

• [Demo - Making a Phone Call]

Tutorial formaking aphone call byvoice com-

mand operation.

• [Help on Speaking]

Displays useful tips of speaking for correct

command recognition by the system.

Note that the Command List feature is only avail-

able when [Alternate Command Mode] is active.

Getting Started

Before using the INFINITI Voice Recognition sys-

tem for the first time, you can confirm how to

use commands by viewing the Getting Started

section of the User Guide.

1. Highlight [How to use Voice Recognition] and

push the <ENTER> button.

2. You can confirm the page by scrolling the

screen using the INFINITI controller.

Tutorials on the operation of the INFINITI Voice

Recognition system

If you choose [Demo - Using the Address Book],

[Demo - Finding a Street Address] or [Demo -

Making a Phone Call], you can view tutorials on

how to perform these operations using INFINITI

Voice Recognition.
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Useful tips for correct operation

You can display useful speaking tips to help the

system recognise your voice commands

correctly.

Highlight [Help on Speaking] and push the

<ENTER> button.

USING THE SYSTEM

Initialisation

When the ignition switch is pushed to the ON

position, INFINITI Voice Recognition is initia-

lised, which takes a few seconds. When com-

pleted, the system is ready to accept voice com-

mands. If the talk <m > switch is pushed before

the initialisation completes, the display will

show the message: [Loading voice recognition

system. Please wait], or a beep sounds.

Before starting

To get the best recognition performance from

INFINITI Voice Recognition, observe the follow-

ing:

• The interior of the vehicle should be as quiet as

possible. Close the windows to eliminate the sur-

rounding noises (traffic noise and vibration

sounds, etc.), which may prevent the system from

correctly recognising the voice commands.

• Wait until the tone sounds before speaking a com-

mand.

• Speak in a natural conversational voice without

pausing between words.

• If the air conditioner is set to [AUTO], the fan speed

is automatically lowered so that voice commands

can be recognized more easily.

• The Voice Recognition function is not available

when the language setting is switched to Russian.

For details, see “Language & Units settings” ear-

lier in this section.

Giving voice commands

1. Push the talk <m > switch located on the

steering wheel.

2. A list of commands appears on the screen,

and the system announces, “Would you like

to access Phone, Navigation, Information,

Audio or Help?”.

3. After the tone sounds and the icon on the

screen changes from m to m , speak a

command.

4. Continue to follow the voice menu prompts

and speak after the tone sounds until your

desired operation is completed.

Operating tips:

• Say a command after the tone.

• Commands that are available are always shown on

the display and spoken through voice menu
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prompts. Commands other than those that are dis-

played are not accepted. Please follow the prompts

given by the system.

• If the command is not recognised, the system an-

nounces, “Please say again”. Repeat the command

in a clear voice.

• Push the <BACK> button once to return to the

previous screen.

• If you want to cancel the command, push and hold

the talk <m > switch. The message, “Voice

cancelled” will be announced.

• If the Voice Recognition mode is already activated,

pressing the talk <m > switch cancels the voice

guidance and you can say a voice command

immediately.

• If youwant to adjust the volume of the system feed-

back, push the volume control buttons + or − on

the steering switch or use the audio system vol-

umeknobwhile thesystem ismakinganannounce-

ment.

How to speak numbers:

INFINITIVoiceRecognition requiresacertainway

to speaknumberswhengiving voice commands.

Refer to the following examples.

General rule

Only single digits 0 (zero) to 9 can be used. (For

example, if you would like to say 500, “five zero

zero” can be used, but “five hundred” cannot.)

Examples

• 0-1923-899334

– “Zero one nine two three eight nine nine

three three four”

Improving Recognition of Phone numbers

You can improve the recognition of phone num-

bers by saying the phone number in groups of

numbers. For example, when you try to call

0-1923-899334, say “zero” first, and the system

will then ask you for the next digits. Then, say

“one nine two three”. After recognition, the sys-

tem will then ask for the last digits. Say, “eight

nine nine three three four”. Using this method

of phone digit entry can improve recognition

performance.

Whenspeakingahousenumber, speakthenum-

ber “0” as “zero”. If the letter “o (Oh)” is in-

cluded in the house number, it will not be recog-

nised as the number “0 (zero)” if you speak“oh”

instead of “zero”. You can say either “zero” for

the number “0” or “oh” for the letter “O”.
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Command Lists

Category Commands:

Command Action

“Phone” Operates Phone function

“Navigation” Operates Navigation function

“Information” Displays vehicle Information function

“Audio” Operates Audio function.

“Help” Displays User Guide

Phone Commands:

Command Action

“Dial Number” Makes a call to a spoken phone number up to 10 digits.

“Handset memory” Makes a call to a contact that is stored in a mobile phone.

“Phonebook” Makes a call to a contact that is stored in the Phonebook.

“Call history “Incoming Calls” Makes a call to an incoming call number.

“Outgoing Calls” Makes a call to a dialled number.

“Missed Calls” Makes a call to a Missed calls number.

Navigation Commands:

See the separate Navigation System Owner’s Manual.
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Information Commands:

Command Action

“Fuel Economy” Displays fuel economy information.

“Trip Computer” (where fitted) Displays trip information.

“Tyre pressure” Displays the tyre information.

“Maintenance” Displays maintenance information.

“Traffic Information” Displays the [Info On Route] screen when a route to the destination is set.
Displays the [Nearby Traffic Info.] screen when a route to the destination is not set.

“Where am I?” Displays your current location.

Audio Commands:

Command Action

“Music Box” Turns on the Music Box audio system.

“CD” Plays a CD.

“FM” Turns to the FM band and selects the station last played.

“AM” Turns to the AM band and selects the station last played.

“AUX” Plays an auxiliary audio source.

General Commands:

Command Action

“Go back” Corrects the last recognition result to return to the previous screen

“Exit” Cancels Voice Recognition
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Voice command examples

To use the INFINITI Voice Recognition function,

speakingone command issometimessufficient,

but at other times it is necessary to speak two or

more commands. As examples, some additional

basic operations by voice commands are

described here.

For navigation system commands, see the sepa-

rate Navigation System Owner’s Manual.

Placing a call to the phone number 0-1923-

899334:

1. Push the talk <m > switch located on the

steering wheel.

2. The system announces, “Would you like to

access Phone, Navigation, Information, Au-

dio or Help?”

3. Speak “Phone”.

4. Speak “Dial Number”.

5. Speak “Zero”.

6. The system announces, “Please say more

numbers, or say dial or change number.”

7. Speak “One Nine Two Three”.
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8. The system announces, “Please say more

numbers, or say dial or change number.”

9. Speak “Eight Nine Nine Three Three Four”.

10. The system announces, “Dial or Change

Number?”

11. Speak “Dial”.

12. The system makes a call to 0-1923-899334.

Note:

• The entire phone number can be spoken as one

expression. However, the digit grouping is recom-

mended for improved recognition. (See “How to

speak numbers” earlier in this section.)

• If the system does not recognise your command,

please try repeating the command using a natural

voice. Speaking too slow or too loudly may further

decrease recognition performance.

INFINITI VOICE RECOGNITION
ALTERNATE COMMAND MODE

The following section is applicable when Alter-

nate Command Mode is activated.

When Alternate CommandMode is activated, an

expanded list of commands can be used after

pressing the talk <m > switch. In this mode,

available commands are not fully shown on the

display or prompted. Review the expanded com-

mand list when this mode is active. See

examples of Alternate Command Mode screens.

Please note that in this mode the recognition

success rate may be affected as the number of

available commands and ways of speaking each

command are increased. To improve the recog-

nition success rate, try using the [VR System

Training] Function available in that mode. (See

“Voice command learning function (for Alternate

Command Mode)” later in this section.)

In the Alternate Command Mode, review the ex-

panded command list for this mode, as some

commands available in the Standard Mode are

replaced. Please see the examples on the

screen.

Activating Alternate Command Mode

When the Standard Mode is active, perform the

following steps to switch to the Alternate Com-

mand Mode.

1. Push the <SETTING> button on the instrument

panel.

2. Highlight the [Others] key on the display and

then push the <ENTER> button.

3. Highlight the[Voice Recognition] key and

then push the <ENTER> button.

SAA2458Z
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4. Highlight the [Alternate CommandMode] key

and push the <ENTER> button.

5. The confirmation message is displayed on

the screen. Push the [OK] key to activate the

Alternate Command Mode.

Displaying command list

If you are controlling the system by voice com-

mands for the first time or do not know the ap-

propriate voice command, perform the follow-

ing procedure for displaying the voice command

list (availableonly inAlternateCommandMode).

1. Push the <INFO> button on the instrument

panel.

2. Highlight the [Voice Recognition] key using

the INFINITI controller and push the <ENTER>

button.

3. Highlight the [Command List] key using the

INFINITI controller and push the <ENTER> but-

ton.

Steps 1 to 3 can be skipped by pressing the

talk <m > switch on the steering wheel and

saying “Help”.

4. Highlight a category using the INFINITI con-

troller and push the <ENTER> button.

5. Highlight an item using the INFINITI control-

ler and push the <ENTER> button.

6. If necessary, scroll the screen using the

INFINITI controller to view the entire list.

7. Press the <BACK> button to return to the pre-

vious screen.

SAA2461Z SAA2462Z SAA2463Z
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List of help commands

Phone Commands:

Command Action

“Dial Number” Makes a call to a spoken phone number.

“Phonebook” Makes a call to a contact that is stored in a phonebook.

“Handset Memory” Makes a call to a contact that is stored in the mobile phone.

“Call History” “Incoming Calls” Makes a call to an incoming call number.

“Outgoing Calls” Makes a call to a dialled number.

“Missed Calls” Makes a call to a Missed calls number.

Navigation Commands:

See the separate Navigation System Owner’s Manual.

Information Commands:

Command Action

“Fuel Economy” Displays fuel economy information.

“Trip Computer” (where fitted) Displays trip information.

“Tyre pressure” Displays tyre pressure information.

“Maintenance” Displays maintenance information.

“Traffic Information” Displays the [Info On Route] screen when a route to the destination is set.
Displays the [Nearby Traffic Info.] screen when a route to the destination is not set.

“Where am I?” Displays your current location.
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Audio Commands:

Command Action

“Music Box” Turns on the Music Box audio system.

“CD” Plays a CD.

“FM” Turns to the FM band and selects the station last played.

“AM” Turns to the AM band and selects the station last played.

“AUX” Plays an auxiliary audio source.

“USB” Turns on the USB memory.

“Bluetooth Audio” Turns on the Bluetooth® audio player.

Help Commands:

Command Action

“Command List” “Navigation Commands” Displays the navigation command list.

“Phone Commands” Displays the phone command list.

“Audio Commands” Displays the audio command list.

“Information Commands” Displays the information command list.

“Help Commands” Displays the help command list.

“User Guide” Displays the User Guide.

“VR System Training” The system can memorise the voices of up to three people.
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General Commands:

Command Action

“Go back” Corrects the last recognition result to return to the previous screen

“Exit” Cancels Voice Recognition
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Displaying user guide

You can confirm how to use voice commands by

accessing a simplified User Guide, which con-

tains basic instructions and tutorials for several

voice commands.

1. Push the <INFO> button on the instrument

panel.

2. Highlight the [Voice Recognition] key using

the INFINITI controller and push the <ENTER>

button.

3. Highlight the [User Guide] key using the

INFINITI controller and push the <ENTER> but-

ton.

4. Highlight an item using the INFINITI control-

ler and push the <ENTER> button.

Available items:

• [How to use Voice Recognition]

Describe the basics of how to operate the

INFINITI Voice Recognition system.

• [Practice Mode]

Mode for practising by following the instruc-

tions of the system voice.

• [Demo - Using the Address Book]

Refer to Navigation System Owner’s Manual.

• [Demo - Finding a Street Address]

Refer to Navigation System Owner’s Manual.

• [Demo - Making a Phone Call]

Tutorial formaking aphone call byvoice com-

mand operation.

• [Help on Speaking]

Displays useful tips for how to correctly

speak commands in order for them to be

properly recognised by the system.

• [Advanced User Settings]

Describes the available Voice Recognition

settings.

• [VR System Training Function]

Tutorial adapting the system to your voice.

USING THE SYSTEM

Initialisation

When the ignition switch is pushed to the ON

position, INFINITI Voice Recognition is initia-

lised, which takes a few seconds. When com-

pleted, the system is ready to accept voice com-

mands. If the talk <m > switch is pushed before

the initialisation completes the display will

show themessage: [Phonetic data downloaded.

Please wait.], or a beep sounds.

Before starting

To get the best performance from INFINITI Voice

Recognition, observe the following:

• Keep the interior of the vehicle as quiet as pos-

sible. Close thewindows toeliminate the surround-

ing noises (traffic noises, vibration sounds, etc.),

whichmayprevent thesystem fromrecognising the

voice commands correctly.

• Wait until a tone sounds before speaking a com-

mand.

• Speak in a natural voice without pausing between

words.

• If the air conditioner is set to AUTO, the fan speed

is automatically lowered so that your commands

can be recognized more easily.

SAA2825Z
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Giving voice command

1. Push and release the talk <m > switch lo-

cated on the steering wheel.

2. A list of commands appears on the screen,

and the system announces, “Please say a

command”.

3. After the tone sounds and the icon on the

screen changes from m to m , speak a

command.

Operating tips:

• Voice commandscannotbeacceptedwhen the icon

ism .

• If the command is not recognised, the system an-

nounces, “Please say again”. Repeat the command

in a clear voice.

• Push theBACKbuttononce to return to thepre-

vious screen.

• If you want to cancel the command, push and hold

the talk <m > switch for 1 second. The mes-

sage “Voice cancelled” will be announced.

• If the Voice Recognition mode is already activated,

pressing the talk <m > switch cancels the voice

guidance and you can say a voice command

immediately.

• If youwant to adjust the volume of the system feed-

back, push the volume control buttons + or − on

the steering wheel or use the audio system volume

knob while the system is making an announce-

ment.

How to speak numbers:

INFINITIVoiceRecognition requiresacertainway

to speaknumberswhengiving voice commands.

Refer to the following examples.

General rule

Only single digits 0 (zero) to 9 can be used. (For

example, if you would like to say 500, “five zero

zero” can be used, but “five hundred” cannot.

Phone numbers

Speak phone numbers according to the follow-

ing examples:

• 0-1923-899334

– “Zero one nine two three eight nine nine

three three four”

Note 1: For the best Voice Recognition phone di-

alling results, say phone numbers as single dig-

its.

Note 2: You cannot say 555-6000 as “five five

five six thousands”.

Note 3: When speaking a house number, speak

the number “0” as “zero”. If the letter “o (Oh)”

is included in the house number, it will not be

recognised as the number “0 (zero)”. For the

best recognition, speak “zero” for the number

“0” and “oh” for the letter “O”.

SAA2167Z
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Voice command learning function (for
Alternate Command Mode)

The Voice Recognition system has a function to

learn the user’s voice for better Voice Recogni-

tion performance. The system canmemorise the

voices of up to three persons.

Having the system learn the user’s voice:

1. Push the <SETTING> button on the instrument

panel, highlight the [Others] key on the dis-

play and then push the <ENTER> button.

2. Highlight the [Voice Recognition] key and

then push the <ENTER> button.

3. Highlight the [VR System Training] key and

then push the <ENTER> button.

4. Select the user whose voice is memorised by

the system and push the <ENTER> button.

5. Select [Start VR System Training] and push

the <ENTER> button.

6. Select a category to be learned by the system

from the following list and then push the

ENTER button.

• [Phone]

• [Navigation]

• [Information]

• [Audio]

The voice commands in the category are dis-

played.

7. Select a voice command and then push the

<ENTER> button.

The Voice Recognition system starts.

8. The system requests that you repeat a com-

mand after a tone.

9. After the tone sounds and the icon on the

screen changes fromm tom , speak the

command that the system requested.

10. When the system has recognised the voice

command, the voice of the user is learned.

Push the talk <m > switch or BACK button to

return to the previous screen.

If the system has learned the command

correctly, the voice command indicator on the

screen turns on.

SAA2469Z
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VR System Training function settings:

[Edit Name]

Edit the user name using the keypad displayed

on the screen.

[Reset Result]

Resets the user’s voice that the Voice Recogni-

tion system has learned.

[Continuous Training]

When this item is turned to [ON], you can have

the system learn the voice commands in succes-

sion, without selecting commands one by one.

Minimise voice feedback (for Alternate
Command Mode)

To minimise the voice feedback from the sys-

tem, perform the following steps.

1. Push the <SETTING> button on the instrument

panel.

2. Highlight the [Others] key using the INFINITI

controller and push the <ENTER> button.

3. Highlight the [Voice Recognition] key and

then push the <ENTER> button.

4. Highlight the [Minimise Voice Feedback] key

and push the <ENTER> button.

5. The item is turned to [ON] and the vocal feed-

back is reduced if the Voice Recognition sys-

tem is activated.SAA2472Z
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TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE

The system should respond correctly to all voice commands without difficulty. If problems are encountered, follow the solutions given in this guide for

the appropriate error.

Where the solutions are listed by number, try each solution in turn, starting with number one, until the problem is resolved.

Symptom/error message Solution

Displays [COMMAND NOT RECOGNISED] or the
system fails to interpret the command correctly.

1. Ensure that the command format is valid, see “Command Lists” earlier in this section.

2. Speak clearly without pausing between words and at a level appropriate to the ambient noise level.

3. Ensure that the ambient noise level is not excessive, for example, windows open or defrost on.

NOTE

If it is too noisy to use the phone, it is likely that voice commands will not be recognised.

4. If optional words of the command have been omitted, then the command should be tried with these in
place.

The system consistently selects the wrong
voicetag from the phonebook.

1. Ensure that the voicetag requested matches what was originally stored. (See “Bluetooth® Hands-Free
Phone System (models with navigation system)” earlier in this section; page 4-88.)

2. Replace one of the voicetags being confused with a different voicetag.
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During the first 2,000 km (1,200 miles) (for VK

and VQ engine) or 1,600 km (1,000 miles) (for

V9X engine), follow these recommendations to

obtain maximum engine performance and en-

sure the future reliability and economy of your

new vehicle. Failure to follow these recommen-

dations may result in shortened engine life and

reduced engine performance.

• Donotdriveata constant speed, either fastor slow,

for long periods of time.

• Do not run the engine over 4,000 rpm (For VK and

VQ engine) or 2,500 rpm (For V9X engine).

• Do not accelerate at full throttle in any gear.

• Do not start quickly.

• Do not brake hard as much as possible.

• Donot tow a trailer for at least the first 800 km (500

miles).

WARNING

The driving characteristics of your vehicle will change

remarkably by any additional load and its distribu-

tion, as well as by adding optional equipment (trailer

coupling, roof racks, etc.). Your driving style and

speed must be adjusted according to the circum-

stances. Especially when carrying heavy loads, your

speed must be reduced adequately.

• Make sure the area around the vehicle is clear.

• Visually inspect tyres for their appearance and con-

dition. Measure and check the tyre pressure for

proper inflation.

• Check that all windows and lights are clean.

• Adjust the seat and head restraint positions.

• Adjust the inside and outside rearviewmirror posi-

tions.

• Fasten your seat belt and ask all passengers to do

the same.

• Check the operation of the warning lightswhen the

ignition switch is pushed to the ON position.

• Maintenance items in the “8. Maintenance and do-

it-yourself” section should be checked periodi-

cally.

WARNING

• Never leave children or adults whowould normally

require the support of others alone in your vehicle.

Pets should not be left alone either. They could

unknowingly activate switches or controls and in-

advertently become involved in a serious accident

and injure themselves. On hot, sunny days, tem-

peratures in a closed vehicle could quickly become

high enough to cause severe or possibly fatal ill-

ness to people or animals.

• Properly secure all cargo to help prevent it from

sliding or shifting. Do not place cargo higher than

the seatbacks. In a sudden stop or collision, unse-

cured cargo could cause personal injury.

EXHAUST GAS (carbon monoxide)

WARNING

• Do not breathe exhaust gas; it contains colourless

and odourless carbon monoxide. Carbon monox-

ide is dangerous. It can cause unconsciousness or

death.

• If you suspect that exhaust fumes are entering the

vehicle,drivewithallwindowsfullyopen,andhave

the vehicle inspected immediately.

• Do not run the engine in closed spaces such as a

garage.

• Do not park the vehicle with the engine running for

an extended period of time.

RUNNING-IN SCHEDULE BEFORE STARTING ENGINE PRECAUTIONSWHEN STARTING AND DRIVING
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• Keep the back door closed while driving, other-

wise exhaust gas could be drawn into the passen-

ger compartment. If you must drive with the back

door open, follow these precautions:

– Open all the windows.

– Turn the air recirculation switch off and

set the fan control to the highest level to

circulate the air.

• If a special body or other equipment is added for

recreational or other usage, follow the manufac-

turer’s recommendation to prevent carbonmonox-

ide entry into the vehicle. (Some recreational ve-

hicle appliances such as stoves, refrigerators,

heaters, etc.mayalso generate carbonmonoxide.)

• The exhaust system and body should be inspected

by a qualified mechanic whenever:

– Your vehicle is raised while being

serviced.

– You suspect that exhaust fumes are en-

tering into the passenger compartment.

– You notice a change in the sound of the

exhaust system.

– You have had an accident involving dam-

age to the exhaust system, underbody, or

rear of the vehicle.

THREE-WAY CATALYST (where fitted)

WARNING

• The exhaust gas and the exhaust system are very

hot. Keep people, animals and flammable materi-

als away from the exhaust system components.

• Do not stop or park the vehicle over flammablema-

terials such as dry grass, wastepaper or rags. They

may ignite and cause a fire.

The three-waycatalyst is anemission control de-

vice installed in theexhaustsystem.Exhaustgas

in the three-way catalyst is burned at high tem-

peratures to help reduce pollutants.

CAUTION

• Do not use leaded petrol. (See “Recommended

fuel/lubricants and capacities” in the “9. Techni-

cal information” section.) Deposits from leaded

petrol seriously reduce the ability of the

three-way catalyst to help reduce exhaust

pollutants and/or damage the three-way

catalyst.

• Keep your engine tuned up. Malfunctions in the

ignition, fuel injection, or electrical systems may

cause overrich fuel to flow into the three-way cata-

lyst, causing it to overheat. Do not keep driving if

the engine misfires, or if noticeable loss of perfor-

mance or other unusual operating conditions are

detected. Have the vehicle inspected promptly by

an INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop.

• Avoiddrivingwithanextremely low fuel level. Run-

ning out of fuel could cause the engine to misfire,

damaging the three-way catalyst.

• Do not race the engine while warming it up.

• Do not push or tow your vehicle to start the en-

gine.
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Utility vehicles have a significantly higher roll-

over rate than other types of vehicles.

Theyhavehighergroundclearance thanpassen-

ger cars to make them capable of performing in

a wide variety of on-pavement and off-road ap-

plications. This gives them a higher centre of

gravity than ordinary cars. An advantage of

higher ground clearance is a better view of the

road, allowing you to anticipate problems. How-

ever, they are not designed for cornering at the

same speeds as conventional passenger cars

any more than low-slung sports cars are de-

signed to perform satisfactorily under off-road

conditions. If at all possible, avoid sharp turns

or abrupt manoeuvres, particularly at high

speeds. As with other vehicles of this type, fail-

ure to operate this vehicle correctly may result

in loss of control or vehicle rollover.

DRIVING SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

Your INFINITI is designed for both normal and

off-road use. However, avoid driving in deepwa-

ter or mud as your INFINITI is mainly designed

for leisure use, unlike a conventional off-road

vehicle.

Remember that Two-Wheel Drive (2WD) models

are less capable than Four-Wheel Drive (4WD)

models for rough road driving and extrication

when stuck in deep snow, mud, or the like.

Please observe the following precautions:

WARNING

• Drive carefully when off the road and avoid dan-

gerous areas. Every person who drives or rides in

this vehicle should be seated with their seat belt

fastened. This will keep you and your passengers

in position when driving over rough terrain.

• Do not drive across steep slopes. Instead drive ei-

ther straight up or straight down the slopes. Off-

road vehicles can tip over sideways much more

easily than they can forward or backward.

• Manyhills are too steep for anyvehicle. If youdrive

up them, you may stall. If you drive down them,

you may not be able to control your speed. If you

drive across them, you may roll over.

• Do not shift ranges while driving on downhill

grades as this could cause loss of control of the

vehicle.

• Stay alert when driving to the top of a hill. At the

top there could be a drop-off or other hazard that

could cause an accident.

• If the engine stalls or you cannotmake it to the top

of a steep hill, never attempt to turn around. Your

vehicle could tip or roll over. Always back straight

down in R (Reverse) range. Never back down in N

(Neutral), using only the brake, as this could cause

loss of control.

• Heavy braking going down a hill could cause your

brakes to overheat and fade, resulting in loss of

control and an accident. Apply brakes lightly and

use a low range to control your speed.

• Unsecured cargo can be thrown around when driv-

ing over rough terrain. Properly secure all cargo so

it will not be thrown forward and cause injury to

you or your passengers.

• To avoid raising the centre of gravity excessively,

do not exceed the rated capacity of the roof rack

(where fitted) and evenly distribute the load. Se-

cure heavy loads in the cargo area as far forward

and as low as possible. Do not equip the vehicle

with tyres larger thanspecified in thismanual.This

could cause your vehicle to roll over.

• Do not grip the inside or spokes of the steering

wheel when driving off-road. The steering wheel

could move suddenly and injure your hands. In-

stead drive with your fingers and thumbs on the

outside of the rim.

• Beforeoperating thevehicle, ensure that thedriver

and all passengers have their seat belts fastened.

• Always drive with the floor mats in place as the

floor may became hot.

• Loweryourspeedwhenencounteringstrongcross-

winds.Withahigher centreofgravity,your INFINITI

is more affected by strong side winds. Slower

speeds ensure better vehicle control.

ON-PAVEMENT AND OFF-ROAD DRIVING
PRECAUTIONS
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• Do not drive beyond the performance capability of

the tyres, even with 4WD engaged.

• For 4WDequippedvehicles, donot attempt to raise

two wheels off the ground and shift the transmis-

sion to any drive or reverse position with the en-

gine running. Doing so may result in drivetrain

damage or unexpected vehicle movement which

could result in serious vehicle damage or personal

injury. (4WD models)

• Do not attempt to test an 4WD equipped vehicle on

a2-wheeldynamometer or similar equipmenteven

if the other two wheels are raised off the ground.

Make sure you inform test facility personnel that

your vehicle is equipped with 4WD before it is

placed on a dynamometer. Using the wrong test

equipment may result in drivetrain damage or un-

expected vehicle movement which could result in

serious vehicle damage or personal injury. (4WD

models)

• When a wheel is off the ground due to an unlevel

surface, do not spin the wheel excessively. (4WD

models)

• Accelerating quickly, sharp steering manoeuvres

or sudden braking may cause loss of control.

• If at all possible, avoid sharp turning manoeuvres,

particularly at high speeds. Your vehicle has a

higher centre of gravity than a conventional pas-

senger car. The vehicle is not designed for corner-

ing at the same speeds as conventional passenger

cars. Failure to operate this vehicle correctly could

result in loss of control and/or a rollover accident.

• Always use tyres of the same type, size, brand,

construction (bias, bias-belted or radial), and

tread pattern on all four wheels. Install traction

devices on the rear wheels when driving on slip-

pery roads and drive carefully.

• Be sure to check the brakes immediately after driv-

ing in mud or water. See “Brake system” later in

this section for wet brakes.

• Avoid parking your vehicle on steep hills. If you

get out of the vehicle and it rolls forward, back-

ward or sideways, you could be injured.

• Whenever you drive off-road through sand, mud or

water as deep as the wheel hub, more frequent

maintenance may be required. See the mainte-

nance information in the “INFINITI Service and

Maintenance Guide”.

TYRE PRESSURE MONITORING SYSTEM
(TPMS) (where fitted)

Each tyre, including the spare (if provided),

should be checked monthly when cold and in-

flated to the inflation pressure recommendedby

the vehicle manufacturer on the vehicle placard

or tyre inflation pressure label. (If your vehicle

has tyres of a different size than the size indi-

cated on the vehicle placard or tyre inflation

pressure label, youshoulddetermine theproper

tyre inflation pressure for those tyres.)

As an added safety feature, your vehicle has

been equipped with a Tyre Pressure Monitoring

System (TPMS) that illuminates a low tyre pres-

sure telltale when one or more of your tyres is

significantly under-inflated. Accordingly, when

the low tyre pressure telltale illuminates, you

should stopandcheckyour tyresassoonaspos-

sible, and inflate them to the proper pressure.

Driving on a significantly under-inflated tyre

causes the tyre to overheat and can lead to tyre

failure. Under-inflation also reduces fuel effi-

ciency and tyre tread life, and may affect the

vehicle’s handling and stopping ability.

Please note that the TPMS is not a substitute for

proper tyre maintenance, and it is the driver’s

responsibility to maintain correct tyre pressure,

even if under-inflation has not reached the level

to trigger illumination of the TPMS low tyre pres-

sure telltale.

Your vehicle has also been equipped with a

TPMSmalfunction indicator to indicatewhen the

system is not operating properly. The TPMSmal-

function indicator is combined with the low tyre

pressure telltale. When the system detects a

malfunction, the telltale will flash for approxi-

mately one minute and then remain continu-

ously illuminated. This sequence will continue

upon subsequent vehicle start-ups as long as

the malfunction exists. When the malfunction

indicator is illuminated, the system may not be

able to detect or signal low tyre pressure as in-

tended. TPMSmalfunctionsmay occur for a vari-
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ety of reasons, including the installation of re-

placement or alternate tyres or wheels on the

vehicle that prevent the TPMS from functioning

properly. Always check the TPMS malfunction

telltale after replacing one or more tyres or

wheels on your vehicle to ensure that the re-

placement or alternate tyres and wheels allow

the TPMS to continue to function properly.

Additional information

• The TPMSdoes notmonitor the tyre pressure of the

spare tyre.

• The TPMS will activate only when the vehicle is

driven at speeds above 25 km/h (16 MPH). Also,

this system may not detect a sudden drop in tyre

pressure (for example a flat tyre while driving).

• The low tyre pressure warning light does not auto-

matically turn off when the tyre pressure is ad-

justed. After the tyre is inflated to the

recommendedpressure, thevehiclemustbedriven

at speeds above 25 km/h (16 MPH) to activate the

TPMS and turn off the low tyre pressure warning

light. Use a tyre pressure gauge to check the tyre

pressure.

• Tyre pressure rises and falls depending on the heat

caused by the vehicle’s operation and the outside

temperature. Low outside temperature can lower

the temperature of the air inside the tyre which can

cause a lower tyre inflation pressure. This may

cause the low tyre pressure warning light to illumi-

nate. If the warning light illuminates in low ambi-

ent temperature, check the tyre pressure for all four

tyres.

• You can also check the pressure of all tyres (except

the spare tyre) on the display screen. The order of

the tyre pressure figures displayed on the screen

does not correspond with the actual order of the

tyre position. (See “Vehicle information display” in

the “4. Display screen, heater and air conditioner,

and audio system” section.)

For additional information, see “Low tyre

pressure warning light” in the “2. Instru-

ments and controls” section and “Tyre Pres-

sure Monitoring System (TPMS) (where

fitted)” in the “6. In case of emergency” sec-

tion.

WARNING

• If the low tyre pressure warning light illuminates

or LOW PRESSURE information is displayed on the

monitor screen while driving, avoid sudden steer-

ing manoeuvres or abrupt braking, reduce vehicle

speed, pull off the road to a safe location and stop

the vehicle as soon as possible. Driving with un-

der-inflated tyres may permanently damage the

tyres and increase the likelihood of tyre failure.

Serious vehicle damage could occur and may lead

to an accident and could result in serious personal

injury. Check the tyre pressure for all four tyres.

Adjust the tyrepressure to the recommendedCOLD

tyre pressure shown on the tyre placard to turn the

low tyre pressure warning light OFF. If you have a

flat tyre, replace it with a spare tyre as soon as

possible. (See “Flat tyre” in the “6. In case of

emergency” section for changing a flat tyre.)

• When a spare tyre is mounted or a wheel is re-

placed, the TPMSwill not function and the low tyre

pressurewarning lightwill flash for approximately

1 minute. The light will remain on after 1 minute.

Contact an INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop

as soon as possible for tyre replacement and/or

system resetting.

• Replacing tyres with those not originally specified

by INFINITI could affect the proper operation of the

TPMS.

• Do not inject any tyre liquid or aerosol tyre sealant

into the tyres, as this may cause a malfunction of

the tyrepressuresensors (formodelsnotequipped

with the emergency tyre puncture repair kit).

• If you used the Emergency Tyre Sealant to repair a

minor tyre puncture, your INFINITI Centre or quali-

fied workshop will also need to replace the TPMS

sensor inaddition to repairingor replacing the tyre

(for models equipped with the emergency tyre

puncture repair kit).

• INFINITI recommends using only INFINITI Genuine

Emergency Tyre Sealant provided with your

vehicle. Other tyre sealantsmay damage the valve

stem sealwhich can cause the tyre to lose air pres-

sure (formodelsequippedwith theemergency tyre

puncture repair kit).
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CAUTION

• The TPMS may not function properly when the

wheels are equipped with snow chains or the

wheels are buried in snow.

• Do not placemetalised film or anymetal parts (an-

tenna, etc.) on the windows. This may cause poor

reception of the signals from the tyre pressure

sensors, and the TPMS will not function properly.

Some devices and transmittersmay temporarily

interfere with the operation of the TPMS and

cause the low tyre pressure warning light to illu-

minate. Some examples are:

– Facilities or electric devices using similar ra-

dio frequencies are near the vehicle.

– If a transmitter set to similar frequencies is

being used in or near the vehicle.

– If a computer (or similar equipment) or a DC/

AC converter is being used in or near the ve-

hicle.

Driving your vehicle to fit the circumstances is

essential foryoursafetyandcomfort.Asadriver,

you should be the one who knows best how to

drive in the given circumstances.

ENGINE COLD START PERIOD

Due to the higher engine speeds, when the en-

gine is cold, extra caution must be exercised

when selecting a gear during the engine warm-

up period after starting the engine.

LOADING LUGGAGE

Loads and their distribution and the attachment

of equipment (coupling devices, roof baggage

carriers, etc.) will considerably change the driv-

ing characteristics of the vehicle. Your driving

style and speed must be adjusted according to

the circumstances.

DRIVING IN WET CONDITIONS

• Avoid accelerating or stopping suddenly.

• Avoid sharp turning or lane changing suddenly.

• Avoid following too close to the vehicle in front.

When water covers the road surface with water

puddles, small water streams, etc., reduce

speed to prevent aquaplaning which can cause

skidding and loss of control. Worn tyres will in-

crease this risk.

DRIVING IN WINTER CONDITIONS

• Drive cautiously.

• Avoid accelerating or stopping suddenly.

• Avoid sharp turning or lane changing suddenly.

• Avoid sudden steering.

• Avoid following too close to the vehicle in front.

CAREWHEN DRIVING
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PRECAUTIONS ON PUSH-BUTTON
IGNITION SWITCH OPERATION

Do not operate the push-button ignition switch

while driving the vehicle except in an emer-

gency. (The engine will stop when the ignition

switch is pushed 3 consecutive times or the ig-

nition switch is pushed and held for more than

2 seconds.) The steering wheel may lock and

could cause the driver to lose control of the ve-

hicle. This could result in serious vehicle dam-

age or personal injury.

Before operating the push-button ignition

switch, be sure to move the selector lever to the

“P” (Park) position (For automatic transmission

models) or the shift lever to the N (Neutral) posi-

tion (For manual transmission models).

INTELLIGENT KEY SYSTEM

The Intelligent Key system can operate the igni-

tion switch without taking the key out from your

pocket or bag. The operating environment and/

or conditions may affect the Intelligent Key sys-

tem operation.

Some indicators and warnings for operation are

displayed on the dot matrix liquid crystal dis-

play between the speedometer and tachometer.

(See “Dot matrix liquid crystal display” in the

“2. Instruments and controls” section.)

CAUTION

• Be sure to carry the Intelligent Key with you when

operating the vehicle.

• Never leave the Intelligent Key inside the vehicle

when you leave the vehicle.

• If the vehicle battery is discharged, the ignition

switch cannot be switched from the LOCKposition,

and if the steering lock is engaged, the steering

wheel cannot be moved. Charge the battery as

soonaspossible. (See “Jumpstarting” in the “6. In

case of emergency” section.)

Operating range

The Intelligent Key can only be used for starting

the engine when the Intelligent Key is within the

specified operating rangej1 as illustrated.

When the Intelligent Key battery is almost dis-

charged or strong radio waves are present near

the operating location, the Intelligent Key sys-

tem’s operating range becomes narrower and

may not function properly.

If the Intelligent Key is within the operating

range, it is possible for anyone, even someone

who does not carry the Intelligent Key, to push

the ignition switch to start the engine.

• The luggage room area is not included in the oper-

ating range of the engine start function.

• If the Intelligent Key is placed on the instrument

panel, inside the glove box, door pocket or the cor-

ner of the interior compartment, the Intelligent Key

may not function.

• If the Intelligent Key is placed near the door or win-

dow outside the vehicle, the Intelligent Key may

function.

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION (AT)

The ignition lock is designed so that the ignition

switch cannot be switched to the LOCK position

until the selector lever ismoved to the “P” (Park)

position. When pushing the ignition switch to

the “OFF” position, make sure the selector lever

is in the “P” (Park) position.

When the ignition switch cannot be switched to

the LOCK position:

1. SHIFT “P” warning appears on the dot matrix

liquid crystal display and a chime sounds.
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2. Move the selector lever to the “P” (Park) po-

sition.

3. If the ignition switch is in the ACC position,

LOCK warning appears on the dot matrix liq-

uid crystal display.

4. Push the ignition switch. The ignition switch

is switched to the ON position.

5. LOCK warning appears again on the dot ma-

trix liquid crystal display.

6. Push the ignition switch. The ignition switch

is switched to the “OFF” position.

For warnings and indicators on the dot matrix

liquid crystal display, see “Dot matrix liquid

crystal display” in the “2. Instruments and

controls” section.

If the ignition switch is switched to the LOCK

position, the selector lever cannot be moved

from the “P” (Park) position. The selector lever

can be moved if the ignition switch is in the ON

position with the footbrake depressed.

STEERING LOCK

The ignition switch is equipped with an anti-

theft steering lock device.

To lock steering wheel

1. Push the ignition switch to the “OFF” posi-

tion where the ignition switch position indi-

cator will not illuminate.

2. Open or close the door. The ignition switch

turns to the LOCK position.

3. Turn the steering wheel 1/8 of a turn to the

right or left from the straight up position.

To unlock steering wheel

Push the ignition switch, and the steeringwheel

will be automatically unlocked.

CAUTION

• If the battery of the vehicle is discharged, the

push-button ignition switch cannot be switched

from the LOCK position.

• If the steering lock release malfunction indicator

appears on the dot matrix liquid crystal display,

push the ignition switch again while rotating the

steering wheel slightly to the right and left. (See

“Dot matrix liquid crystal display” in the “2. In-

struments and controls” section.)

IGNITION SWITCH POSITIONS

When the ignition switch is pushed without de-

pressing the brake pedal (for automatic trans-

mission models) or the clutch pedal (for manual

transmission models), the ignition switch posi-

tion will change as follows:

• Push centre once to change to ACC.

• Push centre two times to change to ON.

• Push centre three times to change to “OFF”. (No

position illuminates.)

• Push centre four times to return to ACC.

• Open or close any door to return to LOCK from the

“OFF” position.

LOCK position

The ignition switch and steering lock can only

be locked at this position.

The ignition switch will be unlocked when it is

SSD0661Z
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pushed to the ACC position while carrying the

Intelligent Key or with the Intelligent Key

inserted in the port.

ACC position

The electrical accessory power activates at this

position without the engine turned on.

ON position

The ignition system and the electrical accessory

power activate at this position without the en-

gine turned on.

OFF position

The engine is turned off with the steering wheel

unlocked.

WARNING

Never push the ignition switch to the “OFF” position

while driving. The steering wheel may lock and cause

the driver to lose control of the vehicle, resulting in

serious vehicle damage or personal injury.

CAUTION

Do not leave the vehicle for extended periods of time

when the ignition switch is in the ACC or ON position

and the engine is not running. This can discharge the

battery.

INTELLIGENT KEY BATTERY DISCHARGE

If the battery of the Intelligent Key is almost dis-

charged, theguide lightjA of the IntelligentKey

port blinks and the indicator appears on the dot

matrix liquid crystal display. (See “Dot matrix

liquid crystaldisplay” in the“2. Instrumentsand

controls” section.)

In this case, inserting the Intelligent Key into

the portj1 allows you to start the engine. Make

sure that the key ring side faces backward as

illustrated. Insert the Intelligent Key in the port

until it is latched and secured.

To remove the IntelligentKey from theport, push

the ignition switch to the “OFF”positionandpull

the Intelligent Key out of the port.

CAUTION

• The Intelligent Key port does not charge the Intel-

ligent Key battery. If you see the Intelligent Key

battery discharge indicator on the dot matrix liq-

uid crystal display, replace the battery as soon as

possible. (See “Intelligent Key battery” in the

“8. Maintenance and do-it-yourself” section.)

• Never place anything except the Intelligent Key in

the Intelligent Key port. Doing so may cause dam-

age to the equipment.

• Make sure the Intelligent Key is in the correct di-

rection when inserting it to the Intelligent Key

port. The engine may not start if it is in the wrong

direction.

• Remove the IntelligentKey fromthe IntelligentKey

port after the ignition switch is pushed to the

“OFF” position.

SSD0731Z
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PETROL ENGINE

1. Apply the parking brake.

2. Automatic Transmission (AT) models:

Move the selector lever to the “P” (Park) or

the N (Neutral) position.

The starter is designed to operate only when

the selector lever is in the proper position.

Manual Transmission (MT) models:

Move the shift lever to the N (Neutral) posi-

tion. Depress the clutch pedal fully to the

floor.

The Intelligent Keymust be carried when op-

erating the ignition switch.

3. Push the ignition switch to the ON position.

Depress the brake pedal (AT models) or the

clutch pedal (MT models) and push the igni-

tion switch to start the engine.

To start the engine immediately, push and

release the ignition switch while depressing

the brake pedal (AT models) or clutch pedal

(MT models) with the ignition switch in any

position.

4. Immediately release the ignitionswitchwhen

the engine starts. If the engine starts, but

fails to run, repeat the above procedures.

If the engine is very hard to start in extremely

cold or hot weather, depress the accelerator

pedal and hold it. Push the ignition switch

for up to 15 seconds while holding. Release

the accelerator pedalwhen the engine starts.

CAUTION

• As soon as the engine has started, release the

ignition switch immediately.

• Do not operate the starter formore than 15 sec-

onds at a time. If the engine does not start,

push the ignition switch to the “OFF” position

and wait 10 seconds before cranking the en-

gine again. Otherwise, the starter could be

damaged.

• If it becomesnecessary to start the enginewith

a booster battery and jumper cables, the in-

structions and cautions contained in the “6. In

case of emergency” section shouldbe carefully

followed.

5. Allow the engine to idle for at least 30 sec-

onds after starting the engine to warm-up.

Drive atmoderate speeds for a short distance

first, especially in cold weather.

CAUTION

Do not leave the vehicle unattended while the en-

gine is warming up.

6. To stop the engine, move the selector lever

to the “P” (Park) position (ATmodels) ormove

the shift lever to the N (Neutral) position (MT

models), apply the parking brake and push

the ignition switch to the “OFF” position.

DIESEL ENGINE

1. Apply the parking brake.

2. Automatic transmission models:

Move the selector lever to the “P” (Park) or

the N (Neutral) position.

The starter is designed to operate only when

the selector lever is in the proper position.

Manual transmission models:

Move the shift lever to the N (Neutral) posi-

tion.

The starter is designed to not operate unless

the clutch pedal is fully depressed.

The Intelligent Keymust be carried when op-

erating the ignition switch.

3. Push the ignition switch to the ON position

and wait until the glow plug indicator light

turns off. Depress the brake pedal (AT mod-

els) or the clutch pedal (MTmodels) and push

the ignition switch to start the engine.

To start the engine immediately, push and

release the ignition switch while depressing

the brake pedal (AT models) or the clutch

pedal (MTmodels) with the ignition switch in

any position.

4. Immediately release the ignitionswitchwhen

the engine starts. If the engine starts, but

fails to run, repeat the above procedures.

STARTING ENGINE
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If the engine is very hard to start in extremely

cold or hot weather, depress the accelerator

pedal and hold it. Push the ignition switch

for up to 15 seconds while holding. Release

the accelerator pedalwhen the engine starts.

CAUTION

• As soon as the engine has started, release the

ignition switch immediately.

• Do not operate the starter formore than 15 sec-

onds at a time. If the engine does not start,

push the ignition switch to the “OFF” position

and wait 20 seconds before cranking the en-

gine again. Otherwise, the starter could be

damaged.

• If it becomesnecessary to start the enginewith

a booster battery and jumper cables, the in-

structions and cautions contained in the “6. In

case of emergency” section shouldbe carefully

followed.

5. Allow the engine to idle for at least 30 sec-

onds after starting the engine to warm-up.

Drive atmoderate speeds for a short distance

first, especially in cold weather.

CAUTION

Do not leave the vehicle unattended while the en-

gine is warming up.

6. To stop the engine, move the selector lever

to the “P” (Park) position (ATmodels) ormove

the shift lever to the N (Neutral) position (MT

models), apply the parking brake and push

the ignition switch to the “OFF” position.

DRIVING WITH AUTOMATIC
TRANSMISSION (AT)

The Automatic Transmission (AT) in your vehicle

is electronically controlled to producemaximum

power and smooth operation.

The recommendedoperatingprocedures for this

transmission are shown on the following pages.

Follow these procedures for maximum vehicle

performance and driving enjoyment.

CAUTION

• The cold engine idle speed is high, so use caution

when shifting into a forward or reverse gear before

the engine has warmed up.

• Avoid revving up the engine while the vehicle is

stopped. This could cause unexpected vehicle

movement.

• Do not downshift abruptly on slippery roads. This

may cause a loss of control.

• Never shift to either the “P” (Park) or R (Reverse)

position while the vehicle is moving forward and

“P” (Park), D (Drive) or “DS” (Drive Sport) position

while the vehicle is moving rearward. This could

cause serious damage to the transmission.

• Start the engine in either the “P” (Park) or N (Neu-

tral) position. The enginewill not start in any other

gear position. If it does, have your vehicle checked

by an INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop.

DRIVING VEHICLE
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• Shift into the “P” (Park) position and apply the

parking brake when at a standstill for longer than

a short waiting period.

• Keep theengineat idlingspeedwhile shifting from

the N (Neutral) position to any driving position.

• When stopping the vehicle on an uphill grade, do

not hold the vehicle by depressing the accelerator

pedal. The footbrake pedal should be depressed in

this situation.

Starting vehicle

1. After starting the engine, fully depress the

footbrake pedal before attempting to move

the selector lever out of the “P” (Park) posi-

tion.

2. Keep the footbrake pedal depressed and

move the selector lever into a driving posi-

tion.

3. Release the parking brake, the footbrake

pedal, and then gradually start the vehicle in

motion.

TheAT is designed so the footbrake pedalMUST

be depressed before shifting from the “P”

(Park) position to any driving positionwhile the

ignition switch is in the ON position.

The selector lever cannot be moved out of the

“P” (Park) position and into any of the other

gear positions if the ignition switch is pushed

to the LOCK, “OFF” or ACC position.

CAUTION

• DEPRESS THE FOOTBRAKE PEDAL - Shifting the se-

lector lever to D, “DS”, R or manual shift mode

withoutdepressing the footbrakepedal causes the

vehicle tomove slowlywhen the engine is running.

Make sure the footbrake pedal is depressed fully

and the vehicle is stopped before shifting the se-

lector lever.

• MAKE SURE OF THE SELECTOR LEVER POSITION -

Make sure the selector lever is in the desired posi-

tion. D, “DS” and manual shift mode are used to

move forward and R to reverse.

• WARM UP THE ENGINE - Due to the higher idle

speedswhen theengine iscold, extra cautionmust

be exercised when shifting the selector lever into

the driving position immediately after starting the

engine.

m : Push the button while depressing the
brake pedal,

m : Push the button,

m : Just move the selector lever.
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Shifting

WARNING

• Apply the parking brake if the selector lever is in

any position while the engine is not running. Fail-

ure to do so could cause the vehicle to move unex-

pectedlyor roll awayand result in seriouspersonal

injury or property damage.

• If the selector lever cannot be moved from the “P”

(Park) positionwhile the engine is running and the

footbrake pedal is depressed, the stop lights may

not work. Malfunctioning stop lights could cause

an accident injuring yourself and others.

After starting the engine, fully depress the foot-

brake pedal and move the selector lever out of

the “P” (Park) position.

If the ignition switch is pushed to the ACC posi-

tion for any reason while the selector lever is in

any position other than the “P” (Park) position,

the ignition switch cannot be pushed to the

“OFF” position.

If the ignition switch cannot be pushed to the

“OFF” position and the SHIFT “P” warning ap-

pears on the dot matrix liquid crystal display,

perform the following steps:

1. Move the selector lever into the “P” (Park)

position.

2. Push the ignition switch. The ignition switch

position will change to the ON position.

3. Push the ignition switch again to the “OFF”

position.

P (Park):

Use this position when the vehicle is parked or

when starting the engine. Make sure that the

vehicle is completely stopped andmove the se-

lector lever into the “P” (Park) position. Apply

the parking brake.When parking on a hill, apply

the parking brake first, and then move the se-

lector lever into the “P” (Park) position.

R (Reverse):

Use this position to reverse. Make sure that the

vehicle is completely stopped before selecting

the R (Reverse) position.

N (Neutral):

Neither the forward nor reverse gear is engaged.

The engine can be started in this position. You

may shift to the N (Neutral) position and restart

a stalled engine while the vehicle is moving.

D (Drive):

Use this position for all normal forward driving.

DS (Drive Sport)

When the selector lever is shifted from the D

(Drive) position to the manual shift gate, the

transmission enters the DS (Drive Sport) mode.

Moving the selector lever to the “DS” (Drive

Sport)positionallowsyou toenjoyperformance-

oriented driving on a winding road and feel

smooth acceleration or deceleration on a hilly

road by moving in a lower gear automatically.

When cancelling the DS mode, return the selec-

tor lever to the D (Drive) position. The transmis-

sion returns to the normal driving mode.

Manual shift mode

When the selector lever is shifted to the manual

shift gate and moved up or down while driving,

the transmission enters the manual shift mode.

Shift range can be selected manually.

When shifting up, move the selector lever to the

+ (up) side or pull the right side paddle shifter

(+) jA . The transmission shifts to the higher

range.

When shifting down, move the selector lever to

the − (down) side or pull the left-side paddle

shifter (−) jB . The transmission shifts to the

lower range.

When cancelling the manual shift mode, return

SSD0732Z
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the selector lever to the D (Drive) position. The

transmission returns to the normal driving

mode.

When you pull the paddle shifter while in the D

(Drive) position, the transmission will shift to

the upper or lower range temporarily. The trans-

missionwill automatically return to the D (Drive)

position after a short period of time. If you want

to return to the D (Drive) position manually, pull

and hold the paddle shifter for about 1.5 sec-

onds.

In the manual shift mode, the shift range is dis-

played on the dot matrix liquid crystal display

between the speedometer and tachometer.

Shift ranges up or down one by one as follows:

M1
→
←

M2
→
←

M3
→
←

M4
→
←

M5
→
←

M6
→
←

M7

M7 (7th):

Use this position for all normal forward driving

at highway speeds.

M6 (6th) and M5 (5th):

Use this position when driving up long slopes,

or for engine braking when driving down long

slopes.

M4 (4th), M3 (3rd) and M2 (2nd):

Use for hill climbing or engine braking on down-

hill grades.

M1 (1st):

Use this position when climbing steep hills

slowly or driving slowly through deep snow, or

for maximum engine braking on steep downhill

grades.

Precautions:

• Remember not to drive at high speeds for extended

periods of time in lower than 7th gear. This reduces

fuel economy.

• Moving the selector lever to the same side twice

will shift the ranges in succession. However, if this

motion is rapidly done, the second shifting may

not be completed properly.

• In the manual shift mode, the transmission may

not shift to the selected gear depending on condi-

tions.Thishelpsmaintaindrivingperformanceand

reduces the chance of vehicle damage or loss of

control.

When this situation occurs, the Automatic

Transmission (AT) position indicator light (on

thedotmatrix liquid crystaldisplay)will blink

and the buzzer will sound (For Europe).

• In the manual shift mode, the transmission auto-

matically shifts down to 1st gear before the ve-

hicle comes to a stop. When accelerating again, it

is necessary to shift up to the desired range.

Accelerator downshift - in D (Drive)
position -

For passing or climbing hills, depress the accel-

erator pedal to the floor. This shifts the trans-

mission down into a lower gear, depending on

the vehicle speed.

Shift lock release

If the battery is discharged, the selector lever

may not be moved from the “P” (Park) position

even with the brake pedal depressed.

To release the shift lock, perform the following

procedure:

1. Apply the parking brake.

2. Remove the shift lock release slot capjA us-

ing a suitable tool.

3. Push down the shift lock releasejB as illus-

trated.
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4. Push and hold the selector lever button jC
andmove the selector lever to the N (Neutral)

positionjD whileholdingdown the shift lock

release.

5. Replace the removed slot cap to its original

position.

If the steering wheel is locked, restore the bat-

tery power supply and push the ignition switch

to the ON position. (See “Jump starting” in the

“6. In case of emergency” section.) And then,

release the steering wheel lock.

The vehicle may be moved by pushing it to the

desired location.

If the selector lever cannot be moved out of the

“P” (Park) position, have an INFINITI Centre or

qualifiedworkshop check the AT system as soon

as possible.

CAUTION

If the battery is discharged completely, the steering

wheel cannot be unlocked while the ignition switch is

in the “OFF” position. Do not move the vehicle with

the steering wheel locked.

Fail-safe

When the fail-safe operation occurs, the AT will

be locked in any of the forward gears depending

on conditions.

If the vehicle is driven under extreme condi-

tions, such as excessive wheel spinning and

subsequent hard braking, the fail-safe system

may be activated. This will occur even if all elec-

trical circuits are functioning properly. In this

case, push the ignition switch to the “OFF” po-

sition and wait for 3 seconds. Then push the

ignition switch back to the ON position. The ve-

hicle should return to its normal operating con-

dition. If it does not return to its normal operat-

ing condition, have an INFINITI Centre or quali-

fied workshop check the transmission and

repair it if necessary.

DRIVING WITH MANUAL
TRANSMISSION (MT)

WARNING

• Do not downshift abruptly on slippery roads. This

may cause a loss of control.

• Donot over-rev the enginewhen shifting to a lower

gear. This may cause a loss of vehicle control or

engine damage.

CAUTION

• Donot rest your foot on the clutch pedalwhile driv-

ing. This may damage the clutch system.

• Fully depress the clutch pedal before shifting to

help prevent transmission damage.

• Stop the vehicle completely before shifting into

the R (Reverse) position.

• When the vehicle is stopped for a period of time,

for example waiting at stoplights, shift to the N

(Neutral) position and release the clutch pedal

with the footbrake pedal depressed.

Starting vehicle

1. After starting the engine, depress the clutch

pedal to the floor and move the shift lever to

the “1” (1st) or R (Reverse) position.

2. Slowly depress the accelerator pedal, releas-

ing the clutch pedal and parking brake at the

same time.

Shifting gear

To change gears, or when upshifting or down-

shifting, fullydepress the clutchpedal, shift into

the appropriate gear, then slowly and smoothly

release the clutch pedal.

Start the vehicle in the “1” (1st) position and

shift to the “2” (2nd), “3” (3rd), “4” (4th), “5”

(5th) and “6” (6th) gear in sequence according

to the vehicle speed.

If it is difficult to move the shift lever into the R

(Reverse) or “1” (1st) position, shift to the N

(Neutral) position, and then release the clutch

pedal once. Fully depress the clutch pedal again

and shift into R or “1”.
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To reverse, depress the shift lever and then

move it to the R (Reverse) position after the ve-

hicle has completely stopped.

Suggested maximum speed in each
gear

Downshift to a lower gear if the engine is not

running smoothly, or if you need to accelerate.

Do not exceed the maximum suggested speed

(shown below) in any gear. For level road driv-

ing, use the highest gear suggested for that

speed. Alwaysobserve posted speed limits, and

drive according to the road conditionswhichwill

ensure safe operation. Do not over-rev the en-

gine when shifting to a lower gear as it may

cause engine damage or loss of vehicle control.

V9X engine models:

km/h (MPH)

1st 41 (25)

2nd 75 (46)

3rd 118 (73)

4th, 5th & 6th — (—)

WARNING

• Do not drive beyond the performance capability of

the tyres, even with 4WD engaged. Accelerating

quickly, sharp steering manoeuvres or sudden

braking may cause loss of control.

• Always use tyres of the same type, size, brand,

construction (bias, bias-belted or radial), and

tread pattern on all four wheels. Install tyre chains

on the rear wheels when driving on slippery roads

and drive carefully.

• This vehicle is not designed for off-road (rough

road) use. Do not drive on sandy or muddy roads

that tyres may get stuck in.

• For 4WDequippedvehicles, donot attempt to raise

two wheels off the ground and shift the transmis-

sion to any drive or reverse position with the en-

gine running. Doing so may result in drivetrain

damage or unexpected vehicle movement which

could result in serious vehicle damage or personal

injury.

• Do not attempt to test a 4WD equipped vehicle on

a 2-wheel dynamometer (such as the dynamom-

eters used by some states for emissions testing)

or similar equipment even if the other two wheels

are raised off the ground. Make sure that you in-

form the test facility personnel that your vehicle is

equipped with 4WD before it is placed on a dyna-

mometer. Using the wrong test equipment may re-

SSD1089Z
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sult in drivetrain damage or unexpected vehicle

movement which could result in serious vehicle

damage or personal injury.

• When a wheel is off the ground due to an unlevel

surface, do not spin the wheel excessively.

Warning light Comes on or blinks when:

m
Comes on

There is a malfunction in the Four-

Wheel Drive (4WD) system.

m
Blinks rapidly

The power train oil temperature

rises abnormally.

m
Blinks slowly

The difference in wheel rotation is

large.

4WDWARNING LIGHT

The 4WD warning light located in the meter

comes on when the ignition switch is in the ON

position. It turns off soon after the engine is

started.

If any malfunction occurs in the 4WD system

while the engine is running, the warning light

will come on.

The warning light may blink rapidly (about twice

per second) while trying to free a stuck vehicle

due to high power train oil temperature. The

driving mode may change to two-wheel drive

(2WD) mode. If the warning light blinks rapidly

during operation, stop the vehicle with the en-

gine idling in a safe place immediately. Then if

the light goes off after a while, you can continue

driving.

A large difference between the diameters of

frontand rearwheelswillmake thewarning light

blink slowly (about once per two seconds). Pull

off the road in a safe area, and idle the engine.

Check that all tyre sizes are the same, tyre pres-

sure is correct and tyres are not worn.

If the warning light is blinking after the above

operation, have your vehicle checked by an

INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop as soon

as possible.

CAUTION

• Do not operate the engine with two wheels on the

free roller and the other two wheels raised.

• If the 4WD warning light comes on while driving

there may be a malfunction in the 4WD system.

Reduce the vehicle speed and have your vehicle

checked by an INFINITI Centre or qualified work-

shop as soon as possible.

• The power train may be damaged if you continue

driving with the warning light blinking.
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For driving or starting the vehicle on snowy

roads or slippery areas, turn the SNOW mode

on.

To turn the SNOWmode on, push the ON side of

the SNOWmode switch and the SNOWmode in-

dicator light j1 on the switch will illuminate.

When the SNOW mode is activated, engine out-

put is controlled to avoid wheel spin.

To turn the SNOWmode off, push the OFF side of

the switch and the indicator light will turn off.

Use the OFF position for normal driving and fuel

economy.

The Continuous Damping Control optimises the

damping force and helps minimise the move-

ment of the vehicle body. It helps stable driving

when the vehicle moves up and down on large

rolling roadsorwhen thevehicle body leansdur-

ing cornering with a high centrifugal force.

The damping force will automatically adjust ac-

cording to the road surface and driving condi-

tions.

The damping force of the shock absorbers can

be adjusted to the level you desire. Set the

switch to the position you desire while the igni-

tion switch is ON.

AUTO MODE

Push the Continuous Damping Control mode se-

lect switch to the AUTOpositionjA for a smooth

ride.

SPORT MODE

Push the switch to the SPORT positionjB when

you desire a quick response all the time.

The SPORT mode indicator light will illuminate.

SIC3602Z SIC3848Z
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WARNING

• The VDC system is designed to help improve driv-

ing stability but does not prevent accidents due to

abrupt steering operation at high speeds or due to

careless or dangerous driving techniques. Reduce

vehicle speed and be especially careful when driv-

ing and cornering on slippery surfaces and always

drive carefully.

• Do notmodify the vehicle’s suspension. If suspen-

sion parts such as shock absorbers, struts,

springs, stabiliser bars, bushings and wheels are

not INFINITI-approved or are extremely deterio-

rated, the VDC system may not operate properly.

This could adversely affect vehicle handling per-

formance, and the “VDC OFF” indicator or “SLIP”

indicator or both indicator lights may illuminate.

• If brake related parts such as brake pads, rotors

and callipers are not standard equipment or are

extremely deteriorated, the “VDC OFF” indicator

or “SLIP” indicator or both indicator lights may

illuminate.

• If engine related parts such as a muffler are not

standardequipmentorareextremelydeteriorated,

the “VDCOFF” indicator or “SLIP” indicator or both

indicator lights may illuminate.

• When driving on extremely inclined surfaces such

as higher banked corners, theVDCsystemmaynot

operate properly and the “VDC OFF” indicator or

“SLIP” indicator or both indicator lights may illu-

minate. Do not drive on these types of roads.

• When driving on unstable surfaces such as a turn-

table, ferry, elevator or ramp, the “VDC OFF” indi-

cator or “SLIP” indicator or both indicator lights

may illuminate. This is not a malfunction. Restart

the engine after driving onto a stable surface.

• If wheels or tyres other than those recommended

are used, the VDC system may not operate prop-

erly and “VDCOFF” indicator or “SLIP” indicator or

both indicator lights may illuminate.

• The VDC system is not a substitute for winter tyres

or tyre chains on a snow-covered road.

When accelerating or driving on slippery sur-

faces, the tyres may spin or slide. With the Ve-

hicleDynamicControl (VDC) system, sensorsde-

tect these movements and control the braking

and engine output to help improve vehicle sta-

bility.

• When theVDC system is operating, the “SLIP” indi-

cator in the instrument panel blinks.

• If the “SLIP” indicator blinks, the road conditions

are slippery. Be sure to adjust your speed and driv-

ing to these conditions. Be sure to drive carefully.

(See “Slip indicator light” in the “2. Instruments

and controls” section and “Vehicle Dynamic

Control (VDC) off indicator light (except for

Europe)” in the“2. Instrumentsandcontrols”

section.)

• Indicator light

If a malfunction occurs in the system, the

“SLIP” and “VDCOFF” indicator lights illumi-

nate in the instrumentpanel.As longas these

indicators are illuminated, the VDC system

function is cancelled.

TheVDCsystemuses a Brake Limited Slip Differ-

ential (BLSD) function to improve vehicle trac-

tion. The BLSD system works when one of the

drivingwheels is spinning on a slippery surface.

The BLSD system brakes the spinning wheel,

which distributes the driving power to the other

drive wheel. If the vehicle is operated with the

VDC OFF switch pushed and the VDC system

turned off, all VDC systems will be turned off.

The BLSD system will still operate with the VDC

system off. If the BLSD system is activated, the

“SLIP” indicator lightwill blinkandyoumayhear

a clunk noise and/or feel a pulsation in the foot-

brake pedal. This is normal and is not an indica-

tion of a malfunction.

While the VDC system is operating, youmay feel

a pulsation in the foot brake pedal and hear a

noise or feel a vibration from under the bonnet.

This is normal and indicates that the VDC sys-

tem is working properly.

The VDC system computer has a built-in diag-

nostic feature that tests the system each time

you start the engine and move the vehicle at a

low speed forward or backward. When the self-

test occurs, you may hear a “clunk” noise and/

VEHICLE DYNAMIC CONTROL (VDC) SYSTEM
(except for Europe)
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or feel a pulsation in the footbrake pedal. This is

normal and is not an indication of a malfunc-

tion.

VEHICLE DYNAMIC CONTROL (VDC) OFF
SWITCH

The vehicle should be driven with the Vehicle

Dynamic Control (VDC) system ON for most driv-

ing conditions.

When the vehicle is stuck in mud or snow, the

VDCsystem reduces the engine output to reduce

wheel spin. The engine speed will be reduced

even if the accelerator is depressed to the floor.

If maximum engine power is needed to free a

stuck vehicle, turn the VDC system off.

To turn off the Vehicle Dynamic Control (VDC)

system, push the VDCOFF switch. Them indi-

cator light will illuminate on.

Push the VDCOFF switch again or restart the en-

gine to turn ON the system.

WARNING

• The Electronic Stability Programme (ESP) system

is designed to help improve driving stability but

does not prevent accidents due to abrupt steering

operation at high speeds or due to careless or dan-

gerous driving techniques. Reduce vehicle speed

and be especially careful when driving and corner-

ingonslipperysurfacesandalwaysdrive carefully.

• Do notmodify the vehicle’s suspension. If suspen-

sion parts such as shock absorbers, struts,

springs, stabiliser bars, bushings and wheels are

not INFINITI-approved or are extremely deterio-

rated the ESP system may not operate properly.

This could adversely affect vehicle handling per-

formance, and the ESP OFF indicator or “SLIP” in-

dicator or both indicator lights may illuminate.

• If brake related parts such as brake pads, rotors

and callipers are not standard equipment or are

extremely deteriorated, the ESP OFF indicator or

“SLIP” indicator or both indicator lights may illu-

minate.

• If engine related parts such as a muffler are not

standardequipmentorareextremelydeteriorated,

the ESP OFF indicator or “SLIP” indicator or both

indicator lights may illuminate.

• When driving on extremely inclined surfaces such

as higher banked corners, the ESP systemmay not

operate properly and the ESP OFF indicator or

“SLIP” indicator or both indicator lights may illu-

minate. Do not drive on these types of roads.

• When driving on unstable surfaces such as a turn-

table, ferry, elevator or ramp, the ESP OFF indica-

tor or “SLIP” indicator or both indicator lightsmay

illuminate. This is not a malfunction. Restart the

engine after driving onto a stable surface.

• If wheels or tyres other than those recommended

are used, the ESP system may not operate prop-

erly and ESP OFF indicator or “SLIP” indicator or

both indicator lights may illuminate.

• The ESP system is not a substitute for winter tyres

or tyre chains on a snow-covered road.

When accelerating or driving on slippery sur-

faces, the tyres may spin or slide. With the Elec-

tronic Stability Programme (ESP) system, sen-

sors detect these movements and control the

braking and engine output to help improve ve-

hicle stability.

• When the ESP system is operating, the “SLIP” indi-

catorm in the instrument panel blinks.

• If the “SLIP” indicator blinks, the road conditions

are slippery. Be sure to adjust your speed and driv-

ing to these conditions. Be sure to drive carefully.

(See “Slip indicator light” in the “2. Instruments

and controls” section and “Electronic Stability

Programme (ESP) off indicator light (for

Europe)” in the“2. Instrumentsandcontrols”

section.)

SIC1881Z
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• Indicator light

If a malfunction occurs in the system, the

“SLIP”m andESPOFFm indicator lights

illuminate in the instrument panel. As long

as these indicators are illuminated, the ESP

system function is cancelled.

The ESP system uses a Brake Limited Slip Differ-

ential (BLSD) function to improve vehicle trac-

tion. The BLSD system works when one of the

drivingwheels is spinning on a slippery surface.

The BLSD system brakes the spinning wheel,

which distributes the driving power to the other

drive wheel. If the vehicle is operated with the

ESP system turned off, all ESP system functions

will be turned off.

The BLSD system and ABS will still operate with

the ESP system off. If the BLSD system is acti-

vated, the “SLIP” indicator light will blink and

you may hear a clunk noise and/or feel a pulsa-

tion in the brake pedal. This is normal and is not

an indication of a malfunction.

While the ESP system is operating, you may feel

a pulsation in the brake pedal and hear a noise

or feel a vibration from under the bonnet. This is

normal and indicates that the ESP system is

working properly.

The ESP system computer has a built-in diag-

nostic feature that tests the system each time

you start the engine and move the vehicle at a

low speed forward or backward. When the self-

test occurs, you may hear a “clunk” noise and/

or feel a pulsation in the footbrake pedal. This is

normal and is not an indication of a malfunc-

tion.

ELECTRONIC STABILITY PROGRAMME
(ESP) OFF SWITCH

The vehicle should be driven with the Electronic

Stability Programme (ESP) system on for most

driving conditions.

When the vehicle is stuck in mud or snow, the

ESP system reduces the engine output to reduce

wheel spin. The engine speed will be reduced

even if the accelerator is depressed to the floor.

If maximum engine power is needed to free a

stuck vehicle, turn the ESP system off.

To turn off the ESP system, push the ESP OFF

switch located on the lower side of the instru-

ment panel. Them indicator light will illumi-

nate.

Push the ESP OFF switch again or restart the en-

gine to turn on the system.

SIC2257Z
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The LaneDepartureWarning (LDW) system/Lane

Departure Prevention (LDP) system will operate

when the vehicle is driven at speeds of approxi-

mately 70 km/h (45 MPH) and above, and when

it is travelling close to either the left or the right

of a travelling lane.

Each system functions as follows:

• Lane DepartureWarning (LDW) system—warns the

driver by a warning light and chime.

• Lane Departure Prevention (LDP) system — warns

the driver by a warning light and chime, and helps

assist the driver to return the vehicle to the centre

direction of the travelling lane by applying brake

control to the left or right wheels individually (for a

short period of time).

The LDW and LDP systems monitor the lane

markers on the travelling lane using the camera

unitj1 located inside the front map light cover.

When the camera unit detects that the vehicle is

travelling close to either the left or the right of

the travelling lane, the lane departure warning

light j2 on the instrument panel blinks in or-

ange and a warning chime sounds. When the

LDP system is on, it will automatically apply the

brakes for a short period of time, using the func-

tion of the Electronic Stability Programme (ESP)

system.

To turn on the LDWsystem, push the LDWswitch

j3 . The LDWON indicator lightj4 on the switch

will illuminate.

To turn on the LDP system, push the LDP switch

j5 . The LDP ON indicator light j2 will illumi-

nate in green.

LANE DEPARTURE WARNING (LDW)
SYSTEM

Precautions on LDW system

WARNING

• This system is only a warning device to inform the

driver of a potential unintended lane departure. It

will not steer the vehicle or prevent loss of control.

It is the driver’s responsibility to stay alert, drive

safely, keep the vehicle in the travelling lane, and

be in control of the vehicle at all times.

• The system will not operate at speeds below ap-

proximately 70 km/h (45 MPH) or if it cannot de-

tect lane markers.

• If the LDW system malfunctions, it will cancel au-

tomatically, and the lane departure warning light

(orange) will illuminate.

• If the lane departure warning light (orange) illumi-

nates, pull off the road to a safe location and stop

the vehicle. Turn the engine off and restart the en-

gine. If the lane departure warning light (orange)

continues to illuminate, have the system checked

by an INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop.

• Excessive noise will interfere with the warning

chime sound, and the chime may not be heard.

The systemmay not function properly under the

following conditions:

• On roads where there are multiple parallel lane

markers; lanemarkers thatare fadedornotpainted

SSD0733Z
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clearly; yellowpainted lanemarkers; non-standard

lane markers; or lane markers covered with water,

dirt, snow, etc.

• On roads where the discontinued lane markers are

still detectable.

• On roads where there are sharp curves.

• On roads where there are sharply contrasting ob-

jects, such as shadows, snow, water, wheel ruts,

seams or lines remaining after road repairs. (The

LDWsystem could detect these items as lanemark-

ers.)

• On roadswhere the travelling lanemerges or sepa-

rates.

• When the vehicle’s travelling direction does not

align with the lane marker.

• When travelling close to the vehicle in front of you,

which obstructs the lane camera unit detection

range.

• When rain, snow or dirt adheres to the windscreen

in front of the lane camera unit.

• When the headlights are not bright due to dirt on

the lens or if the aiming is not adjusted properly.

• When strong light enters the lane camera unit. (For

example, the light directly shines on the front of

the vehicle at sunrise or sunset.)

• When a sudden change in brightness occurs. (For

example, when the vehicle enters or exits a tunnel

or under a bridge.)

LDW system operation

The LDWsystemprovidesa lanedeparturewarn-

ing functionwhen thevehicle isdrivenat speeds

of approximately 70 km/h (45 MPH) and above.

When the vehicle approaches either the left or

the right side of the travelling lane, a warning

chime will sound and the lane departure warn-

ing light (orange) on the instrument panel will

blink to alert the driver.

The warning function will stop when the vehicle

returns inside of the lane markers.

When you operate the lane change signal and

change travelling lanes in the direction of the

signal, the LDW system temporarily suspends

operation. It will become operable again

approximately 2 seconds after the lane change

signal is turned off.

When the vehicle speed lowers to less than ap-

proximately 70 km/h (45 MPH), the LDW system

will not provide a warning.

The LDW system has an automatic setting mode

and a manual setting mode. The setting mode

can be changed. In the automatic setting mode,

the LDWsystem is automatically turnedonwhen

the ignition switch is placed in the ON position.

When the LDW system is on, the LDWON indica-

tor light j1 on the LDW switch illuminates. To

cancel the LDW system, push the LDW switch.

The LDW ON indicator light will turn off. To turn

on the system, push the LDW switch again.

The LDW switch is used for both the LDW and

FCW systems. When the LDW switch is pushed,

the FCW system will also turn on or off simulta-

neously. (See “Forward Collision Warning (FCW)

system (where fitted for diesel engine models)”

later in this section.)
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In the manual setting mode, you need to push

the LDW switch to turn on the system after the

ignition switch is placed in the ON position.

The settingmode can be changed using the LDW

switch. To change the setting mode, push and

hold the LDW switch for more than 4 seconds

when the LDWON indicator light is off.When the

mode is changed, a chime sounds and the lane

departure warning light (orange) flashes.

Temporary disabled status at high
temperature

If the vehicle is parked in direct sunlight under

high temperature conditions (over approxi-

mately 40°C (104°F) and then started, the LDW

system may be deactivated automatically. The

LDW ON indicator on the switch will flash.

When the interior temperature is reduced, he

LDWsystemwill resumeoperatingautomatically

and the LDWON indicator on the switchwill stop

flashing.

LANE DEPARTURE PREVENTION (LDP)
SYSTEM

Precautions on LDP system

WARNING

• The LDP system will not steer the vehicle or pre-

vent loss of control. It is the driver’s responsibility

to stay alert, drive safely, keep the vehicle in the

travelling lane, and be in control of vehicle at all

times.

• The LDP system is primarily intended for use on

well-developed freeways or highways. It may not

detect the lane markers in certain roads, weather

or driving conditions.

• Using the LDP system under some conditions of

road, lane marker or weather, or when you change

lanes without using the lane change signal could

lead to an unexpected system operation. In such

conditions, you need to correct the vehicle’s direc-

tion with your steering operation to avoid acci-

dents.

• When the LDP system is operating, avoid exces-

sive or sudden steering manoeuvres. Otherwise,

you could lose control of the vehicle.

• The LDP system will not operate at speeds below

approximately 70 km/h (45 MPH) or if it cannot

detect lane markers.

• The LDP system may not function properly under

the following conditions, and do not use the LDP

system:

– During bad weather (rain, fog, snow,

wind, etc.).

– When driving on slippery roads, such as

on ice or snow, etc.

– When driving off-road such as on sand or

rock, etc.

– When driving on winding or uneven

roads.

– When there is a lane closure due to road

repairs.

– When driving in a makeshift lane.

– When driving on roads where the lane

width is too narrow.

– When driving without normal tyre condi-

tions (for example, tyre wear, low tyre

pressure, installation of spare tyre, tyre

chains, non-standard wheels).

– When the vehicle is equipped with non-

original brake parts or suspension parts.

– When towing a trailer or other vehicle.

• If the LDP systemmalfunctions, it will cancel auto-

matically. The lane departure warning light (or-

ange) on the instrument panel will illuminate.

• If the lane departure warning light (orange) illumi-

nates, pull off the road to a safe location and stop

the vehicle. Turn the engine off and restart the en-

gine. If the warning light (orange) continues to il-

luminate, have the LDP system checked by an

INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop.

• Excessive noise will interfere with the warning

chime sound, and the chime may not be heard.
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The functions of the LDP system (warning and

brake control assist) may or may not operate

properly under the following conditions:

• On roads where there are multiple parallel lane

markers; lanemarkers thatare fadedornotpainted

clearly; yellowpainted lanemarkers; non-standard

lane markers; or lane markers covered with water,

dirt, snow, etc.

• On roadswhere discontinued lanemarkers are still

detectable.

• On roads where there are sharp curves.

• On roads where there are sharply contrasting ob-

jects, such as shadows, snow, water, wheel ruts,

seams or lines remaining after road repairs. (The

LDP system could detect these items as lane mark-

ers.)

• On roadswhere the travelling lanemerges or sepa-

rates.

• When the vehicle’s travelling direction does not

align with the lane marker.

• When travelling close to the vehicle in front of you,

which obstructs the lane camera unit detection

range.

• When rain, snow or dirt adheres to the windscreen

in front of the lane camera unit.

• When the headlights are not bright due to dirt on

the lens or if the aiming is not adjusted properly.

• When strong light enters the lane camera unit. (For

example, the light directly shines on the front of

the vehicle at sunrise or sunset.)

• When a sudden change in brightness occurs. (For

example, when the vehicle enters or exits a tunnel

or under a bridge.)

While the LDP system is operating, youmayhear

a sound of brake operation. This is normal and

indicates that the LDP system is operating prop-

erly.

LDP system operation

The LDP system provides a lane departure warn-

ing and brake control assistance when the ve-

hicle is driven at speeds of approximately 70

km/h (45MPH) and above.When the vehicle ap-

proaches either the left or the right side of the

travelling lane, a warning chime will sound and

the lane departure warning light (orange) on the

instrument panel will blink to alert the driver.

Then, the LDP system will automatically apply

the brakes for a short period of time to help as-

sist the driver to return the vehicle to the centre

of the travelling lane.

The warning and assist functions will stop when

the vehicle returns to a position inside of the

lane marker.

To turn on the LDP system, push the LDP switch

on the steering wheel after starting the engine.

The LDP ON indicator light (green) on the instru-

ment panel will illuminate. Push the LDP switch

again to turn off the LDP system. The LDP ON

indicator light will turn off.

Automatic deactivation

Condition A:

The warning and assist functions of the LDP sys-

tem are not designed to work under the follow-

ing conditions:

• When you operate the lane change signal and

change the travelling lanes in the direction of the

SSD0672Z
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signal. (The LDP system will be deactivated for ap-

proximately 2 seconds after the lane change signal

is turned off.)

• When the vehicle speed lowers to less than ap-

proximately 70 km/h (45 MPH).

After the above conditionshave finishedand the

necessary operating conditions are satisfied,

the warning and assist functions will resume.

Condition B:

The assist function of the LDP system is not de-

signed to work under the following conditions

(warning is still functional):

• When the brake pedal is depressed.

• When the steering wheel is turned as far as neces-

sary for the vehicle to change lanes.

• When the accelerator pedal is depressed while the

brake control assist is provided.

• When the Intelligent Cruise Control (ICC) approach

warning occurs.

• When the hazard warning flashers are operated.

• When driving on a curve at high speed.

After the above conditionshave finishedand the

necessary operating conditions are satisfied,

the LDP brake control assist function will re-

sume.

Condition C:

Under the following conditions, a beep will

sound and the LDP system will be cancelled au-

tomatically. The LDP ON indicator light will blink

in green, and the LDP system cannot be acti-

vated:

• When theElectronicStabilityProgramme (ESP) sys-

tem (except TCS function) or ABS operates.

• When theElectronicStabilityProgramme (ESP) sys-

tem is turned off.

Action to take:

When the above conditions no longer exist, turn

off the LDP system by pushing the LDP switch.

Push the LDP switch again to turn the LDP sys-

tem back on.

Temporary disabled status at high tempera-

ture:

If the vehicle is parked in direct sunlight under

high temperature conditions (over approxi-

mately 40°C (104°F)) and then the LDP system is

turned on, the LDP system may be deactivated

automatically. The LDP ON indicator (green) will

blink.

When the interior temperature is reduced, turn

off the LDP system by pushing the LDP switch.

Push the LDP switch again to turn the LDP sys-

tem back on.

Lane camera unit maintenance

The lane camera unit j1 for the LDW/LDP sys-

tem is located in front of the map light cover. To

keep the proper operation of the LDW/LDP sys-

tems and prevent a systemmalfunction, be sure

to observe the following:

• Always keep the windscreen clean.

• Do not attach a sticker (including transparent ma-

terial) or install an accessory near the camera unit.

• Do not place reflective materials, such as white pa-

per or amirror, on the instrument panel. The reflec-

tion of sunlight may adversely affect the camera

unit’s capability of detecting the lane markers.

• Do not strike or damage the areas around the cam-

era unit. Do not touch the camera lens or remove

the screw located on the camera unit. If the camera

unit is damaged due to an accident, contact an

INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop.

SSD0453Z
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The speed limiter allows you to set the desired

vehicle speed limit. While the speed limiter is

activated, the driver can perform normal brak-

ing and acceleration, but the vehicle will not ex-

ceed the set speed.

WARNING

• Always observe posted speed limits. Do not set

the speed over them.

• Always confirm the setting status of the speed lim-

iter on the dot matrix liquid crystal display.

When the speed limiter is on, the cruise control

or the Intelligent Cruise Control (ICC) system

(where fitted) cannot be operated.

SPEED LIMITER OPERATIONS

The speed limiter can be set at a speed between

30 to 240 km/h (20 to 150 MPH) (VQ35HR

/VQ37VHR engine), 30 to 250 km/h (20 to 155

MPH) (VK50VE engine) or 30 to 200 km/h (20 to

124 MPH) (V9X engine).

The speed limiter set switches are located on

the steering wheel.

1. RES/+ switch

2. SET/− switch

3. CANCEL switch

4. Speed limiter MAIN switch

(When this switch is pushed, the speed

limiter enters the standby mode. If the

cruise control or Intelligent Cruise Control

(ICC) system is on, the system will turn off

and the speed limiter enters the standby

mode.)

5. Cruise control or Intelligent Cruise Control

(ICC) MAIN switch (For details, see “Cruise

control” later in this section or “Intelligent

Cruise Control (ICC) system (full speed

range) (where fitted – for Europe)” later in

this section.)

The speed limiter operating condition is shown

on the dot matrix liquid crystal display.

1. LIMIT indicator

2. Speed limiter indicator

3. SET indicator

4. Set speed indicator

The speed unit can be converted between “km/
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h” and “MPH”. (See “Dot matrix liquid crystal

display” in the “2. Instruments and controls”

section.)

When the vehicle speed exceeds the set speed

limit, the set speed indicator blinks and the ac-

celerator pedal operation will not work until the

vehicle speed slowsdown to the set speed limit.

The speed limiter will not automatically reduce

the vehicle speed to the set speed limit.

Turning on speed limiter

Push the speed limiter MAIN switch. The speed

limiter and theLIMIT indicators illuminateon the

dot matrix liquid crystal display. The set speed

indicator shows “- - -”.

Setting speed limit

1. Push the SET/− switch.

• When the vehicle is stopped, the speed will be set

at 30 km/h (20 MPH).

• While driving, the speed limit will be set at the cur-

rent speed.

2. When the speed limit is set, the SET and the

set speed indicators illuminate on the dot

matrix crystal display.

Changing set speed limit:

Use either one of the following operations to

change the speed limit.

• Push and hold the RES/+ or SET/- switch. The set

speed will increase or decrease by approximately

10 km/h (10 MPH).

• Push, then quickly release the RES/+ or SET/-

switch. Each time you do this, the set speed will

increase or decrease by approximately 1 km/h (1

MPH).

Resuming preset speed limit:

Push the RES/+ switch. The SET indicator illumi-

nates, and the speed limiter will resume the last

set speed limit. If the vehicle is driven at a speed

over the last set speed limit, the set speed indi-

cator will blink.

Cancelling speed limit

To cancel the speed limiter, push the CANCEL

switch. The SET indicator will turn off (the set

speed indicator will stay on the dot matrix crys-

tal display).

If the accelerator pedal is fully depressed (be-

yond the resistance point), the speed limiter is

temporarily suspended and the vehicle speed

may be controlled above the set speed (the

transmission may downshift into a lower gear).

TheSET indicatorwill stayon thedotmatrix crys-

tal display.

If the accelerator pedal returns to the resistance

point and the vehicle speed returns to the set

speed, the speed limiter will activate and limit

vehicle speed.

When one of the following operations is per-

formed, the speed limiter will be cancelled and

both the LIMIT and SET indicators will turn off.

These cancelling methods will erase the set

speed limit memory.

• Push the speed limiter MAIN switch.

• Push the cruise control MAIN switch or the ICC sys-

tem MAIN switch.

Speed limiter malfunction

If the speed limiter malfunctions, the SET indi-

cator on the dotmatrix liquid crystal display will

blink. Turn the speed limiterMAIN switch off and

have the system checked by an INFINITI Centre

or qualified workshop.
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1. RES/+ (Resume/Accelerate) switch

2. SET/– (Set/Coast) switch

3. CANCEL switch

4. Cruise control MAIN switch

5. Speed limiter main switch

When this switch is pushed, the speed

limiter enters the standby mode. If the

cruise control or Intelligent Cruise Control

(ICC) system is on, the system will turn off

and the speed limiter enters the standby

mode. (See “Speed limiter” earlier in this

section.)

WARNING

• Always observe the posted speed limits and do

not set the speed over them.

• Do not use the cruise control when driving under

the following conditions. Doing so could cause a

loss of vehicle control and result in an accident.

– When it is not possible to keep the ve-

hicle at a constant speed

– When driving in heavy traffic

– When driving in traffic that varies speed

– When driving in windy areas

– When driving on winding or hilly roads

– When driving on slippery (rain, snow, ice,

etc.) roads

PRECAUTIONS ON CRUISE CONTROL

• If the cruise control system malfunctions, it can-

cels automatically. TheSET indicator on thedotma-

trix crystal display then blinks to warn the driver.

• If the engine coolant temperature becomes exces-

sively high, the cruise control system will be can-

celled automatically.

• If the SET indicator blinks, turn the cruise control

MAIN switch j4 off and have the system checked

by an INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop.

• The SET indicator may blink when the cruise con-

trol MAIN switchj4 is turned on while pushing the

RES/+j1 , SET/–j2 orCANCELj3 switch.Toprop-

erly set the cruise control system, use the follow-

ing procedures.

CRUISE CONTROL OPERATIONS

The cruise control allows driving at speeds

above 40 km/h (25 MPH) (for petrol engine) or

30 km/h (20 MPH) (for diesel engine) without

keeping your foot on the accelerator pedal.

The cruise control will automatically be

cancelled if the vehicle slows down more than

approximately 13 km/h (8 MPH) (for petrol en-

gine) or 30 km/h (20 MPH) (for diesel engine)

below the set speed.

Moving the selector lever to theN (Neutral) posi-

tion will cancel the cruise control and the SET

indicator will turn off (Automatic transmission

models).

Depressing the clutch pedal will cancel the

cruise control and the SET indicator will turn off

(manual transmission model).

Turning on cruise control

Push the cruise control MAIN switch j4 . The

CRUISE indicator illuminates on the dot matrix

crystal display.

Setting cruising speed

1. Accelerate to the desired speed.

2. Push the SET/– switchj2 and release it.

3. The SET indicator illuminates on the dot ma-

trix crystal display.

4. Take your foot off the accelerator pedal.

SSD0888Z
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The vehicle will maintain the set speed.

The set speed will be displayed on the dot ma-

trix liquid crystal display. The speed unit can be

converted between “km/h” and “MPH”. (See

“Dot matrix liquid crystal display” in the “2. In-

struments and controls” section.)

Passing another vehicle:

Depress the accelerator pedal to accelerate. Af-

ter releasing the accelerator pedal, the vehicle

will return to the previously set speed.

The vehicle may not maintain the set speed

when going up or down steep hills. In such

cases, drive without the cruise control.

Resetting to slower speed:

Use any one of the followingmethods to reset to

a slower speed.

• Lightly tap the footbrake pedal. When the vehicle

reaches the desired speed, push and release the

SET/– switchj2 .

• Push and hold the SET/– switch j2 . When the ve-

hicle reaches the desired speed, release the SET/–

switchj2 .

• Quicklypushand release theSET/–switchj2 .This

will reduce the vehicle speed by about:

– For Europe:

1 km/h (1 MPH)

– Except for Europe:

1.6 km/h (1 MPH)

Resetting to faster speed:

Use any one of the followingmethods to reset to

a faster speed.

• Depress the accelerator pedal. When the vehicle

reaches the desired speed, push and release the

SET/– switchj2 .

• Push and hold the RES/+ switch j1 . When the ve-

hicle reaches the desired speed, release the RES/+

switchj1 .

• Quicklypushand release theRES/+switchj1 .This

will increase the vehicle speed by about:

– For Europe:

1 km/h (1 MPH)

– Except for Europe:

1.6 km/h (1 MPH)

Resuming at preset speed:

Push and release the RES/+ switchj1 .

The vehicle will resume the last set cruising

speed when the vehicle speed is over 40 km/h

(25MPH) (for petrol engine) or 30km/h (20MPH)

(for diesel engine).

Cancelling cruising speed

Use any one of the following methods to cancel

the set speed.

• Push the CANCEL switchj3 . The SET indicator will

turn off.

• Tap the footbrake pedal. The SET indicator will turn

off.

• Push the cruise control MAIN switch j4 . Both the

SET and CRUISE indicator turn off.
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The Intelligent Cruise Control (ICC) systemmain-

tains a selected distance from the vehicle in

front of you within the speed range of 0 to 180

km/h (0 to 112MPH) up to the set speed. The set

speed can be selected by the driver between 32

to 180 km/h (20 to 112 MPH).

The vehicle travels at a set speed when the road

ahead is clear.

The ICC system can be set to one of two cruise

control modes.

• Vehicle-to-vehicle distance control mode:

For maintaining a selected distance between

your vehicle and the vehicle in front of you up

to the preset speed.

• Conventional (fixed speed) cruise control mode:

For cruising at a preset speed.

WARNING

• Always observe posted speed limits and do not set

the speed over them.

• Always drive carefully and attentively when using

either cruise control mode. Read and understand

the Owner’s Manual thoroughly before using the

ICC system. To avoid serious injury or death, do

not rely on the system to prevent accidents or to

control the vehicle’s speed in emergency situa-

tions. Do not use the ICC system except in appro-

priate road and traffic conditions.

• In the conventional (fixed speed) cruise control

mode, a warning chime will not sound to warn you

if you are too close to the vehicle ahead. Pay spe-

cial attention to the distance between your vehicle

and the vehicle ahead of you or a collision could

occur.

The ICC system cannot be operated when the

speed limiter is on. (See “Speed limiter” earlier

in this section for the speed limiter operation.)

INTELLIGENT CRUISE CONTROL (ICC) SYSTEM (full speed range) (where fitted – for Europe)
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1. Vehicle-to-vehicle distance control mode

2. Conventional (fixed speed) cruise control

mode

Push the MAIN switch jA to choose the cruise

control mode between the vehicle-to-vehicle

distance control modej1 and the conventional

(fixed speed) cruise control modej2 .

To choose the vehicle-to-vehicle distance con-

trolmodej1 , quicklypushand release theMAIN

switch jA . To choose the conventional (fixed

speed) cruise control mode j2 , push and hold

the MAIN switch jA for longer than approxi-

mately 1.5 seconds.

Once a control mode is activated, it cannot be

changed to the other cruise control mode. To

change themode, push theMAIN switch once to

turn the system off. Then push the MAIN switch

again to turn the system back on and select the

desired cruise control mode.

Always confirm the setting in the ICCsystemdis-

play.

For the vehicle-to-vehicle distance control

mode,see the followingdescription. For thecon-

ventional (fixed speed) cruise controlmode, see

“Conventional (fixed speed) cruise control

mode” later in this section.

SELECTING VEHICLE-TO-VEHICLE
DISTANCE CONTROL MODE

To choose the vehicle-to-vehicle distance con-

trolmodej1 , quicklypushand release theMAIN

switchjA .

VEHICLE-TO-VEHICLE DISTANCE
CONTROL MODE

In the vehicle-to-vehicle distance control mode,

the Intelligent Cruise Control (ICC) system auto-

maticallymaintainsa selecteddistance from the

vehicle travelling in frontofyouaccording to that

vehicle’s speed (up to the set speed), or at the

set speed when the road ahead is clear.

With ICC, the driver can maintain the same

speed as other vehicles without the constant

need to adjust the set speed as you would with

a normal cruise control system.
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PRECAUTIONS ON
VEHICLE-TO-VEHICLE DISTANCE
CONTROL MODE

The system is intended to enhance the opera-

tion of the vehicle when following a vehicle trav-

elling in the same lane and direction.

If the distance sensorjA detects a slower mov-

ing vehicle ahead, the system will reduce the

vehicle speed so that your vehicle follows the

vehicle in front at the selected distance.

The system automatically controls the throttle

and applies the brakes (up to 25% of vehicle

braking power) if necessary.

The detection range of the sensor is approxi-

mately 120 m (390 ft) ahead.

WARNING

• This system is only an aid to assist the driver and

is not a collision warning or avoidance device. It is

thedriver’s responsibility tostayalert, drivesafely

and be in control of the vehicle at all times.

• The system is primarily intended for use on

straight, dry, open roads with light traffic. It is not

advisable to use the system in city traffic or con-

gested areas.

• This system will not adapt automatically to road

conditions. This system should be used in evenly

flowing traffic.Donotuse thesystemon roadswith

sharp curves, or on icy roads, in heavy rain or in

fog.

The distance sensor will not detect the following

objects:

• Stationary and slow moving vehicles

• Pedestrians or objects in the roadway

• Oncoming vehicles in the same lane

• Motorcycles travelling offset in the travel lane

WARNING

• As there is a performance limit to the distance con-

trol function, never rely solely on the Intelligent

Cruise Control (ICC) system. This system does not

correct careless, inattentive or absent-minded

driving, or overcome poor visibility in rain, fog, or

other bad weather. Decelerate the vehicle speed

by depressing the brake pedal, depending on the

distance to the vehicle ahead and the surrounding

circumstances in order to maintain a safe distance

between vehicles.

• If the vehicle ahead comes to a stop, the vehicle

decelerates to a standstill within the limitations of

the system. The system will cancel once it judges

that the vehicle has come to a standstill and sound

a warning chime. To prevent the vehicle frommov-

ing, the driver must depress the brake pedal.

• The system may not detect the vehicle in front of

you in certain road or weather conditions. To avoid

accidents, never use the ICC system under the fol-

lowing conditions:

– On roads where the traffic is heavy or

there are sharp curves

– On slippery road surfaces such as on ice

or snow, etc.

– During badweather (rain, fog, snow, etc.)

– When the windscreen wipers are operat-

ing at low or high speed. If the vehicle is

equipped with a rain-sensing auto wiper,

the system may cancel when the wipers

are set to the AUTO position.

– When strong light (for example, at sun-

rise or sunset) is directly shining on the

front of the vehicle

– When rain, snowor dirt adhere to the sys-

tem sensor

– On steep downhill roads (the vehicle may

go beyond the set vehicle speed and fre-

quent braking may result in overheating

the brakes)

– On repeated uphill and downhill roads

– When traffic conditions make it difficult

to keep a proper distance between ve-

hiclesbecauseof frequentaccelerationor

deceleration
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• Donotuse the ICCsystemifyouare towinga trailer.

The system may not detect a vehicle ahead.

• In some road or traffic conditions, a vehicle or ob-

ject can unexpectedly come into the sensor detec-

tion zone and cause automatic braking. You may

need to control the distance from other vehicles

using the accelerator pedal. Always stay alert and

avoid using the ICC system when it is not recom-

mended in this section.

VEHICLE-TO-VEHICLE DISTANCE
CONTROL MODE OPERATION

Always pay attention to the operation of the ve-

hicle and be ready to manually control the

proper following distance. The vehicle-to-

vehicle distance control mode of the Intelligent

Cruise Control (ICC) system may not be able to

maintain the selected distance between

vehicles (following distance) or selected vehicle

speed under some circumstances.

The vehicle-to-vehicle distance control mode

uses a sensorjA located on the front of the ve-

hicle to detect vehicles travelling ahead. The

sensor generally detects the signals returned

from the reflectors on a vehicle ahead. There-

fore, if the sensor cannot detect the reflector on

the vehicle ahead, the ICC systemmaynotmain-

tain the selected distance.

The following are some conditions in which the

sensor cannot detect the signals:

• When the reflector of the vehicle ahead is posi-

tioned high on the vehicle (trailer, etc.)

• When the reflector on the vehicle ahead ismissing,

damaged or covered

• When the reflector of the vehicle ahead is covered

with dirt, snow and road spray

• When the snow or road spray from travelling ve-

hicles reduces the sensor’s visibility

• When dense exhaust or other smoke (black smoke)

from vehicles reduces the sensor’s visibility

• When excessively heavy baggage is loaded in the

rear seat or the boot of your vehicle

• When your vehicle is towing a trailer, etc.

The ICC system is designed to automatically

check the sensor’s operation within the limita-
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tion of the system. When the sensor is covered

with dirt or is obstructed, the system will auto-

matically be cancelled. If the sensor is covered

with ice, a transparent or translucent vinyl bag,

etc., the ICC system may not detect them. In

these instances, the vehicle-to-vehicle distance

control mode may not cancel and may not be

able tomaintain the selected following distance

from the vehicle ahead. Be sure to check and

clean the sensor regularly.

The vehicle-to-vehicle distance control mode is

designed to maintain a selected distance and

reduce the speed to match the slower vehicle

ahead; the systemwill decelerate the vehicle as

necessary, and if the vehicle ahead comes to a

stop, the vehicle decelerates to a standstill.

However, the ICC system can only apply up to

25% of the vehicles total braking power. This

system should only be used when traffic condi-

tions allow vehicle speeds to remain fairly con-

stant or when vehicle speeds change gradually.

If a vehicle moves into the travelling lane ahead

or if a vehicle travelling ahead rapidly deceler-

ates, the distance between vehicles may

become closer because the ICC system cannot

decelerate the vehicle quickly enough. If this oc-

curs, the ICC systemwill sound a warning chime

and blink the system display to notify the driver

to take necessary action.

The system will cancel and a warning chime will

sound if the speed falls below approximately 24

km/h (15 MPH) and a vehicle is not detected

ahead. The systemwill also disengagewhen the

vehicle goes above the maximum set speed.

See “Approach warning” later in this section.

The following itemsare controlled in thevehicle-

to-vehicle distance control mode:

• When there are no vehicles travelling ahead, the

vehicle-to-vehicledistancecontrolmodemaintains

the speed set by the driver. The set speed range is

between approximately 32 and 180 km/h (20 and

112 MPH).

• When there is a vehicle travelling ahead, the ve-

hicle-to-vehicle distance control mode adjusts the

speed to maintain the distance, selected by driver,

from the vehicle ahead. The adjusting speed range

is up to the set speed. If the vehicle ahead comes

to a stop, the vehicle decelerates to a standstill

within the limitations of the system. The system

will cancel once it judges a standstill with a warn-

ing chime.

• When the vehicle travelling ahead has moved out

from its lane of travel, the vehicle-to-vehicle dis-

tance control mode accelerates and maintains ve-

hicle speed up to the set speed.

The ICC system does not control vehicle speed

or warn you when you approach stationary and

slowmoving vehicles. Youmust pay attention to

vehicle operation to maintain proper distance

from vehicles ahead when approaching toll

gates or traffic congestion.
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The detection zone of the ICC sensor is limited.

A vehicle ahead must be in the detection zone

for the vehicle-to-vehicle distance detection

mode tomaintain the selecteddistance from the

vehicle ahead.

A vehicle ahead may move outside of the detec-

tion zone due to its position within the same

lane of travel. Motorcycles may not be detected

in the same lane ahead if they are travelling off-

set from the centreline of the lane. A vehicle that

is entering the lane ahead may not be detected

until the vehicle has completely moved into the

lane. If this occurs, the ICC system may warn

youbyblinking thesystem indicator andsound-

ing the chime. The driver may have to manually

control the proper distance away from vehicle

travelling ahead.

SSD0252Z
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When driving on some roads, such as winding,

hilly, curved, narrow roads, or roads which are

under construction, the ICC sensor may detect

vehicles in a different lane, or may temporarily

not detect a vehicle travelling ahead. This may

cause the ICC system to decelerate or accelerate

the vehicle.

The detection of vehicles may also be affected

by vehicle operation (steering manoeuvre or

travelling position in the lane, etc.) or vehicle

condition. If this occurs, the ICC system may

warn you by blinking the system indicator and

sounding the chimeunexpectedly. Youwill have

to manually control the proper distance away

from the vehicle travelling ahead.

When driving on the motorway at a set speed

and approaching a slower travelling vehicle

ahead, the ICC system will adjust the speed to

maintain the distance, selected by the driver,

from the vehicle ahead. If the vehicle ahead

changes lanes or exits the freeway, the ICC sys-

tem will accelerate and maintain the speed up

to the set speed. Pay attention to the driving

operation to maintain control of the vehicle as it

accelerates to the set speed.

The vehicle may not maintain the set speed on

winding or hilly roads. If this occurs, you will

have to manually control the vehicle speed.

Intelligent Cruise Control (ICC) system
switch

The system is operated by a MAIN switch and

four control switches, all mounted on the steer-

ing wheel.

1. RES/+ (Resume/Accelerate) switch:

Resumes set speed or increases speed incre-

mentally.

2. SET/– (Set/Coast) switch:

Sets desired cruise speed, reduces speed in-

crementally.
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3. CANCEL switch:

Deactivates the system without erasing the

set speed.

4. DISTANCE switch:

Changes the vehicle’s following distance:

• Long

• Middle

• Short

5. Speed limiter MAIN switch:

When this switch is pushed, the speed lim-

iter enters the standby mode. If the cruise

control or Intelligent Cruise Control (ICC) sys-

tem is on, the system will turn off and the

speed limiter enters the standby mode. (See

“Speed limiter” earlier in this section.)

6. Cruise control (MAIN) switch:

Master switch to activate the system

Intelligent Cruise Control (ICC) system
display and indicators

Thedisplay is locatedbetween the speedometer

and the tachometer.

1. Cruise control (MAIN) switch indicator:

Indicates that the MAIN switch is ON.

2. Vehicle ahead detection indicator:

Indicates whether it detects a vehicle in front

of you.

3. Set distance indicator:

Displays the selected distance between ve-

hicles set with the DISTANCE switch.

4. Indicates your vehicle

5. Set vehicle speed indicator:

Indicates the set vehicle speed. The unit can

be converted between “km/h” and “MPH”.

(See “Dotmatrix liquid crystal display” in the

“2. Instruments and controls” section.)

6. Intelligent Cruise Control (ICC) system warn-

ing light (orange):

The light comes on if there is amalfunction in

the ICC system.

When the ignition switch is pushed to the ON

position, the indicators come on as illustrated

to check for a burned-out bulb, and it turns off

when the engine is started.
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Operating vehicle-to-vehicle distance
control mode

To turn on the cruise control, quickly push and

release the MAIN switchjA on. The cruise indi-

cator light, setdistance indicator andsetvehicle

speed indicator come on and in a standby state

for setting.

To set cruising speed, accelerate your vehicle to

the desired speed, push the SET/– switch and

release it. (Vehicle ahead detection indicator,

set distance indicator and set vehicle speed in-

dicator come on.) Take your foot off the accel-

erator pedal. Your vehicle will maintain the set

speed.

When the SET/– switch is pushed under the fol-

lowing conditions, the systemcannotbenot set.

The set vehicle speed indicator will blink for ap-

proximately 2 seconds:

• When travelling below 32 km/h (20 MPH) and the

vehicle ahead is not detected

• When the selector lever is not in the D, “DS” or

Manual shift mode

• When the windscreen wipers are operating at low

or high speed. If the vehicle is equipped with a

rain-sensing auto wiper, the system may cancel

when the wipers are set to the AUTO position.

• When the parking brake is applied

• When the brakes are operated by the driver

When the SET/– switch is pushed under the fol-

lowing conditions, the system cannot be set.

A warning chime will sound and the ICC indica-

tors will blink.

• When the SNOWmode switch is on (To use the ICC

system, turn off the SNOW mode switch, push the

MAIN switch to turn off the ICC and reset the ICC

switch by pressing the MAIN switch again.)

For details about theSNOWmode switch, see

“SNOW mode (where fitted)” earlier in this

section.

• When the ESP system is off (To use the ICC system,

turn on the ESP system. Push the MAIN switch to

turn off the ICC system and reset the ICC switch by

pushing the MAIN switch again.)

For details about the ESP system, see “Elec-

tronic Stability Programme (ESP) system (for

Europe)” later in this section.
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• When ABS or ESP (including the traction control

system) is operating

• When driving into a strong light (i.e., sunlight)

• When a wheel is slipping (To use the ICC system,

make sure the wheels are no longer slipping. Push

the MAIN switch to turn off the ICC, and reset the

ICC system by pushing the MAIN switch again.)

1. System set display with vehicle ahead

2. System set display without vehicle ahead

System operation

WARNING

Normally when controlling the distance to a vehicle

ahead, this system automatically accelerates or de-

celerates your vehicle according to the speed of the

vehicle ahead. Depress the accelerator to properly ac-

celerate your vehicle when acceleration is required for

a lane change. Depress the brake pedal when decel-

eration is required to maintain a safe distance to the

vehicle ahead due to its sudden braking or if a vehicle

cuts in. Always stay alert when using the Intelligent

Cruise Control (ICC) system.

The driver sets the desired vehicle speed based

on the road conditions. The ICC system main-

tains the set vehicle speed, similar to standard

cruise control, as long as no vehicle is detected

in the lane ahead.

The ICC system displays the set speed.

Vehicle detected ahead:

When a vehicle is detected in the lane ahead,

the ICC system decelerates the vehicle by con-

trolling the throttle and applying the brakes to

match the speed of a slower vehicle ahead. The

system then controls the vehicle speed based

on the speed of the vehicle ahead to maintain

the driver selected distance.

The stoplights of the vehicle come on and the

brake pedal depresses when braking is

performed by the ICC system.

When thebrake operates, a noisemaybeheard.

This is not a malfunction.

When a vehicle ahead is detected, the vehicle
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ahead detection indicator comes on. The ICC

system will also display the set speed and se-

lected distance.

Vehicle ahead not detected:

When a vehicle is no longer detected ahead, the

ICC system gradually accelerates your vehicle to

resume thepreviously setvehicle speed.The ICC

system then maintains the set speed.

When a vehicle is no longer detected the vehicle

ahead detection indicator turns off.

If a vehicle ahead appears during acceleration

to the set vehicle speed or any time the ICC sys-

tem is in operation, the system controls the dis-

tance to that vehicle.

When a vehicle is no longer detected under ap-

proximately 24 km/h (15 MPH), the system will

be cancelled.

When passing another vehicle, the set speed

indicator will flash when the vehicle speed ex-

ceeds the set speed. The vehicle detect indica-

tor will turn off when the area ahead of the ve-

hicle is open. When the pedal is released, the

vehicle will return to the previously set speed.

Even though your vehicle speed is set in the ICC

system, you can depress the accelerator pedal

when it is necessary to accelerate your vehicle

rapidly.

How to change set vehicle speed

To cancel the preset speed, use any of these

methods:

• Push the CANCEL switch. The set vehicle speed in-

dicator will go out.

• Tap the brake pedal. The set vehicle speed indica-

tor will go out.

• Turn the MAIN switch off. Both the ON/OFF switch

indicator and set vehicle speed indicator will go

out.

To reset at a faster cruising speed, use one of

the following methods:

• Depress the accelerator pedal. When the vehicle

attains the desired speed, push and release the

SET/– switch.

• Push and hold the RES/+ switch. The set vehicle

speed will increase by approximately 5 km/h or 5

MPH.

• Push, then quickly release the RES/+ switch. Each

time you do this, the set speed will increase by

approximately 1 km/h or 1 MPH.

To reset at a slower cruising speed, use one of

the following methods:

• Lightly tap the brake pedal. When the vehicle at-

tains thedesired speed, push theSET/– switch and

release it.

• Push and hold the SET/– switch. The set vehicle

speed will decrease by approximately 5 km/h or 5

MPH.

• Push, then quickly release the SET/– switch. Each

time you do this, the set speed will decrease by

approximately 1 km/h or 1 MPH.

To resume the preset speed, push and release

the RES/+ switch. The vehicle will resume the

last set cruising speed when the vehicle speed

is over 32 km/h (20 MPH).
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How to change set distance to vehicle
ahead

The distance to the vehicle ahead can be se-

lected at any time depending on the traffic con-

ditions.

Each time the DISTANCE switch jA is pushed,

the set distance will change to long, middle,

short and back to long again in that sequence.

Distance Display
Approximate distance at 100 km/h (60 MPH)

m (ft)

Long

m
60(200)

Middle

m
45(150)

Short

m
30(100)
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• The distance to the vehicle ahead will change ac-

cording to the vehicle speed. The higher the ve-

hicle speed, the longer the distance.

• If the engine is stopped, the set distance becomes

“long”. (Each time the engine is started, the initial

setting becomes “long”.)

Approach warning

If your vehicle comes closer to the vehicle ahead

due to rapid deceleration of that vehicle or if

another vehicle cuts in, the system warns the

driver with the chime and Intelligent Cruise Con-

trol (ICC) systemdisplay. Decelerate by depress-

ing the brake pedal to maintain a safe vehicle

distance if:

• The chime sounds.

• The vehicle ahead detection and set distance indi-

cator blink.

Thewarning chimemaynot sound in somecases

when there isa shortdistancebetweenvehicles.

Some examples are:

• When the vehicles are travelling at the same speed

and the distance between vehicles is not changing

• When the vehicle ahead is travelling faster and the

distance between vehicles is increasing

• When a vehicle cuts in near your vehicle

The warning chime will not sound in the cases

below:

– When your vehicle approaches vehicles that

are parked or moving slowly

– When the accelerator pedal is depressed,

and this overriding the system

NOTE

The approach warning chime may sound and the sys-

tem display may blink when the ICC sensor detects

some reflectors jA which are fitted on vehicles in

other lanes or on the side of the road. This may cause

the ICC system to decelerate or accelerate the vehicle.

The ICC sensor may detect these reflectors when the

vehicle is driven onwinding roads, hilly roads or when

entering or exiting a curve. The ICC sensor may also

detect reflectors on narrow roads or in road construc-

tion zones. In these cases you will have to manually

control the proper distance ahead of your vehicle.

Also, the sensor sensitivity can be affected by

vehicle operation (steering manoeuvre or driv-

ing position in the lane) or traffic or vehicle con-

dition (for example, if a vehicle is being driven

with some damage).

Automatic cancellation

A chime sounds under the following conditions

and the control is automatically cancelled.

• When the vehicle speed falls below approximately

24 km/h (15 MPH)

• When the system judges the vehicle is at standstill

• When the selector lever is not in the D, “DS” or

Manual shift mode

• When the windscreen wipers are operating at low

or high speed. If the vehicle is equipped with a

rain-sensing auto wiper, the system may cancel

when the wipers are set to the AUTO position.

• When the parking brake is applied

• When the SNOWmode switch is turned on

• When the ESP system is turned off

• When the ABS or ESP (including the traction con-

trol system) operates

• When driving into a strong light (i.e., sunlight)

• When distance measurement becomes impaired

due to adhesion of dirt or obstruction to the sensor

• When a wheel slips

SSD0284AZ
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Warning light and display

Condition A:

The Intelligent Cruise Control (ICC) system is

cancelled automatically in the conditions

described below. The chime will sound and the

system will not be able to be set.

• When the ESP is turned off

• When the ABS or ESP (including the traction con-

trol system) operates

• When a tyre slips

• When driving into a strong light (i.e., sunlight)

• When the SNOWmode switch is turned on

Action to take:

When the conditions listed above are no longer

present, turn the system off using the ICC MAIN

switch. Turn the ICC system back on to use the

system.

Condition B:

When the sensor window is dirty, making it im-

possible to detect a vehicle ahead, the ICC sys-

tem is automatically cancelled.

The chime sounds and the ICC system warning

light (orange) will come on and the CLEAN SEN-

SOR indicator will appear.

Action to take:

If thewarning light comeson, park the vehicle in

a safe place, turn the engine off. Clean the sen-

sor window with a soft cloth and then perform

the settings again.

Condition C:

When the ICC system is not operating properly,

the chime sounds and the system warning light

(orange) will come on.

Action to take:

If thewarning light comeson, park the vehicle in

a safe place. Turn the engine off, restart the en-

gine, resume driving and set the ICC system

again.

If it is not possible to set the system or the indi-

cator stays on, it may indicate that the ICC sys-

tem is malfunctioning. Although the vehicle is

still driveable under normal conditions, have

the vehicle checked at an INFINITI Centre or

qualified workshop.
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Sensor maintenance

Thesensor for the IntelligentCruiseControl (ICC)

systemjA is located below the front bumper.

To keep the ICC system operating properly, be

sure to observe the following:

• Always keep the sensor clean. Wipe with a soft

cloth carefully so as not to damage the sensor.

• Do not strike or damage the areas around the sen-

sor. Do not touch or remove the screw located on

the sensor. Doing so could cause failure or mal-

function. If the sensor is damaged due to an acci-

dent, contact an INFINITI Centre or qualified work-

shop.

• Do not attach a sticker (including transparent ma-

terial) or install an accessory near the sensor. This

could cause failure or malfunction.

CONVENTIONAL (FIXED SPEED) CRUISE
CONTROL MODE

Thismode allows driving at a speed between 40

to 194 km/h (25 to 121 MPH) (VQ37VHR engine),

40 to 225 km/h (25 to 140 MPH) (VK50VE en-

gine) or 40 to 200 km/h (25 to 125 MPH) (V9X

engine) without keeping your foot on the accel-

erator pedal.

WARNING

• In the conventional (fixed speed) cruise control

mode, a warning chime does not sound to warn

you if you are too close to the vehicle ahead, as

neither the presence of the vehicle ahead nor the

vehicle-to-vehicle distance is detected.

• Pay special attention to the distance between your

vehicle and the vehicle ahead of you or a collision

could occur.

• Always confirm the setting in the IntelligentCruise

Control (ICC) system display.

• Do not use the conventional (fixed speed) cruise

control mode when driving under the following

conditions.

– when it is not possible to keep the ve-

hicle at a set speed

– in heavy traffic or in traffic that varies in

speed

– on winding or hilly roads

– on slippery roads (rain, snow, ice, etc.)

– in very windy areas

Doing so could cause a loss of vehicle control and re-

sult in an accident.

Conventional (fixed speed) cruise
control switch

1. RES/+ (Resume/Accelerate) switch:

Resumes set speed or increases speed incre-

mentally.
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2. SET/– (Set/Coast) switch:

Sets thedesired cruise speed, reducesspeed

incrementally.

3. CANCEL switch:

Deactivates the system without erasing the

set speed.

4. Speed limiter MAIN switch:

When this switch is pushed, the speed lim-

iter enters the standby mode. If the cruise

control or Intelligent Cruise Control (ICC) sys-

tem is on, the system will turn off and the

speed limiter enters the standby mode. (See

“Speed limiter” earlier in this section.)

5. MAIN switch:

Master switch to activate the system.

Conventional (fixed speed) cruise
control mode display and indicators

Thedisplay is locatedbetween the speedometer

and the tachometer.

1. MAIN switch indicator:

Indicates that the MAIN switch is ON.

2. Cruise set switch indicator:

Displayswhile thevehicle speed iscontrolled

by the conventional (fixed speed) cruise con-

trol mode of the Intelligent Cruise Control

(ICC) system.

3. Cruise system warning light:

Comes on if there is a malfunction in the

cruise control system.

Operating conventional (fixed speed)
cruise control mode

To turn on the conventional (fixed speed) cruise

control mode, push and hold the MAIN switch

jA for longer than about 1.5 seconds.

When pushing the MAIN switch on, the Intelli-

gent Cruise Control (ICC) system display and the

CRUISE indicator are displayed on the dot ma-

trix liquid crystal display. After you hold the

MAIN switch on for longer than about 1.5 sec-

onds, the ICC system display turns off. The

CRUISE indicator stays lit. You can now set your

desired cruising speed. Pushing the MAIN

switch again will turn the system completely off.

When the ignition switch is pushed to the “OFF”

position, the system is also automatically

turned off. To use the ICC system again, quickly

push and release the MAIN switch (vehicle-to-

vehicle distance controlmode) or push and hold

it (conventional cruise control mode) again to

turn it on.

CAUTION

To avoid accidentally engaging cruise control, make

sure to turn the MAIN switch off when not using the

ICC system.
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To set cruising speed, accelerate your vehicle to

the desired speed, push the SET/– switch and

release it. (The SET indicator will come on in the

display.) Takeyour footoff theaccelerator pedal.

Your vehicle will maintain the set speed.

• To pass another vehicle, depress the accelera-

tor pedal. When you release the pedal, the

vehicle will return to the previously set

speed.

• The vehicle may not maintain the set speed when

goingupordownsteephills. If thishappens,manu-

ally maintain vehicle speed.

To cancel the preset speed, use one of the fol-

lowing methods:

a. Push the CANCEL button. The SET indicator

will turn off.

b. Tap the brake pedal. The SET indicator will

turn off.

c. Turn the MAIN switch off. Both the CRUISE

indicator and SET indicator will turn off.

To reset at a faster cruising speed, use one of

the following three methods:

a. Depress the accelerator pedal. When the ve-

hicle attains the desired speed, push and re-

lease the SET/– switch.

b. Push and hold the RES/+ set switch. When

thevehicleattains thedesiredspeed, release

the switch.

c. Push, then quickly release the RES/+ switch.

Each time you do this, the set speed will in-

crease by about 1.6 km/h (1 MPH).

To reset at a slower cruising speed, use one of

the following three methods:

a. Lightly tap the brake pedal.When the vehicle

attains the desired speed, push the SET/–

switch and release it.

b. Push and hold the SET/– switch. Release the

switch when the vehicle slows down to the

desired speed.

c. Push, then quickly release the SET/– switch.

Each time you do this, the set speed will de-

crease by about 1.6 km/h (1 MPH).

To resume the preset speed, push and release

the RES/+ switch. The vehicle will resume the

last set cruising speed when the vehicle speed

is over 40 km/h (25 MPH).

Automatic cancellation

A chime sounds under the following conditions

and the control is automatically cancelled.

• When the vehicle slows down more than 13 km/h

(8 MPH) below the set speed

• When the vehicle speed falls below approximately

32 km/h (20 MPH)

• When the selector lever is not in the D, “DS” or

Manual shift mode

• When the parking brake is applied

• When the ESP system (including the traction con-

trol system) operates

• When a wheel slips

Warning light

When the system is not operating properly, the

chime sounds and the system warning light (or-

ange) will come on.
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Action to take:

If thewarning light comeson, park the vehicle in

a safe place. Turn the engine off, restart the en-

gine, resume driving and then perform the set-

ting again.

If it is not possible to set or the indicator stays

on, it may indicate that the system is malfunc-

tioning. Although the vehicle is still driveable

under normal conditions, have the vehicle

checked at an INFINITI Centre or qualified work-

shop.

PREVIEW FUNCTION (for Intelligent Cruise

Control (ICC) system equipped models)

The Intelligent Cruise Control (ICC) system with

the preview function identifies the need to ap-

ply emergency braking by sensing the vehicle

ahead in the same lane and the distance to the

vehicle ahead and relative speed from it, it ap-

plies the brake pre-pressure before the driver

depresses the brake pedal and helps improve

brake response by reducing pedal free play.

For more details, see “Preview function (for In-

telligent Cruise Control (ICC) system equipped

models)” later in this section.

The Intelligent Cruise Control (ICC) system auto-

maticallymaintainsa selecteddistance from the

vehicle travelling in frontofyouaccording to that

vehicle’s speed (up to the set speed), or at the

set speed when the road ahead is clear.

The ICC function can be set to one of two cruise

control modes:

• Vehicle-to-vehicle distance control mode:

For maintaining a selected distance between

your vehicle and the vehicle in front of you up

to the preset speed.

• Conventional (fixed speed) cruise control mode:

For cruising at a preset speed.

WARNING

• Always drive carefully and attentively when using

either cruise control mode. Read and understand

the Owner’s Manual thoroughly before using the

ICC system. To avoid serious injury or death, do

not rely on the system to prevent accidents or to

control the vehicle’s speed in emergency situa-

tions. Do not use the ICC system except in appro-

priate road and traffic conditions.

• In the conventional (fixed speed) cruise control

mode, a warning chime will not sound to warn you

if you are too close to the vehicle ahead. Pay spe-

cial attention to the distance between your vehicle

and the vehicle ahead of you or a collision could

occur.

INTELLIGENT CRUISE CONTROL (ICC) SYSTEM
(where fitted — For Russia and Ukraine)
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1. Vehicle-to-vehicle distance control mode

2. Conventional (fixed speed) cruise control

mode

Push the MAIN switch jA to choose the cruise

control mode between the vehicle-to-vehicle

distance control modej1 and the conventional

(fixed speed) cruise control modej2 .

To choose the vehicle-to-vehicle distance con-

trolmodej1 , quicklypushand release theMAIN

switch jA . To choose the conventional (fixed

speed) cruise control mode j2 , push and hold

the MAIN switch jA for longer than approxi-

mately 1.5 seconds.

Once a control mode is activated, it cannot be

changed to the other cruise control mode. To

change themode, push theMAIN switch once to

turn the system off. Then push the MAIN switch

again to turn the system back on and select the

desired cruise control mode.

Always confirm the setting in the ICCsystemdis-

play.

For the vehicle-to-vehicle distance control

mode,see the followingdescription. For thecon-

ventional (fixed speed) cruise controlmode, see

“Conventional (fixed speed) cruise control

mode” later in this section.

SELECTING VEHICLE-TO-VEHICLE
DISTANCE CONTROL MODE

To choose the vehicle-to-vehicle distance con-

trolmodej1 , quicklypushand release theMAIN

switchjA .

VEHICLE-TO-VEHICLE DISTANCE
CONTROL MODE

In the vehicle-to-vehicle distance control mode,

the Intelligent Cruise Control (ICC) system auto-

maticallymaintainsa selecteddistance from the

vehicle travelling in frontofyouaccording to that

vehicle’s speed (up to the set speed), or at the

set speed when the road ahead is clear.

With ICC, the driver can maintain the same

speed as other vehicles without the constant

need to adjust the set speed as you would with

a normal cruise control system.

PRECAUTIONS ON
VEHICLE-TO-VEHICLE DISTANCE
CONTROL MODE

The system is intended to enhance the opera-

tion of the vehicle when following a vehicle trav-

elling in the same lane and direction.

If the distance sensorjA detects a slower mov-

ing vehicle ahead, the system will reduce the

vehicle speed so that your vehicle follows the

vehicle in front at the selected distance.

The system automatically controls the throttle

and applies the brakes (up to 25% of vehicle

braking power) if necessary.
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The detection range of the sensor is approxi-

mately 120 m (390 ft) ahead.

WARNING

• This system is only an aid to assist the driver and

is not a collision warning or avoidance device. It is

thedriver’s responsibility tostayalert, drivesafely

and be in control of the vehicle at all times.

• The system is primarily intended for use on

straight, dry, open roads with light traffic. It is not

advisable to use the system in city traffic or con-

gested areas.

• This system will not adapt automatically to road

conditions. This system should be used in evenly

flowing traffic.Donotuse thesystemon roadswith

sharp curves, or on icy roads, in heavy rain or in

fog.

The distance sensor will not detect the following

objects:

• Stationary and slow moving vehicles

• Pedestrians or objects in the roadway

• Oncoming vehicles in the same lane

• Motorcycles travelling offset in the travel lane

This systemwill not automatically brake the ve-

hicle to a stop.

WARNING

• As there is a performance limit to the distance con-

trol function, never rely solely on the Intelligent

Cruise Control (ICC) system. This system does not

correct careless, inattentive or absent-minded

driving, or overcome poor visibility in rain, fog, or

other bad weather. Decelerate the vehicle speed

by depressing the brake pedal, depending on the

distance to the vehicle ahead and the surrounding

circumstances in order to maintain a safe distance

between vehicles.

• Although the brake operation is controlled by the

system, the system does not automatically stop

the vehicle. If the vehicle speed falls below ap-

proximately 32 km/h (20 MPH), the ICC system is

automatically cancelled and a warning chime

sounds. (The brake control is also cancelled.)

• The system may not detect the vehicle in front of

you in certain road or weather conditions. To avoid

accidents, never use the ICC system under the fol-

lowing conditions:

– On roads where the traffic is heavy or

there are sharp curves

– On slippery road surfaces such as on ice

or snow, etc.

– During badweather (rain, fog, snow, etc.)

– When the windscreen wipers are operat-

ing at low or high speed. If the vehicle is

equipped with a rain-sensing auto wiper,

the system may cancel when the wipers

are set to the AUTO or intermittent (INT)

position.

– When strong light (for example, at sun-

rise or sunset) is directly shining on the

front of the vehicle

– When rain, snowor dirt adhere to the sys-

tem sensor

– On steep downhill roads (the vehicle may

go beyond the set vehicle speed and fre-

quent braking may result in overheating

the brakes)

– On repeated uphill and downhill roads

– When traffic conditions make it difficult

to keep a proper distance between ve-

hiclesbecauseof frequentaccelerationor

deceleration

• Donotuse the ICCsystemifyouare towinga trailer.

The system may not detect a vehicle ahead.

• In some road or traffic conditions, a vehicle or ob-

ject can unexpectedly come into the sensor detec-

tion zone and cause automatic braking. You may

need to control the distance from other vehicles

using the accelerator pedal. Always stay alert and

avoid using the ICC system when it is not recom-

mended in this section.
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VEHICLE-TO-VEHICLE DISTANCE
CONTROL MODE OPERATION

Always pay attention to the operation of the ve-

hicle and be ready to manually control the

proper following distance. The vehicle-to-

vehicle distance control mode of the Intelligent

Cruise Control (ICC) system may not be able to

maintain the selected distance between

vehicles (following distance) or selected vehicle

speed under some circumstances.

The vehicle-to-vehicle distance control mode

uses a sensorjA located on the front of the ve-

hicle to detect vehicles travelling ahead. The

sensor generally detects the signals returned

from the reflectors on a vehicle ahead. There-

fore, if the sensor cannot detect the reflector on

the vehicle ahead, the ICC systemmaynotmain-

tain the selected distance.

The following are some conditions in which the

sensor cannot detect the signals:

• When the reflector of the vehicle ahead is posi-

tioned high on the vehicle (trailer, etc.)

• When the reflector on the vehicle ahead ismissing,

damaged or covered

• When the reflector of the vehicle ahead is covered

with dirt, snow and road spray

• When the snow or road spray from travelling ve-

hicles reduces the sensor’s visibility

• When dense exhaust or other smoke (black smoke)

from vehicles reduces the sensor’s visibility

• When excessively heavy baggage is loaded in the

rear seat or the boot of your vehicle

• When your vehicle is towing a trailer, etc.

The ICC system is designed to automatically

check the sensor’s operation within the limita-

tion of the system. When the sensor is covered

with dirt or obstructs, the system will automati-

cally be cancelled. If the sensor is covered with

ice, a transparent or translucent vinyl bag, etc.,

the ICC system may not detect them. In these

instances, the vehicle-to-vehicle distance con-

trol modemay not cancel andmay not be able to

maintain the selected following distance from

the vehicle ahead. Be sure to check and clean

the sensor regularly.

The vehicle-to-vehicle distance control mode is

designed to maintain a selected distance and

reduce the speed to match the slower vehicle

ahead; the systemwill decelerate the vehicle as

necessary. However, the ICCsystem can only ap-

ply up to 25% of the vehicles total braking

power. This system should only be used when

traffic conditionsallowvehicle speeds to remain

fairly constant or when vehicle speeds change

gradually. If a vehicle moves into the travelling

lane ahead or if a vehicle travelling ahead rap-

idly decelerates, the distance between vehicles

may become closer because the ICC system can-

notdecelerate the vehicle quickly enough. If this

occurs, the ICC system will sound a warning

chime and blink the system display to notify the

driver to take necessary action.

The system will cancel and a warning chime will

sound if the speed falls below approximately 32

km/h (20 MPH). The system will also disengage

below the 32 km/h (20 MPH) cut-off speed or

over the maximum set speed.

Refer to “Approach warning” later in this sec-

tion.

The following itemsare controlled in thevehicle-

to-vehicle distance control mode:

• When there are no vehicles travelling ahead, the

vehicle-to-vehicledistancecontrolmodemaintains

the speed set by the driver. The set speed range is

between approximately 40 and 180 km/h (25 and

112 MPH).
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• When there is a vehicle travelling ahead, the ve-

hicle-to-vehicle distance control mode adjusts the

speed to maintain the distance, selected by driver,

from the vehicle ahead. The adjusting speed range

is between approximately 32 km/h (20 MPH) and

up to the set speed.

• When the vehicle travelling ahead has moved out

from its lane of travel, the vehicle-to-vehicle dis-

tance control mode accelerates and maintains ve-

hicle speed up to the set speed.

The ICC system does not control vehicle speed

or warn you when you approach stationary and

slowmoving vehicles. Youmust pay attention to

vehicle operation to maintain proper distance

from vehicles ahead when approaching toll

gates or traffic congestion.

The detection zone of the ICC sensor is limited.

A vehicle ahead must be in the detection zone

for the vehicle-to-vehicle distance detection

mode tomaintain the selecteddistance from the

vehicle ahead.

A vehicle ahead may move outside of the detec-

tion zone due to its position within the same

lane of travel. Motorcycles may not be detected

in the same lane ahead if they are travelling off-

set from the centreline of the lane. A vehicle that

is entering the lane ahead may not be detected

until the vehicle has completely moved into the

lane. If this occurs, the ICC system may warn

youbyblinking thesystem indicator andsound-

ing the chime. The driver may have to manually

control the proper distance away from vehicle

travelling ahead.
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When driving on some roads, such as winding,

hilly, curved, narrow roads, or roads which are

under construction, the ICC sensor may detect

vehicles in a different lane, or may temporarily

not detect a vehicle travelling ahead. This may

cause the ICC system to decelerate or accelerate

the vehicle.

The detection of vehicles may also be affected

by vehicle operation (steering manoeuvre or

travelling position in the lane, etc.) or vehicle

condition. If this occurs, the ICC system may

warn you by blinking the system indicator and

sounding the chimeunexpectedly. Youwill have

to manually control the proper distance away

from the vehicle travelling ahead.

When driving on the motorway at a set speed

and approaching a slower travelling vehicle

ahead, the ICC system will adjust the speed to

maintain the distance, selected by the driver,

from the vehicle ahead. If the vehicle ahead

changes lanes or exits the freeway, the ICC sys-

tem will accelerate and maintain the speed up

to the set speed. Pay attention to the driving

operation to maintain control of the vehicle as it

accelerates to the set speed.

The vehicle may not maintain the set speed on

winding or hilly roads. If this occurs, you will

have to manually control the vehicle speed.

Intelligent Cruise Control (ICC) system
switch

The system is operated by a MAIN switch and

four control switches, all mounted on the steer-

ing wheel.

1. RES/+ switch:

Resumes set speed or increases speed incre-

mentally.

2. SET/– switch:

Sets desired cruise speed, reduces speed in-

crementally.
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3. CANCEL switch:

Deactivates the system without erasing the

set speed.

4. DISTANCE switch:

Changes the vehicle’s following distance:

• Long

• Middle

• Short

5. Cruise control (MAIN) switch:

Master switch to activate the system

6. Speed limiter (MAIN) switch

When this switch is pushed, the speed lim-

iter enters the stand-by mode. If the cruise

control or the Intelligent Cruise Control (ICC)

system is on, the system will be turned off

and the speed limiter enters the stand-by

mode. (See “Speed limiter” earlier in this

section for details).

Intelligent Cruise Control (ICC) system
display and indicators

Thedisplay is locatedbetween the speedometer

and tachometer.

1. Cruise control (MAIN) switch indicator light:

Indicates that the MAIN switch is ON.

2. Vehicle ahead detection indicator:

Indicates whether it detects a vehicle in front

of you.

3. Set distance indicator:

Displays the selected distance between ve-

hicles set with the DISTANCE switch.

4. Indicates your vehicle

5. Set vehicle speed indicator:

Indicates the set vehicle speed.

6. Intelligent Cruise Control (ICC) system warn-

ing light (orange):

The light comes on if there is amalfunction in

the ICC system.

When the ignition switch is pushed to the ON

position, the indicators come on as illustrated

to check for a burned-out bulb, and it turns off

when the engine is started.
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Operating vehicle-to-vehicle distance
control mode

To turn on the cruise control, quickly push and

release the MAIN switchjA on. The cruise indi-

cator light, setdistance indicator andsetvehicle

speed indicator come on and in a standby state

for setting.

To set cruising speed, accelerate your vehicle to

the desired speed, push the SET/– switch and

release it. (Vehicle ahead detection indicator,

set distance indicator and set vehicle speed in-

dicator come on.) Take your foot off the accel-

erator pedal. Your vehicle will maintain the set

speed.

When the SET/– switch is pushed under the fol-

lowing conditions, the system cannot be set and

the ICC indicators will blink for approximately 2

seconds:

• When travelling below 40 km/h (25 MPH)

• When theselector lever isnot in theD,DSorManual

mode

• When the windscreen wipers are operating at low

or high speed. If the vehicle is equipped with a

rain-sensing auto wiper, the system may cancel

when thewipers are set to the AUTO or intermittent

(INT) speed.

• When the brakes are operated by the driver

When the SET/– switch is pushed under the fol-

lowing conditions, the system cannot be set.

A warning chime will sound and the ICC indica-

tors will blink.

• When the SNOWmode switch is ON (To use the ICC

system, turn off the SNOW mode switch, push the

MAIN switch to turn off the ICC and reset the ICC

switch by pressing the MAIN switch again.)

For details about theSNOWmode switch, see

“SNOWmode (where fitted)” in the “5. Start-

ing and driving” section.

• When the VDC system is off (To use the ICC system,

turn on the VDC system. Push the MAIN switch to

turn off the ICC system and reset the ICC switch by

pushing the MAIN switch again.)

For details about the VDC system, see “Ve-

hicle Dynamic Control (VDC) system (except

for Europe)” later in this section.
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• When ABS or VDC (including the traction control

system) is operating

• When driving into a strong light (i.e., sunlight)

• When a wheel is slipping (To use the ICC system,

make sure the wheels are no longer slipping. Push

the MAIN switch to turn off the ICC, and reset the

ICC system by pushing the MAIN switch again.)

1. System set display with vehicle ahead

2. System set display without vehicle ahead

System operation

WARNING

Normally when controlling the distance to a vehicle

ahead, this system automatically accelerates or de-

celerates your vehicle according to the speed of the

vehicle ahead. Depress the accelerator to properly ac-

celerate your vehicle when acceleration is required for

a lane change. Depress the brake pedal when decel-

eration is required to maintain a safe distance to the

vehicle ahead due to its sudden braking or if a vehicle

cuts in. Always stay alert when using the Intelligent

Cruise Control (ICC) system.

The driver sets the desired vehicle speed based

on the road conditions. The ICC system main-

tains the set vehicle speed, similar to standard

cruise control, as long as no vehicle is detected

in the lane ahead.

The ICC system displays the set speed.

Vehicle detected ahead:

When a vehicle is detected in the lane ahead,

the ICC system decelerates the vehicle by con-

trolling the throttle and applying the brakes to

match the speed of a slower vehicle ahead. The

system then controls the vehicle speed based

on the speed of the vehicle ahead to maintain

the driver selected distance.

The stoplights of the vehicle come on and the

brake pedal depresses when braking is

performed by the ICC system.

When thebrake operates, a noisemaybeheard.

This is not a malfunction.

When a vehicle ahead is detected, the vehicle
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ahead detection indicator comes on. The ICC

system will also display the set speed and se-

lected distance.

Vehicle ahead not detected:

When a vehicle is no longer detected ahead, the

ICC system gradually accelerates your vehicle to

resume thepreviously setvehicle speed.The ICC

system then maintains the set speed.

When a vehicle is no longer detected the vehicle

ahead detection indicator turns off.

If a vehicle ahead appears during acceleration

to the set vehicle speed or any time the ICC sys-

tem is in operation, the system controls the dis-

tance to that vehicle.

When a vehicle is no longer detected under ap-

proximately 32 km/h (20 MPH), the system will

be cancelled.

When passing another vehicle, the set speed

indicator will flash when the vehicle speed ex-

ceeds the set speed. The vehicle detect indica-

tor will turn off when the area ahead of the ve-

hicle is open. When the pedal is released, the

vehicle will return to the previously set speed.

Even though your vehicle speed is set in the ICC

system, you can depress the accelerator pedal

when it is necessary to accelerate your vehicle

rapidly.

How to change set vehicle speed

To cancel the preset speed, use any of these

methods:

• Push the CANCEL switch. The set vehicle speed in-

dicator will go out.

• Tap the brake pedal. The set vehicle speed indica-

tor will go out.

• Turn the MAIN switch off. Both the ON/OFF switch

indicator and set vehicle speed indicator will go

out.

To reset at a faster cruising speed, use one of

the following methods:

• Depress the accelerator pedal. When the vehicle

attains the desired speed, push and release the

SET/– switch.

• Push and hold the RES/+ switch. The set vehicle

speed will increase by approximately 5 km/h or 5

MPH.

• Push, then quickly release the RES/+ switch. Each

time you do this, the set speed will increase by

approximately 1 km/h or 1 MPH.

To reset at a slower cruising speed, use one of

the following methods:

• Lightly tap the brake pedal. When the vehicle at-

tains thedesired speed, push theSET/– switch and

release it.

• Push and hold the SET/– switch. The set vehicle

speed will decrease by approximately 5 km/h or 5

MPH.

• Push, then quickly release the SET/– switch. Each

time you do this, the set speed will decrease by

approximately 1 km/h or 1 MPH.

To resume the preset speed, push and release

the RES/+ switch. The vehicle will resume the

last set cruising speed when the vehicle speed

is over 40 km/h (25 MPH).
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How to change set distance to vehicle
ahead

The distance to the vehicle ahead can be se-

lected at any time depending on the traffic con-

ditions.

Each time the DISTANCE switch jA is pushed,

the set distance will change to long, middle,

short and back to long again in that sequence.

Distance Display
Approximate distance at 100 km/h (60 MPH)

m (ft)

Long

m
60(200)

Middle

m
45(150)

Short

m
30(100)
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• The distance to the vehicle ahead will change ac-

cording to the vehicle speed. The higher the ve-

hicle speed, the longer the distance.

• If the engine is stopped, the set distance becomes

“long”. (Each time the engine is started, the initial

setting becomes “long”.)

Approach warning

If your vehicle comes closer to the vehicle ahead

due to rapid deceleration of that vehicle or if

another vehicle cuts in, the system warns the

driver with the chime and Intelligent Cruise Con-

trol (ICC) systemdisplay. Decelerate by depress-

ing the brake pedal to maintain a safe vehicle

distance if:

• The chime sounds.

• The vehicle ahead detection and set distance indi-

cator blink.

Thewarning chimemaynot sound in somecases

when there isa shortdistancebetweenvehicles.

Some examples are:

• When the vehicles are travelling at the same speed

and the distance between vehicles is not changing

• When the vehicle ahead is travelling faster and the

distance between vehicles is increasing

• When a vehicle cuts in near your vehicle

The warning chime will not sound in the follow-

ing cases:

• When your vehicle approaches vehicles that are

parked or moving slowly

• When the accelerator pedal is depressed, overrid-

ing the system

NOTE

The approach warning chime may sound and the sys-

tem display may blink when the ICC sensor detects

some reflectors jA which are fitted on vehicles in

other lanes or on the side of the road. This may cause

the ICC system to decelerate or accelerate the vehicle.

The ICC sensor may detect these reflectors when the

vehicle is driven onwinding roads, hilly roads or when

entering or exiting a curve. The ICC sensor may also

detect reflectors on narrow roads or in road construc-

tion zones. In these cases you will have to manually

control the proper distance ahead of your vehicle.

Also, the sensor sensitivity can be affected by

vehicle operation (steering manoeuvre or driv-

ing position in the lane) or traffic or vehicle con-

dition (for example, if a vehicle is being driven

with some damage).

Automatic cancellation

A chime sounds under the following conditions

and the control is automatically cancelled.

• When the vehicle speed falls below approximately

32 km/h (20 MPH)

• When the selector lever is shifted to the N (Neutral)

position

• When the windscreen wipers are operating at low

or high speed. If the vehicle is equipped with a

rain-sensing auto wiper, the system may cancel

when thewipers are set to the AUTO or intermittent

(INT) position.

• When the VDC is turned off

• When the VDC operates

• When the SNOWmode switch is turned ON.

• When driving into a strong light (i.e., sunlight)

• When distance measurement becomes impaired

due to adhesion of dirt or obstruction to the sensor

• When a wheel slips
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Warning light and display

Condition A:

The chime sounds and the Intelligent Cruise

Control (ICC) system is cancelled automatically

in the conditions described below. Part of the

system display will come on or blink, making it

impossible to set.

• When the VDC is turned off

• When the VDC operates

• When a tyre slips

• When driving into a strong light (i.e., sunlight)

Action to take:

When the conditions listed above are no longer

present, turn the system off using the ICC MAIN

switch. Turn the ICC system back on to use the

system.

Condition B:

When the sensor window is dirty, making it im-

possible to detect a vehicle ahead, the ICC sys-

tem is automatically cancelled.

The chime sounds and the ICC system warning

light (orange) will come on and the [CLEAN SEN-

SOR] indicator will appear.

Action to take:

If thewarning light comeson, park the vehicle in

a safe place, turn the engine off. Clean the sen-

sor window with a soft cloth and then perform

the settings again.

Condition C:

When the ICC system is not operating properly,

the chime sounds and the system warning light

(orange) will come on.

Action to take:

If thewarning light comeson, park the vehicle in

a safe place. Turn the engine off, restart the en-

gine, resume driving and set the ICC system

again.

If it is not possible to set the system or the indi-

cator stays on, it may indicate that the ICC sys-

tem is malfunctioning. Although the vehicle is

still driveable under normal conditions, have

the vehicle checked at an INFINITI Centre or

qualified workshop.
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Sensor maintenance

Thesensor for the IntelligentCruiseControl (ICC)

systemjA is located below the front bumper.

To keep the ICC system operating properly, be

sure to observe the following:

• Always keep the sensor clean. Wipe with a soft

cloth carefully so as not to damage the sensor.

• Do not strike or damage the areas around the sen-

sor. Do not touch or remove the screw located on

the sensor. Doing so could cause failure or mal-

function. If the sensor is damaged due to an acci-

dent, contact an INFINITI Centre or qualified work-

shop.

• Do not attach a sticker (including transparent ma-

terial) or install an accessory near the sensor. This

could cause failure or malfunction.

CONVENTIONAL (FIXED SPEED) CRUISE
CONTROL MODE

Thismode allows driving at a speed between 40

to 203 km/h (25 to 126MPH) (VQ35HR engine) or

40 to 225 km/h (25 to 140 MPH) (VK50VE en-

gine) without keeping your foot on the accelera-

tor pedal.

WARNING

• In the conventional (fixed speed) cruise control

mode, a warning chime does not sound to warn

you if you are too close to the vehicle ahead, as

neither the presence of the vehicle ahead nor the

vehicle-to-vehicle distance is detected.

• Pay special attention to the distance between your

vehicle and the vehicle ahead of you or a collision

could occur.

• Always confirm the setting in the IntelligentCruise

Control (ICC) system display.

• Do not use the conventional (fixed speed) cruise

control mode when driving under the following

conditions.

– when it is not possible to keep the ve-

hicle at a set speed

– in heavy traffic or in traffic that varies in

speed

– on winding or hilly roads

– on slippery roads (rain, snow, ice, etc.)

– in very windy areas

Doing so could cause a loss of vehicle control and re-

sult in an accident.

Conventional (fixed speed) cruise
control switch

1. RES/+ (Resume/Accelerate) switch:

Resumes set speed or increases speed incre-

mentally.

2. SET/– (Set/Coast) switch:

Sets thedesired cruise speed, reducesspeed

incrementally.

3. CANCEL switch:

Deactivates the system without erasing the

set speed.

4. Cruise control (MAIN) switch:

Master switch to activate the system.
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5. Speed limiter (MAIN) switch

When this switch is pushed, the speed lim-

iter enters the stand-by mode. If the cruise

control or the Intelligent Cruise Control (ICC)

system is on, the system will be turned off

and the speed limiter enters the stand-by

mode. (See “Speed limiter” earlier in this

section for details).

Conventional (fixed speed) cruise
control mode display and indicators

Thedisplay is locatedbetween the speedometer

and tachometer.

1. MAIN switch indicator light:

Indicates that the MAIN switch is ON.

2. Cruise set switch indicator:

Displayswhile thevehicle speed iscontrolled

by the conventional (fixed speed) cruise con-

trol mode of the Intelligent Cruise Control

(ICC) system.

3. Cruise system warning light:

Comes on if there is a malfunction in the

cruise control system.

Operating conventional (fixed speed)
cruise control mode

To turn on the conventional (fixed speed) cruise

control mode, push and hold the MAIN switch

jA for longer than about 1.5 seconds.

When pushing the MAIN switch on, the Intelli-

gent Cruise Control (ICC) system display and the

CRUISE indicator light are displayed on the dot

matrix liquid crystal display. After you hold the

MAIN switch on for longer than about 1.5 sec-

onds, the ICC system display turns off. The

CRUISE indicator light stays lit. You can now set

your desired cruising speed. Pushing the MAIN

switch again will turn the system completely off.

When the ignition switch is pushed to the “OFF”

position, the system is also automatically

turned off. To use the ICC system again, quickly

push and release the MAIN switch (vehicle-to-

vehicle distance controlmode) or push and hold

it (conventional cruise control mode) again to

turn it on.

CAUTION

To avoid accidentally engaging cruise control, make

sure to turn the MAIN switch off when not using the

ICC system.

To set cruising speed, accelerate your vehicle to

the desired speed, push the SET/– switch and

release it. (The SET indicator will come on in the

display.) Takeyour footoff theaccelerator pedal.

Your vehicle will maintain the set speed.
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• To pass another vehicle, depress the accelera-

tor pedal. When you release the pedal, the

vehicle will return to the previously set

speed.

• The vehicle may not maintain the set speed when

goingupordownsteephills. If thishappens,manu-

ally maintain vehicle speed.

To cancel the preset speed, use one of the fol-

lowing methods:

a. Push the CANCEL button. The SET indicator

will turn off.

b. Tap the brake pedal. The SET indicator will

turn off.

c. Turn the MAIN switch off. Both the CRUISE

indicator and SET indicator will turn off.

To reset at a faster cruising speed, use one of

the following three methods:

a. Depress the accelerator pedal. When the ve-

hicle attains the desired speed, push and re-

lease the SET/– switch.

b. Push and hold the RES/+ set switch. When

thevehicleattains thedesiredspeed, release

the switch.

c. Push, then quickly release the RES/+ switch.

Each time you do this, the set speed will in-

crease by about 1.6 km/h (1 MPH).

To reset at a slower cruising speed, use one of

the following three methods:

a. Lightly tap the brake pedal.When the vehicle

attains the desired speed, push the SET/–

switch and release it.

b. Push and hold the SET/– switch. Release the

switch when the vehicle slows down to the

desired speed.

c. Push, then quickly release the SET/– switch.

Each time you do this, the set speed will de-

crease by about 1.6 km/h (1 MPH).

To resume the preset speed, push and release

the RES/+ switch. The vehicle will resume the

last set cruising speed when the vehicle speed

is over 40 km/h (25 MPH).

Automatic cancellation

A chime sounds under the following conditions

and the control is automatically cancelled.

• When the vehicle slows down more than 13 km/h

(8 MPH) below the set speed

• When the vehicle speed falls below approximately

32 km/h (20 MPH)

• When the selector lever is shifted to the N (Neutral)

position

• When the ABS and VDC (including the traction con-

trol system) operates.

• When a wheel slips

Warning light

When the system is not operating properly, the

chime sounds and the system warning light (or-

ange) will come on.

Action to take:

If thewarning light comeson, park the vehicle in

a safe place. Turn the engine off, restart the en-

gine, resume driving and then perform the set-

ting again.

If it is not possible to set or the indicator stays

on, it may indicate that the system is malfunc-

tioning. Although the vehicle is still driveable

under normal conditions, have the vehicle

checked at an INFINITI Centre or qualified work-

shop.
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PREVIEW FUNCTION (for Intelligent Cruise

Control (ICC) system equipped models)

The Intelligent Cruise Control (ICC) system with

the preview function identifies the need to ap-

ply emergency braking by sensing the vehicle

ahead in the same lane and the distance to the

vehicle ahead and relative speed from it, it ap-

plies the brake pre-pressure before the driver

depresses the brake pedal and helps improve

brake response by reducing pedal free play.

For more details, see “Brake assist” later in this

section.

The Forward CollisionWarning (FCW) systemwill

warn the driver by a warning light and chime

when your vehicle is getting close to the vehicle

ahead in the travelling lane.

The FCW system will function when your vehicle

is driven at speeds of approximately 15 km/h (10

MPH) and above.

The FCW system uses the distance sensor jA
located below the front bumper to measure the

distance to the vehicle ahead. When the system

judges that your vehicle is getting close to the

vehicle ahead in the travel lane, the vehicle

ahead detection indicator blinks and a warning

chime sounds.

The FCW systemwill be turned on or off by push-
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ing the FCW switch. The FCW ON indicator light

j1 on the switch will illuminate when the sys-

tem turns on.

PRECAUTIONS ON FCW SYSTEM

WARNING

• The FCW system is intended to warn you before a

collision butwill not avoid a collision. It is the driv-

er’s responsibility to stay alert, drive safely and be

in control of the vehicle at all times.

• As there is a performance limit, the system may

not provide a warning in certain conditions.

• The system will not detect the following objects:

– Pedestrians, animals or obstacles in the

roadway

– Oncoming vehicles in the same lane

• The system will not detect another vehicle under

the following conditions:

– When the sensor gets dirty and it is im-

possible to detect the distance from the

vehicle ahead.

– Whendriving into a strong light (i.e., sun-

light)

• The sensor generally detects the signals returned

from the reflectors on a vehicle ahead. Therefore,

the system may not function properly under the

following conditions:

– When the reflectors of the vehicle ahead

are positioned high or close to each other

(including a small vehicle such as motor-

cycles).

– When the sensor gets dirty or it is impos-

sible to detect the distance from the ve-

hicle ahead.

– When the reflectors on the vehicle ahead

are missing, damaged or covered.

– When the reflectors of the vehicle ahead

are covered with dirt, snow or road spray.

– When visibility is low (such as rain, fog,

snow, etc.).

– When snow or road spray from travelling

vehicles is splashed.

– When dense exhaust or other smoke

(black smoke) from vehicles reduces the

visibility of the sensor.

– When excessively heavy baggage is

loaded in the rear seat or the luggage

room of your vehicle.

– When abruptly accelerating or decelerat-

ing.

– On a steep downhill slope or on roads

with sharp curves.

– When there is a highly reflective object

near the vehicle ahead (i.e., being very

close to another vehicle, signboard, etc.)

– When you are towing a trailer or other ve-

hicle.

• Depending on certain road conditions (curved or

beginning of a curve), vehicle conditions (steering

position or vehicle position), or the preceding ve-

hicle’s conditions (position in lane, etc.), the sys-

tem may not function properly. The system may

detect highly reflective objects such as reflectors,

signs, whitemarkers, and other stationary objects

on the road or near the travelling lane and provide

unnecessary warning.

• The system may not function in offset conditions.

• The systemmay not function when the distance to

the vehicle ahead is extremely close.

• The system is designed to automatically check the

sensor’s functionality. If the sensor is coveredwith

ice, a transparent or translucent plastic bag, etc.,

the system may not detect them. In these

instances the system may not be able to warn the

driver properly. Be sure to checkand clean the sen-

sor regularly.

• Excessive noise will interfere with the warning

chime sound, and the chime may not be heard.

• A sudden appearance of a vehicle in front (i.e., it

abruptly cuts in) may not be detected and the sys-

tem may not warn the driver soon enough.

• The system will be cancelled automatically with a

beep sound and the IBA OFF indicator light will

illuminate under the following conditions:
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– When the sensor window is dirty

– When the system malfunctions

If the IBA OFF indicator lightjA illuminates with

a beep sound, pull off the road to a safe loca-

tion, stop the vehicle and turn the engine off.

Check to see if the sensor window is dirty. If the

sensor window is dirty, clean it with a soft cloth

and restart the engine. If the sensor window is

not dirty, restart the engine. If the IBA OFF indi-

cator light continues to illuminate even if the

IBA system is turned on with the IBA OFF switch

jB , have the system checked by an INFINITI

Centre or qualified workshop.

To turn on the IBA system, see “Intelligent brake

assist (IBA) system (where fitted for diesel en-

gine models)” later in this section.

FCW system operation

The FCW system will function at speeds of ap-

proximately 15 km/h (10 MPH) and above, when

the system turns on.

The FCW system has an automatic setting mode

and a manual setting mode to turn the system

on. The setting mode can be changed. In the au-

tomatic setting mode, the FCW system is auto-

matically turned on when the ignition switch is

pushed to the ON position. When the FCW sys-

tem is on, the FCW ON indicator lightj1 on the

FCW switch illuminates. To cancel the FCW sys-

tem, push the FCWswitch. The FCWON indicator

light will turn off. To turn on the system, push

the FCW switch again.

When the FCW switch is pushed, the LDW sys-

tem will also turn on or off simultaneously. (See

“Lane departure warning (LDW)/Prevention

(LDP) system (where fitted)” earlier in this sec-

tion.)

In the manual setting mode, you need to push

the FCW switch to turn on the system after the

ignition switch is pushed to the ON position.

The settingmode can be changed using the FCW

switch. To change the setting mode, push and

hold the FCW switch for more than 4 seconds

when the FCWON indicator light is off.When the

mode is changed, a chime sounds and the lane

departure warning light (orange) flashes.

For the sensor maintenance, see “Intelligent

Cruise Control (ICC) system (where fitted — For

Russia and Ukraine)” earlier in this section.
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The Intelligent Brake Assist (IBA) system warns

the driver by a warning light and chime when

there is a risk of a collision with the vehicle

ahead in the travelling lane and the driver must

take avoidance action. The system helps reduce

the rear-end collision speed by applying the

brakes when the system judges that the colli-

sion cannot be prevented.

The IBA system will function when your vehicle

is driven at speeds of approximately 15 km/h (10

MPH)andabove, andwhenyourvehicle isdriven

at speeds approximately 15 km/h (10 MPH)

faster than the vehicle ahead.

The IBA system uses a distance sensor jA lo-

cated below the front bumper to measure the

distance to the vehicle ahead. When the system

judges that your vehicle is getting close to the

vehicle ahead in the travelling lane, the vehicle

ahead detection indicator light on the instru-

ment panel blinks and a warning chime sounds.

The IBA system will be turned on or off by push-

ing the IBA OFF switch. The IBA OFF indicator

light display will illuminate when the system is

turned off.

PRECAUTIONS ON IBA SYSTEM

WARNING

• The IBA system is not a collision avoidance sys-

tem. It is the driver’s responsibility to stay alert,

drive safely and be in control of the vehicle at all

times.

• As there is a performance limit, the system may

not provide a warning or braking in certain condi-

tions.

• The system will not detect the following objects:

– Pedestrians, animals or obstacles in the

roadway

– Oncoming vehicles in the same lane

– Motorcycles travelling offset in the trav-

elling lane

• The system will not detect another vehicle under

the following conditions:

– When the sensor gets dirty and it is im-

possible to detect the distance from the

vehicle ahead.

– Whendriving into a strong light (i.e., sun-

light)

SSD1091Z
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• The sensor generally detects the signals returned

from the reflectors on a vehicle ahead. Therefore,

the system may not function properly under the

following conditions:

– When the reflectors of the vehicle ahead

are positioned high or close to each other

(including a small vehicle such as motor-

cycles).

– When the sensor gets dirty and it is im-

possible to detect the distance from the

vehicle ahead.

– When the reflectors on the vehicle ahead

are missing, damaged or covered.

– When the reflectors of the vehicle ahead

are covered with dirt, snow or road spray.

– When visibility is low (such as rain, fog,

snow, etc.).

– When snow or road spray from travelling

vehicles are raised up.

– When dense exhaust or other smoke

(black smoke) from vehicles reduces the

visibility of the sensor.

– When excessively heavy baggage is

loaded in the rear seat or the luggage

room of your vehicle.

– When abruptly accelerating or decelerat-

ing.

– On a steep downhill slope or on roads

with sharp curves.

– When there is a highly reflective object

near the vehicle ahead (i.e., being very

close to another vehicle, signboard, etc.)

– When towing a trailer or other vehicle.

• Depending on certain road conditions (curved or

beginning of a curve), vehicle conditions (steering

position or vehicle position), or the preceding ve-

hicle’s conditions (position in lane, etc.), the sys-

tem may not function properly.

• The system may not function in offset conditions.

• The systemmay not function when the distance to

the vehicle ahead is extremely close.

• The system may detect highly reflective objects

such as reflectors, signs, white markers and other

stationary objects on the road or near the travel-

ling lane.

In extremeconditions, detectionof theseob-

jects may cause the system to function.

• The system is designed to automatically check the

sensor’s functionality. If the sensor is coveredwith

ice, a transparent or translucent plastic bag, etc.,

the system may not detect them. In these

instances the system may not be able to warn the

driver properly. Be sure to checkand clean the sen-

sor regularly.

• Excessive noise will interfere with the warning

chime sound, and the chime may not be heard.

• Never place your foot under the brake pedal when

the IBA system turns on. Your foot may be caught

when the system controls the brake.

• A sudden appearance of a vehicle in front (i.e., it

abruptly cuts in) may not be detected and the sys-

tem may not warn the driver soon enough.

• The system will be cancelled automatically with a

beep sound and the IBA warning light will illumi-

nate under the following conditions:

– When the sensor window is dirty

– When the system malfunctions

If the IBA OFF indicator light illuminates with a

beep sound, pull off the road to a safe location,

stop the vehicle and turn the engine off. Check

to see if the sensor window is dirty. If the sensor

window is dirty, clean it with a soft cloth and

restart the engine. If the sensor window is not

dirty, restart the engine. If the IBA OFF indicator

SSD0782Z
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light continues to illuminate even if the IBA sys-

tem is turned on, have the system checked by an

INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop.

IBA system operation

The IBA system will function when your vehicle

is driven at speeds of approximately 15 km/h (10

MPH) or above, and when the vehicle’s speed is

approximately 15 km/h (10MPH) faster than that

of the vehicle ahead.

To turn the system off or on, push and hold the

IBA OFF switch jB (located on the lower side of

the instrument panel) for more than 1 second

after starting the engine.When the IBAOFF indi-

cator lightjA on the instrument panel turns off

and the IBA OFF switch is pushed, the system

will turn off and the IBA OFF indicator light will

illuminate. When the IBA OFF switch is pushed

again, the system will turn on and the IBA OFF

indicator light will turn off.

The IBA system will remain in the last ON or OFF

state it was left in until it ismanually changed by

pushing the IBA OFF switch.

For the sensor maintenance, see “Intelligent

Cruise Control (ICC) system (full speed range)

(where fitted – for Europe)” earlier in this sec-

tion.

Illumination of the IBA indicator light without a

beep sound is an indication that the IBA system

is temporarilyunavailable. Itwill occurunder the

following conditions:

– When driving into a strong light (i.e., sun-

light)

The IBA indicator light will turn off when the sys-

tem returns to its normal operating conditions.

The Intelligent Brake Assist (IBA) system warns

the driver by a warning chime when there is a

risk of a collision with the vehicle ahead in the

travelling lane and the driver must take avoid-

ance action. The system helps reduce the rear-

endcollisionspeedbyapplying thebrakeswhen

the system judges that the collision may not be

prevented.

The IBA system will function when your vehicle

is driven at speeds of approximately 15 km/h (10

MPH)andabove, andwhenyourvehicle isdriven

at speeds approximately 15 km/h (10 MPH)

faster than the vehicle ahead.

The IBA system uses a distance sensor jA lo-

cated below the front bumper to measure the

distance to the vehicle ahead. When the system

judges that your vehicle is getting close to the

vehicle ahead in the travelling lane, a warning

chime sounds.

SSD0748Z
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PRECAUTIONS ON IBA SYSTEM

WARNING

• The IBA system is not a collision avoidance sys-

tem. It is the driver’s responsibility to stay alert,

drive safely and be in control of the vehicle at all

times.

• As there is a performance limit, the system may

not provide a warning or braking in certain condi-

tions.

• The system will not detect the following objects:

– Stationary or slow moving vehicles

– Pedestrians, animals or obstacles in the

roadway

– Oncoming vehicles in the same lane

– Motorcycles travelling offset in the trav-

elling lane

• The system will not detect another vehicle under

the following conditions:

– When the sensor gets dirty and it is im-

possible to detect the distance from the

vehicle ahead.

– Whendriving into a strong light (i.e., sun-

light)

• The sensor generally detects the signals returned

from the reflectors on a vehicle ahead. Therefore,

the system may not function properly under the

following conditions:

– When the reflectors of the vehicle ahead

are positioned high or close to each other

(including a small vehicle such as motor-

cycles).

– When the sensor gets dirty and it is im-

possible to detect the distance from the

vehicle ahead.

– When the reflectors on the vehicle ahead

are missing, damaged or covered.

– When the reflectors of the vehicle ahead

are covered with dirt, snow or road spray.

– When visibility is low (such as rain, fog,

snow, etc.).

– When snow or road spray from travelling

vehicles are raised up.

– When dense exhaust or other smoke

(black smoke) from vehicles reduces the

visibility of the sensor.

– When excessively heavy baggage is

loaded in the rear seat or the luggage

room of your vehicle.

– When abruptly accelerating or decelerat-

ing.

– On a steep downhill slope or on roads

with sharp curves.

– When there is a highly reflective object

near the vehicle ahead (i.e., being very

close to another vehicle, signboard, etc.)

– When you are towing a trailer.

• Depending on certain road conditions (curved or

beginning of a curve), vehicle conditions (steering

position or vehicle position), or the preceding ve-

hicle’s conditions (position in lane, etc.), the sys-

tem may not function properly.

• The system may not function in offset conditions.

• The systemmay not function when the distance to

the vehicle ahead is extremely close.

• The system may detect highly reflective objects

such as reflectors, signs, white markers and other

stationary objects on the road or near the travel-

ling lane.
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In extremeconditions, detectionof theseob-

jects may cause the system to function.

• The system is designed to automatically check the

sensor’s functionality. If the sensor is coveredwith

ice, a transparent or translucent plastic bag, etc.,

the system may not detect them. In these

instances the system may not be able to warn the

driver properly. Be sure to checkand clean the sen-

sor regularly.

• Excessive noise will interfere with the warning

chime sound, and the chime may not be heard.

• Never place your foot under the brake pedal when

the IBA system turns on. Your foot may be caught

when the system controls the brake.

• The sudden appearance of a vehicle in front (i.e., it

abruptly cuts in) may not be detected and the sys-

tem may not warn the driver soon enough.

IBA system operation

The IBA system will function when your vehicle

is driven at speeds of approximately 15 km/h (10

MPH) or above, and when the vehicle’s speed is

approximately 15 km/h (10MPH) faster than that

of the vehicle ahead.

WARNING

• The system will be cancelled automatically with a

beep sound and the IBA warning light will illumi-

nate under the following conditions:

– When the sensor window is dirty

– When the system malfunctions

• If the IBA warning light illuminates with a beep

sound, pull off the road to a safe location, stop the

vehicle and turn the engine off. Check if the sensor

window is dirty. If it is dirty, clean the sensor win-

dowwith a soft cloth and restart the engine. If not,

restart the engine. After that, if the IBA warning

light continues to illuminate, have the system

checked by an INFINITI Centre or qualified work-

shop.

For the sensor maintenance, see “Intelligent

Cruise Control (ICC) system (full speed range)

(where fitted – for Europe)” earlier in this sec-

tion.

Illumination of the IBA warning light without a

beep sound is an indication that the IBA system

is temporarilyunavailable. Itwill occurunder the

following conditions:

– When the windscreen wipers are operating

at low or high speed. If the vehicle is

equipped with a rain-sensing auto wiper, the

system may cancel when the wipers are set

to the “AUTO” position.

– When driving into a strong light (i.e., sun-

light)

The IBA warning light will turn off when the sys-

tem returns to its normal operating conditions.
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WARNING

• Donot stop or park the vehicle over flammablema-

terials suchasdrygrass,wastepaper or rags. They

may ignite and cause a fire.

• Safe parking procedures require that both the

parking brake be applied and the selector lever

placed into the “P” (Park) position for Automatic

Transmission (AT)modelsor in anappropriate gear

for Manual Transmission (MT) models. Failure to

do so could cause the vehicle to move unexpect-

edly or roll away and result in an accident.

• When parking the vehicle, make sure the selector

lever is moved to the “P” (Park) position. The se-

lector lever cannot be moved out of the “P” (Park)

position without depressing the footbrake pedal.

(AT models)

• Never leave the engine running while the vehicle

is unattended.

• Never leave children or adults whowould normally

require the support of others alone in the vehicle.

Pets should not be left alone either. They could

unknowingly activate switches or controls and in-

advertently become involved in a serious accident

and injure themselves. On hot, sunny days, tem-

peratures in a closed vehicle could quickly become

high enough to cause severe or possibly fatal ill-

ness to people and animals.

1. Firmly apply the parking brake.

2. Automatic Transmission (AT) models: Move

the selector lever to the “P” (Park) position.

Manual Transmission (MT) models: Move the

shift lever to the R (Reverse) position. When

parking on an uphill grade, move the shift

lever to the “1” (1st) position.

3. To help prevent the vehicle from moving into

traffic when parked on an incline, it is a good

practice to turn the wheels as illustrated.

HEADED DOWNHILL WITH KERBj1

Turn the wheels into the kerb and move the

vehicle forwarduntil the kerb sidewheel gen-

tly touches the kerb. Then apply the parking

brake.

SSD0488Z
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HEADED UPHILL WITH KERBj2

Turn the wheels away from the kerb and al-

low the vehicle to move back until the kerb

side wheel gently touches the kerb. Then ap-

ply the parking brake.

HEADED UPHILL OR DOWNHILL, WITHOUT

KERBj3

Turn the wheels toward the side of the road

so the vehicle will move away from the centre

of the road if the vehicle moves. Then apply

the parking brake.

4. Push the ignition switch to the “OFF” posi-

tion.

WARNING

• The parking sensor system is a convenience but it

is not a substitute for proper parking. Always look

around and check that it is safe to do so before

parking. Always move slowly.

• Read and understand the limitations of the park-

ing sensor system as contained in this section. In-

clement weather may affect the function of the

parking sensor system; this may include reduced

performance or a false activation.

• Thissystemisnotdesigned topreventcontactwith

small or moving objects.

• The system is designed as an aid to the driver in

detecting large stationary objects to help avoid

damaging the vehicle. The system will not detect

small objects below the bumper, and may not de-

tect objects close to the bumper or on the ground.

• If your vehicle sustains damage to the bumper fas-

cia, leaving itmisalignedor bent, the sensing zone

may be altered causing inaccurate measurement

of obstacles or false alarms.

CAUTION

Keep the interior of the vehicle as quiet as possible to

hear the tone clearly.

The parking sensor system sounds a tone to

warn the driver of obstacles near the bumper.

When the [Parking Sensor Display] key is ON,

the parking sensor indicator will also appear in

the centre display. (See “Parking sensor

indicator” later in this section.) The system de-

tects front obstacles when the selector lever is

in the D (Drive) position, N (Neutral) position

(automatic transmission model), driving gear

(manual transmission model) or the N (Neutral)

position, andboth frontand rearobstacleswhen

the selector lever is in the R (Rear) position.

SSD0622Z
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The system may not detect objects at speeds

above 10 km/h (6 MPH) and may not detect cer-

tain angular or moving objects.

The parking sensor system detects obstacles up

to 1.2 m (3.9 feet) from the bumper with a de-

creased coverage area at the outer corners of

the bumper. Refer to the illustration for approxi-

mate zone coverage areas. As you move closer

to the obstacle, the rate of the tone increases.

When the obstacle is less than 30 cm (11.8 in)

away, the tone will sound continuously.

Keep the corner/centre sensors (sonar) (located

on the bumper fascia) free from snow, ice and

large accumulations of dirt (do not clean the

sensors with sharp objects). If the sensors are

covered, it will affect the accuracy of the parking

sensor system.

The sensitivity level of the corner/centre sen-

sors (sonar) can be adjusted (higher or lower) in

thePARKINGSENSORsettingdisplay. (See “How

touseSETTINGbutton” in the“4.Displayscreen,

heater and air conditioner, and audio system”

section for the “Parking Sensor” settings.)

The intermittent tone will stop in 3 seconds

when an obstacle is detected by only the corner

sensor and the distance does not change.

PARKING SENSOR INDICATOR

*: For the Right-Hand Drive (RHD) model, the

screen layout will be the opposite.

j1 Parking sensor display

jA Corner sensor indicator

jB Centre sensor indicator

j2 Rear view monitor display

With the “Parking Sensor Display” keyON in the

“Parking Sensor” settings, when the corner/

centre sensors (sonar) detect obstacles near the

bumper, a tone will sound and the parking sen-

sor indicator will appear in the centre display

j1 . When the rear view monitor is displayed,

the parking sensor indicator will appear in the

upper corner of the displayj2 .

The parking sensor indicators jA and jB indi-

cate the position of the object and the distance

to the object with its colour and rate of blinking.

Whenanobject isdetected, the indicator (green)

appears and blinks (the tone sounds intermit-

tently). When the vehicle moves closer to the

object, the colour of the indicator turns yellow

and the rate of blinking increases (the volume of

the tone increases). When the corner of the ve-

hicle is very close to the object, less than 30 cm

(11.8 in) away, the indicator stops blinking and

turns red (the tone sounds continuously).

When the rear view monitor is displayed, the

colours of the parking sensor indicator and the

distance guide lines in the rear view indicate

different distances to the object.

The parking sensor indicator can be turned off

in the PARKING SENSOR setting display. (See

“How to use SETTING button” in the “4. Display

screen, heater and air conditioner, and audio

system” section for the “Parking Sensor” set-
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tings.) When the parking sensor indicator is off,

only a tone sounds when the parking sensors

detect obstacles.

PARKING SENSOR SYSTEM OFF
SWITCH

The parking sensor system OFF switch on the

lower side of the instrument panel allows the

driver to turn the parking sensor system on and

off. To turn the parking sensor system on and

off, the ignition switch must be in the ON posi-

tion. The indicator light j1 on the switch will

illuminate when the system is turned off. If the

indicator light flashes when the parking sensor

system is not turned off, it may indicate a mal-

function in the parking sensor system.

Theparkingsensor systemwill turnonautomati-

cally under the following conditions.

– When the ignition switch is turned from the

“OFF” position to the ON position.

– When the selector lever is in the R (Reverse)

position.

– When the vehicle speed is less than 10 km/h

(6 MPH).

The automatic turning on function can be turned

on and off by pushing the switch formore than 4

seconds.

Your vehicle was designed to be used to carry

passengers and luggage. INFINITI does not rec-

ommend trailer towing, because it places addi-

tional loads on your vehicle’s engine, drivetrain,

steering, braking, and other systems.

CAUTION

Vehicle damage resulting from towing a trailer is not

covered by INFINITI warranties.

SSD0709Z
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Your new vehicle was designed to be used pri-

marily to carry passengers and luggage.

Towing a trailer will place additional loads on

yourvehicle’sengine,drive train, steering,brak-

ing and other systems. The towing of a trailer

will exaggerate other conditions such as sway

caused by crosswinds, rough road surfaces or

passing trucks.

Your driving style and speed must be adjusted

according to the circumstances. Before towing a

trailer, see an INFINITI Centre or qualified work-

shop for an explanation about the proper use of

towing equipment.

OPERATING PRECAUTIONS

• Avoid towing a trailer during the running-in sched-

ule.

• Before driving, make sure that the lighting system

of the trailer works properly.

• Observe the legal maximum speeds for trailer op-

eration.

Do not exceed 100 km/h (62 MPH).

• Avoid abrupt starts, accelerations and stops.

• Avoid sharp turns and lane changes.

• Always drive your vehicle at a moderate speed.

• Follow the trailer manufacturer’s instructions.

• Choose proper coupling devices (trailer hitch,

safety chain, roof carrier, etc.) for your vehicle and

trailer. These devices are available from an INFINITI

Centre or qualified workshop where you can also

obtainmore detailed information about trailer tow-

ing.

• Never allow the total trailer load (trailerweightplus

its cargo weight) to exceed the maximum set for

the vehicle and the couplingdevice. See an INFINITI

Centre or qualifiedworkshop formore information.

• The trailer must be loaded so that heavy goods are

placed over the axle. The maximum allowable ver-

tical load on the trailer hitchmust not be exceeded.

• Have your vehicle serviced more often than at the

intervals specified in a separate maintenance

booklet.

• Trailer towing requires more fuel than under nor-

mal circumstances because of a considerable in-

crease in traction power and resistance.

While towing a trailer, check the engine coolant

temperature indicator to prevent the vehicle

from overheating.

TYRE PRESSURE

When towing a trailer, inflate the vehicle tyres to

themaximum recommendedCOLD tyre pressure

(for full loading) indicated on the tyre placard.

Do not tow a trailer when the vehicle is installed

with a temporary spare tyre or a compact spare

tyre.

SAFETY CHAINS

Always use a suitable chain between the vehicle

and trailer. The chain should be crossed and

should be attached to the hitch, not to the ve-

hicle bumper or axle. Be sure to leave enough

slack in the chain to permit turning corners.

TRAILER BRAKES

Ensure that trailer brakes are installed as re-

quired by local regulations. Also check that all

other trailer equipment conforms to local regu-

lations.

Always block thewheels on both the vehicle and

trailer when parking. Apply the hand brake on

the trailer where fitted. Parking on a steep slope

is not recommended.

If parking on a steep slope is unavoidable, place

the selector lever in the “P” (Park) position, and

turn the front wheels towards the kerb.

TRAILER DETECTION (where fitted)

When towing a trailer with an INFINITI Genuine

tow bar electrical kit and the turn signal switch

is used, the electrical system of the vehicle will

detect the additional electrical load of the trailer

lighting. As a result, the direction indicator tone

will be different.

TRAILER TOWING (For Europe)
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COUPLING DEVICE INSTALLATION

INFINITI recommends that the coupling device

for trailer towing be installed under the follow-

ing conditions:

• Maximumpermissible vertical load on the coupling

device: 981 N (100 kg, 221 lb)

• The coupling device, mounting points and installa-

tion parts on your vehicle: as shown as an example

in the illustration.

• Rear overhang of coupling device: jA 1,097 mm

(43.2 in)

Follow all of the coupling device manufacturer’s

instructions for installation and use.

WARNING

If the engine is not running or is turned off while driv-

ing, the power assist for the steering will not work.

The steering will be much harder to operate.

The power assisted steering is designed to use

a hydraulic pump driven by the engine, to assist

steering.

If the engine stops or the drive belt breaks, you

will still have control of the vehicle. However,

greater steering effort is needed, especially in

sharp turns and at low speeds.

SSD0816
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The Rear Active Steer system is an electronically

controlled four-wheel steering system.

The angle of the rear wheels are adjusted by the

Rear Active Steer system, depending on the ve-

hicle speed and steering angle. The rear wheels

are designed to turn momentarily in the oppo-

site direction and then change to the same di-

rection as the front wheels.

At low speeds, the rear wheels will not turn and

the system functions as a two-wheel steering

system.

If a malfunction occurs in the system, the Rear

Active Steer function will stop but the ordinary

two-wheel steering system will operate

normally. The “RAS” warning light in the instru-

ment panel will illuminate.

If the light illuminates while you are driving,

contact an INFINITI Centre or qualifiedworkshop

for repair.

WARNING

The Rear Active Steer system, although a sophisti-

cated device, cannot prevent accidents resulting from

careless or dangerous driving techniques. Ultimately

the responsibility for safety of self and others rests in

the hands of the driver. Therefore only through atten-

tive and careful driving methods can the Rear Active

Steer system be fully appreciated and safety assured.

The brake system has two separate hydraulic

circuits. If one circuit malfunctions, you will still

have braking ability at two wheels.

Youmay feel a small clickandhear a soundwhen

the brake pedal is fully depressed slowly. This is

not a malfunction and indicates that the brake

assist mechanism is operating properly.

BRAKE PRECAUTIONS

Vacuum assisted brakes

The brake booster aids braking by using engine

vacuum. If the engine stops, you can stop the

vehicle bydepressing the footbrake pedal. How-

ever, greater foot pressure on the footbrake

pedal will be required to stop the vehicle. The

stopping distance will be longer.

If the engine is not running or is turned off while

driving, the power assisted brakes will not func-

tion. Braking will be harder.

WARNING

Do not coast with the engine stopped.

Using brakes

Avoid resting your foot on the footbrake pedal

whiledriving.Thiswill overheat thebrakes,wear

out the brake linings/pads faster, and increase

fuel consumption.

To help reduce brake wear and to prevent the

brakes from overheating, reduce speed and

downshift to a lower gear before going down a

slope or long grade. Overheated brakes may re-

duce braking performance and could result in

loss of vehicle control.

While driving on a slippery surface, be careful

when braking, accelerating or downshifting.

Abrupt braking or acceleration could cause the

wheels to skid and result in an accident.

Wet brakes

When the vehicle is washed or driven through

water, the brakes may get wet. As a result, your

braking distance will be longer and the vehicle

may pull to one side during braking.

To dry the brakes, drive the vehicle at a safe

speed while lightly depressing the footbrake

pedal to heat up the brakes. Do this until the

brakes return to normal. Avoid driving the ve-

hicle at high speeds until the brakes function

correctly.

Parking brake running-in

Break in the parking brake shoes whenever the

stoppingeffectof theparkingbrake isweakened

or whenever the parking brake shoes and/or

drums/rotors are replaced, in order to assure

the best braking performance.

This procedure is described in the vehicle ser-

vicemanual and canbeperformedbyan INFINITI

Centre or qualified workshop.

REAR ACTIVE STEER SYSTEM (where fitted) BRAKE SYSTEM
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BRAKE ASSIST

When the force applied to the brake pedal ex-

ceeds a certain level, the Brake Assist is acti-

vated generating greater braking force than a

conventional brake booster even with light

pedal force.

WARNING

The Brake Assist is only an aid to assist braking op-

eration and is not a collision warning or avoidance

device. It is the driver’s responsibility to stay alert,

drive safelyandbe in control of thevehicle atall times.

PREVIEW FUNCTION (Intelligent Cruise

Control (ICC) system equipped models)

When the Preview Function identifies the need

to apply emergencybrakingby sensing a vehicle

ahead in the same lane and the distance and

relative speed from it, it applies the brake pre-

pressure before the driver depresses the brake

pedal and helps improve brake response by re-

ducing pedal free play.

• This system will not operate when the vehicle is

moving at approximately 32 km/h (20MPH) or less.

• The pre-pressure function ceases when the follow-

ing conditions are met:

a. When the driver depresses the accelerator

pedal or the footbrake pedal.

b. If the driver does not operate the accelerator

pedal or footbrake pedal within approxi-

mately 1 second.

• The sensor will not detect:

a. Pedestrians or objects in the roadway

b. Oncoming vehicles in the same lane

c. Motorcycles travelling offset in the travel

lane as illustrated

WARNING

• This system is only an aid to assist braking opera-

tion and is not a collision warning or avoidance

device. It is the driver’s responsibility to stay alert,

drive safely and be in control of the vehicle at all

times.

• As there is aperformance limit to thePreview Func-

tion, never rely solely on this system. This system

does not correct careless inattentive or absent-

minded driving, or overcome poor visibility in rain,

fog, or other bad weather. Reduce vehicle speed

by depressing the brake pedal, in order to main-

tain a safe distance between vehicles.

• The system may not detect the vehicle in front of

you in certain road or weather conditions. The Pre-

view Function may not operate properly under the

following conditions. The vehicle is still drivable

under normal conditions and the Brake Assist will

operate.

– When rain, snowor dirt adhere to the sys-

tem sensor

– When strong light (for example, at sun-

rise or sunset) is directly shining on the

front of the vehicle

– Winding or hilly roadsmay cause the sen-

sor to temporarily not detect a vehicle in

the same lane or may detect objects or

vehicles in other lanes.

– Vehicleposition in the lanemaycause the

sensor to temporarily not detect a vehicle

in the same lane or may detect objects or

vehicles in other lanes.

• When the Preview Function operates, the brake

pedal may move slightly and may make a small

noise. This is not a system malfunction.

SSD0338Z
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Warning light and display

When the Preview Function is not operating

properly, the buzzer sounds and the system

warning light (orange) will come on.

Action to take:

If thewarning light comeson, park the vehicle in

a safe place. Turn the engine off, restart the en-

gine and resume driving.

If the indicator stays on, itmay indicate that the

Preview Function is malfunctioning (the brake

is operative). Although the vehicle is still drive-

able under normal conditions, have the vehicle

checked at an INFINITI Centre or qualified work-

shop.

How to handle the sensor

The sensor for the Preview Function is common

with Intelligent Cruise Control (ICC) system and

is located below the front bumper.

To keep the Preview Function operating prop-

erly, be sure to observe the following:

• Always keep the sensor clean. Wipe with a soft

cloth carefully so as not to damage the sensor.

• Do not strike or damage the areas around the sen-

sor. Do not touch or remove the screw located on

the sensor. Doing so could cause failure or mal-

function. If the sensor is damaged due to an acci-

dent, contact an INFINITI Centre or qualified work-

shop.

• Do not attach a sticker (including transparent ma-

terial) or install an accessory near the sensor. This

could cause failure or malfunction.

ANTI-LOCK BRAKING SYSTEM (ABS)

WARNING

The Anti-lockBraking System (ABS) is a sophisticated

device, but it cannot prevent accidents resulting from

careless or dangerous driving techniques. It can help

maintain vehicle control during braking on slippery

surfaces. Remember that stopping distances on slip-

pery surfaces will be longer than on normal surfaces

evenwith ABS. Stopping distancesmayalso be longer

on rough, gravel or snow covered roads, or if you are

using tyre chains. Always maintain a safe distance

from the vehicle in front of you. Ultimately, the driver

is responsible for safety.

Tyre type and condition may also affect braking

effectiveness.

– When replacing tyres, install the specified

size of tyres on all four wheels.

– When installing a spare tyre, make sure that

it is the proper size and type as specified on

the tyre placard. (See “Tyre placard” in the

“9. Technical information” section.)

– For detailed information, see “Tyres and

wheels” in the “8. Maintenance and

do-it-yourself” section.

The Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) controls the

brakes so the wheels do not lock during hard

braking or when braking on slippery surfaces.

The system detects the rotation speed at each

wheel and varies the brake fluid pressure to pre-

vent each wheel from locking and sliding. By

preventing each wheel from locking, the system

helps the driver maintain steering control and

helps to minimise swerving and spinning on

slippery surfaces.

Using system

Depress the brake pedal and hold it down. De-

press the brake pedalwith firm steadypressure,

but do not pump the brakes. The ABS will oper-

ate to prevent the wheels from locking up. Steer

the vehicle to avoid obstacles.

WARNING

Do not pump the brake pedal. Doing so may result in

increased stopping distances.

SSD0471Z
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Self-test feature

The ABS includes electronic sensors, electric

pumps,hydraulicsolenoidsandacomputer.The

computer has a built-in diagnostic feature that

tests the system each time you start the engine

and move the vehicle at a low speed in forward

or reverse. When the self-test occurs, you may

hear a “clunk” noise and/or feel a pulsation in

the brake pedal. This is normal and does not

indicate amalfunction. If the computer senses a

malfunction, it switches the ABS off and illumi-

nates the ABS warning light on the instrument

panel. The brake system then operates

normally, butwithout anti-lockassistance. If the

ABS warning light illuminates during the self-

test or while driving, have the vehicle checked

by an INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop.

Normal operation

The ABS operates at speeds above 5 to 10 km/h

(3 to 6MPH). The speed varies according to road

conditions.

When the ABS senses that one or more wheels

are close to locking up, the actuator rapidly ap-

plies and releases hydraulic pressure. This ac-

tion is similar to pumping the brakes very

quickly. You may feel a pulsation in the brake

pedal and hear a noise fromunder the bonnet or

feel a vibration from the actuator when it is op-

erating. This is normal and indicates that the

ABS is operating properly. However, the pulsa-

tion may indicate that road conditions are haz-

ardous and extra care is required while driving.

When leaving your vehicle unoccupied:

• Always take the key with you - even when leaving

the vehicle in your own garage.

• Close all windows completely and lock all doors.

• Always parkyour vehicle where it can be seen. Park

in a well lit area during the night.

• If the security system is equipped, use it - even for

a short period.

• Never leave children or pets in the vehicle unat-

tended.

• Never leave valuables inside the vehicle. Always

take valuables with you.

• Never leave the vehicle documents in the vehicle.

• Never leave articles on a roof rack. Remove them

from the rack and keep and lock them inside the

vehicle.

• Never leave the spare key in the vehicle.

VEHICLE SECURITY
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WARNING

• Whatever the condition, drive with caution. Accel-

erate and decelerate with great care. If accelerat-

ing or decelerating too fast, the drive wheels will

lose even more traction.

• Allowmore stopping distance in coldweather driv-

ing. Braking should be started sooner than on dry

pavement.

• Keep at a greater distance from the vehicle in front

of you on slippery roads.

• Wet ice (0°C, 32°F and freezing rain), very cold

snow and ice can be slick and very difficult to drive

on. The vehicle will have a lot less traction or grip

under these conditions. Try to avoid driving onwet

ice until the road is salted or sanded.

• Watch for slippery spots (glaring ice). These may

appear on an otherwise clear road in shaded ar-

eas. If a patch of ice is seen ahead, brake before

reaching it. Try not to brake while actually on the

ice, and avoid any sudden steering manoeuvres.

• Do not use cruise control on slippery roads.

• Snow can trap dangerous exhaust gas under your

vehicle. Keep snow clear of the exhaust pipe and

from around your vehicle.

BATTERY

If the battery is not fully charged during

extremely cold weather conditions, the battery

fluid may freeze and damage the battery. To

maintain maximum efficiency, the battery

should be checked regularly. For details, see

“Battery” in the “8. Maintenance and

do-it-yourself” section of this manual.

ENGINE COOLANT

If the vehicle is to be left outside without anti-

freeze, drain the cooling system, including the

engineblock. Refill beforeoperating thevehicle.

For details, see “Changing engine coolant” in

the “8. Maintenance and do-it-yourself” section

of this manual.

TYRE EQUIPMENT

1. If you have snow tyres installed on the front/

rear wheels of your vehicle, they should be of

the same size, loading range, construction

and type (bias, bias-belted or radial) as the

rear/front tyres.

2. If the vehicle is to be operated in severe win-

ter conditions, snowtyresshouldbe installed

on all four wheels.

3. For additional traction on icy roads, studded

tyresmaybe used. However, some countries,

provinces and states prohibit their use.

Check local, state and provincial laws before

installing studded tyres.

Skid and traction capabilities of studded snow

tyres, on wet or dry surfaces, may be poorer

than that of non-studded snow tyres.

4. Snow chains may be used if desired. Make

sure they are the proper size for the tyres on

your vehicle and are installed according to

the chain manufacturer’s instructions. Use

chain tensioners when recommended by the

tyre chain manufacturer to ensure a tight fit.

Loose end links of the tyre chains must be

secured or removed to prevent the possibil-

ity of whipping action damage to the fenders

or underbody. In addition, drive at a reduced

speed, otherwise, your vehicle may be dam-

aged and/or vehicle handling and perfor-

mance may be adversely affected.

SPECIAL WINTER EQUIPMENT

It is recommended that the following items be

carried in the vehicle during the winter:

• A scraper and stiff-bristled brush to remove ice and

snow from the windows.

• A sturdy, flat board to be placed under the jack to

give it firm support.

• A shovel to dig the vehicle out of snowdrifts.

Engine block heater (where fitted)

WARNING

Do not use the heater with an ungrounded electrical

system or two-pronged (cheater) adapters. You can be

injuredbyanelectrical shockifyouuseanungrounded

connection.

An engine block heater to assist in extreme cold

COLD WEATHER DRIVING
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temperature starting is available through an

INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop.

PARKING BRAKE

Whenparking in theareawhere theoutside tem-

perature is below 0°C (32°F), do not apply the

parking brake to prevent it from freezing. For

safe parking:

• Place the selector lever in the “P” (Park) position

(Automatic transmission models).

• Place the shift lever in the “1” (1st) or R (Reverse)

position (Manual transmission models).

• Securely block the wheels.

CORROSION PROTECTION

Chemicals used for road surface deicing are ex-

tremely corrosive and will accelerate corrosion

and the deterioration of underbody components

such as the exhaust system, fuel and brake

lines, brake cables, floor pan and fenders.

In the winter, the underbody must be cleaned

periodically. For additional information, see

“Corrosion protection” in the “7. Appearance

and care” section of this manual.

For additional protection against rust and corro-

sion, whichmay be required in some areas, con-

sult an INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop.
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If you have a flat tyre, follow the instructions in

this section.

TYRE PRESSURE MONITORING SYSTEM
(TPMS) (where fitted)

WARNING

• If the low tyre pressure warning light illuminates

or LOW PRESSURE information is displayed on the

monitor screen while driving, avoid sudden steer-

ing manoeuvres or abrupt braking, reduce vehicle

speed, pull off the road to a safe location and stop

the vehicle as soon as possible. Driving with un-

der-inflated tyres may permanently damage the

tyres and increase the likelihood of tyre failure.

Serious vehicle damage could occur and may lead

to an accident and could result in serious personal

injury. Check the tyre pressure for all four tyres.

Adjust the tyrepressure to the recommendedCOLD

tyre pressure shown on the tyre placard to turn the

low tyre pressure warning light OFF. If you have a

flat tyre, replace it with a spare tyre as soon as

possible.

• When a spare tyre is mounted or a wheel is re-

placed, the TPMSwill not function and the low tyre

pressurewarning lightwill flash for approximately

1 minute. The light will remain on after 1 minute.

Contact an INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop

as soon as possible for tyre replacement and/or

system resetting.

• Replacing tyres with those not originally specified

by INFINITI could affect the proper operation of the

TPMS.

• Do not inject any tyre liquid or aerosol tyre sealant

into the tyres, as this may cause a malfunction of

the tyrepressuresensors (formodelsnotequipped

with the emergency tyre puncture repair kit).

• If you used Emergency Tyre Sealant to repair a mi-

nor tyre puncture, your INFINITI Centre or qualified

workshop will also need to replace the TPMS sen-

sor in addition to repairing or replacing the tyre

(for models equipped with the emergency tyre

puncture repair kit).

• INFINITI recommends using only INFINITI Genuine

Emergency Tyre Sealant provided with your

vehicle. Other tyre sealantsmay damage the valve

stem sealwhich can cause the tyre to lose air pres-

sure (formodelsequippedwith theemergency tyre

puncture repair kit).

The Tyre Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS)

monitors tyre pressure of all tyres except the

spare. When the low tyre pressure warning light

is lit, one or more of your tyres is significantly

under-inflated. If the vehicle is beingdrivenwith

low tyre pressure, the TPMS will activate and

warn you of it by the low tyre pressure warning

light (in the meter panel). This system will acti-

vate only when the vehicle is driven at speeds

above 25 km/h (16 MPH).

Formore details about theTPMS, see “Tyre pres-

sure monitoring system (TPMS) (where fitted)”

in the “5. Starting and driving” section.

For additional information, see “Low tyre pres-

sure warning light” in the “2. Instruments and

controls” section and “Tyre pressure

information” in the “4. Display screen, heater

and air conditioner, and audio system” section.

STOPPING VEHICLE

WARNING

• Be sure to apply the parking brake firmly.

• Be sure to move the selector lever to the P (Park)

position (Automatic transmission models).

• Be sure to move the shift lever to the R (Reverse)

position (Manual transmission models).

• Never change tyres when the vehicle is on a slope,

ice or slippery area. This is hazardous.

• Never change tyres when the oncoming traffic is

close to your vehicle. Call for professional road as-

sistance.

1. Safely move the vehicle off the road away

from traffic.

2. Turn on the hazard indicator flasher lights.

3. Park on a level surface.

4. Apply the parking brake.

5. Automatic transmission models: Move the

selector lever to the P (Park) position.

FLAT TYRE
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Manual transmission models: Move the shift

lever to the R (Reverse) position.

6. Turn off the engine.

7. Open the bonnet and place the triangle re-

flector:

• To warn other traffic.

• To signal professional road assistance person-

nel that you need assistance.

8. Have all passengers get out from the vehicle

and stand in a safe place, away from other

traffic and clear of the vehicle.

PREPARING TOOLS

Raise the luggage room floor cover using the

handle jA , then hang it on the edge of the lug-

gage room opening using the hookjB .

Your vehicle is equipped with either a spare tyre

or an emergency tyre puncture repair kit. Care-

fully read the instructions provided in the ap-

propriate section.

• For model with spare tyre: See “Changing flat tyre

(Models with spare tyre)” later in this section.

• For model with emergency tyre puncture repair kit:

See “Repairing flat tyre (for model with emergency

tyre puncture repair kit)” later in this section.

CHANGING FLAT TYRE (Models with spare

tyre)

Remove jacking tools and the spare tyre located

under the luggage room as illustrated.

Turn the retainer anticlockwise jA , remove the

subwooferjB (where fitted) and place it on the

side of the luggage room (with the flat surface

facing down), then remove the spare tyre. Be

careful not to let the subwoofer fall down.

Blocking wheels

WARNING

Be sure to block the appropriate wheel to prevent the

vehicle from moving, which may cause personal in-

jury.

Place suitable blocks j1 at both the front and

back of the wheel diagonally opposite the flat

tyrejA toprevent the vehicle frommovingwhen

it is jacked up.

SCE0766Z
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Removing tyre

WARNING

• Be sure to read and follow the instructions in this

section.

• Do not get under a vehicle that is supported only

by a jack: Use vehicle support stands.

• Never use a jack which is not provided with your

vehicle.

• The jack, which is provided with your vehicle, is

designed only to lift your vehicle during a tyre

change.

• Never jack up the vehicle at a location other than

the jack-up point that is specified.

• Never lift the vehicle more than necessary.

• Never use blocks on or under the jack.

• Never start or run the engine while the vehicle is

on the jack. The vehicle may move suddenly, and

this may cause an accident.

• Never allow passengers to remain in the vehicle

while the tyre is off the ground.

• Be sure to read the caution label attached to the

jack body before using.

SCE0771Z
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Jacking up vehicle

1. Place the jackdirectly under the jack-up point

as illustrated so that the top of the jack con-

tacts the vehicle at the jack-up point.

The jack should be placed on firm level

ground.

2. Align the jack head between the two notches

located at the jack-up point of either the front

or the rear section.

3. Fit the groove of the jack head between the

notches as shown.

4. Loosen each wheel nut, anticlockwise, one

or two turns with the wheel nut wrench.

Do not remove the wheel nuts until the tyre

is off the ground.

5. Carefully raise the vehicle until the clearance

between the tyre and ground is achieved.

6. To lift the vehicle, securely hold the jack lever

and rod with both hands and turn the jack

lever.

Removing tyre

1. Remove the wheel nuts.

2. Remove the damaged tyre.

CAUTION

The tyre is heavy. Be sure that your feet are clear from

the tyre and use gloves as necessary to avoid injury.

Installing spare tyre

WARNING

• Never use wheel nuts which are not provided with

your vehicle. Incorrect wheel nuts or improperly

tightened wheel nuts may cause the wheel to be-

come loose or come off. This could cause an acci-

dent.

• Never use oil or grease on the wheel studs or nuts.

This may cause the wheel nuts to become loose.

• The T-type spare tyre is designed for emergency

use only.

1. Clean any mud or dirt from the surface be-

tween the wheel and hub.

2. Carefully put the spare tyre on and tighten

the wheel nuts with your fingers. Check that

all the wheel nuts contact the wheel surface

horizontally.

SCE0504Z SCE0661Z
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3. Tighten thewheelnutsalternatelyandevenly

in the sequence illustrated (j1 - j5 ), more

than 2 timeswith the wheel nut wrench, until

they are tight.

4. Lower the vehicle slowly until the tyre

touches the ground.

5. Tighten the wheel nuts securely, with the

wheel nut wrench, in the sequence

illustrated.

6. Lower the vehicle completely.

Tighten the wheel nuts to the specified torque

with a torque wrench as soon as possible.

Wheel nut tightening torque:

108 N•m (11 kg-m, 80 ft-lb)

Thewheel nutsmust be kept tightened to speci-

fication at all times. It is recommended that the

wheel nutsbe tightened to specification at each

lubrication interval.

WARNING

Retighten the wheel nuts when the vehicle has been

driven for 1,000 km (600 miles) (also in case of a flat

tyre, etc.).

For models equipped with the Tyre
Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS)

After adjusting tyre pressure to the COLD tyre

pressure, the display of the tyre pressure infor-

mationmayshowhigherpressure than theCOLD

tyre pressure after the vehicle has been driven

more than 1.6 km (1 mile). This is because the

tyre pressurises as the tyre temperature rises.

This does not indicate a system malfunction.

Stowing damaged tyre and tools

WARNING

Besure that the tyre, jackand toolsareproperlystored

after use. Such items can become dangerous projec-

tiles in an accident or sudden stop.

1. Securely store the damaged tyre, jack and

tools in the storage area.

2. Close the luggage floor board.

3. Close the back door.

REPAIRING FLAT TYRE (for model with

emergency tyre puncture repair kit)

The emergency tyre puncture repair kit is sup-

plied with the vehicle instead of a spare tyre.

This repair kit must be used for temporarily fix-

ing a minor tyre puncture. After using the repair

kit, see an INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop

as soon as possible for tyre inspection and re-

pair/replacement.

CAUTION

Do not use the emergency tyre puncture repair kit un-

der the following conditions. Contact an INFINITI

Centre or qualified workshop or professional road as-

sistance.

• when the sealant has passed its expiration date

(shown on the label attached to the bottle)

• when the cut or the puncture is approximately 4

mm (0.16 in) or longer

• when the side of the tyre is damaged

• when the vehicle has been driven with a consider-

able loss of air from the tyre

• when the tyre is completely displaced inside or

outside the rim

• when the tyre rim is damaged

• when two or more tyres are flat
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Getting emergency tyre puncture
repair kit

Take out the emergency tyre puncture repair kit

located under the luggage room. The repair kit

consists of the following items:

j1 Tyre sealant bottle

j2 Sealant filler tubes (one is for work at an

INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop)

j3 Valve core (for spare)

j4 Valve core tool

j5 Air compressor

j6 “Sealant-applied” sticker

j7 Speed restriction sticker

Before using emergency tyre puncture
repair kit

• If any foreign object (for example, a screw or nail)

is embedded in the tyre, do not remove it.

• Check the expiration date of the sealant (shown on

the label attached to the bottle). Never use a seal-

ant whose expiration date has passed.

SCE0781
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Repairing tyre

1. Shake the sealant bottle well.

2. Remove the cap on the bottle and screw the

sealant filler tube into the bottle.

3. Remove the cap of the valve on the flat tyre,

and deflate the tyre completely by pushing

the valve core using the valve core tool.

4. Remove the valve core using the valve core

tool. Keep it free of dirt.

5. Remove the plug from the sealant filler tube

and insert the tube into the tyre valve.

6. Hold the bottle upside down and squeeze it

repeatedly until the sealant is injected into

the tyre. After the sealant is completely in-

jected, pull the tube out of the valve. Install

the tyre valve core securely into the valve us-

ing the valve core tool.

Do not throw away the empty sealant bottle.

This bottle is necessary when the tyre is re-

paired or replaced by an INFINITI Centre or

qualified workshop.

7. Put the “Sealant-applied” sticker on a flat

surface of the wheel.

8. Put the speed restriction sticker in a location

where the driver can see it while driving.

CAUTION

Do not put the speed restriction label on the steering

wheel pad, the speedometer or thewarning light loca-

tions.

SCE0775
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9. Screw the tubeof theair compressor securely

into the tyre valve jA . Insert its power plug

to the power outlet jB in the vehicle. Push

the ignition switch to the ACC position. Then

turn on the compressor, and inflate the tyre

to the pressure that is specified on the tyre

placard affixed to the driver’s side centre pil-

lar.

CAUTION

Do not operate the compressor for more than 10

minutes.

If the tyre pressure does not increase to the

specified pressure within 10 minutes, the

tyre may be seriously damaged and the tyre

cannot be repaired with this tyre repair kit.

Contact an INFINITI Centre or qualified work-

shop.

10. Remove the air compressor from the tyre

valve. Immediately drive the vehicle at a

speed of 80 km/h (50 MPH) or less.

11. After a 10-minute or 5-km (3 mile) drive,

check the tyre pressure. The temporary re-

pair is completed if the tyre pressure does

not drop.

If the tyre pressure is lower than specified,

repeat thesteps from9. If thepressuredrops

again or under 130 kPa (19 psi), the tyre can-

not be repaired with this tyre repair kit. Call

an INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop.

After repairing tyre

See an INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop for

tyre repair/replacement as soon as possible.

WARNING

• After using the emergency tyre puncture repair kit

to repair a minor tyre puncture, do not drive the

vehicle at speeds faster than 80 km/h (50 MPH).

• Immediately after using the emergency tyre punc-

ture repair kit to repair a minor tyre puncture, take

yourvehicle toan INFINITI Centreorqualifiedwork-

shop to inspect, and repair or replace the tyre. The

tyre sealant cannot permanently seal a punctured

tyre. Continuing operation of the vehicle without a

permanent tyre repair can lead to a crash.

• If you used the emergency tyre puncture repair kit

to repair a minor tyre puncture, your INFINITI

Centre or qualified workshop will also need to re-

place the TPMS sensor in addition to repairing or

replacing the tyre.

• INFINITI recommends using only INFINITI Genuine

Emergency Tyre Sealant provided with your

vehicle. Other tyre sealantsmay damage the valve

stem sealwhich can cause the tyre to lose air pres-

sure.

SCE0777Z
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WARNING

• Incorrect jump starting can lead to a battery explo-

sion. The battery explosion may result in severe

injury or death. It may also result in damage to the

vehicle. Be sure to follow the instructions in this

section.

• Explosive hydrogen gas is always present in the

vicinity of the battery. Keep all sparks and flames

away from the battery.

• Always wear suitable eye protection and remove

rings, bracelets, and anyother jewellerywhenever

working on or near a battery.

• Never lean over the battery while jump starting.

• Never allow battery fluid to come into contact with

eyes, skin, clothes or the vehicle’s painted sur-

faces or interior objects. Battery fluid is a corro-

sive sulphuric acid which can cause severe burns.

If the fluid comes into contact with anything, im-

mediately flush the contacted area with plenty of

water.

• Keep the battery out of the reach of children.

• The booster battery must be rated at 12 volts. Use

of an incorrectly rated battery will damage your

vehicle.

• Never attempt to jump start a frozen battery. It

could explode and cause serious injury.

SCE0772Z
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1. VQ and VK engine models:

If theboosterbattery is inanother vehiclejA ,

position the two vehiclesjA andjB to bring

the batteries into close proximity to each

other.

V9X engine models:

If theboosterbattery is inanother vehiclejA ,

position the two vehiclesjA andjB to bring

the battery and fuse box into close proximity

to each other.

CAUTION

• Do not allow the two vehicles to touch.

• If the battery is discharged, the steeringwheelwill

lock and cannot be turned with the ignition switch

in the “OFF” position. Supply power using jumper

cables before pushing the ignition switch to any

position other than the “OFF” position and disen-

gaging the steering lock.

2. Apply the parking brake.

3. Automatic transmission (AT) models: Move

the selector lever to the P (Park) position.

Manual transmission (MT) models: Move the

shift lever to the N (Neutral) position.

4. Switch off all unnecessary electrical systems

(headlights, heater, air conditioner, etc.).

5. Push the ignition switch to the “OFF” posi-

tion.

6. Remove the vent caps, where fitted, on the

battery.

7. Cover the battery with a firmly wrung out

moist clothjC to reduce the hazard of an ex-

plosion.

8. Connect the jumper cables in the sequence

as illustrated (j1 ,j2 ,j3 ,j4 ).

CAUTION

• Always connect positive j+ to positive j+ and

negative j- to body ground, NOT to the battery’s

negativej- .

• Be sure that the jumper cables do not touch mov-

ing parts in the engine compartment.

• Be sure that the jumper cable’s clamps do not con-

tact any other metal.

9. Start the engine of the booster vehicle jA
and let it run for a few minutes.

10. Depress theaccelerator pedal of thebooster

vehiclejA at about 2,000 rpm.

11. Start the engine of the jumped vehiclejB in

the normal manner.

SCE0926Z

V9X engine

SCE0927Z

V9X engine
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CAUTION

Never keep the starter motor engaged for more than

10 seconds. If the engine does not start right away,

push the ignition switch to the LOCKposition andwait

at least 10 seconds before trying again.

12. After the engine is started, carefully discon-

nect the jumper cables in the opposite se-

quence from that illustrated (j4 , j3 , j2 ,

j1 ).

13. Remove and dispose of the cloth properly as

it may be contaminated with corrosive acid.

14. Replace the vent caps, if removed.

15. Put the battery cover (VQ and VK engine

models) or fuse box cover (V9X engine mod-

els) and the engine compartment cover back

to the original location.

Do not attempt to start the engine by pushing

the vehicle.

CAUTION

• Automatic Transmission (AT) model cannot be

started bypushing. Attempting to do somaycause

damage to the transmission.

• Three-way catalyst equipped models should not

be started by pushing. Attempting to do so may

cause damage to the three-way catalyst.

• Never try to start the engine by towing. When the

engine starts, the forward surge could cause the

vehicle to collide with the towing vehicle.

WARNING

• Never continue driving if your vehicle overheats.

Doing so could cause engine damage and/or a ve-

hicle fire.

• Never open the bonnet if steam is coming out.

• Never remove the radiator cap while the engine is

hot. If the radiator cap is removed when the en-

gine is hot, pressurised hot water will spurt out

and possibly cause burning, scalding or serious

injury.

• If steam or coolant is coming from the engine,

stand clear of the vehicle to prevent getting

scalded.

• The engine cooling fan will start at anytime when

the coolant temperature exceeds preset degrees.

• Be careful not to allow your hands, hair, jewellery

or clothing to come into contact with, or to get

caught in the cooling fan or drive belts.

If your vehicle is overheating (indicated by the

high temperature indicator), or if you feel a lack

of enginepower, detect unusual noise, etc., take

the following steps:

1. Safely move the vehicle off the road away

from traffic.

2. Turn on the hazard indicator flashers.

3. Apply the parking brake.

PUSH STARTING IF YOUR VEHICLE OVERHEATS
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4. Automatic transmission models: Move the

selector lever to the “P” (Park) position.

Manual transmission models: Move the shift

lever to the N (Neutral) position.

DO NOT STOP THE ENGINE.

5. Open all the windows.

6. Turn off the air conditioner. Move the tem-

perature control to maximum hot and the fan

control to high speed.

7. Get out from the vehicle.

8. Visually inspect and listen for steam or cool-

ant escaping from the radiator before open-

ing the bonnet. Wait until no steam or cool-

ant can be seen before proceeding.

9. Open the engine bonnet.

10. Visually inspect if the cooling fan is running.

11. Visually inspect the radiator and radiator

hoses for leakage. If the cooling fan is not

running or the coolant is leaking, stop the

engine.

12. After the engine cools down, check the cool-

ant level in the reservoir with the engine

running. Do not open the radiator cap.

13. Add coolant to the reservoir if necessary.

Have your vehicle inspected/repaired at an

INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop.

When towing your vehicle, local regulations for

towing must be followed. Incorrect towing

equipmentcoulddamageyourvehicle.Toassure

proper towing and to prevent accidental dam-

age to your vehicle, INFINITI recommends that

you have professional road assistance person-

nel tow your vehicle. It is advisable to have the

professional road assistant carefully read the

following precautions.

TOWING PRECAUTIONS

• Always attach safety chains before towing.

• Never tow Four-Wheel Drive (4WD)modelswith any

of the wheels on the ground as thismay cause seri-

ous and expensive damage to the drivetrain.

TOWING YOUR VEHICLE
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TOWING RECOMMENDED BY INFINITI

Towing Four-Wheel Drive (4WD)
models

INFINITI recommends that towing dollies be

used under the front or rear wheels when tow-

ing your vehicle or the vehicle be placed on a

flatbed tow truck as illustrated.

CAUTION

Never tow 4WD models with any of the wheels on the

ground. Doing so will cause serious and expensive

damage to the drivetrain.

SCE0736Z

SCE0769
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Freeing trapped vehicle

WARNING

• Never allow anyone to stand near the towing line

during the pulling operation.

• Never spin the tyres at high speed. This could

cause them to explode and result in serious injury.

Parts of the vehicle could also overheat and be

damaged.

• Do not pull the vehicle using the rear hookj2 . The

rear hook is not designed to pull the vehicle out in

the event that the vehicle becomes trapped.

In the event that your vehicle’s tyres become

trapped in sand, snow, or mud, and the vehicle

is unable to free itself without being pulled, use

the recovery hookj1 stored with jacking tools.

• Use the recovery hook only. Do not attach the pull-

ing device to any other part of the vehicle body.

Otherwise, the vehicle body may be damaged.

• Use the recovery hook to free a vehicle only. Never

tow a vehicle using only the recovery hook.

• The recovery hook is under tremendous stress

when used to free a trapped vehicle. Always pull

the pulling device straight out from the vehicle.

Never pull on the recovery hook at an angle.

Front:

Securely install the recovery hook j1 (stored

with jacking tools) to the attaching mount lo-

cated on the front bumper. If the license plate

and/or number plate bracket prevents recovery

hook installation, remove it temporarily using a

suitable tool.

Make sure that the recovery hook is properly se-

cured in its storage location after use and the

number plate is properly reinstalled before driv-

ing the vehicle.

Rear:

Except for Europe:

Do not use the rear hookj2 to pull the vehicle.

For Europe:

The rear hook j3 is designed as the recovery

hook.

SCE0779
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In order to maintain the appearance of your ve-

hicle, it is important to take proper care of it.

Whenever possible, park your vehicle inside a

garage or in a covered area to minimise the

chances of damaging the paint surface of your

vehicle.

When it is necessary to park outside, park in a

shady area or protect the vehicle with a body

cover. Be careful not to scratch the paint sur-

face when putting on or removing the body

cover.

WASHING

In the following instances, wash your vehicle as

soon as possible to protect the paint surface:

• After a rainfall, which may cause the paint surface

damage from acid rain.

• After driving on coastal roads, which may cause

rusting from the sea breeze.

• When contaminants such as soot, bird droppings,

tree sap, metal particles or bugs get on the paint

surface.

• When dust or mud builds up on the paint surface.

1. Wash the vehicle surface with a wet sponge

and plenty of water.

2. Clean the vehicle surface gently and thor-

oughly using a mild soap, a special vehicle

soap or a general purpose dishwashing liq-

uid mixed with clean, lukewarm (never hot)

water.

CAUTION

• Do not wash the vehicle with strong household

soap, strong chemical detergents, petrol or sol-

vents.

• Do not wash the vehicle in direct sunlight or while

the vehicle body is hot, as the paint surface may

become water-spotted.

• Avoid using tight-napped or rough cloths, such as

washingmitts. Caremust be taken when removing

caked-on dirt or other foreign substances so the

paint surface is not scratched or damaged.

3. Rinse the vehicle thoroughly with plenty of

clean water.

4. Use a dampened chamois to dry the paint

surface and avoid leaving water spots.

When washing the vehicle, take care of the fol-

lowing:

• Inside flanges, joints and folds on the doors,

hatches and bonnet are particularly vulnerable to

theeffectsof roadsalt. Therefore, theseareasmust

be cleaned regularly.

• Be sure that the drain holes in the lower edge of

the doors are not clogged.

• Spray water to the underbody and in the wheel

wells to loosen thedirt and/orwashaway roadsalt.

REMOVING SPOTS

Remove tar and oil spots, industrial dust, in-

sects, and tree sap as quickly as possible from

the paint surface to avoid lasting damage or

staining. Special cleaning products are avail-

able at an INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop

or any automotive accessory store.

WAXING

Regular waxing protects the paint surface and

helps maintain a new vehicle appearance.

After waxing, polishing is recommended to re-

move built-up residue and to avoid a weathered

appearance.

An INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop can as-

sist you in choosing the appropriate waxing

products.

CAUTION

• Wash your vehicle thoroughly and completely be-

fore applying wax to the paint surface.

• Always followthemanufacturer’s instructionssup-

plied with the wax.

• Do not use awax containing any abrasives, cutting

compounds or cleaners that may damage the ve-

hicle finish.

CLEANING EXTERIOR
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Machine compounding or aggressive polishing

on a base coat/clear coat paint finish may dull

the finish or leave swirl marks.

GLASS

Useglasscleaner to removesmokeanddust film

from the glass surfaces. It is normal for glass to

become coated with a film after the vehicle is

parked in the hot sun. Glass cleaner and a soft

cloth will easily remove this film.

UNDERBODY

In areas where road salt is used in the winter, it

is necessary to clean the vehicle’s underbody

regularly in order to prevent dirt and salt from

building up and causing the acceleration of cor-

rosion on the underbody and suspension.

Before the winter and again in the spring, the

underseal must be checked and, if necessary,

re-treated.

WHEELS

• Wash the wheels when washing the vehicle to

maintain their appearance.

• Clean the inner side of the wheels when the wheel

is changed or the underside of the vehicle is

washed.

• Do not use abrasive cleaners when washing the

wheels.

• Inspectwheel rims regularly for dents or corrosion.

Thismay cause loss of pressure or damage the tyre

bead.

• INFINITI recommends that the road wheels be

waxed to protect against road salt in areaswhere it

is used during winter.

ALUMINIUM ALLOYWHEELS

Wash the wheels regularly with a sponge damp-

ened in a mild soap solution, especially during

winter in areas where road salt is used. The salt

residue from road salt could discolour the

wheels if it is not washed off regularly.

CAUTION

Follow the directions below to avoid staining or disco-

louring the wheels:

• Do not use a cleaner that uses strong acid or alkali

contents to clean the wheels.

• Do not apply wheel cleaners to the wheels when

they are hot. Thewheel temperature should be the

same as ambient temperature.

• Rinse the wheel to completely remove the cleaner

within 15 minutes after the cleaner is applied.

CHROME PARTS

Clean all chrome parts regularly with a nonabra-

sive chrome polish to maintain the finish.

Occasionally remove loose dust from the inte-

rior trim, plastic parts and seats using a vacuum

cleaner or soft bristled brush.Wipe the vinyl and

leather surfaces with a clean, soft cloth damp-

ened inmild soap solution, thenwipe cleanwith

a dry, soft cloth.

Regular care and cleaning is required in order to

maintain the appearance of the leather.

Before using any fabric protector, read the

manufacturer’s recommendations. Some fabric

protectors contain chemicals that may stain or

bleach the seat material.

Use a soft cloth dampened only with water to

clean the meter and gauge lens covers.

WARNING

For model with Advanced Air Bag System, do not use

water or acidic cleaners (hot steam cleaners) on the

seat. This can damage the seat or occupant classifica-

tion sensor. This can also affect the operation of the

air bag system and result in serious personal injury.

CAUTION

• Never use benzine, thinner or any similarmaterial.

• Small dirt particles can be abrasive and damaging

to leather surfaces and should be removed

promptly. Do not use saddle soap, car waxes, pol-

ishes, oils, cleaning fluids, solvents, detergents

or ammonia-based cleaners as they damage the

natural leather finish.

CLEANING INTERIOR
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• Never use fabric protectors unless recommended

by the manufacturer.

• Do not use glass or plastic cleaner on meter or

gauge lens covers. It may damage the lens covers.

FLOOR MATS

The use of INFINITI Genuine floor mats (where

fitted) can extend the life of your vehicle carpet

and make it easier to clean the interior. Regard-

less of what mats are used, be sure they are fit-

ted for your vehicle and are properly positioned

in the foot well to prevent interference with

pedal operation. Mats should be maintained

with regular cleaning and replaced if they be-

come excessively worn.

Floor mat positioning aid

This vehicle includes a front floor mat bracket to

act as a floor mat positioning aid. INFINITI floor

mats have been specially designed for your ve-

hicle model.

Position themat byplacing the floormat bracket

hook through the floor mat grommet hole while

centring the mat in the foot area.

Periodically check that themats are properly po-

sitioned.

GLASS

Useglasscleaner to removesmokeanddust film

from the glass surfaces. It is normal for glass to

become coated with a film after the vehicle is

parked in the hot sun. Glass cleaner and a soft

cloth will easily remove this film.

CAUTION

When cleaning the inside of the windows, do not use

sharp-edged tools, abrasive cleaners or chlorine-

based disinfectant cleaners. They could damage the

electrical conductors, such as radio antenna elements

or rear window defogger elements.

SEAT BELTS

WARNING

• Do not allow wet seat belts to roll up in the retrac-

tor.

• Neverusebleach,dyeor chemicalsolvents toclean

the seat belts, since these materials may severely

weaken the seat belt webbing.

The seat belts can be cleaned by wiping them

with a sponge dampened in a mild soap solu-

tion.

Allow the belts to dry completely in the shade

before using them. (See “Seat belts” in the

“1. Safety — seats, seat belts and supplemental

restraint system” section.)

SAI0039Z
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MOST COMMON FACTORS
CONTRIBUTING TO VEHICLE
CORROSION

• The accumulation of moisture-retaining dirt and

debris in body panel sections, cavities, and other

areas.

• Damage to the paint surface and other protective

coatings caused by gravel and stone chips orminor

traffic accidents.

ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS INFLUENCE
THE RATE OF CORROSION

Moisture

The accumulation of sand, dirt and water on the

inside floor of the vehicle can accelerate corro-

sion. Wet floor carpet/floor mats will not dry

completely inside the vehicle. They should be

removed and completely dried to avoid floor

panel corrosion.

Relative humidity

Corrosion will be accelerated in areas of high

relative humidity.

Temperature

High temperatures accelerate the rate of corro-

sion to thosepartswhich are notwell ventilated.

Corrosionwill alsobeaccelerated inareaswhere

the temperatures stay above freezing.

Air pollution

Industrial pollution, the presence of salt in the

air in coastal areas, or heavy road salt use accel-

erates the corrosion process. Road salt also ac-

celerates the disintegration of paint surfaces.

TO PROTECT YOUR VEHICLE FROM
CORROSION

• Wash and wax your vehicle often to keep the ve-

hicle clean.

• Always check for minor damage to the paint sur-

face and if any exists, repair it as soon as possible.

• Keep the drain holes in the lower edge of the doors

open to avoid water accumulation.

• Check the vehicle underbody for accumulation of

sand, dirt or salt. If present, wash with water as

soon as possible.

CAUTION

• Never remove dirt, sand or other debris from the

passenger compartment by washing it out with a

hose. Removedirtwith a vacuumcleaner or broom.

• Never allow water or other liquids to come in con-

tact with electronic components inside the vehicle

as this may damage them.

Chemicals used for road surface deicing are ex-

tremely corrosive. Theyaccelerate corrosionand

deterioration of underbody components such as

the exhaust system, fuel and brake lines, brake

cables, floor pan and fenders.

In the winter, the underbody must be cleaned

periodically.

For additional protection against rust and corro-

sion, whichmay be required in some areas, con-

sult an INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop.

CORROSION PROTECTION
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Your new vehicle has been designed to have

minimum maintenance requirements with long

service intervals to save you both time and

money. However, some day-to-day and regular

maintenance is essential to maintain your vehi-

cle’s fine mechanical condition, as well as its

emission and engine performance.

It is the owner’s responsibility tomake sure that

the specified maintenance, as well as general

maintenance, is performed.

As the vehicle owner, you are the only one who

can ensure that your vehicle receives the proper

maintenance care. You are a vital link in the

maintenance chain.

SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE

For your convenience, the required scheduled

maintenance items are described and listed in a

separate maintenance booklet. You must refer

to that booklet to ensure that necessarymainte-

nance is performed on your vehicle at regular

intervals.

GENERAL MAINTENANCE

General maintenance includes those items

which should be checked during normal day-to-

day operation of the vehicle. They are essential

if your vehicle is to continue to operate properly.

It is your responsibility to perform these proce-

dures regularly as prescribed.

Performing general maintenance checks re-

quires minimal mechanical skill and only a few

general automotive tools.

These checks and inspections can be done by

yourself, a qualified technician, or if you prefer,

an INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop.

WHERE TO GO FOR SERVICE

If maintenance service is required or your ve-

hicle appears to malfunction, have the systems

checkedand tunedbyan INFINITICentreorquali-

fied workshop.

INFINITI technicians are well-trained specialists

and are kept up-to-date with the latest service

information through technical bulletins, service

tips, and internal dealership training programs.

They are completely qualified to work on INFINI-

TI’s vehicles before they work on your vehicle.

You can be confident that an INFINITI Centre or

qualified workshop’s service department per-

forms the best job to meet the maintenance re-

quirements on your vehicle — in a reliable and

economic way.

During normal day-to-day operation of the ve-

hicle, general maintenance should be per-

formed regularly as prescribed in this section. If

you detect any unusual sounds, vibrations or

smells, be sure to check for the cause or have an

INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop do it

promptly. In addition, you should notify an

INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop if you

think that repairs are required.

When performing any checks or maintenance

work, closely observe “Maintenance

precautions” later in this section.

EXPLANATION OF GENERAL
MAINTENANCE ITEMS

Additional information on the following items

with “*” is found later in this section.

Outside vehicle

The maintenance items listed here should be

performed from time to time, unless otherwise

specified.

Doors and engine bonnet:

Check that all doors including the backdoor and

engine bonnet operate properly. Alsomake sure

that all latches lock securely. Lubricate hinges

and latches if necessary.Make sure that the sec-

ondary latch of the engine bonnet keeps the

bonnet from opening when the primary latch is

released.

MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS GENERAL MAINTENANCE
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When driving in areas using road salt or other

corrosive materials, check lubrication fre-

quently.

Lights*:

Clean the headlights on a regular basis. Make

sure that the headlights, stop lights, tail lights,

turn signal lights, and other lights are all oper-

atingproperly and installed securely. Also check

the aim of the headlights.

Tyres*:

Check the pressure with a gauge often and al-

ways prior to long distance trips. If necessary,

adjust the pressure in all tyres, including the

spare, to the pressure specified. Check carefully

for damage, cuts or excessive wear.

Tyre rotation*:

Tyres should be rotated every 5,000 km (3,000

miles) for Four-Wheel Drive (4WD) models.

However, the timing for tyre rotation may vary

according to your driving habits and the road

surface conditions.

Tyre Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS)

transmitter components (where fitted):

Replace the TPMS transmitter grommet seal,

valve core and cap when the tyres are replaced

due to wear or age.

Windscreen:

Clean the windscreen on a regular basis. Check

the windscreen at least every six months for

cracks or other damage. Have a damaged wind-

screen repaired by a qualified repair facility.

Wheel alignment and balance:

If the vehicle should pull to either side while

driving on a straight and level road, or if you

detect uneven or abnormal tyre wear, there may

be a need for wheel alignment.

If the steering wheel or seat vibrates at normal

highway speeds, wheel balancing may be

needed.

Wiper blades*:

Checkfor cracksorwear if theydonotwipeprop-

erly.

Inside vehicle

The maintenance items listed here should be

checked on a regular basis, such as when per-

forming periodic maintenance, cleaning the ve-

hicle, etc.

Accelerator pedal:

Check the pedal for smooth operation andmake

sure that the pedal does not catch or require

uneven effort. Keep the floor mats away from

the pedal.

Brake pedal*:

Check the pedal for smooth operation andmake

sure that it has the proper distance under it

when depressed fully. Check the brake booster

function. Keep the floor mats away from the

pedal.

Parking brake*:

Check that the pedal (Automatic transmission

models)/lever (Manual transmission models)

has the proper distance of travel.

Seat belts:

Check that all parts of the seat belt system (for

example, buckles, anchors, adjusters and re-

tractors) operate properly and smoothly, and

that they are installed securely. Check the belt

webbing for cuts, fraying, wear or damage.

Steering wheel:

Check for changes in the steering conditions,

such as excessive free play, hard steering or

strange noises.

Warning lights and chimes:

Make sure that all warning lights and chimes

are operating properly.

Windscreen defogger:

Check that the air comesout of the defogger out-

lets properly and in good quantity when operat-

ing the heater or air conditioner.
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Windscreen wiper and washer*:

Check that the wipers and washer operate prop-

erly and that the wipers do not streak.

Under bonnet and vehicle

The maintenance items listed here should be

checked periodically (for example, each time

you check the engine oil or refuel).

Battery*:

Check the fluid level in each cell. It should be

between the “UPPER” and “LOWER” levels. Ve-

hicles operated in high temperatures or under

severe conditions require frequent checks of the

battery fluid level.

Brake fluid level*:

Make sure that the brake fluid level is between

the MAX and MIN lines on the reservoir.

Clutch fluid level*:

Make sure that the clutch fluid level is between

the MAX and MIN lines on the reservoir.

Engine coolant level*:

Check the coolant level when the engine is cold.

Engine drive belts*:

Make sure the drive belts are not frayed, worn,

cracked or oily.

Engine oil level*:

Check the level on the dipstick after parking the

vehicle on a level surface and turning off the en-

gine.

Fluid leaks:

Check under the vehicle for fuel, oil, water or

other fluid leaks after the vehicle has been

parked for a while. Water dripping from the air

conditioner after use is normal. If you should

notice any leaks or if petrol fumes are evident,

check for the cause and have it corrected imme-

diately.

Window washer fluid*:

Check that there is adequate fluid in the reser-

voir.

MAINTENANCE PRECAUTIONS

When performing any inspection or mainte-

nance work on your vehicle, always take care to

prevent serious accidental injury to yourself or

damage to the vehicle. The following are gen-

eral precautions which should be closely ob-

served.

WARNING

• Park the vehicle on a level surface, apply the park-

ing brake securely and block thewheels to prevent

the vehicle from moving. Move the selector lever

to the “P” (Park) position (AT models) or the shift

lever to the N (Neutral) position (MT models).

• Be sure the ignition switch is in the LOCK position

whenperforminganyparts replacementor repairs.

• Do not work under the bonnet while the engine is

hot. Always turn off the engine and wait until it

cools down.

• If you must work with the engine running, keep

your hands, clothing, hair and tools away from

moving fans, belts and any other moving parts.

• It is advisable to secure or remove any loose cloth-

ing and any jewellery, such as rings, watches, etc.

before working on your vehicle.

• If you must run the engine in an enclosed space

such as a garage, be sure there is proper ventila-

tion for exhaust gases to escape.

• Never get under the vehicle while it is supported

only by a jack. If it is necessary to work under the

vehicle, support it with safety stands.

• Keep smoking materials, flame and sparks away

from fuel and the battery.

• Never connect or disconnect either the battery or

any transistorised component connector while the

ignition switch is in the ON position.

• On petrol engine models with the Multiport Fuel

Injection (MFI) system, the fuel filter and fuel lines

should be serviced by an INFINITI Centre or quali-

fied workshop because the fuel lines are under

high pressure even when the engine is turned off.
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• Your vehicle is equipped with an automatic engine

cooling fan. It may come on at any time without

warning, even if the ignition switch is in the “OFF”

position and the engine is not running. To avoid

injury, always disconnect the negative battery

cable before working near the fan.

For V9X engine models:

Do not disconnect the battery terminal soon after

pushing the ignitionswitch to the“OFF”position.Wait

4minutes or 15 minutes before disconnecting the bat-

tery terminal. See the following item for details.

Driving condition Periods of time

Normal driving 4 minutes

When it is driven more than 30

minutes over 140 km/h (87 MPH)
15 minutes

When it is driven more than 30

minutes with the towing vehicle

on the climbing road

15 minutes

• Always wear eye protection whenever you work on

your vehicle.

• Never leave the engine or the transmission related

component harness connector disconnected while

the ignition switch is in the ON position.

• Avoid direct contact with used engine oil and cool-

ant. Improperly disposed engine oil, engine cool-

ant, and/or other vehicle fluids can hurt the envi-

ronment. Always conform to local regulations for

disposal of vehicle fluids.

This “8. Maintenance and do-it-yourself” sec-

tion provides instructions regarding only those

items which are relatively easy for an owner to

perform.

You should be aware that incomplete or

improper servicing may result in operating diffi-

culties or excessive emissions, and could affect

your warranty coverage. If in doubt about any

servicing, have it done by an INFINITI Centre or

qualified workshop.

For an overview see “Engine compartment” in

the “0. Illustrated table of contents” section.

ENGINE COMPARTMENT CHECK LOCATIONS
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WARNING

• Never remove the radiator or coolant reservoir cap

when the engine is hot. Serious burns could be

caused by high-pressure fluid escaping from the

radiator. Wait until the engine and radiator cool

down.

• Engine coolant is poisonous and should be stored

carefully in marked containers out of the reach of

children.

• If the engine was stopped soonwhen the engine is

hot, the cooling fanmayoperate for approximately

3minutes after the engine was stopped to cool the

components in the engine compartment.When the

cooling fan is operating, be sure that hands or

other items do not get caught in it.

The engine cooling system is filled at the factory

withahigh-quality, year-round,anti-freezecool-

ant solution. The anti-freeze solution contains

rust and corrosion inhibitors, therefore

additional cooling system additives are not nec-

essary.

CAUTION

When adding or replacing coolant, be sure to use only

INFINITI Genuine Engine Coolant or equivalent in its

quality with the proper mixture ratio.

Use INFINITI Genuine Engine Coolant or equiva-

lent in its quality. INFINITI Genuine Engine Cool-

ant is a pre-mixed (mixture ratio 50%) type cool-

ant.

The use of other types of coolant solutions may

damage the engine cooling system.

The radiator is equipped with a pressure cap. To

prevent engine damage, use only an INFINITI

Genuine radiator cap or its equivalent when re-

placement is required.

CHECKING ENGINE COOLANT LEVEL

Check the coolant level in the reservoir tank

when the engine is running and after it reaches

normal operating temperature. If the coolant

level is below the MIN level j2 , add coolant up

to the MAX level j1 . If the reservoir tank is

empty, check the coolant level in the radiator

when the engine is cold. If there is insufficient

coolant in the radiator, fill the radiatorwith cool-

ant up to the radiator filler cap above the radia-

tor upper hose opening and also add it to the

reservoir tankup to theMAX levelj1 . Put on the

filler cap above the radiator upper hose andwith

the reservoir tank cap open, start the engine.

Run the engine until it reaches normal operating

temperature. Add coolant up to the MAX level

j1 . Tighten the cap securely after adding en-

gine coolant.

CAUTION

If thecoolingsystem frequently requirescoolant, have

it checkedbyan INFINITI Centre or qualifiedworkshop.

CHANGING ENGINE COOLANT

Contact an INFINITI Centre or qualifiedworkshop

if replacement is required.

Major engine cooling system repair should be

performed by an INFINITI Centre or qualified

workshop. The service procedures can be found

in the appropriate INFINITI Service Manual.

Improper servicing can result in reduced heater

performance and engine overheating.

SDI2281Z

VK and VQ engine models

SDI2607Z

V9X engine models

ENGINE COOLING SYSTEM
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WARNING

• To avoid being scalded, never change the coolant

when the engine is hot.

• Never remove the radiator cap when the engine is

hot. Serious burns could be caused by high pres-

sure fluid escaping from the radiator.

• Avoid direct skin contact with used coolant. If skin

contact is made, wash thoroughly with soap or

hand cleaner as soon as possible.

• Keep coolant out of reach of children and pets.

Engine coolant must be disposed of properly.

Check your local regulations.

CHECKING ENGINE OIL LEVEL

1. Park the vehicle on a level surface and apply

the parking brake.

2. Start the engine and warm it up until the en-

gine temperature reaches the normal operat-

ing temperature (approximately 5 minutes).

3. Stop the engine.

4. Wait at least 15 minutes for the engine oil to

drain back to the oil pan.

5. Remove the dipstick and wipe it clean.

6. Reinsert the dipstick all the way.

7. Remove the dipstick and check the oil level. It

should be within the rangej1 .

8. If the oil level is below j2 , remove the oil

filler cap and pour the recommended oil into

the opening. Do not overfillj3 .

9. Recheck the oil level with the dipstick.

SDI2045Z

VQ35HR and VQ37VHR engine

SDI2265Z

VK50VE engine

SDI2592Z

V9X engine

ENGINE OIL
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CAUTION

• The oil level should be checked regularly. Operat-

ing your vehicle with an insufficient amount of oil

can damage the engine, and such damage is not

covered by the warranty.

• If the oil replacement indicator is displayed,

change the engine oil as soon as possible. Operat-

ing your vehicle with deteriorated oil can damage

the engine (For V9X engine models).

• It is normal to add some engine oil between oil

maintenance intervals depending on the severity

of operating conditions or depending on the prop-

erty of the engine oil used. More engine oil is con-

sumed by frequent acceleration/deceleration es-

pecially when the engine rpm is high. Consump-

tion is likely to be higher when the engine is new.

If the rate of oil consumption, after having driven

for 5,000 km (3,000 miles), is more than 0.5 litre

per 1,000 km (621 miles), consult an INFINITI

Centre or qualified workshop.

CHANGING ENGINE OIL AND OIL FILTER

WARNING

• Used oil must be disposed of properly. Never pour

or dump oil into the ground, canals, rivers, etc. It

should be disposed of at proper waste facilities.

We recommend having your oil changed by an

INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop.

• Be careful not to burn yourself, as the engine oil

may be hot.

• Prolonged and repeated contact with used engine

oil may cause skin cancer.

• Avoid direct skin contact with used oil. If

contacted, wash thoroughly with soap or hand

cleaner and plenty of water as soon as possible.

• Store used engine oil in marked containers out of

the reach of children.

Vehicle setup

1. Park the vehicle on a level surface and apply

the parking brake.

2. Start the engine and warm it up until the en-

gine temperature reaches the normal operat-

ing temperature (approximately 5 minutes).

3. Stop the engine.

4. Wait at least 15 minutes for the engine oil to

drain back to the oil pan.

SDI2047Z

VQ35HR and VQ37VHR engine

SDI2320Z

VK50VE engine
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Engine oil and filter

1. Place a large drain pan under the drain plug.

2. Remove the drain plugj1 with a wrench.

3. Remove theoil filler capand completelydrain

the oil.

Waste oil must be disposed of properly.

Check your local regulations.

4. (Perform steps 4 to 8 only when the engine

oil filter change is needed.)

Loosen the oil filter j2 with an oil filter

wrench.

5. Remove the oil filter by turning it by hand.

6. Wipe the engine oil filter mounting surface

with a clean cloth.

Be sure to remove any old gasket remaining

on the mounting surface.

7. Apply new engine oil to the gasket of a new

oil filter.

8. Screw in the oil filter clockwise until a slight

resistance is felt, and then tighten an addi-

tional 2/3 of a turn to secure the oil filter.

Oil filter tightening torque:

VK and VQ engine

15 to 20 N•m

(1.5 to 2.0 kg-m, 11 to 15 ft-lb)

V9X engine

10.2 to 13.8 N•m

(1.1 to 1.4 kg-m, 8 to 10 ft-lb)

9. Clean and reinstall the drain plug and new

washer. Securely tighten the drain plug with

a wrench. Do not use excessive force.

Drain plug tightening torque:

VK and VQ engine

29 to 39 N•m

(3.0 to 4.0 kg-m, 22 to 29 ft-lb)

V9X engine

38 to 52 N•m

(3.9 to 5.3 kg-m, 28 to 38 ft-lb)

10. Sufficiently refill with the recommended en-

gine oil. (See “Recommended fuel/

lubricants and capacities” in the “9. Techni-

cal information” section.)

11. Securely install the oil filler cap.

12. Start the engine.

13. Check the drain plug and the oil filter for any

sign of leakage. Correct as required.

14. Stop the engine.

15. Wait at least 15 minutes. Check the engine

oil level according to the proper procedure.

(See “Checking engine oil level” earlier in

this section.) Add engine oil if necessary.

After operation

Dispose of waste oil and filter properly. Check

your local regulations.

PROTECT ENVIRONMENT

It is illegal to pollute drains, watercourses and

soil. Use authorised waste collection facilities,

including civil amenity sites and garages pro-

viding facilities for disposal of used oil and used

oil filters. If in doubt, contact your local author-

ity for advice on disposal.

The regulations concerning the pollution of the

environment will vary from country to country.

SDI2593Z

V9X engine
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DRAINING WATER

Drain water in the fuel filter according to the

maintenance log shown in a separate mainte-

nance booklet.

If the water-in-fuel-filter warning lightm illu-

minateswhile theengine is running, theremight

be water in the fuel filter.

The fuel filter is locatedunder thevehicle. There-

fore, INFINITI recommends that you contact an

INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop for servic-

ing.

BLEEDING FUEL SYSTEM

Bleed air out of the fuel system after refilling an

empty fuel tank by the following action:

1. Take out the priming pump located under the

luggage room.

When taking out the priming pump from un-

der the luggage room, to prevent interference

between the battery and the vehicle body,

carefully take it out in a vertical direction. If

the pump case is taken out roughly, it may be

damaged.

2. Take out the connector cap j1 from the air

bleeding valve.

3. Connect the priming pump to the air bleed-

ing valve until a click sound is heard. To pre-

vent fuel from spilling out, cover each fuel

connectorj2 connection with cloth.

4. Squeeze the priming pump several times un-

til fuel enters the priming pump tube j3 ,

then stop.

5. Remove the priming pump.

6. Install the connector cap that was removed

at step 2 above.

7. Be sure to keep the priming pump in its origi-

nal position after draining all of the fuel in the

hose.

8. Crank the engine until it starts. Do not crank

the engine for more than 30 seconds.

9. If the engine does not start, stop cranking

and repeat step 1 above.

10. If the engine does not operate smoothly af-

ter it has started, race it two or three times.

SDI2608Z

SDI2609Z

FUEL FILTER (Diesel engine models)
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1. Power steering fluid pump

2. Alternator

3. Crankshaft pulley

4. Air conditioner compressor

5. Drive belt auto-tensioner

1. Water pump

2. Alternator

3. Crankshaft pulley

4. Power steering fluid pump

5. Air conditioner compressor

1. Water pump

2. Alternator

3. Drive belt auto-tensioner

4. Power steering fluid pump

5. Crankshaft pulley

6. Air conditioner

Be sure the ignition switch is in the LOCK posi-

tion.

Visually inspect the belt for signs of unusual

wear, cuts, fraying or looseness. Check the con-

dition regularly. If the belt is in poor condition or

loose, have it replacedor adjustedbyan INFINITI

Centre or qualified workshop.

SDI2152Z

VQ35HR engine

SDI2119Z

VQ37VHR engine

SDI1411BZ

VK50VE engine

SDI2594Z

V9X engine

DRIVE BELT
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WARNING

Be sure the engine and ignition switch are off and that

the parking brake is applied.

Replace the spark plugs according to the main-

tenance schedule shown in a separate mainte-

nance booklet.

If replacement is required, contact an INFINITI

Centre or qualified workshop.

IRIDIUM-TIPPED SPARK PLUGS

It is not necessary to replace the iridium-tipped

spark plugs as frequently as the conventional

type of spark plugs. These spark plugs are de-

signed to lastmuch longer than theconventional

type of spark plug.

CAUTION

• Do not reuse the iridium-tipped spark plugs by

cleaning or re-gapping.

• Always replace with the recommended iridium-

tipped spark plugs.
CHECKING PARKING BRAKE

Lever type

From the released position, pull the parking

brake lever slowly and firmly. If the number of

clicks is out of the range listed, see an INFINITI

Centre or qualified workshop.

5 to 6 clicks

Pulling force 196 N (20 kgf, 44 lb)

SDI2020Z

SDI1447AZ

SDI1391DZ

SPARK PLUGS (Models with petrol engine) BRAKES
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Pedal type

From the released position, depress the parking

brake pedal slowly and firmly. If the number of

clicks is out of the range listed, see an INFINITI

Centre or qualified workshop.

2 to 3 clicks under a depressing force of

196 N (20 kg, 44 lb)

CHECKING FOOTBRAKE PEDAL

WARNING

See an INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop for a

brake system check if the brake pedal height does not

return to normal.

With the engine running, check the distance be-

tween the upper surface of the brake pedal and

the metal floor. If it is out the range listed, see

an INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop.

Depressing force

490 N (50 kg, 110 lb)

LHD models RHD models

110 mm (4–3/8 in) or

more
115 mm (4–1/2 in) or more

Self-adjusting brakes

Your vehicle is equipped with self-adjusting

brakes. The disc-type brakes self-adjust every

time the brake pedal is applied.

Brake pad wear warning

The disc brake pads have audible wear warn-

ings. When a brake pad requires replacement, it

will make a high pitched scraping sound when

the vehicle is in motion. This scrapping sound

will first occur only when the brake pedal is de-

pressed. After more wear of the brake pad, the

sound will always be heard even if the brake

pedal isnotdepressed.Have thebrakeschecked

as soon as possible if the wear warning sound is

heard.

Under some driving or climate conditions, occa-

sional brake squeaks, squeals or other noises

may be heard. Occasional brake noise during

light to moderate stops is normal and does not

affect the function or performance of the brake

system.

Proper brake inspection intervals should be fol-

lowed. For additional information, see a sepa-

rate maintenance booklet.

BRAKE BOOSTER

Check the brake booster function as follows:

1. With the engine off, depress and release the

brake pedal several times. When the brake

pedal movement (distance of travel) remains

the same from one pedal application to the

next, continue on to the next step.

2. While depressing the brake pedal, start the

engine. The pedal height should drop a little.

3. With the brake pedal depressed, stop the en-

gine. Keep the brake pedal depressed for

about 30 seconds. The pedal height should

not change.

4. Run the engine for 1 minute without depress-

ing the brake pedal, then turn it off. Depress

the brake pedal several times. The brake

pedal travel distance will decrease gradually

with each depression as the vacuum is re-

leased from the booster.

If the brakes do not operate properly, have the

brakes checked by an INFINITI Centre or quali-

fied workshop.

DI1020MMZ
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WARNING

• Use only new fluid from a sealed container. Old,

inferior, or contaminated fluid may damage the

brake system. The use of improper fluids can dam-

age the brake systemand affect the vehicle’s stop-

ping ability.

• Clean the filler cap before removing.

• Brake fluid ispoisonousandshouldbestoredcare-

fully in marked containers out of the reach of chil-

dren.

CAUTION

Do not spill the brake fluid on painted surfaces. This

will damage the paint. If brake fluid is spilled, wash it

off with plenty of water immediately.

Check the fluid level in the reservoir. If the brake

fluid is below the MIN line j2 , the brake warn-

ing light will illuminate. Add brake fluid up to

the MAX line j1 . (See “Recommended fuel/lu-

bricants and capacities” in the “9. Technical

information” section for the recommended

types of brake fluid.)

If the brake fluid must be added frequently, the

brake system should be thoroughly checked by

an INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop.

WARNING

• Use only new fluid from a sealed container. Old,

inferior, or contaminated fluid may damage the

clutch system.

• Clean the filler cap before removing.

• Clutch fluid is poisonous and should be stored

carefully in marked containers out of the reach of

children.

CAUTION

Do not spill the clutch fluid on painted surfaces. This

will damage the paint. If clutch fluid is spilled, wash it

off with plenty of water immediately.

Check the fluid level in the reservoir. If the fluid

level is below the MIN line j2 , add fluid up to

the MAX line j1 . (See “Recommended fuel/lu-

bricants and capacities” in the “9. Technical

information” section for the recommended

types of fluid.)

SDI2025Z

SDI2025Z

BRAKE FLUID CLUTCH FLUID (where fitted)
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If the fluid must be added frequently, the clutch

system should be checked by an INFINITI Centre

or qualified workshop.

Contact an INFINITI Centre or qualifiedworkshop

if checking or replacement is required.

CAUTION

• Use only INFINITI Genuine Matic S ATF. Do not mix

with other fluids.

• Using automatic transmission fluid other than

INFINITI Genuine Matic S ATF will cause deteriora-

tion in driveability and automatic transmission du-

rability, and may damage the automatic transmis-

sion, which is not covered by the warranty.

WARNING

Power steering fluid is poisonous and should be

stored carefully in marked containers out of the reach

of children.

Check the fluid level in the reservoir. The fluid

level should be checked in the HOT range (j1 :

HOT MAX./j2 : HOT MIN.) at fluid temperatures

of 50 to 80°C (122 to 176°F) or in the COLD range

(j3 : COLD MAX./j4 : COLD MIN.) at fluid tem-

peratures of 0 to 30°C (32 to 86°F).

If it is necessary to add fluid, use only specified

fluid. (See “Recommended fuel/lubricants and

capacities” in the “9. Technical information”

section.) Do not overfill.

SDI1765AZ

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION FLUID (ATF) POWER STEERING FLUID
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WARNING

• Operating the engine with the air cleaner filter off

can cause you or others to be burned. The air

cleaner filter not only cleans the intake air, it also

stops flame if the engine backfires. If the air

cleaner filter is not installed and the engine back-

fires, you could be burned. Never drive with the air

cleaner filter off. Be cautious working on the en-

gine when the air cleaner filter is off.

• Never pour fuel into the throttle body or attempt to

start the engine with the air cleaner removed. Do-

ing so could result in serious injury.

VK AND VQ ENGINE MODELS

To remove the filter, release the lock pins j1
and pull the unit upwardj2 .

The viscous paper type filter element should not

be cleaned and reused. The dry paper type filter

element may be cleaned and reused. Replace

the air filter according to the maintenance

schedule shown in a separate maintenance

booklet.

When replacing the filter, wipe the inside of the

air cleaner housing and the cover with a damp

cloth.

V9X ENGINE MODELS

When maintenance is required, see an INFINITI

Centre or qualified workshop for servicing.

WINDSCREEN WIPER BLADES

Cleaning

If the windscreen does not become clear after

using the windscreen washer or if the wiper

blades chatter when operating the windscreen

wipers, wax or other materials may be on the

windscreen and/or wiper blades.

Clean theoutsideof thewindscreen surfacewith

a washer solution or mild detergent. Your wind-

screen is clean if beads do not form when rins-

ing with water.

Clean the blade by wiping it with a cloth soaked

in a washer solution or a mild detergent. Rinse

the blade with water. If your windscreen is still

not clear after cleaning the blades and using the

wipers, replace the blades.

SDI2322

VK and VQ engine models

AIR CLEANER FILTER WIPER BLADES
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Be careful not to clog thewasher nozzlejA . This

may cause improper windscreen washer opera-

tion. If the nozzle is clogged, remove any ob-

jects with a needle or small pin jB . Be careful

not to damage the nozzle.

Replacing

Replace the wiper blades if they are worn.

1. Pull the wiper arm.

2. Push and hold the release tab jA , and then

move thewiper blade downj1 thewiper arm

to remove.

3. Remove the wiper blade.

4. Insert thenewwiperbladeonto thewiperarm

until it clicks into place.

CAUTION

• After wiper blade replacement, return the wiper

arm to its original position. Otherwise the wiper

arm or the engine bonnet may be scratched and

may cause damage.

• Worn windscreen wiper blades can damage the

windscreen and impair driver vision.

SDI1832

SDI2048Z
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WARNING

Anti-freeze is poisonous and should be stored care-

fully in marked containers out of the reach of children.

Add fluid when the low washer fluid warning

light illuminates.

Add a washer solvent to the water for better

cleaning. In the winter season, add windscreen

washer antifreeze. Follow themanufacturer’s in-

structions for the mixture ratio.

SDI2267Z

Caution symbols for battery
m WARNING

j1
m

No smoking

No exposed flames

No sparks

Never smoke around the battery. Never expose the battery to open flames or

electrical sparks.

j2

m
Shield eyes

Handle the battery cautiously. Always wear eye protection glasses to protect

against explosion or battery acid.

j3

m
Keep away from

children

Never allow children to handle the battery. Keep the battery out of reach of

children.

j4
m

Battery acid

Do not allow battery fluid to contact your skin, eyes, fabrics, or painted

surfaces. After handling the battery or battery cap, immediately wash your

hands thoroughly. If the battery fluid gets into your eyes, or onto your skin or

clothing, flush with water immediately for at least 15 minutes and seekmedical

attention. Battery fluid is acid. If the battery fluid gets into your eyes or onto

your skin, it could cause eyesight loss or burns.

j5
m

Note operating

instructions

Before handling the battery, read this instruction carefully to ensure correct and

safe handling.

j6
m

Explosive gas Hydrogen gas, generated by battery fluid, is explosive.

WINDOWWASHER FLUID BATTERY
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VEHICLE BATTERY

WARNING

Do not operate the vehicle if the fluid in the battery is

low. Low battery fluid can cause a higher load on the

battery which can generate heat, reduce battery life,

and in some cases lead to an explosion.

Battery location (For V9X engine
models)

CAUTION

• Do not place the battery in the interior of the ve-

hicle if you remove the battery.

• Do not place electrically conductive objects such

as tools around the battery.

To check the battery, raise the luggage room

floor cover using the handlejA , then hang it on

the edge of the luggage room opening using the

hookjB .

Checking battery fluid level

Check the fluid level in each cell. The battery

fluid level should be between the UPPER LEVEL

j1 and LOWER LEVELj2 lines.

If it is necessary to add fluid, add only deminera-

lised/distilled water to bring the level to the in-

dicator in each filler opening. Do not overfill.

1. Remove the cell plugs j3 using a suitable

tool.

2. Add demineralised/distilled water up to the

UPPER LEVELj1 line.

If the side of the battery is not clear, check

the distilled water level by looking directly

above the cell; the conditionjA indicatesOK

and the condition jB needs more to be

added.

3. Replace and tighten the cell plugs.

• Vehicles operated in high temperatures or under

severe conditions require frequent checks of the

battery fluid level.

• Keep the battery surface clean and dry. Any corro-

sion should be cleared with a firmly wrung out

moist cloth.

• Make certain the terminal connections are clean

and securely tightened.

• If the vehicle is not to be used for more than 30

days, disconnect the negative (−) battery terminal
cable to prevent battery discharge.

• Make sure that the vent tube (where fitted) is

mounted and the cell plugs are tightened properly.

For V9X engine models:

Do not disconnect the battery terminal soon af-

ter pushing the ignition switch to the “OFF” po-

sition. Wait 4 minutes or 15 minutes before dis-

connecting the battery terminal. For details, see

SDI2610Z

DI0137MDZ

SDI1480DZ
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the following table.

Driving condition periods of time

Normal driving 4 minutes

When it is driven more than
30 minutes over 140 km/h
(87 MPH)

15 minutes

When it is driven more than
30 minutes with the towing
vehicle on the climbing road

15 minutes

Jump starting

If jump starting is necessary, see “Jump

starting” in the “6. In case of emergency” sec-

tion. If the engine does not start by jump start-

ing or the battery does not charge, the battery

may have to be replaced. Contact an INFINITI

Centre or qualified workshop for replacing the

battery.

INTELLIGENT KEY BATTERY

Battery replacement

CAUTION

• Be careful not to allow children to swallow the bat-

tery and removed parts.

• An improperly disposed battery can harm the envi-

ronment. Always confirm local regulations for bat-

tery disposal.

• When changing batteries, do not let dust or oil get

on the components.

• There is danger of explosion if the lithium battery

is incorrectly replaced. Replace onlywith the same

or equivalent type.

To replace the battery:

1. Release the lock knob at the back of the Intel-

ligent Key and remove the mechanical key.

(See “Mechanical key” in the “3. Pre-driving

checks and adjustments” section.)

2. Insert a flat-blade screwdriver wrapped with

a cloth into the slit of the corner and twist it

to separate the upper part from the lower

part.

3. Replace the battery with a new one.

SDI2294Z

SDI1889Z
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• Recommended battery: CR2032 or equivalent

• Do not touch the internal circuit and electric termi-

nals as doing so could cause a malfunction.

• Make sure that the % side faces the bottom of the

case.

4. Align the tips of the upper and lower parts,

and then push them together until it is se-

curely closed.

5. Operate the buttons to check its operation.

See an INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop if

you need assistance for replacement.

The variable voltage control system measures

the amount of electrical discharge from the bat-

tery and controls voltage generated by the alter-

nator.

CAUTION

• Do not ground accessories directly to the battery

terminal. Doing sowill bypass the variable voltage

control system and the vehicle battery may not

charge completely.

• Use electrical accessories with the engine running

to avoid discharging the vehicle battery.

ENGINE COMPARTMENT AND LUGGAGE
COMPARTMENT

SDI1479AZ

VQ and VK engine models

VARIABLE VOLTAGE CONTROL SYSTEM FUSES
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CAUTION

Never use a fuse of a higher or lower amperage rating

than that specified on the fuse box cover. This could

damage the electrical system or cause a fire.

If any electrical equipment does not operate,

check for an open fuse.

1. Be sure the ignition switch is in the “OFF” or

LOCK position.

2. Be sure the headlight switch is in the “OFF”

position.

3. Open the engine bonnet.

4. Remove the fuse/fusible link cover.

5. Locate the fuse which needs to be replaced.

6. Remove the fuseusing the fusepuller located

in the passenger compartment fuse box.

7. If the fuse is open jA , replace it with a new

fuse jB . Spare fuses are stored in the pas-

senger compartment fuse box.

If the new fuse also opens, after installing, have

the electrical system checked, and if necessary

repaired, byan INFINITI Centre or qualifiedwork-

shop.

Fusible links

If any electrical equipment doesnot operate and

the fuses are in good condition, check the fus-

ible links. If anyof these fusible linksaremelted,

replace only with INFINITI Genuine parts.

SDI2611Z

V9X engine models

SDI1754Z
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PASSENGER COMPARTMENT

CAUTION

Never use a fuse of a higher or lower amperage rating

than that specified on the fuse box cover. This could

damage the electrical system or cause a fire.

If any electrical equipment does not operate,

check for an open fuse.

1. Be sure the ignition switch is in the “OFF” or

LOCK position.

2. Be sure the headlight switch is in the “OFF”

position.

3. Remove the fuse box cover.

4. Locate the fuse which needs to be replaced.

5. Remove the fuse using the fuse puller jA
(Left hand drive models) or jB (Right hand

drive models).

6. If the fuse is open jA , replace it with a new

fusejB .

If the new fuse also opens, after installing, have

the electrical system checked, and if necessary

repaired, byan INFINITI Centre or qualifiedwork-

shop.

HEADLIGHTS

Fog may temporarily form inside the lens of the

exterior lights in the rain or in a car wash. A tem-

perature difference between the inside and the

outside of the lens causes the fog. This is not a

malfunction. If large drops of water collect in-

side the lens, contact an INFINITI Centre or quali-

fied workshop.

Xenon headlight models

If replacement is required, contact an INFINITI

Centre or qualified workshop.

WARNING

m HIGH VOLTAGE

When xenon headlights are on, they produce a high

voltage. To prevent an electric shock, never attempt to

modify or disassemble. Always have your xenon head-

lights replaced at an INFINITI Centre or qualified work-

shop.

SDI2457Z

SDI1754Z

LIGHTS
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Use the same number and wattage as originally

installed:

High/Low beams (Xenon)

Wattage: 35

Bulb no.: D2S

EXTERIOR LIGHTS

Item Wattage (W)

Front turn signal 21

Side light 5

Front fog light 35

Rear fog light 21

Side turn signal* 5

Rear combination light

Rear turn signal 21

Stop/Tail light* LED

Reverse light 21

High-mounted stop light* LED

Puddle light* LED

Number plate light 5

*: See an INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop

for replacement.

INTERIOR LIGHTS

Item Wattage (W)

Map light 8

Rear personal light 8

Step light 5

Luggage compartment light 8

Vanity mirror light 1.4
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LIGHT LOCATIONS

1. Headlight (high-beam/low-beam)

2. Front turn signal light

3. Map light

4. Side turn signal light

5. Rear personal light

6. Fog light

7. Side light

8. Puddle light

9. Step light

10. High-mounted stop light

11. Luggage compartment light (sidewall)

12. Luggage compartment light (back door)

13. Number plate lights

14. Rear fog light

15. Reverse light

16. Rear combination light (Turn signal/Stop/

Tail light)

SDI2291
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m :REMOVE

m : INSTALL

Replacement procedures

All other lights are either type A, B, C, D or E.

When replacing a bulb, first remove the lens

and/or cover.

For VK50VE engine model: When replacing the

bulb, the engine compartment cover should be

removed first. (See “VK50VE engine model –

compartment cover removal” in the “0. Illus-

trated table of contents” section.)

1. Remove the screwsjA using a suitable

tool, and carefully pull the mouldingjB
outward, then remove it.

2. Remove the boltsjC and pull the wheel

house inner coverjD to make an opening.

SDI2306 SDI2286

(1) Front turn signal light and (2) Side light

SDI2287

Front fog light
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3. Disconnect the connector first, then

remove the bulb socket as illustrated, and

replace it.

j1 Reverse light

j2 Number plate light

1. Remove the clipsjA with a suitable tool,

then remove the rear cargo coverjB .

2. Remove the luggage compartment light

jC , the back door gripjD , the clipsjE ,

and then remove the back door inner cover

jF .

3. Disconnect the bulb socket and replace the

bulb as illustrated.

SDI2288Z

Side turn signal light

SDI2289

(1) Reverse light and (2) Number plate light
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1. Remove the coverjA by pulling it upward.

2. Remove the boltsjB , and gradually pry the

rear combination light whole unit outward

using a suitable tool as illustrated.

3. Disconnect the bulb socket and replace the

bulb.

SDI2305Z

Rear combination light (turn signal light)

SDI2290Z

Rear fog light (where fitted)

SDI2030Z

Map light

SDI2031Z

Rear personal light
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If you have a flat tyre, see “Flat tyre” in the “6. In

case of emergency” section.

TYRE PRESSURE MONITORING SYSTEM
(TPMS) (where fitted)

The Tyre Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS)

monitors tyre pressure of all tyres except the

spare. When the low tyre pressure warning light

is lit, one or more of your tyres is significantly

under-inflated.

The TPMS will activate only when the vehicle is

driven at speeds above 25 km/h (16 MPH). Also,

this systemmaynot detect a sudden drop in tyre

pressure (for example a flat tyre while driving).

Formore details about theTPMS, see “Tyre pres-

sure monitoring system (TPMS) (where fitted)”

in the “5. Starting and driving” section.

For additional information, see “Low tyre pres-

sure warning light” in the “2. Instruments and

controls” section and “Tyre pressure

information” in the “4. Display screen, heater

and air conditioner, and audio system” section.

TYRE INFLATION PRESSURE

Periodically check the pressure of the tyres, in-

cluding the spare. An incorrect tyre pressure

may adversely affect tyre life and vehicle han-

dling.The tyrepressureshouldbecheckedwhen

tyres are COLD. Tyres are considered COLD after

the vehicle has been parked for 3 ormore hours,

SDI1919Z

Luggage compartment light

SDI1839Z

Vanity mirror light

SDI2277Z

Step light

TYRES ANDWHEELS
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or driven less than 1.6 km (1 mile). COLD tyre

pressures are shown on the tyre placard.

Insufficient pressure can lead to an overheating

of the tyre and subsequent internal damage. At

high speeds, this could result in tread separa-

tion and even bursting of the tyre.

TYPES OF TYRES

CAUTION

When changing or replacing tyres, be sure all four

tyres are of the same type (that is, summer, all season

or snow) and construction. An INFINITI Centre or quali-

fied workshop may be able to help you with informa-

tion about tyre type, size, speed rating and availabil-

ity.

Replacement tyres may have a lower speed rat-

ing than the factory equipped tyres, and they

may not match the potential maximum vehicle

speed. Never exceed themaximum speed rating

of the tyre.

All season tyres

INFINITI specifies all season tyres on somemod-

els to provide good performance all year, includ-

ing snowy and icy road conditions. All season

tyres are identified by ALL SEASON and/or M&S

on the tyre sidewall. Snow tyres have better

snow traction than all season tyres and may be

more appropriate in some areas.

Summer tyres

INFINITI specifies summer tyres on some mod-

els to provide superior performance on dry

roads. Summer tyre performance is substan-

tially reduced in snow and ice. Summer tyres do

not have the tyre traction ratingM&Son the tyre

sidewall.

If you plan to operate your vehicle in snowy or

icy conditions, INFINITI recommends the use of

snow or all season tyres on all four wheels.

Snow tyres

If snow tyres are needed, it is necessary to se-

lect tyres equivalent in size and load rating to

the original equipment tyres. If you do not, it

can adversely affect the safety and handling of

your vehicle.

Generally, snow tyres have lower speed ratings

than factory equipped tyres and may not match

the potentialmaximumvehicle speed. Never ex-

ceed the maximum speed rating of the tyre. If

you install snow tyres, they must be the same

size, brand, construction and tread pattern on

all four wheels.

For additional traction on icy roads, studded ty-

res may be used. However, some states and

provinces prohibit their use. Check local, state

and provincial laws before installing studded

tyres. Skid and traction capabilities of studded

snow tyres on wet or dry surfacesmay be poorer

than that of non-studded snow tyres.

Four-Wheel Drive (4WD) models

CAUTION

• Always use tyres of the same type, size, brand,

construction (bias, bias-belted or radial), and

tread pattern on all four wheels. Failure to do so

may result in a circumference difference between

tyres on the front and rear axles which will cause

excessive tyre wear and may damage the trans-

mission, transfer case and differential gears.

• ONLY use spare tyres specified for the 4WD mod-

els.

If excessive tyre wear is found, it is

recommended that all four tyres be replaced

with tyres of the same size, brand, construction

and tread pattern. The tyre pressure and wheel

alignmentshouldalsobecheckedandcorrected

as necessary. Contact an INFINITI Centre or

qualified workshop.

SNOW CHAINS

Use of snow chainsmaybe prohibited according

to location. Check the local laws before install-

ing snow chains. When installing snow chains,

make sure that they are of proper size for the

tyres on your vehicle and are installed accord-

ing to the chain manufacturer’s instructions.

Use chain tensionerswhen recommendedby the

snow chain manufacturer to ensure a tight fit.

Loose end links of the snow chains must be se-

cured or removed to prevent the possibility of
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whipping action damage to the fenders or un-

derbody. If possible, avoid fully loading your ve-

hicle when using snow chains. In addition, drive

at a reduced speed.Otherwise, your vehiclemay

be damaged and/or vehicle handling and per-

formance may be adversely affected.

Snow chains must be installed only on the rear

wheels and not on the front wheels.

Never install snow chains on a T-type spare tyre

(TEMPORARY USE ONLY).

Do not drive with snow chains on paved roads

which are clear of snow. Driving with chains in

such conditions can cause damage to the vari-

ous mechanisms of the vehicle due to some

overstress.

TYRE ROTATION

INFINITI recommends that tyres be rotated every

5,000 km (3,000 miles) for Four-Wheel Drive

(4WD)models. However, the timing for tyre rota-

tions may vary according to your driving habits

and the road surface conditions. For details, see

“Flat tyre” in the “6. In case of emergency” sec-

tion for the tyre replacement.

WARNING

• After rotating the tyres, adjust the tyre pressure.

• Retighten the wheel nuts when the vehicle has

been driven for 1,000 km (600miles) (also in cases

of a flat tyre, etc.).

• Do not include the T-type spare tyre in tyre rota-

tion.

• Incorrect tyre selection, fitting, care or mainte-

nance can affect vehicle safety with risk of acci-

dent and injury. If in doubt, consult an INFINITI

Centre or qualified workshop or the tyre manufac-

turer.

TYRE WEAR AND DAMAGE

j1 : Wear indicator

j2 : Wear indicator location mark

Tyres should be periodically inspected for wear,

cracking, bulging or objects caught in the tread.

If excessive wear, cracks, bulging or deep cuts

are found, the tyre should be replaced immedi-

ately.

The original tyres have a built-in treadwear indi-

cator.When thewear indicator isvisible, the tyre

should be replaced.

Improper service of a spare tyre may result in

serious personal injury. If it is necessary to re-

pair the spare tyre, contact an INFINITI Centre or

qualified workshop.SDI1662Z

SDI1663Z
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TYRE AGE

Never use a tyre over six years old, regardless of

whether it has been used or not.

Tyres degrade with age as well as with the ve-

hicle usage. Have your tyres checked and bal-

anced often by a repair shop or, if you prefer, an

INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop.

CHANGING TYRES AND WHEELS

WARNING

Do not install a deformed wheel or tyre even if it has

been repaired. Such wheels or tyres could have struc-

tural damage and could fail without warning.

When replacing a tyre, use the same size, speed

rating and load carrying capacity as originally

equipped. (See “Tyres and wheels” in the

“9. Technical information” section for recom-

mended types and sizes of tyres and wheels.)

The use of tyres other than those recommended

or the mixed use of tyres of different brands,

construction (bias, bias-belted, or radial), or

tread patterns can adversely affect the ride,

braking, handling, ground clearance, body-to-

tyre clearance, snow chain clearance, Tyre Pres-

sure Monitoring System (TPMS) (where fitted)

speedometer calibration, headlight aim and

bumper height. Some of these effects may lead

to accidentsand could result in seriouspersonal

injury.

If thewheels are changed for any reason, always

replace with wheels which have the same offset

dimension. Wheels of a different offset could

causeearly tyrewear, possiblydegradedvehicle

handling characteristics and/or interference

with the brake discs/drums. Such interference

can lead to decreased braking efficiency and/or

early brake pad/shoe wear.

Confirm the following for the TPMS (where fit-

ted):

WARNING

• When a spare tyre is mounted or a wheel is re-

placed, the TPMSwill not function and the low tyre

pressurewarning lightwill flash for approximately

1 minute. The light will remain on after 1 minute.

Contact an INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop

as soon as possible for tyre replacement and/or

system resetting.

• Replacing tyres with those not originally specified

by INFINITI could affect the proper operation of the

TPMS.

WHEEL BALANCE

Unbalanced wheels may affect vehicle handling

and tyre life. Even with regular use, wheels can

get out of balance. Therefore, they should be

balanced as required.

SPARE TYRE (where fitted)

Temporary-use (T-type) spare tyre

Observe the following precautions if the T-type

spare tyre must be used, otherwise your vehicle

could be damaged or involved in an accident.

CAUTION

• TheT-type spare tyre shouldbeusedonly for emer-

gency. It should be replaced by the standard tyre

at the first opportunity.

• Drive carefully while the T-type spare tyre is in-

stalled.

• Avoid sharp turns and abrupt braking while driv-

ing.

• Periodically check the T-type spare tyre inflation

pressure, and always keep it at 420 kPa (4.2 bar,

60 psi).

• Do not drive your vehicle at speeds faster than 80

km/h (50 MPH).

SDI1912Z

Spare tyre label (where fitted)
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• Do not use snow chains on a T-type spare tyre.

Snow chains will not fit properly on the T-type

spare tyre and may cause damage to the vehicle.

• Tyre tread of the T-type spare tyre will wear at a

faster rate than the original tyre. Replace the T-

type spare tyre as soon as the tread wear indica-

tors appear.

• Because the T-type spare tyre is smaller than the

original tyre, groundclearance is reduced.Toavoid

damage to the vehicle do not drive over obstacles.

Also do not drive the vehicle through an automatic

car wash since it may get caught.

• Do not use the T-type spare tyre on other vehicles.

• Do not use more than one T-type spare tyre at the

same time.

• Donot towa trailerwhile thespare tyre is installed.

EMERGENCY TYRE PUNCTURE REPAIR
KIT (where fitted)

The emergency tyre puncture repair kit is sup-

plied to the vehicle instead of a spare tyre. The

repair kit must be used for temporarily fixing a

minor tyre puncture. After using the repair kit,

see an INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop as

soon as possible for tyre inspection and repair/

replacement.

CAUTION

Do not use the emergency tyre puncture repair kit un-

der the following conditions. Contact an INFINITI

Centre or qualified workshop or professional road as-

sistance.

• when the sealant has passed its expiration date

(shown on the label attached to the sealant bottle)

• when the cut or the puncture is approximately 4

mm (0.16 in) or longer

• when the side of the tyre is damaged

• when the vehicle has been driven with a consider-

able loss of air from the tyre

• when the tyre is completely displaced inside or

outside the rim

• when the tyre rim is damaged

• when two or more tyres are flat

See “Flat tyre” in the “6. In case of emergency”

section for more details.
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The following are approximate capacities. The actual refill quantitiesmay be slightly different.When refilling, follow the procedures instructed in the “8.

Maintenance and do-it-yourself” section to determine the proper refill capacity.

Engine Type
Approximate Capacity

Recommended Fuel/Lubricants
Metric Measure Imperial Measure

Fuel 90 L 19-3/4 gal See “Fuel recommendation” later in this section.

Engine oil (*1)

Including oil

filter
VK50VE 6.7 L 5-7/8 qt

Petrol engine:

INFINITI Genuine engine oil *2

API grade SL or SM *2

ILSAC grade GF-3 or GF-4 *2

ACEA A1/B1, A3/B3, A3/B4, A5/B5, C2 or C3 *2

Diesel engine:

INFINITI Genuine engine oil *2

ACEA C4 LOW ASH HTHS 3.5, Viscosity SAE 5W-30*2

VQ35HR

VQ37VHR
4.9 L 4-3/8 qt

V9X 5.0 L 4-3/8 qt

Excluding oil

filter
VK50VE 5.8 L 5-1/8 qt

VQ35HR

VQ37VHR
4.6 L 4 qt

V9X 4.6 L 4 qt

Cooling system

With reservoir

VK50VE
For Europe 11.6 L 10-1/4 qt

INFINITI Genuine Engine Coolant or equivalent in its quality (*3)

For Russia 11.1 L 9-3/4 qt

VQ35HR 9.7 L 8-1/2 qt

VQ37VHR 9.7 L 8-1/2 qt

V9X
AT models 13.0 L 11-1/2 qt

MT models 13.1 L 11-1/2 qt

Reservoir 0.8 L 3/4 qt

Automatic Transmission Fluid (ATF) — — INFINITI Genuine Matic S ATF (*4)

Manual Transmission (MT) gear oil — — BP Castrol BOT 338 or Esso Gear Oil 304

Transfer fluid — — INFINITI Genuine Matic J ATF (*5)

Power steering fluid Refill to the proper fluid level according to the

instructions in the “8. Maintenance and do-it-

yourself” section.

INFINITI Genuine PSF or equivalent (*6)

Brake and clutch fluid INFINITI Genuine Brake Fluid or equivalent DOT3 or DOT4 (*7)

Differential gear oil — —

Front differential gear:

INFINITI Genuine Differential Oil Hypoid Super GL-5 80W-90 or API GL-5 (*2)

Rear differential gear:

API GL-5 synthetic gear oil, Viscosity SAE 75W-90 or equivalent (*8)

RECOMMENDED FUEL/LUBRICANTS AND CAPACITIES
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Engine Type
Approximate Capacity

Recommended Fuel/Lubricants
Metric Measure Imperial Measure

Multi-purpose grease — — NLGI No. 2 (Lithium soap base)

Air conditioner system refrigerant — — HFC-134a (R-134a)

Air conditioner system lubricants — — INFINITI A/C System Oil Type S or equivalent

*1: The approximate capacities listed are for refilling during an engine oil change. For additional information, see “Changing engine oil and oil filter” in the “8. Maintenance and

do-it-yourself” section.

*2: For additional information, see “Recommended SAE viscosity number” later in this section.

*3: Use INFINITI Genuine Engine Coolant, or equivalent in its quality, in order to avoid possible aluminium corrosion within the engine cooling system caused by the use of non-

genuine engine coolant. Note that any repairs for the incidents within the engine cooling system while using non-genuine engine coolant may not be covered by the warranty

even if such incidents occurred during the warranty period.

*4: Using automatic transmission fluid other than INFINITI Genuine Matic S ATF will cause deterioration in driveability and automatic transmission durability, and may damage the

automatic transmission, which is not covered by the warranty.

*5: Using transfer fluid other than INFINITI Genuine Matic J ATF will cause deterioration in drive ability and transfer durability, and may damage the transfer, which is not covered by

the warranty.

*6: DEXRONTM VI type ATF may also be used.

*7: Never mix different types of fluids (DOT3 and DOT4).

*8: See your INFINITI Centre or qualified workshop for service for synthetic oil.
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FUEL RECOMMENDATION

Model with three-way catalyst

CAUTION

Do not use leaded petrol. Using leaded petrol will

damage the three-way catalyst.

VK50VE engine model:

For Russia and Ukraine:

Use UNLEADED PREMIUM petrol with an octane

rating of at least 95 (RON).

If premium petrol is not available, UNLEADED

REGULARpetrolwithanoctane ratingof91 (RON)

may be temporarily used, but only under the fol-

lowing precautions:

• Have the fuel tank filled only partially with

unleaded regular petrol, and fill up with unleaded

premium petrol as soon as possible.

• Avoid full throttle driving and abrupt acceleration.

However, for maximum vehicle performance,

the use of unleaded premium petrol is recom-

mended.

For Europe:

Use UNLEADED PREMIUM petrol with an octane

rating of at least 98 (RON).

If premium petrol is not available, UNLEADED

REGULARpetrolwithanoctane ratingof91 (RON)

may be temporarily used, but only under the fol-

lowing precautions:

• Have the fuel tank filled only partially with

unleaded regular petrol, and fill up with unleaded

premium petrol as soon as possible.

• Avoid full throttle driving and abrupt acceleration.

However, for maximum vehicle performance,

the use of unleaded premium petrol is recom-

mended.

VQ35HR engine model:

Use UNLEADED PREMIUM petrol with an octane

rating of at least 95 (RON).

If unleaded premium petrol is not used,

UNLEADED REGULAR petrol with an octane rat-

ing of at least 91 (RON) may be used at slightly

reduced performance. However, for maximum

vehicle performance and the best driveability,

the use of unleaded premium petrol is recom-

mended.

VQ37VHR engine model:

Use UNLEADED PREMIUM petrol with an octane

rating of 95 to 98 (RON).

INFINITI recommends the use of unleaded pre-

mium petrol with 98 octane (RON) to obtain the

maximum vehicle performance and the best

driveability.

If premium petrol is not available, UNLEADED

REGULARpetrolwithanoctane ratingof91 (RON)

may be temporarily used, but only under the fol-

lowing precautions:

• Have the fuel tank filled only partially with

unleaded regular petrol, and fill up with unleaded

premium petrol as soon as possible.

• Avoid full throttle driving and abrupt acceleration.

However, for maximum vehicle performance,

the use of unleaded premium petrol is recom-

mended.

Diesel engine*

Diesel fuel above 50 cetane and with less than

10 ppm of sulphur (EN590) must be used. If fuel

other than the specified fuel is used, white

smoke could be emitted.

* If two types of diesel fuel are available, use

summer or winter fuel properly according to

the following temperature conditions.

• Above −7°C (20°F) ... Summer type diesel fuel.

• Below −7°C (20°F) ... Winter type diesel fuel.

CAUTION

• Do not use home heating oil, petrol or other alter-

nate fuels in the diesel engine. The use of those or

adding those to diesel fuel can cause engine dam-

age.

• Do not use summer fuel at temperatures below

−7°C (20°F). The cold temperatures will cause wax
to form in the fuel. As a result, it may prevent the

engine from running smoothly.
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RECOMMENDED SAE VISCOSITY
NUMBER

Outside Temperature Range
Anticipated Before Next Oil Change

PETROL ENGINE OIL

m
STI0589

Petrol engine oil

5W-30 is preferable.

If 5W-30 is not available, select the viscosity,

from the chart, that is suitable for the outside

temperature range.

Outside Temperature Range
Anticipated Before Next Oil Change

DIESEL ENGINE OIL

m
STI0387B

Diesel engine oil

5W-30 is preferable.

If 5W-30 is not available, select the viscosity,

from the chart, that is suitable for the outside

temperature range.

Differential gear oil

80W-90 for the front differential gear is prefer-

able.

STI0576
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AIR CONDITIONER SYSTEM
REFRIGERANT AND LUBRICANT

The air conditioner system of your vehicle must

bechargedwith the refrigerantHFC-134a (R134a)

and the lubricant INFINITI A/C System Oil Type S

or equivalents.

CAUTION

Use of any other refrigerants or lubricants will cause

severe damage, and you may need to replace your ve-

hicle’s entire air conditioner system.

The release of refrigerants into the atmosphere

is prohibited inmany countries and regions. The

refrigerant HFC-134a (R-134a) in your vehicle will

not harm the Earth’s ozone layer. However, it

may contribute in a small part to the global

warming effect. INFINITI recommends that the

refrigerant be appropriately recovered and re-

cycled. Contact an INFINITI Centre or qualified

workshop when servicing the air conditioner

system.
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Engine Model VK50VE VQ35HR VQ37VHR V9X

Type Petrol, 4-cycle, DOHC Petrol, 4-cycle, DOHC Petrol, 4-cycle, DOHC Diesel, 4-cycle, DOHC

Cylinder arrangement 8-cylinder, V-block,

Slanted at 90°

6-cylinder, V-block,

Slanted at 60°

6-cylinder, V-block,

Slanted at 60°

6-cylinder, V-block,

Slanted at 65°

Bore × Stroke mm (in) 95.5 × 87.7

(3.760 × 3.453)

95.5 × 81.4

(3.760 × 3.205)

95.5 × 86.0

(3.760 × 3.385)

84.0 × 90.0

(3.307 × 3.543)

Displacement cm3 (cu in) 5,026 (306.7) 3,498 (213.45) 3,696 (225.54) 2,993 (182.64)

Idle speed at the N

(Neutral) position
rpm 650±50 675±50 650±50 600±50

Ignition timing (B.T.D.C.) at the N (Neutral) position 17°±2 16°±2 10°±2 —

Spark plugs

With catalyser Standard FXE22HR-11 FXE22HR-11 FXE24HR-11 —

Spark plug

gap
mm (in) 1.1 (0.043) 1.1 (0.043) 1.1 (0.043) —

Camshaft operation Timing chain Timing chain Timing chain Timing chain

ENGINE
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mm (in)

Overall length (with
number plate bracket)

4,865 (191.5)

Overall width 1,925 (75.8)

Overall height 1,650 (65.0)*1
1,680 (66.1)*2

Front tread 1,635 (64.4)

Rear tread 1,640 (64.6)

Wheelbase 2,885 (113.6)

*1: Model without roof rack

*2: Model with roof rack

Tyre size

Conventional Size

*1 *2

265/60R18
265/45R21

265/50R20
265/45R21

Spare Size T175/90R18
— (*3)

T175/90D18 (*4)

Road wheel
(aluminium)

Conventional

Size
18 × 8J

20 × 8J (*4)
21 × 9-1/2J

Offset mm
(in)

50 (1.97)

Spare

Size 18 × 4-1/2T

Offset mm
(in)

30 (1.18) (*5)/25 (0.98)

See the tyre placard on your vehicle for the recommended COLD tyre pressure.

*1: For Russia and Ukraine

*2: For Europe

*3: The emergency tyre puncture repair kit is supplied.

*4: Where fitted

*5: Steel

TYRES ANDWHEELS DIMENSIONS
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When planning to travel in another country or

region, find out whether the fuel required for

your vehicle is available in that country or re-

gion. Using a low octane rated fuel may cause

engine damage. Therefore, be sure that the re-

quired fuel is available wherever you go. For ad-

ditional information regarding recommended

fuel, see earlier in this section.

When transferring the registration of your ve-

hicle to another country, state, province or dis-

trict, contact the appropriate authorities to find

out that the vehicle complieswith the local legal

requirements. In some cases, a vehicle cannot

meet the legal requirements, and it may be nec-

essary to modify the vehicle to meet local laws

and regulations. In addition, there may be pos-

sibilities that a vehicle cannot be adapted in cer-

tain areas.

The lawsand regulations formotor vehicle emis-

sion control and safety standards vary accord-

ing to the country, state, province or district;

therefore, the vehicle specification may differ.

When any vehicles are to be taken into another

country, state, province or district, itsmodifica-

tion, transportation, registration, andanyother

expenses which may result, are the responsi-

bility of the user. INFINITI is not responsible for

any inconveniences that may result.

VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION PLATE

The plate is affixed as shown.

VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
(VIN) PLATE (where fitted)

The vehicle identification number plate is at-

tached as shown.

VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
(chassis number)

The number is stamped as shown.

ENGINE SERIAL NUMBER

The number is stamped on the engine as shown.

STI0594Z

STI0431Z

STI0492Z

WHEN TRAVELLING OR REGISTERING IN
ANOTHER COUNTRY

VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION
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STI0584Z

VK50VE engine

STI0628Z

Engine cover (where fitted)

STI0509Z

VQ35HR/VQ37VHR engine

STI0548Z

Engine cover (where fitted)

STI0749Z

V9X engine

STI0750Z

Engine cover (where fitted)
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TYRE PLACARD

The cold tyre pressures are shown on the tyre

placard affixed to the driver’s side centre pillar.

AIR CONDITIONER SPECIFICATION
LABEL

The air conditioner specification label is

attached to the underside of the bonnet as

shown.

INFINITI VEHICLE IMMOBILIZER
SYSTEM

INTELLIGENT KEY SYSTEM

STI0494Z

STI0495Z

STI0627

STI0598

RADIO APPROVAL NUMBER AND INFORMATION
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TYRE PRESSURE MONITORING SYSTEM
(TPMS) TUNER

TYRE PRESSURE MONITORING SYSTEM
(TPMS) TRANSMITTER

STI0602 STI0748

STI0740
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A

Adaptive Front lighting System ......................................... 2-28

Adjusting time ................................................................. 2-39

Air cleaner filter ............................................................... 8-16

Air conditioner

– Air conditioner specification label ................................ 9-11

– Air conditioner system refrigerant and lubricant ............ 9-6

– Automatic air conditioner ........................................... 4-39

– Heater and air conditioner .......................................... 4-37

– Servicing air conditioner ............................................ 4-42

Aluminium alloy wheels ..................................................... 7-3

Antenna .......................................................................... 4-52

Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) ......................................... 5-81

Armrest ............................................................................. 1-7

Around view monitor ....................................................... 4-26

Around view monitor settings ........................................... 4-35

Ashtrays and cigarette lighter .......................................... 2-40

Audible reminders ........................................................... 2-15

Audio

– Auxiliary sockets ........................................................ 4-78

– Operation precautions ............................................... 4-43

Audio control steering switch ............................................ 4-77

Audio system .................................................................. 4-43

Auto door lock releasing mechanism ................................... 3-6

AUTO mode ...................................................................... 5-19

Automatic

– Automatic air conditioner ........................................... 4-39

– Automatic drive positioner .......................................... 3-24

– Automatic sunroof ...................................................... 2-37

– Automatic Transmission (AT) ......................................... 5-8

– Automatic Transmission Fluid (ATF) .............................. 8-15

– Driving with Automatic Transmission (AT) ..................... 5-12

Auxiliary sockets ............................................................. 4-78

B

Back door ........................................................................ 3-19

Back door release lever .................................................... 3-19

Battery ................................................................... 5-83, 8-18

– Battery saver system ................................. 2-28, 2-49, 3-11

– Intelligent Key battery ................................................ 8-20

– Intelligent Key battery discharge ................................. 5-10

– Vehicle battery ........................................................... 8-19

Before operating DVD entertainment system ..................... 4-83

Before starting engine ....................................................... 5-2

Bluetooth

– Audio player operation ............................................... 4-65

– Hands-free phone system – without navigation

system ...................................................................... 4-95

– Hands-Free Phone system (models with navigation

system) ..................................................................... 4-88

– Hands-Free Phone system (models without navigation system

for Russia and Ukraine) ............................................. 4-105

– On/Off (models without navigation system ) ............... 4-104

– Settings .................................................................... 4-67



Bonnet ............................................................................ 3-18

Brake

– Brake assist ............................................................... 5-80

– Brake booster ............................................................ 8-13

– Brake fluid ................................................................. 8-14

– Brake precautions ...................................................... 5-79

– Brake system ............................................................. 5-79

– Brakes ....................................................................... 8-12

– Checking footbrake pedal ........................................... 8-13

– Checking parking brake .............................................. 8-12

– Intelligent Brake Assist (IBA) system ................... 5-68, 5-70

– Parking brake .................................................... 3-23, 5-84

– Trailer brakes ............................................................. 5-77

C

Camera aiding corner sensor (sonar) function .................... 4-34

Car phone and CB radio ................................................... 4-88

Card holder ..................................................................... 2-42

Care and maintenance ..................................................... 4-87

Care when driving .............................................................. 5-7

Cargo cover ..................................................................... 2-43

Cargo net ........................................................................ 2-46

CD/DVD/USB Memory care and cleaning ........................... 4-76

CENTER mark on seat belts ................................................ 1-10

Centre multi-function control panel .................................... 4-2

Centre vents .................................................................... 4-36

Changing

– Changing engine coolant ............................................. 8-6

– Changing engine oil and oil filter .................................. 8-8

– Changing flat tyre ........................................................ 6-3

– Changing tyres and wheels ......................................... 8-32

Checking

– Checking bulbs ............................................................ 2-7

– Checking engine coolant level ...................................... 8-6

– Checking engine oil level .............................................. 8-7

– Checking footbrake pedal ........................................... 8-13

– Checking parking brake .............................................. 8-12

Child restraints ................................................................ 1-12

Child safety ....................................................................... 1-9

Child safety rear door locks ................................................ 3-6

Chrome parts .................................................................... 7-3

Cleaning exterior ............................................................... 7-2

Cleaning interior ................................................................ 7-3

Clock .............................................................................. 2-39

Closing bonnet ................................................................ 3-18

Coat hooks ...................................................................... 2-43

Cockpit ............................................................................. 0-6

Cold weather driving ........................................................ 5-83

Console box .................................................................... 2-42

Continuous damping control ............................................. 5-19

Control buttons ............................................. 4-89, 4-90, 4-96

Conventional (fixed speed) cruise control mode ........ 5-46, 5-62

Coolant

– Changing engine coolant ............................................. 8-6

– Checking engine coolant level ...................................... 8-6

– Engine coolant ........................................................... 5-83

– Engine coolant temperature gauge ................................ 2-3

Corrosion protection ................................................. 5-84, 7-5

Coupling device installation ............................................. 5-78

Cruise control .................................................................. 5-30

Cruise control operations ................................................. 5-30

Cup holders .................................................................... 2-42
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D

Defogger switch ............................................................... 2-33

Difference between predictive and actual distances .. 4-22, 4-32

Digital Versatile Disc (DVD) player ..................................... 4-44

Digital Versatile Disc (DVD) player operation ...................... 4-59

Digital Versatile Disc (DVD) system components ................ 4-80

Dimensions ...................................................................... 9-8

Door locks ......................................................................... 3-3

Dot matrix liquid crystal display ........................................ 2-17

Drive belt ......................................................................... 8-11

Driving

– Care when driving ........................................................ 5-7

– Cold weather driving .................................................. 5-83

– Driving in wet conditions .............................................. 5-7

– Driving in winter conditions .......................................... 5-7

– Driving safety precautions ............................................ 5-4

– Driving vehicle ........................................................... 5-12

– Driving with Automatic Transmission (AT) ..................... 5-12

– On-pavement and off-road driving precautions .............. 5-4

– Precautions when starting and driving ........................... 5-2

During a call .......................................................... 4-101, 4-92

E

Electric steering wheel adjustment ................................... 3-20

Electronic Stability Programme (ESP) OFF switch ................ 5-22

Electronic Stability Programme (ESP) system ..................... 5-21

Emergency tyre puncture repair kit .................................... 8-33

Engine .............................................................................. 9-7

– Before starting engine .................................................. 5-2

– Changing engine coolant ............................................. 8-6

– Changing engine oil and oil filter .................................. 8-8

– Checking engine coolant level ...................................... 8-6

– Checking engine oil level .............................................. 8-7

– Engine cold start period ................................................ 5-7

– Engine compartment .................................................. 8-21

– Engine compartment check locations ............................ 8-5

– Engine coolant ........................................................... 5-83

– Engine coolant temperature gauge ................................ 2-3

– Engine cooling system ................................................. 8-6

– Engine oil .................................................................... 8-7

– Engine serial number ................................................... 9-9

– Starting engine ........................................................... 5-11

– V9X engine model ...................................................... 0-18

– VK50VE engine model ........................................ 0-15, 0-16

– VQ35HR engine model ................................................ 0-17

– VQ37VHR engine model .............................................. 0-17

Engine compartment ........................................................ 0-15

Entry/exit function ........................................................... 3-24

Environmental factors influence the rate of corrosion ........... 7-5

Exhaust gas ...................................................................... 5-2

Explanation of general maintenance items .......................... 8-2

Exterior

– Front ........................................................................... 0-3

– Rear ............................................................................ 0-4

Exterior lights ................................................................. 8-24

F

Flat tyre ............................................................................ 6-2

Floor mats ......................................................................... 7-4

Fluid

– Automatic Transmission Fluid (ATF) .............................. 8-15
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– Brake fluid ................................................................. 8-14

– Power steering fluid ................................................... 8-15

– Window washer fluid .................................................. 8-18

Fog light switch ............................................................... 2-30

Forward collision warning system ..................................... 5-65

Four-Wheel Drive (4WD) .................................................... 5-17

Front fog lights ................................................................ 2-30

Front seats ........................................................................ 1-2

Fuel

– Bleeding fuel system .................................................. 8-10

– Draining water (Fuel filter) .......................................... 8-10

– Fuel filler cap ............................................................. 3-20

– Fuel filler lid ............................................................... 3-19

– Fuel filter ................................................................... 8-10

– Fuel gauge ................................................................... 2-3

– Fuel recommendation .................................................. 9-4

– Opening fuel filler lid ................................................. 3-20

– Recommended fuel/lubricants and capacities ............... 9-2

Fuses .............................................................................. 8-21

G

Gauge

– Engine coolant temperature gauge ................................ 2-3

– Fuel gauge ................................................................... 2-3

– Meters and gauges ...................................................... 2-2

General maintenance ......................................................... 8-2

Glass .......................................................................... 7-3, 7-4

Glove box ........................................................................ 2-41

H

Hazard indicator flasher switch ........................................ 2-34

Hazard indicator operation ............................................... 3-15

Head restraints .................................................................. 1-6

Headlight

– Headlight aiming control ............................................ 2-28

– Headlight and turn signal switch ................................. 2-27

– Headlight cleaner ....................................................... 2-29

– Headlight switch ........................................................ 2-27

– Headlights ................................................................. 8-23

– Xenon headlights ....................................................... 2-27

Heater and air conditioner ................................................ 4-37

Horn ............................................................................... 2-35

How to adjust screen ....................................................... 4-25

How to adjust the screen view .......................................... 4-35

How to park with predictive course lines ............................ 4-21

How to read displayed lines ............................................. 4-20

How to read the screen ...................................................... 4-6

How to see each view ....................................................... 4-29

How to use day/night brightness control and display ON/OFF

button .............................................................................. 4-6

How to use DISC·AUX button ............................................. 4-19

How to use INFINITI controller ............................................. 4-4

How to use INFO button ...................................................... 4-7

How to use SETTING button ............................................... 4-11

How to use STATUS button ................................................. 4-6

How to use TEL button ........................................................ 4-7

How to use touch screen (models with navigation system) ... 4-4
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If your vehicle overheats .................................................. 6-12

Ignition switch positions .................................................... 5-9

Impact sensing door lock releasing mechanism ................... 3-6

Indicator lights ................................................................ 2-12

Indicators for operation .................................................... 2-19

INFINITI vehicle immobilizer system ................................... 3-17

INFINITI Voice Recognition alternate command mode ........ 4-116

INFINITI Voice Recognition standard mode ....................... 4-109

INFINITI Voice Recognition system .................................. 4-108

Injured persons ................................................................ 1-10

Inside rearview mirror ...................................................... 3-21

Installation of child restraint system .................................. 1-15

Instrument brightness control ............................................ 2-4

Instrument panel ............................................................. 0-10

Intelligent Brake Assist (IBA) system ................................. 5-70

Intelligent Brake Assist system ......................................... 5-68

Intelligent Cruise Control (ICC) system ...................... 5-32, 5-49

Intelligent Key ................................................................... 3-2

Intelligent Key battery ..................................................... 8-20

Intelligent Key battery discharge ....................................... 5-10

Intelligent Key operating range .......................................... 3-8

Intelligent Key system ................................................. 3-6, 5-8

Interior light control switch .............................................. 2-48

Interior lights ......................................................... 2-48, 8-24

iPod® player operation ................................................... 4-68

Iridium-tipped spark plugs ............................................... 8-12

J

Jump starting .................................................................. 6-10

K

Key

– Intelligent Key ............................................................. 3-2

– Intelligent Key battery ................................................ 8-20

– Intelligent Key battery discharge ................................. 5-10

– Intelligent Key operating range ..................................... 3-8

– Intelligent Key system ........................................... 3-6, 5-8

– Keys ............................................................................ 3-2

– Locking with key .......................................................... 3-4

– Mechanical key ............................................................ 3-3

– Using Intelligent Key system ......................................... 3-8

– Using remote keyless entry system .............................. 3-13

L

Lane departure prevention (LDP) system ............................ 5-25

Lane departure warning (LDW) system ............................... 5-23

Light

– 4WD warning light ...................................................... 5-18

– Adaptive Front lighting System ................................... 2-28

– Exterior lights ............................................................ 8-24

– Fog light switch .......................................................... 2-30

– Front fog lights .......................................................... 2-30

– Headlight aiming control ............................................ 2-28

– Headlight and turn signal switch ................................. 2-27

– Headlight cleaner ....................................................... 2-29

– Headlight switch ........................................................ 2-27

– Headlights ................................................................. 8-23

– Indicator lights .......................................................... 2-12

– Interior light control switch ........................................ 2-48

– Interior lights ................................................... 2-48, 8-24
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– Light locations ........................................................... 8-25

– Lights ....................................................................... 8-23

– Luggage compartment ............................................... 2-49

– Map lights ................................................................. 2-48

– Rear fog light ............................................................. 2-30

– Rear personal lights ................................................... 2-48

– Vanity mirror lights .................................................... 2-49

– Warning lights ............................................................. 2-7

– Warning/indicator lights and audible reminders ............ 2-6

– Welcome light ............................................................ 2-47

– Xenon headlights ....................................................... 2-27

Loading luggage ................................................................ 5-7

Lock

– Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) ................................... 5-81

– Auto door lock releasing mechanism ............................. 3-6

– Child safety rear door locks .......................................... 3-6

– Door locks ................................................................... 3-3
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Maintenance
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Opening fuel filler lid ....................................................... 3-20

Operating precautions ...................................................... 5-77

Outside rearview mirrors .................................................. 3-21

Overheat
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Parking ........................................................................... 5-73
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Radio
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Starting
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– Steering lock ............................................................... 5-9

– Steering wheel .......................................................... 3-20
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RECOMMENDED FUEL

Model with three-way catalyst

CAUTION

Do not use leaded petrol. Using leaded petrol will

damage the three-way catalyst.

VK50VE engine model:

For Russia and Ukraine:

Use UNLEADED PREMIUM petrol with an octane

rating of at least 95 (RON).

If premium petrol is not available, UNLEADED

REGULARpetrolwithanoctane ratingof91 (RON)

may be temporarily used, but only under the fol-

lowing precautions:

• Have the fuel tank filled only partially with

unleaded regular petrol, and fill up with unleaded

premium petrol as soon as possible.

• Avoid full throttle driving and abrupt acceleration.

However, for maximum vehicle performance,

the use of unleaded premium petrol is recom-

mended.

For Europe:

Use UNLEADED PREMIUM petrol with an octane

rating of at least 98 (RON).

If premium petrol is not available, UNLEADED

REGULARpetrolwithanoctane ratingof91 (RON)

may be temporarily used, but only under the fol-

lowing precautions:

• Have the fuel tank filled only partially with

unleaded regular petrol, and fill up with unleaded

premium petrol as soon as possible.

• Avoid full throttle driving and abrupt acceleration.

However, for maximum vehicle performance,

the use of unleaded premium petrol is recom-

mended.

VQ35HR engine model:

Use UNLEADED PREMIUM petrol with an octane

rating of at least 95 (RON).

If unleaded premium petrol is not used,

UNLEADED REGULAR petrol with an octane rat-

ing of at least 91 (RON) may be used at slightly

reduced performance. However, for maximum

vehicle performance and the best driveability,

the use of unleaded premium petrol is recom-

mended.

VQ37VHR engine model:

Use UNLEADED PREMIUM petrol with an octane

rating of 95 to 98 (RON).

INFINITI recommends the use of unleaded pre-

mium petrol with 98 octane (RON) to obtain the

maximum vehicle performance and the best

driveability.

If premium petrol is not available, UNLEADED

REGULARpetrolwithanoctane ratingof91 (RON)

may be temporarily used, but only under the fol-

lowing precautions:

• Have the fuel tank filled only partially with

unleaded regular petrol, and fill up with unleaded

premium petrol as soon as possible.

• Avoid full throttle driving and abrupt acceleration.

However, for maximum vehicle performance,

the use of unleaded premium petrol is recom-

mended.

Diesel engine*

Diesel fuel above 50 cetane and with less than

10 ppm of sulphur (EN590) must be used. If fuel

other than the specified fuel is used, white

smoke could be emitted.

* If two types of diesel fuel are available, use

summer or winter fuel properly according to

the following temperature conditions.

• Above −7°C (20°F) ... Summer type diesel fuel.

• Below −7°C (20°F) ... Winter type diesel fuel.

CAUTION

• Do not use home heating oil, petrol or other alter-

nate fuels in your diesel engine. The use of those

or adding those to diesel fuel can cause engine

damage.

• Do not use summer fuel at temperatures below

−7°C (20°F). The cold temperatures will cause wax
to form in the fuel. As a result, it may prevent the

engine from running smoothly.

PETROL STATION INFORMATION



RECOMMENDED ENGINE OIL

See “Recommended fuel/lubricants and

capacities” in the “9. Technical information”

section.

INFINITI Genuine engine oil or equivalent to sat-

isfy the following grade:

Petrol engine

API grade SL or SM

ILSAC grade GF-3 or GF-4

ACEA A1/B1, A3/B3, A3/B4, A5/B5, C2 or C3

Diesel engine

ACEA C4 LOW ASH HTHS 3.5, Viscosity SAE 5W-

30

TYRE COLD PRESSURE

See the tyre placard affixed to the driver’s side

centre pillar.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERN

Today, the efforts made by INFINITI to fulfil our

responsibilities to protect and sustain the envi-

ronment are far-reaching. Within INFINITI, we

promote the highest levels of practice in every

region and in every area of operations.

COMPLIANCE AT EVERY STEP

INFINITI focuses on ensuring that end of life ve-

hicle components are reused, recycled or recov-

ered as thermal energy, and guarantees compli-

ance with EU legislation (the End of Life Vehicle

Directive).

WE BUILD OUR VEHICLESWITH
RECYCLING IN MIND

Reducing landfill waste, emissions, conserving

natural resources, and enhancing recycling ac-

tivities are emphasised daily in our manufactur-

ing, sales and service operations and in the dis-

posal of end of life vehicles (ELV).

Design phase

To reduce environmental impact we have devel-

oped your INFINITI vehicle to be 95% recyclable.

We mark the components to facilitate disman-

tling, recycling and to reduce hazardous sub-

stances. We carefully verify and control

substancesof concern.Wehavealready reduced

to aminimum the cadmium,mercury and lead in

your INFINITI vehicle. INFINITI includes recycled

material in your vehicle and looks for opportuni-

ties to increase the percentage of recycled ma-

terials used.

Production and distribution phase

Using resourcesefficiently to reduce theamount

of waste generated during the production and

distribution stage. INFINITI promotes activities

based on Reducing, Reusing, and Recycling ma-

terials whenever possible. The NISSAN GREEN

PROGRAM 2010 (NGP2010) is our midterm envi-

ronmental action plan defining our goals for

achieving a 100% recycling rate for operations

in Japan and globally.

Use and service phase

INFINITI Centres are our window to you, our cus-

tomer. In order to meet your expectations they

provide not only high quality services but are

also environmentally responsible. INFINITI pro-

motes activities to recycle the waste generated

as a result of service centre activities.

Disposal phase

Recycle your end of life vehicle or its compo-

nents. When your INFINITI reaches the end of its

life, and is no longer suitable for daily use, it

still has value. You can help prevent waste af-

fecting the environment by bringing your

INFINITI tobe recycledatour collectionnetworks

in your area. Our collection networks guarantee

no cost for the treatment of your ELV. For further

ENVIRONMENT (End of Life Vehicles)



informationonhowandwhere todisposeofyour

ELV refer to your local INFINITI Centre.

PROTECT THE ENVIRONMENT WHEN
DRIVING

Your driving behaviour has significant impact on

fuel economy and the environment. Follow the

tips below for better fuel-efficiency, better driv-

ing habits, and to be environmentally friendly

by reducing emissions:

Defensive driving

Anticipating traffic conditions and acting

accordingly reduces fuel consumption, helping

to protect of our natural environment. Take your

foot off the accelerator while approaching traf-

fic lights and avoid last minute braking when

the light turns red.

Avoid speeding, harsh acceleration, and strong

braking. The gain in time does not offset pollu-

tion of the environment. Try to maintain speed

when driving uphill to reduce fuel consumption

and pollution. Maintain speed or allow the ve-

hicle to go slower where traffic allows.

Close windows when driving

Driving with a window open at 100 km/h (62

MPH) increases fuel consumption by up to 4%.

Driving with the windows closed allows for bet-

ter fuel economy.

Use the roof rack only when necessary

Only install the roof luggage system when you

really need it, otherwise put it inside the vehicle

or store it in your garage. Do not drive around

with an empty roof rack, kayak holder, or ski

rack, thiswill reduce your aerodynamic drag sig-

nificantly.

Optimise the use of air conditioning

The air conditioning systemhas a positive effect

on driving and vehicle safety through comfort

cooling and dehumidifying, drivers are more

alert and have better visibility when window de-

misting/defogging becomes necessary. How-

ever, use of the air conditioning system will in-

crease fuel consumption substantially in an ur-

ban environment. Optimise the use of air

conditioning by using the vents asmuch as pos-

sible.

Use the parking brake on slopes

Use theparkingbrakewhenholdingyourvehicle

on a slope. Avoid using the accelerator to hold

your vehicle as this leads to unnecessary fuel

consumption and wear.

Maintain a safe distance

Anticipate traffic conditions for a smootherdrive

and to assure comfort and safety during your

trip. Drive and maintain a safe distance from

other vehicles while in traffic. This will help re-

duce fuel consumption as you will not be con-

stantly tapping your brakes.

Check your tyre pressure

Low tyre pressure increases fuel consumption

as well as the use of non-recommended tyres.

Correct tyre pressure will maximise the grip of

your vehicle and optimise fuel consumption.

Have your car serviced regularly

Regular service allows you to run your vehicle in

optimal condition and with the best fuel effi-

ciency. Have your vehicle serviced by your

INFINITI Centre or a qualified workshop to en-

sure that it is maintained to its original stan-

dard.
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SECURITY INFORMATION
As owner of this vehicle, a number of important

codes have been supplied that you may require

in case you need to duplicate an

INFINITI Vehicle Immobilizer System key.

Please fill in the allocated area for key number

or attach the sticker(s) if available. Remove the

page from this manual and keep it in a safe

place, not in the vehicle.

Whensellingyour vehicle,wekindly requestyou

to hand over the page to the buyer.

SECURITY INFORMATION

Key number

Remove the page from the manual and keep it in a safe place, not in the vehicle.

When selling your vehicle, we kindly request you to hand over this page to the buyer.
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